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B. E. Launder 
University ol California, Davis 

Davis, CA 

T. H. Massey 
CERL, 

Leatherhead, England 

The Numerical Prediction of ¥iscous 
Flow and Heat Transfer in Tube 
Banks 
A scheme for handling the numerical analysis of viscous flow and heat transfer in tube 
banks is presented. It involves the use of a cylindrical network of nodes in the vicinity of 
the tubes with a Cartesian mesh covering the remainder of the flow domain. The approach 
has been incorporated into the numerical solving algorithm for the Navier Stokes equa
tions of Gasman, et al. [8]. A number of demonstration calculations is presented includ
ing a numerical simulation of the staggered square bank for which Bergelin and co-work
ers [4, 9] have reported experimental results for pressure drop and heat transfer rate. 
Agreement between predicted and measured characteristics is satisfactory when account 
is taken of end and entry effects that are present in the experiments but necessarily omit
ted from the calculations. Indeed the close agreement of the laminar predictions with 
measurements extends to Reynolds numbers in excess of 1000, a level at which it has hith
erto been supposed that turbulent motion in the fluid made a substantial contribution 
to friction and heat transfer. 

1 Introduction 

The study of flow normal to a bank of tubes continues to attract 
interest because of the importance of this flow configuration in the 
design of heat exchangers. The traditional way of obtaining the de
sired flow and heat-transfer information is to build a scale model of 
the tube bank under consideration. Hot gases are blown over the tubes 
and cooling fluid is circulated within them so that measurements can 
be made and there from correlations built up of the variations of the 
dimensionless heat transfer coefficients and pressure losses with 
Reynolds number and geometry. A comprehensive account of such 
studies and an excellent compendium of experimental data up to 1970 
is provided by Zhukauskas [1]. 

This approach is expensive, however, since for each new geometry 
considered a new model must be constructed. An alternative approach 
to securing data on the performance of tube banks is that of direct 
numerical solution of the time-averaged, partial-differential equations 
of momentum, mass and energy. In a typical two-dimensional recir
culating flow of reasonably simple geometry such predictions may 
be obtained in about two minute central processor time per run for 
a CDC 6600 computer; the cost of such an exploration is usually a 
small fraction of the cost of obtaining only the mean coefficients by 
experiment. An obstacle to the use of numerical methods in tube-bank 
problems, however, has been the complex geometry. Pioneering work 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OP HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division 
February 10, 1978. 

by Thorn and Apelt [2j employed conformal mapping so that the 
boundaries of the tubes coincided with equi-value surfaces of one of 
the independent variables. As is clear from Fig. 1(a), however, this 
transformation produces a low density of grid lines precisely where 
accurate numerical solution demands a fine grid, i.e., in the region of 
the front and rear stagnation points of the cylinder. Later work by Le 
Clair and Hamielec [3] assumed that each tube within the bank could 
be treated as an isolated cylinder surrounded by an outer boundary 
(at a distance related to the pitching of the bank) on which were im
posed free-stream boundary conditions. This approach, however, 
required such a simplistic treatment of the flow geometry that it is 
hard to envisage it producing useful results. Indeed, differences with 
the laminar flow data of Bergelin, et al. [4] of up to 40 percent were 
reported. 

The present contribution reports the writers' work in developing 
a general and flexible numerical procedure for predicting the behavior 
of flow over tube banks. In the preseat paper attention is limited to 
laminar flows in the fully developed regime (a companion paper on 
the treatment of turbulent flow is in preparation). Here the main 
points of novelty concern the development of a satisfactory and eco
nomical grid on which to perform the numerical solutions; this is 
discussed in Section 2. The same section presents the conservation 
equation governing the problem together with the appropriate 
boundary conditions while Section 3 presents and discusses the nu
merical results. 

2 The Finite-Difference Calculation Method 
a. The Choice of Grid and Coordinates. The main deterrent 

to a numerical study of the tube-bank problem is the complex shape 
of the flow domain—especially for staggered matrices of tubes. 
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Fig. 1(a) Thorn and Apelt [2] 

Strictly there is no necessity for any of the grid nodes to lie on the 
surface of the tube. A uniform Cartesian grid could in principle be 
adopted and, indeed, is often adopted in heat-conduction problems. 
In convection studies, however, particularly for turbulent flow, there 
are compelling advantages to making all rigid surfaces coincide with 
a surface on which one of the coordinates is uniform. In Thom and 
Apelt's [2] pioneering work on the tube-bank problem the grid was 
generated by solving the Laplace equation for the flow domain with 
uniform but different potentials maintained on the two quarter cyl
inders. The resultant grid, shown in Fig. 1(a) had two main disad
vantages. First, the density of grid nodes was least in the vicinity of 
the forward and rear stagnation points—precisely in regions where 
a high node density is necessary to secure grid-independent results. 
Secondly, the governing differential equations, expressed in terms 
of the new coordinates, are more complex than in Cartesian coordi
nates. In the only other numerical work we know of on flow in tube 
banks Le Feuvre [5] adopted a Cartesian grid in which the spacing 
between nodes was adjusted so that all the near-wall nodes fell on the 
cylindrical surfaces an indicated in Fig. 1(6). This grid, which had 
been earlier adopted by Thoman and Szewczyk [6] to study flow about 
a single cylinder, thus retained the simple form of the convective flow 
equations. It is clear from Fig. 1(6), however, that the grid is far from 
ideal since it produces high densities of nodes in regions far from the 
wall where they are not needed. Le Feuvre also found that it was 
particularly susceptible to false diffusion due to the streamlines near 
the cylinder cutting diagonally across the grid. 

Close to each cylinder the steepest gradients of flow properties are 
in the radial direction. This suggested to us the desirability of adopting 
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Fig. 1 Possible choices of grid for finite-difference study of tube banks 

a cylindrical polar grid in the neighborhood of the cylinders. The re
gion between these two grids was filled with a Cartesian mesh as in
dicated in Fig. 1(c). The final structure adopted allowed the cylin
drical and Cartesian grids to be entirely independent of one another. 
A false row of nodes was introduced to both the Cartesian and the 
polar grids in the region of overlap as indicated in Fig. 2 to provide 

•Nomenclature-

M2 
D = diameter of cylinder 
/ = friction factor Ap/2pV„ 
G = mass velocity vector 
N = number of rows in tube bank 
Nu = local Nusselt number 
p = static pressure 
P = nondimensional pressure coefficient (po 

-p , „ ) /2pV m
2 

PL = x- direction distance between one row 
and next 

pT = y. direction distance between one row 
and next 

r = radial coordinate 
Re = Reynolds number, pVmD/n 
St = mean Stanton number 

T = fluid temperature 
Vm = mean velocity through section of min

imum area in bank 
Vr = radial velocity component 
Vx = x- direction velocity component 
Vy = y- direction velocity component 
Ve - circumferential velocity component 
x = Cartesian coordinate in mean flow di

rection 
y = Cartesian coordinate 
a = mean heat transfer coefficient 
AP = drop in static pressure in passing 

through bank 
0 = circumferential (angle) coordinate 
H = dynamic fluid viscosity 

P = density 
a = Prandtl number 
0 = a representative dependent variable 
\p = stream function defined by equation (3) 

or (4) 
co = vorticity component parallel to tube 

Subscripts 
B = bulk fluid value 
NE, NW, SE, SW = compass point location 

of nodes with respect to node p 
nw = node adjacent to wall 
p = particular grid node under study 
w = wall value 
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Fig. 2 Use of false nodes for interpolating between polar and Cartesian 
grids 

a connection between the cylindrical and polar regions.1 The values 
of the dependent variables are transferred between the polar and 
Cartesian grid regions as described in the following section. 

b. The Describing Equations. The mean flow field in the tube 
bank may be described in terms of the two-dimensional vorticity 
equation: 

div (G a) = div (grad(i* w)) 

and one of the following stream function equations 

/r dip\ d / 1 dif/\ 

dr \p dr) + ~ - : 
dO \pr dO) 

lav lay 
p d.x'2 p dy2 

(1) 

(2a) 

(2b) 

according to whether the flow region is being analyzed in cylindrical 
polar or Cartesian coordinates. The stream function and vorticity are 
related to the velocity components in the plane normal to the tube 
axis by 

a> = - ( — (rVo) -
r \dr 

1 dt/< 
Vr = -;\ 

pr dO 

or, in Cartesian coordinates: 

dVv 

dO / 

p dr 
(3) 

v,-!**: (4) 

tV* 
dx dy 

p dy ' " p dx 

Attention is limited to cases where the contribution of mean kinetic 
energy and shear work to the energy balance is negligible and where 
the thermophysical properties are uniform. In these circumstances 
the temperature level in the tube bank is governed by the following 
enthalpy transport equation: 

d iv (GT) = d i v ( -ggradr) (5) 

1 Several other schemes for connection between the cylindrical and Cartesian 
and polar regions were explored before this method was evolved. All the 
schemes, which are reviewed in Massey's thesis j7], required at least twice as 
much computer time as the one finally adopted due to the uneconomic distri
bution of grid nodes that they produced. 

UPSTREAM 
FALSE 
NODES 

LINE FROM 
"MICH VALUES 
ARE TAKEH 
TO BE USED 
AS BOUNDARY 
CONDITIONS 
ON UPSTREAM 
FALSE NODES 

OOHNSTREAM 
BOUNOARY 

Fig. 3 Periodic boundary conditions for a staggered tube bank 

Equations (1, 2), and (5) have been solved numerically using the 
general finite-difference procedure of Gosman, et al. [8]. This method 
is so widely known that only its main features will be mentioned. 
Discretized forms of equations (1, 2), and (5) are obtained by inte
grating the conservation equations over contiguous control volumes 
surrounding each node. The method was developed by its originators 
for arbitrary orthogonal coordinates, a feature which makes it par
ticularly attractive in the present case where different coordinate 
systems are used in different regions. One merely needs to assign the 
metric coefficients according to the coordinate system appropriate 
to the region. The finite-difference procedure adopts an 'upwind' 
treatment of the convective terms and the difference equations are 
solved iteratively by a point-by-point Gauss-Siedel procedure. 

c. Boundary Conditions. The describing equations are elliptic 
requiring boundary conditions to be prescribed around all boundaries. 
Four types of boundary are present which are handled as follows. 

Symmetry Planes. On the lower and upper symmetry of the so
lution domain the stream function is respectively set equal to zero and 
to a uniform value (which corresponds to the mean flow rate per unit 
length of tube). The vorticity and the gradient of the temperature 
normal to the symmetry planes are both set to zero. 

Inlet and Outlet Plane. The present study has limited attention 
to fully-developed flow in a tube bank, i.e., the situation where the 
flow pattern is exactly repeated from one row to the next. In practice 
this repetitive pattern is found to develop after about seven rows of 
tubes so, in a bank consisting of 50 rows, the fully-developed model 
is clearly a reasonable one from which to deduce the performance of 
real tube banks. Fig. 3 illustrates the salient features of the periodic 
boundary-condition treatment. The method relies on a column of false 
nodes on the upstream side of the flow; one in the Cartesian grid and 
one in the leading polar grid. For fully-developed flow the values of 
the dependent variables will be the same on the line of false nodes 
x\X2Xz as on the line yiyiys located at the same distance upstream 
of the downstream boundary as x 1X2X3 is of the upstream boundary. 
At the end of each cycle the values on y ly&i are transferred to x 1X2X3. 
Likewise values of the dependent variables are taken from the up
stream boundary and placed on the downstream boundary to serve 
as boundary conditions during the next cycle of iteration. 

In the case of the temperature, the scheme described above is 
modified to account for the fact that due to heat transfer from the 
cylinder the inlet and exit temperatures are not exactly the same. A 
uniform heat flux is applied at the tube surfaces and thus to each 
temperature one either adds or subtracts the mean temperature rise 
across the solution domain according to whether one is transferring 
information forward or backward. 

Intersections between Polar and Cartesian Grids. The values of 
the dependent variables on the false polar nodes are obtained by in
terpolation from the four surrounding nodes as indicated in Fig. 4(a). 
Referring to the notation on this figure, the value of any dependent 
variable </> is obtained as 

0p = [(4>NE*1 + <l>NWX2)yi 

+ ($SE*I + 0sw*2)y2jV[(xi + x2){yi+ y2)] (6) 
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Correspondingly, values at the Cartesian false nodes are obtained from 
Fig. 4(6) as 

•Pp = [(0NE',1 + </>NW2>01 

+ {<i>s&i + <fewr2)02]/[(0i + h) O-i + r2)] (7) 

It will be noted that equations (6) and (7) weight the importance of 
the four surrounding nodes inversely with distance from the false 
node. 

Cylinder Surfaces. The value of the stream function is uniform 
around the cylinders, corresponding with an impermeable wall. Its 
value is the same as long the adjacent symmetry planes. 

The vorticity is not quite so easily handled since its magnitude 
depends on the mean velocity gradients at the wall, which are un
known until the end of the calculation. In effect a formula for wall 
vorticity is obtained by solving simultaneously equations (1) and (2) 
neglecting convective transport and circumferential diffusion, ap
proximations which are permissible in the immediate vicinity of the 
surface. Straightforward algebra leads to: 

[" t»nw rw « _ i'nw - fcl / / a rw _ \ 

Lr„m ~rw l> J ' \(rnm - r,„) / 
(8) 

where 

a = - ((rm„2 + rw
2) In r„Jrw - (r,m

2 - rw
2)) 

4 

0 = -(irnu,2-r.w
 2) -2r ,„2 In, •„,>„,) 

4 

Finally, as mentioned above, the thermal boundary condition applied 
in the present tests is that of a uniform heat flux around the perimeter 
of the cylinder. 

d. Miscellaneous Mat ters . The first series of tests of the nu
merical procedure was aimed at determining the best relative size of 
the polar and Cartesian grids and the node density in each region. Our 
criterion for best was the arrangement allowing sensibly grid-inde
pendent predictions with the smallest number of active nodes. Of 
course the optimum arrangement may well differ according to the 
pitch: diameter ratios of the tube bank and Reynolds number. It was 
impractical to explore such dependences however; all grid-exploration 
studies were made for downstream and cross-stream pitches of 1.5:1 
and 3.0:1 respectively at a Reynolds number of 75. It emerged that 
the polar grids should be confined to the region close to the cylinders 
extending only about 0.35r,„ from the surface. It was found that a 
higher node density was needed in these polar regions because of the 
increasingly steep variation of the independent variables as the cyl
inders were approached. Moreover, a finer grid was needed for polar 
grid A (covering the downstream half of a cylinder) than for grid C 
(covering the upstream half); the reason appeared to be connected 
with resolving accurately the separation point on the downstream side. 
Flow indicators except the length of the trailing vortex became 
sensibly grid independent for grid A = 11 X 16 (radial and,circum-
ferential), grid B = 26 X 26 and grid C = 11 X 11. As the grid was 
further refined the separation vortex increased in length until it too 
became grid independent for grid A = 11 X 31, grid B = 41 X 41 and 

Fig. 5 Stream function contours in square staggered bank PL:PT = 1.5:3; 
Re = 75 showing effects of grid refinement: 828 active nodes, — 1727 
active nodes 

grid C = 11 X 11 (1717 active nodes). The streamline patterns pre
dicted with the two grids are shown in Fig. 5. 

A disadvantage of solving the flow field through the stream-function 
and vorticity equations is that the pressure distribution, if needed, 
must be recovered from the converged stream-function and vorticity 
fields. For a tube bank the pressure drop per row AP is one of the most 
important quantities to be predicted. Although the general equations 
to recover the pressure field are rather complicated AP can be easily 
obtained as follows. Along the symmetry planes of the flow 

p-
dx 

1 dr 

2 d x 

2 d r (?(S)*F 
dy) J "Mdy 

p\i du) 

dtf 

while around the surface of the cylinders 

dp 

dO —- = M r-
di» 

dr 

(9a) 

(9b) 

(10) 

Integration of (9) or (10) as appropriate begins at point A in Fig. 6 and 
proceeds along BCD. A transfer is then made to E (which in this 
connection can be regarded as the same point as D) and the integra
tion completed by following route EFGH, i.e., 

PH - PA= I — dx + \ dr + j 
J A dx JB dr Jc c 

dp 

dp 

dfl 
dfl 

JE dO JF dr Jo 

« dp 

dx 
(11) 

The integration CD-EF also provides the detailed pressure distri
bution on the cylinder surface. Examples of the pressure distribution 
around the cylinder at two Reynolds numbers are provided in Fig. 7. 
At a Reynolds number of 50 a typical inertia-dominated variation is 
displayed with the minimum pressure occurring at approximately 90 
deg followed by a slow recovery. It is interesting to note that the "blip" 
in surface pressure which, at higher Reynolds numbers gives a good 
indication of the separation point, is not evident here (separation 
occurred at 135 deg in this test). The pressure profile for Re = 3 is, not 
unexpectedly, entirely different. Due to the dominance of viscous 
stresses the pressure falls smoothly from the front to the rear of the 
cylinder with no separation. 

Finally we would note that though, in the present paper, compu
tations are presented only for staggered tube banks, the complete 
methodology developed in Section 2 carries over intact for handling 
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Fig. 7 Variation of surface pressure around cylinder in staggered square bank 
PL:PT = 1.5:3.0, (a) Re = 50, (b) Re = 3 

in-line arrangements. Indeed, for the case of turbulent flow Massey 
[7] presents results for both staggered and in-line banks. 

3 Some Demonstration Calculations 
Comparison is made first with the early predictions of Thorn and 

Apelt [2] for the staggered bank shown in Fig. 8 at a Reynolds number 
of 50. The vorticity and stream function contours obtained in the 
present study show significant differences from the Thom and Apelt 
results particularly on the downstream side of the cylinder. The dis
crepancies may be due to the differences in node density between the 
two studies: the present explorations have employed approximately 
seven times as many grid points as Thom and Apelt's computations. 
Moreover, the curvilinear coordinate transformation used by the latter 
workers produces particularly poor coverage near the stagnation 
points in the flow. It thus appears probable that numerical diffusion 
in the original study represent the cause of the observed differences 
in the predicted behavior. 

Comparison is made in Figs. 9 and 10 with actual tube-bank ex
periments, the data being those obtained in the staggered 0.89 X 1.77 
lattice of Bergelin, et al. [8, 4) (Model 3). Fig. 9 provides comparison 
with the overall friction factor obtained, as described above, by in
tegrating around the domain boundaries to find the pressure loss per 
row. Again we found it necessary to employ more than twice as many 
nodes to resolve the pressure distribution accurately as for other in
teresting flow characteristics such as the heat transfer rate. The 

Fig. 8(a) Stream function contours 

Fig. 8(6) Vorticity contours 

Fig. 8 Flow field predictions for Thom and Apelt's geometry, PL:PT 

1.67:2.44 at Re = 75. - - - Thom and Apelt [2], Present study 

predicted behavior is seen to follow very much the same pattern as 
measurements not just for Reynolds numbers below 100, over which 
range f varies nearly inversely with Reynolds number, but up to values 
of Re as high as 1500. This result may seem initially surprising in view 
of the fact that the "transitional regime" for tube banks (in which 
turbulent flow is present within the bank although the boundary layer 
on the cylinders upstream of separation is laminar) is frequently held 
to begin at Reynolds numbers below 100. It must be said, however, 
that the departure of the friction factor curve from an R e - 1 behavior 
is usually used as the basis for identifying the onset of significant 
turbulence within the bank. For example Bergelin, et al. [9] write that 
"the curves . . . (of pressure drop versus velocity) . . . have a slope of 
unity at low velocities, indicating viscous flow, but above a velocity 
of approximately 1 ft/s, the slopes begin to increase showing an in
creasing amount of turbulence in the bank." This association of 
laminar flow only with the linear drag-velocity region has perhaps 
arisen because such a linear relation does pertain for the case of 
fully-developed laminar flow in a pipe. However, the drag for laminar 
flow on a flat plate does not vary linearly with the free stream velocity 
so there is no reason to suppose that in the vastly more complex flow 
found in a tube bank a linear law should apply. The present numerical 
results for laminar flow give essentially as close agreement with ex
perimental data at a Reynolds number of 1000 as at 10. While this does 
not strictly prove that, at the higher Reynolds number, the real flow 
is in steady, laminar flow, it does at any rate suggest that the effects 
of turbulence (or of some more ordered unsteadiness), if present, is 
not important. 
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Fig. 9 Friction factor and Stanton number in a staggered square bank, PL'-PT 
= 0.89:1.77. x Bergelin, et al. [8]; o Bergelin, et al. [4], present predic
tions 

The absolute level of the predicted friction factor is lower than the 
experimental values by about 15 percent. The main reason for the 
difference is that while the predictions were made for truly fully-
developed conditions the experimental data (obtained in a 14-row 
lattice) inevitably included the flow-development region too since the 
pressure drop was recorded with static pressure taps upstream and 
downstream of the bank. Some indication of the magnitude of the 
entrance effects can be inferred from Pierson's [10] measurements 
of the pressure drop per row for a series of staggered banks containing 
from one to ten rows. These suggest that, in the Bergelin tests, en
trance effects were responsible for raising the average friction factor 
by about 10 percent. The figure is admittedly not precise because 
Pierson's tests were made at a Reynolds number of 8,000; however, 
the insensitivity of the difference between measured and calculated 
friction factors to changes in Reynolds numbers from 10 to 1500 en
courages the view that the magnitude of the effects found by Pierson 
may well apply to the Bergelin data too. 

End effects also contribute to raising the measured friction factors. 
A rough estimate of the drag associated with the end plates (in the 
absence of tubes) would suggest an augmentation of less than 0.5 
percent from this source. In practice, however, the end walls will cause 
horseshoe vortices to form around the tubes adjacent to the walls 
producing a larger (though unquantifiable) effect on the friction 
factor. Thus, in view of the inherent differences between the actual 
experiments and our idealized two-dimensional, fully-developed 
model, the level of agreement may be regarded as fully satisfacto
ry. 

The corresponding data for the mean Stanton number are also 
shown in Fig. 9, the mean heat transfer coefficient a being obtained 
by integration of the local value around the perimeter 

i.e., 
_L f2 

2ir Jo 
Uw'/(Ta - TB))dB 

The predictions have been obtained assuming a uniform viscosity and 
a Prandtl number of 20. These conditions correspond closely with the 
measurements in [4] using a light oil as working fluid. Earlier studies 
in the same geometry [9] had employed a heavier oil with highly 
temperature dependent viscosity; variations in viscosity between the 
tube walls and the bulk fluid ranged from 2:1 and 5:1 according to 
operating conditions with Prandtl numbers varying between ap
proximately 250-1000. Despite these steep property variations 
however Bergelin, et al. [9] found that, within the precision of their 
data, multiplication of the Stanton number by <r2/3 (MW/MB)0'14 ac
counted for the effects of Prandtl number and viscosity ratio on their 
results.2 It is this modified form of Stanton number with which 

2 The present study provides additional support for the use of a213 in the 
ordinate of Fig. 9. The first sets of computations, which were inadvertently made 
at a Prandtl number of unity, led to values of St<r2/3 differing by no more than 
5 percent from those reported here. 

0 T / 4 T / 2 3 T / 4 » 

Fig. 10 Variation of local Nusselt number around tube surface, Re = 20 

comparison is made in Fig. 9. In fact the predicted curve is scarcely 
distinguishable from the measurements. While pleasing, such com
plete agreement is somewhat fortuitous for end and entrance effects 
(of necessity omitted from the computations) will have been present 
in the measurements. It appears, however, that these two effects may 
be of opposite sign. Conduction in the end plates and the presence of 
horseshoe vortices mentioned above will tend to raise heat transfer 
rates between the fluid and the tubes. The entrance region, however, 
characterized especially by low vorticity levels in the outer stream and 
a larger reverse flow region behind the tubes than in fully developed 
flow, could foreseeably give rise to lower mean heat transfer coeffi
cients. Certainly Pierson's [10] results applied to the Bergelin data 
would suggest that entrance effects should cause the average Nusselt 
number for the experiments to be about ten percent less than the true 
fully-developed value. As with the hydrodynamic data, Pierson's 
findings cannot be applied conclusively to the Bergelin experiments 
because of the difference in Reynolds numbers between the two 
studies. 

One of the reasons for seeking to replace experimental testing of 
tube banks with computational approaches such as the present one 
is that the latter provide far more detail about the flow than is usually 
convenient to acquire in an experimental study. An example of this 
is provided in Fig. 10 which shows the variation of local heat transfer 
coefficient around the cylinder for the Bergelin configuration at a 
Reynolds number of 20; the mean heat-transfer coefficient in this case 
is 11.8. As expected, the higher levels of heat transfer coefficient are 
found over the leading half of the cylinder with a saddle occurring in 
the region of 90 deg. The heat transfer coefficient is essentially flat 
at its stagnation point value over the leading 35 deg from the forward 
stagnation point—a pattern which is in general accord with heat 
transfer measurements on a single cylinder. 

S u m m a r i z i n g R e m a r k s 
The paper has presented a scheme for using overlapping cylindrical 

and Cartesian grids that facilitates the numerical study of the flow 
and heat transfer characteristics of tube banks. Sample predictions 
for laminar flow in staggered-row assemblies have indicated that: 

1 The early flow predictions of Thom and Apelt appear to be 
significantly in error due to an insufficient node density, particularly 
in the region of the separation point. 

2 In the close-packed, staggered geometries studied by Bergelin, 
et al. turbulence and/or flow unsteadiness, if present, does not con
tribute significantly to the overall friction factor at Reynolds numbers 
up to 1000. This result runs counter to folklore which has hitherto 
associated the onset of turbulence with departures from a linear 
relation between drag and velocity. 

3 The mean level of Stanton number for Reynolds numbers up 
to 600 is nearly proportional to a~2/3, as suggested by the experiments 
of Bergelin, et al. 

The adaptation of the method reported here to turbulent flows will 
be presented in a forthcoming publication. 
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Forced Confection Heat Transfer 
from a Shrouded Fin Array with 
and without Tip Clearance 
An analysis is made of the laminar heat transfer characteristics of an array of longitudi
nal fins with an adiabatic shroud situated adjacent to the fin tips. The analysis involves 
the solution of the velocity field in the inter-fin space and in the shroud clearance gap be
yond the tips, after which the governing energy equations for the fluid and the fins are. 
solved simultaneously. Solutions are obtained for representative values of dimensionless 
parameters which describe the system geometry and the fin conductance. For the fin, the 
results show that the heat loss is a minimum adjacent to the base and increases along the 
fin in the direction of the tip. The maximum fin heat loss occurs either at the tip or inter
mediate between the base and the tip, depending on whether or not there is clearance be
tween the fin tips and the shroud. The calculated heat transfer coefficients vary along the 
fin and, in some cases, take on negative values. Heat loss variations are also encountered 
along the base surface, the extent of which depends on the fin conductance, the inter-fin 
spacing, and the extent of the clearance gap. With regard to the overall heat loss, the fin 
is, on a unit area basis, a more efficient transfer surface than is the base. The results dem
onstrate that the conventional uniform heat transfer coefficient model is inapplicable to 
shrouded fin arrays. 

Introduction 

The fins that are employed in the totality of present-day heat ex
change equipment encompass a remarkable variety of geometrical 
shapes and of orientations with respect to the flows with which they 
are in contact. In general, the flow passages which are encountered 
in finned devices are highly complex, giving rise to nonelementary 
velocity distributions which can have a profound effect on the heat 
transfer characteristics. This paper is concerned with such a situa
tion. 

Attention is focused here on longitudinal fins the height of which 
does not span the entire cross section of the duct in which they are 
situated. The physical situation to be considered is depicted in a 
schematic cross-sectional view at the left of Fig. 1. Fluid flows in the 
direction perpendicular to the plane of the page. The flow cross section 
is made up of the spaces between the fins and the open area which 
extends upward from the tips of the fins to the upper wall of the 
passage. The flowing fluid, in seeking the path of least resistance, will 
favor the open area in preference to the relatively constrained inter-fin 
spaces. The flow imbalance will become more severe when the tins are 
closely packed and when the open space is large. 

Since such an imbalance gives rise to low velocities near the fin base 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division 
January 5,1978. 

and high velocities near the fin tip, it appears possible that the fin 
could dissipate more heat near its tip than near its base. Such a 
finding, if actually encountered, would stand in contrast to the tra
ditional fin analyses which, owing to severe oversimplifications, show 
the base region to be the most active heat transfer zone. This matter 
and others will be explored in the present paper. 

The present analysis is aimed at obtaining both local results (i.e., 
distributions along the fin and the base surface) which will provide 
insights into the transfer mechanisms and average results for design 
applications. To fulfill these objectives, the convection in the fluid 
and the conduction in the fins are solved as a conjugate problem. The 
analysis is based on first principles, that is, the differential equations 
for momentum and energy in the fluid and the differential equation 
for heat conduction in the fins. This approach obviates the need for 
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Fig. 1 Schematic cross-sectional view of the shrouded fin array 
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arbitrary assumptions about the heat transfer coefficient on the fin 
and on the base surface. Rather, the surface distribution of the heat 
transfer coefficient will be one of the results of the analysis. 

The analysis is performed for laminar flow and for thermally and 
hydrodynamically developed conditions. The base surface and the 
fins are thermally active, while the upper surface is adiabatic. Two 
tvpes of thermal boundary conditions are studied within the frame
work of the thermally developed regime. In one, the temperature of 
(he base surface is uniform both in the streamwise direction and in 
the cross section. In the other, there is a uniform rate of heat transfer 
per unit axial length, and the base temperature is uniform in any given 
cross section (but varies axially). For both of these cases, the tem
perature and heat flux distributions along the fin are allowed to vary 
as they will in accordance with the conservation laws, with no arbitrary 
constraints imposed. 

The configuration investigated here may occur either by directed 
design or by more or less casual shrouding of a longitudinal fin array 
to prevent escape of the flowing fluid. It also bears a kinship to in
ternally longitudinally finned circular tubes inasmuch as for that case, 
as well as for the present case, the fins do not span the entire cross 
section. 

No prior analytical work on the present configuration was found 
in the published literature, but two analyses for internally finned 
tubes were encountered [1, 2], In both of these studies, a specific 
thermal boundary condition (either uniform heat flux or uniform 
temperature) was assigned along the height of the fin, which elimi
nated the mutual interaction between the fin conduction and the fluid 
convection. Although a substantial body of results was presented, local 
distributions along the fin and the base surface were not given. 

A n a l y s i s 

The velocity distributions serve as input to the analysis of the 
thermal problem and they will, therefore, be analyzed first. Then, the 
temperature solutions for prescribed temperature and prescribed 
streamwise heat input will be dealt with. 

The geometrical symmetries that are apparent in the left-hand 
diagram of Pig. 1 enable the analysis to be performed for a typical 
module that is illustrated in the diagram at the right. The boundaries 
of the module consist of both solid walls and symmetry lines. As 
drawn, the right-hand diagram reflects the thin fin assumption, t « 
H and t « s, which has been invoked to keep the number of param
eters within reason. In the analysis, the following dimensionless 
coordinates and geometrical groupings will be employed 

X = x/H, Y = y/H, Z = (zlH)l(wHla), C = c/H, S = s/H (1) 

Velocity. For hydrodynamically developed flow, the momentum 
equation reduces to a balance between the viscous and pressure forces. 
In dimensionless terms, the reduced momentum equation can be 
written as 

d2W/dX2 + 32W/dY2 + 1 = 0 

where W is a dimensionless velocity 

W = -
(H2/n)(-dp/dz) 

(2) 

(3) 

Equation (2) is to be solved subject to W = 0 on the solid walls and 
to dW/dX = 0 on the symmetry boundaries. The solutions depend 
on the prescribed values of the two parameters S and C which define 
the geometry of the flow cross section. The spacing parameter S was 
assigned values 0.1 and 0.5 and, for each of these, the clearance pa
rameter C was given values of 0, 0.25, 0.5, and 1.0. 

Each solution yielded the distribution of W throughout the flow 
cross section and, in addition, the mean value W of the distribution 
was obtained. The normalized velocity field W/W was thus available 
as input for the solution of the energy equation. Furthermore, as will 
be indicated later, W is inversely proportional to the friction fac
tor—Reynolds number product. 

Equation (2) is a standard Poisson equation. Since a number of 
numerical schemes can be successfully employed for its solution, there 
is no need to describe the present finite-difference method in any 
detail. A grid consisting of 21 by 50 nodal points, respectively in the 
x and y directions, was deployed in the solution domain. A higher 
density of points was employed adjacent to the solid boundaries, with 
special care being taken in the neighborhood of the fin tip where the 
boundary condition changes from W = 0 to dW/dX = 0 at Y = 1 (y 
= H). 

Heat Transfer (Prescribed Wall Temperature) . The first heat 
transfer problem to be considered is that in which the temperature 
Tw of the base surface (y = 0) is uniform both axially and in the cross 
section. The fin temperature distribution is not preassigned, but varies 
along the height (i.e., as a function of y) in accordance with the con
servation laws. At the upper bounding wall (i.e., the shroud wall), there 
is no heat transfer. Both the fin and shroud temperature distributions 
vary axially, decaying exponentially toward Tw, as is characteristic 
of the thermally developed state for problems of this type. 

The thermally developed regime is characterized by a dimensionless 

.Nomenclature. 
C = clearance parameter, c/H 
c = clearance 
De = equivalent diameter, equation (24a) 
/ = friction factor, equation (24) 
H = fin height 

hs = local base-surface heat transfer coeffi
cient, qB/(Tw - Tb) 

hf = local fin heat transfer coefficient, 
_ qf/(Tf - Tb) 

h = average heat transfer coefficient for fin 
and base surface, equation (23) 

k = thermal conductivity of fluid 
kf = thermal conductivity of fin 
rh = total mass flow rate 
rhf = mass flow rate in inter-fin space 
NUB = local base-surface Nusselt number, 

hBH/k 
NUB = average base-surface Nusselt num

ber 
Nu/ = local fin Nusselt number, hfH/k 

Nu = average Nusselt number for fin and 
base surface, hH/k 

p = pressure 
Q = overall heat transfer rate 
QB = base-surface heat transfer rate 
Qf = fin heat transfer rate 
Q' = prescribed uniform heat transfer rate 

per unit length 
<?B = local base-surface heat flux 
CJB - average base-surface heat flux 
q/ = local fin heat flux 
q/ = average fin heat flux 
Re = Reynolds number, TvDc/i> 
S = inter-fin spacing parameter, s/H 
s = inter-fin spacing 
T = temperature 
Tb = bulk temperature 
Tf = local fin temperature 
Tw = base-surface temperature 
t = fin thickness 

W = dimensionless velocity, equation (3) 
w = axial velocity 
w = mean axial velocity 
X, Y = dimensionless coordinates, x/H, 

y/H 
x, y = cross-sectional coordinates 
Z = dimensionless axial coordinate, equation 

(1) 
2 = axial coordinate 
a = thermal diffusivity 
0 = dimensionless temperature, equation 

(4) 
X = bulk temperature gradient, equation 

(5) 
H = viscosity 
v = kinematic viscosity 
T = dimensionless temperature, equation 

(15) 
<t> = scaled temperature variable, 0/\ 
9. = fin conductance parameter, equation 

(11) 
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temperature distribution that remains invariant with the streamwise 
coordinate, that is, 

(T - Tw)l(Tb - Tw) = 0(X, Y) (4) 

where the invariance is reflected in the fact that 0 is not a function of 
z. Furthermore, as the flow proceeds in the streamwise direction, the 
difference between the bulk temperature Tb and the uniform tem
perature Tw of the base surface decays exponentially to zero, so 
that 

(dTb/dZ)/(Tb - Tw) = constant = (5) 

In terms of the new variables of equations (1,3,4,5) , the conser
vation of energy equation takes the form 

(W/W)0\ = 820/dX2 + d20/dY2 (6) 

Then, when expressed in terms of 0, the thermal boundary conditions 
at the base surface, along the symmetry lines, and on the adiabatic 
shroud are, respectively, 

0 = 0, d&ldX = 0, dO/dY = 0 (7) 

At any location y along the fin, there is a balance between the net 
conduction along the fin and the heat which passes into the fluid. For 
a one-dimensional model of the fin, such a balance is expressed as 

kf(t/2)(d2T,/dy2) = -k(dT/dx)x=0 (8) 

where the subscript/ refers to the fin and (dT/dx)x=o is the temper
ature gradient in the fluid at x = 0 (i.e., at the surface of the fin). In 
dimensionless terms, equation (8) becomes 

(k,(t/2)lkH)(d20,/dY2) = -(d0/dX)x=o (9) 

For the solution of the temperature distribution in the fin, the 
boundary conditions, 

= 0 and d8f/dY = 0 (10) 

respectively at the fin base and tip, are employed, where the latter 
reflects the aforementioned thin-fin assumption. The inclusion of heat 
exchange at the fin tip would have resulted in an additional dimen
sionless parameter. When considering the results to be presented later, 
it should be noted that the neglect of tip heat exchange is actually 
conservative with regard to the general importance of the tip region 
in the overall fin heat transfer. 

The conjugate heat transfer problem encompassing the flowing 
fluid and the fin is defined by equations (6,7,9,10). The solution of 
this problem is subject to three prescribable parameters: S and C, the 
geometrical parameters, and 

a = kf(t/2)lkH (11) 

which will henceforth be termed the fin conductance parameter. In 
addition, there is another parameter X, whose value is initially un
known and has to be found so that the solution is compatible with the 
definition of the bulk temperature which, in dimensionless form, is 

f §6(WIW)dXdY/(l + C)(S/2) = 1 (12) 

where the integration extends over the typical module shown at the 
right of Fig. 1. 

To determine X, it is convenient to introduce a scaled temperature 
variable 4> as follows 

4> = 6/\, <pf = 8f/\ (13) 

With this, equations (6, 7, 9, 10) remain unchanged, but with 0 and 
Of replaced by <p and </>/, and the bulk temperature relation (12) be
comes 

X = (1 + C)(S/2)/fS<t>(W/W)dXdY (14) 

The procedure for solving the conjugate heat transfer problem and 
for determining X will now be described. In the discussion that follows, 
whenever equations (6,7,9, or 10) are mentioned, it will be understood 
that 6 and 0/ have been replaced by <t> and </>/. 

First, a distribution of 4> is selected, either as a guess or taken from 
the converged output of a prior case. This distribution is used as input 
to equation (14) to determine X and is, in addition, used to evaluate 
<!> on the left-hand side of equation (6). Thus, the left-hand side of (R) 
can be regarded as known at all grid points in the flow cross sec
tion. 

Furthermore, the selected <p distribution enables the evaluation of 
the derivatives {dij>/dX)x=0 at points along the fin surface. With these 
derivatives as input, equation (9) can be solved numerically, subject 
to the boundary conditions (10), for the fin temperature distribution 
<t>f(Y). Then, <t>f{Y) is used as a boundary condition on <j> at the fin-
fluid interface, supplementing those already stated in equation (7) 
for the other bounding surfaces of the flow cross section. 

The differential equation (6), with known left-hand side and with 
the aforementioned boundary conditions, is then solved numerically 
to obtain a new distribution for <j>. This new distribution replaces that 
which was originally selected, and the entire procedure is repeated 
iteratively until convergence is attained to six significant figures. 

Once convergence is achieved, the 0 distribution is obtained via the 
relation 0 = \<j>. All heat transfer results then follow directly. 

Hea t Transfer (Prescr ibed Heating) . The other heat transfer 
problem to be investigated is characterized by a uniform rate of heat 
transfer per unit length. The base surface temperature Tw is assumed 
to be uniform in each cross section while the fin temperature is non
uniform and varies in accordance with the conservation laws. In the 
thermally developed regime, to which the present study is directed, 
all temperatures vary linearly in the axial direction. 

As before, there is a dimensionless temperature distribution that 
is invariant from cross section to cross section. A convenient tem
perature variable expressing this property is 

T-Tw 

r/k 
-=r(X,Y) (15) 

where Q' is the rate of heat input per unit length for the module shown 
at the right of Fig. 1. The temperature gradient in the axial direction 
is readily derived via an overall energy balance which, in dimensionless 
terms, yields 

' \Q'lk) dZ \Q'lk) 
(16) 

dZ \Q'/k/ dZ \Q'lk/ (S/2)(l + C) 

Then, the dimensionless energy equation for the fluid can be written 

(W/W) d2r <92T 

'ax2" AY2 (17) 
(S/2)(l + C) 

The boundary conditions for T on the base, the symmetry lines, and 
the shroud are, respectively 

r = 0, dr/dX = 0, dr/dY = 0 (18) 

For the fin, the derivation of the prior section continues to apply, 
so that the governing equation for T/ is 

Sl(d2T,/dY2) = -(dT/dX)x=0 (19) 

with Q given by equation (11) and with boundary conditions 

T/=0 and dTf/dY=0 (20) 

at the base and tip, respectively. 
The governing equations (17-20) were solved numerically using a 

solution procedure which differs slightly from that of the prior section. 
As before, an initial distribution for T is selected. This distribution 
enables (dT/dX)x=0 to be evaluated and, with these derivatives, T/(Y) 
is obtained by solving equation (19) subject to the boundary condi
tions (20). The thus-obtained T/(Y) is used as a boundary condition 
on T at the fin-fluid interface, thereby supplementing the other 
boundary conditions (18). 

For this set of boundary conditions, equation (17) is solved to yield 
a new T distribution, which is used to replace that initially selected, 
and the entire process is repeated iteratively to convergence to six 
significant figures. The solutions for T yield all of the heat transfer 
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results of interest, as will be reported in the next section of the 
paper. 

Results and Discussion 
The presentation that follows will include both local and average 

results. Local distributions of temperature, heat flux, and Nusselt 
number along the fin are presented in graphical form, as are the heat 
flux and Nusselt number distributions along the base surface. The 
overall heat loss results for the fin and the base surface are tabulated 
together with the average Nusselt number for the entire heat transfer 
surface. Also given in tabular form are the results for the friction factor 
and the flow distribution. 

The aforementioned results were obtained for the following oper
ating conditions: (a) fin spacing parameter S = s/H = 0.1 and 0.5, (b) 
clearance parameter C = c/H = 0, 0.25, 0.5, and 1, (c) fin conductance 
parameter Q = <=, 25, 10, 5, and 1, where 0 = °° represents an iso
thermal fin. Results corresponding to these parameter ranges will be 
presented both for prescribed uniform base surface temperature Tw 

and for prescribed uniform heat transfer Q' per unit axial length. For 
concreteness, the results will be discussed from the viewpoint that 
the base surface is hotter than the fluid, i.e., the heat flow is from the 
wall into the fluid. 

Local Fin Temperature, Heat Flux, and Nusselt Number. The 
distributions of temperature, heat flux, and Nusselt number along 
the fin are presented in Figs. 2(a, b, c) and in Figs. 3(a, b, c), respec
tively for fin spacings S = 0.5 and 0.1. The (a, b, c) parts correspond 
to clearances C of 0, 0.25, and 1. Because of space limitations, only 
partial results for the C = 0.5 case are presented, and these are in
cluded in the insets of Figs. 2(c) and 3(c). 

Each figure is made up of a vertical array of graphs. The lower-most 
and next-to-lowest graphs respectively display temperature and heat 
flux distributions, while the two upper graphs show the Nusselt 
number distributions. For the temperature distributions, the local 
fin-to-base temperature drop (T,„ - Tf) is plotted relative to the 
base-to-bulk temperature difference (Tw - T/,). The heat flux dis
tributions are also plotted in dimensionless form as q//q~f, where q~f 
is the average fin heat flux. Local Nusselt numbers were evaluated 
from the definitions 

hf = qf/(T, - Tb), Nu/ = h,H/h (21) 

where both qf and Tf vary along the fin. 
The solid curves in these figures correspond to the case of pre

scribed Tw, and the dashed curves are for prescribed Q'. The curves 
are parameterized by the fin conductance parameter Q which ranges 
from => to 1. In certain of the graphs, some of the Q curves have been 
omitted because of overlapping and crowding. 

Attention will first be turned to Figs. 2(a, b, c), i.e., to the more 
widely spaced fins. Among the results presented in these figures, those 
for the fin heat loss distributions merit first consideration because 
of their novelty. As was noted in the Introduction, the conventional 
treatment of fins includes the more or less arbitrary assumption of 
a uniform heat transfer coefficient. This gives rise to a fin heat loss 
which is a maximum adjacent to the base and decreases monotonically 
along the fin. As will now be discussed, the (?//(?/ distributions pre-

40 

Nu, 2 0 

O 

V Nu/i 

I 5 \ -'•'' ,%-z:k:/i. 

i t 

0.4 / u 0.6 
y/H 

Fig. 2(6) Fin temperature, heat flux, and Nusselt number distributions for 
fin spacing S = 0.5 and clearance C = 0.25 

PRESCRIBED Tw, PRESCRIBED Q' 

0.4 0.6 
y/H 

Fig. 2(a) Fin temperature, heat flux, and Nusselt number distributions for Fig. 2(c) Fin temperature, heat flux, and Nusselt number distributions for 
tin spacing S = 0.5 and clearance C = 0 fin spacing S = 0.5 and clearance C = 1 
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sented in Figs. 2(a, b, c) display trends that are markedly different 
from that of the conventional model. 

The <///(// curves of Fig. 2(a) reflect the absence of clearance be
tween the tips of the fins and the shroud. As seen in the figure, q/lqi 
rises from a near-zero value at the base, attains a maximum in the 
range q//q/ =s 1.25 - 1.35, and then diminishes to a value y//ij/ = 0.8 
- 1 at the tip. These trends are in evidence for all values of the fin 
conductance parameter H and for both the prescribed Tw and pre
scribed Q' boundary conditions. 

The nature of the qflq~{ distribution is physically plausible. The 
parts of the fin adjacent to the base and adjacent to the tip are both 
washed by relatively low velocity fluid, while the central region of the 
fin is washed by relatively high velocity fluid. As a result, the highest 
heat loss takes place in the central region. Furthermore, the fluid 
adjacent to the base surface has a higher temperature than that of the 
fluid adjacent to the adiabatic shroud. As a result, the heat loss in the 
region of the fin base is substantially lower than that in the region of 
the fin tip. 

When there is clearance between the fin tips and the shroud, the 
fin heat loss increases monotonically from the base to the tip, taking 
on a maximum value at the tip that is (in Figs. 2(b) and (c)) on the 
order of ten times q~/. This trend is diametrically opposite to that of 
the heat flux distribution of the conventional fin model, and this 
contradiction underscores the errors that may result from an arbitrary 
assumption about the fin heat transfer coefficient. 

The presence of a clearance space above the fins provides an al
ternative fluid flow path to that between the fins. As the clearance 
increases, the flow resistance of the alternative path diminishes rel
ative to that of the inter-fin spaces, so that the highest velocities occur 
in the clearance gap. Under these conditions, a significant portion of 
the fin may be washed by low velocity fluid, with the part near the tip 
being washed by relatively higher velocities. This explains why the 
highest heat loss occurs in the tip region. At larger clearances, the low 
velocity zone blankets more and more of the fin, thereby further ac
centuating the primacy of the tip region. This trend with increasing 
clearance can be seen by comparing Figs. 2(6) and 2(c). The distri
butions of qf/cjf are seen to be relatively insensitive to both the fin 
conductance parameter H and to the Tw or Q' boundary condition. 

Attention may next be turned to the dimensionless fin temperature 
distributions that are plotted on the lowermost graphs of Figs. 2(a, 
b, c). Aside from the 0 = °° curve, which coincides with the abscissa 
axis, all the distribution curves reflect a decrease of temperature along 
the height of the fin, that is, increasing values of (T,„ — Tf)/(TW — Tt) 
as y/H increases. As expected, the extent of the temperature drop is 
accentuated at smaller values of the fin conductance parameter £2. It 
is especially noteworthy that in some cases, in particular, for zero or 
small clearances and for small values of the conductance parameter, 
the local fin temperature in the region near the tip is lower than the 
fluid bulk temperature, that is, \TW - Tf\ > \TW - Tb\. The effect 
of this behavior on the heat transfer coefficient will be examined 
shortly. 

By making comparisions among the successive figures, it is seen that 
the dimensionless temperature drop along the fin is smaller at larger 
clearances, e.g., Fig. 2(c). This is because the wall-to-bulk temperature 
difference (denominator of the dimensionless temperature) becomes 
relatively large when the clearance gap is large, reflecting the increase 
of the overall thermal resistance to heat flow from the active surfaces 
(i.e., fin and base) to the fluid. A comparison of the solid and dashed 
lines in the various figures shows that the dimensionless temperature 
distributions are relatively insensitive to whether Tw or Q' is pre
scribed. 

The Nusselt number graphs in the upper portions of Figs. 2(a, b, 
c) will now be discussed, where Nu/ is defined by equation (21). For 
the zero-clearance case (Fig. 2(a)), the Nusselt number distributions 
for the large and intermediate values of the fin conductance parameter 
tend to reproduce the general shape of the <?//<7/ distributions. The 
numerical values of Nu/ for these cases vary along the fin from ap
proximately zero to ten. Such variations are decidedly different from 
the conventional Nu/ = constant assumption. 

The Q = 1 Nusselt number curves in Fig. 2(a) portray a behavior 

different from the other Nusselt number distributions. Since (T, -
Tt,) actually goes negative along the upper portion of the fin while q, 
remains positive, the resulting Nusselt numbers are negative, as is 
indicated in the graphs. Thus, not only do the enormous variations 
experienced by the low-fi results negate the Nu/ = constant as
sumption, but the sign change suggests a more fundamental f l aw-
that is, that the local fin heat loss is not properly described by q, = 
hf(Tf — Tb). The non-applicability of this form of the venerable 
Newton's law of cooling stems from the fact that T;, is too remote to 
serve as a proper participant in the AT which drives the local heat 
flow. 

The Nusselt number results for C = 0.25 (moderate clearance), as 
presented in Fig. 2(6), follow the same pattern as those discussed in 
connection with Fig 2(a). That is, the Nu/ curves for large and inter
mediate Q reproduce the shapes of the Q//Q/ curves, while the curves 
for Q = 1 experience a sign change so that Nu/ is negative along the 
upper portion of the fin. For those cases where there is no sign change, 
the maximum Nusselt number occurs at the fin tip, where very large 
values are in evidence. 

The Nusselt number results for larger clearances, C = 0.5 and 1, 
are presented in Fig. 2(c), with the former appearing in the insets. For 
these clearances (T/ — T/,) > 0 for all of the cases studied, so that Nu/ 
> 0. The Nusselt number distributions increase monotonically along 
the fin and attain a steep maximum at the tip. 

Viewed broadly, the Nusselt number results indicate that the hf 
= constant assumption used in the conventional fin model is not ap
plicable to situations such as that treated here. Because of this, the 
oft-used fin efficiencies, which are universally based on hf = constant, 
are also inapplicable. 

The focus of the discussion will now be directed to the results for 
the narrower fin spacing, i.e., S = 0.1. These results are presented in 
Figs. 3(a, 6, c) using a format that is the same as that used in Figs. 2(a, 
6, c). Because of the narrowness of the inter-fin space, the flow is 
highly responsive to the presence or absence of a clearance gap above 
the fin. In the absence of a gap, the flow is fully confined to the 
inter-fin space and serves as an effective heat transfer medium. 
However, when there is a gap of even modest size, the fluid prefers 
the less restrictive flow path provided by the gap. As a consequence, 
the major part of the inter-fin space is filled with slow moving, rela
tively hot fluid whose heat transfer capabilities are low. Therefore, 
there is little heat loss from those parts of the fin that are washed by 
this convectively ineffective fluid. Only in the region of the fin tip does 
the relatively cool, high velocity fluid passing through the clearance 
gap assert itself, with the result that the heat loss in that region is 
large. 

A comparison of Figs. 3(a, 6, c) with their counterparts Figs. 2(a, 
6, c) indicates that the qualitative trends that were identified for the 
latter continue in force, but with differences in detail. The heat loss 
distributions for the zero-clearance case continue to display maxima 
at locations intermediate to the ends, and there are substantial vari
ations of the Nusselt number. When there is clearance, the heat loss 
is virtually zero along most of the fin, as is the Nusselt number; in the 
region of the tip, both the heat loss and the Nusselt number are 
large. 

Local Base Heat Flux and Nusselt Number . Distributions of 
the local heat flux and Nusselt number along the base surface are 
presented in Figs. 4(a, b) and Figs. 5(a, 6) for the respective fin 
spacings S = 0.5 and 0.1. To keep the presentation to a reasonable 
length, only the results for the zero-clearance (C = 0) and largest 
clearance (C = 1) cases are shown, respectively in the (a) and (6) parts 
of the figures. Each figure consists of two graphs, the lower of which 
is for prescribed Tw (solid lines) and the upper of which is for pre
scribed Q' (dashed lines). The curves are parameterized by the fin 
conductance fi ranging from <= to 1. 

The ordinate variable is the ratio of the local heat flux qs to the 
average base surface heat flux q~s (note that B is used to denote the 
base surface in contradistinction to 6 for bulk). In addition, the or
dinate also represents the ratio of the local and average base surface 
Nusselt numbers, where 
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Fig. 3(a) Fin temperature, heat flux, and Nusselt number distributions for 
fin spacing S = 0.1 and clearance C = 0 

Fig. 3(c) Fin temperature, heat flux, and Nusselt number distributions for 
fin spacing S = 0.1 and clearance C = 1 

Nu, 20 

Fig. 3(6) Fin temperature, heat flux, and Nusselt number distributions for 
fin spacing S = 0.1 and clearance C = 0.25 

hB • 

hE 

QB 

QB 

NuB = 

NuB = 

hBH 

h ' 

hBH 
(22) 

from which it follows that N U B / N U B = QB/QB- Numerical values of 
NUB are indicated on the respective curves. The abscissa variable is 
the dimensionless base surface coordinate, where x/H = 0 corresponds 

to the corner at the intersection of the fin and base, and x/H = 0.25 
(Figs. 4(a, 6)) and 0.05 (Figs. 5(a, 6)) is the midpoint between fins. 

If attention is first turned to Fig. 4, it is seen that the heat flux (and 
Nusselt number) varies along the base surface, taking on its smallest 
value in the corner and increasing in the direction of the midpoint. 
It is especially noteworthy that the extent of the base-surface heat 
flux variation is markedly affected by the conductance characteristics 
of the fin. In the presence of highly conducting fins (i.e., large ft), large 
variations of qg are in evidence. On the other hand, when the fin 
conductance parameter is small (~1), qs is nearly uniform. 

These effects of the fin on the distribution of qs are entirely plau
sible in that higher fin heat transfer brings about a blanketing of ad
jacent portions of the base with hotter, less-heat-receptive fluid. The 
lower velocities in the corner region also contribute to the nonuni-
formity of qs-

As is seen by examining Figs. 4(a) and (b), there are some inter
esting differences in detail in the base-surface heat flux distributions 
depending on the absence or presence of fin tip clearance. In general, 
the distributions tend to be more uniform when there is clearance. 
This is due, at least in part, to the diminished importance of convec
tion as a direct factor in the base surface heat loss. Owing to the very 
low velocities that prevail in the inter-fin space, conduction is the 
primary mechanism for transporting heat from the base surface to 
convectively active fluid in the clearance gap. 

The average base-surface Nusselt numbers reflect the marked in
crease of thermal resistance which corresponds to the aforementioned 
diminished role of convection. A comparison of Figs. 4(a) and (6) 
shows that in the presence of clearance, the NUB values can be one 
or two orders of magnitude lower than those for the zero-clearance 
case, depending on the specific operating conditions. Another clear 
characteristic of the Nu# results is the generally higher values in ev
idence for uniform heating compared with those for uniform wall 
temperature. This relationship between uniform heating and uniform 
wall temperature is consistent with that of duct flows in general. 

If attention is next directed to the results for the narrow spacing 
(S = 0.1) in Figs. 5(a) and (b), it is seen that all of the trends that were 
identified and discussed in connection with Figs. 4(a) and (b) continue 
to prevail. The major distinction between Figs. 4 and 5 is that the more 
closely spaced fins are much more sensitive to the presence of clear-
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ance. Thus, in Fig. 5(b), the qs distributions are quite uniform, except 
for that corresponding to ft = <*>. 

Aside from the numerical results themselves, the main message of 
Figs. 4 and 5 is the strong dependence of the base-surface heat transfer 
on the fin conductance parameter and on the geometrical parameters 
which specify the fin spacing and the tip clearance. 

Overall Heat Transfer Results. The overall heat transfer 
characteristics of the system will be presented via two dimensionless 
groups: the ratio Qf/Q and the average Nusselt number Nu. In the first 
of these, Q/ is the surface-integrated fin heat loss, and Q is the sum 
of the heat loss from the fin and the base surface; in addition, QB/Q 
= 1 — (Qf/Q). The base-surface heat loss QB corresponds to the range 
0 < x < s/2, which is half of the span between adjacent fins. Such a 
half span, taken together with one face of a given fin, make up a typical 
module as pictured at the right of Fig. 1. The average Nusselt number 
was evaluated as 

h = -
Q 

(H + s/2)(Tw - T„) 
KT hH 
Nu = — 

k 
(23) 

Numerical values of Qf/Q and Nu are listed in Table 1, in which the 
results for prescribed Tw and prescribed Q' respectively appear in the 
upper and lower portions of the table. 

The table shows that for the closely spaced fin array, the fins con
tribute about ninety-nine percent of the overall heat loss for all Q 
except Q = 1, for which the fin contribution is about ninety-five per
cent. For the more widely spaced fins, Qf/Q is, for the most part, in 
excess of 0.9, with lower values (0.72 - 0.80) for J! = 1. For the two fin 
spacings considered, the ratio of the fin surface area to the total heat 
transfer area is 0.95 and 0.80, respectively. Since Qf/Q exceeds these 

area ratios except for ft = 1, it follows that the fin is a more efficient 
transfer surface than the base, except when the fin conductance is very 
low. This finding refutes a commonly held notion that a fin is a less 
efficient transfer surface than its base. 

The average Nusselt numbers vary widely, depending on the op
erating conditions. The largest Nusselt numbers correspond to 
zero-clearance, high fin conductance, and close spacing. In general, 
the Nusselt number decreases as the clearance increases, but to a 
lesser degree at large fin spacings than at small fin spacings. Decreases 
also generally occur as the conductance parameter decreases, but to 
a different extent depending on the spacing and clearance. For all 
cases, the Nusselt numbers for prescribed Q' are higher than are those 
for prescribed T,„. 

Friction Factor and Mass Flow Ratios. To complete the pre
sentation of results, numerical values of the friction factor and of a 
flow distribution parameter will now be given. The friction factor was 
evaluated from its standard definition 

/ = {-dp/dz)De/y2pw* (24) 

in which the equivalent diameter De for the typical module is 

De = 4(H + c)(s/2)/(H + s) (24a) 

where the denominator is the wetted perimeter. In terms of the 
variables of the analysis, equation (24) becomes 

with 

/Re = (8/W)((l + C)S/(1 + S))2 

Re = wDe/v 

(25) 

(26) 
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Table 1 Overall heat transfer results. Prescribed T„ 
C = 0 C = 0.25 

(upper table) prescribed Q' (lower table) 
C = 0.5 C = l 

s 
0.1 

0.5 

0.1 

0.5 

« 
oo 

25 
10 
5 
1 

OO 

25 
10 
5 
1 

OO 

25 
10 
5 
1 

OO 

25 
10 
5 
1 

QflQ 

0.997 
0.996 
0.993 
0.982 
0.951 
0.922 
0.917 
0.908 
0.891 
0.759 

0.983 
0.981 
0.978 
0.974 
0.937 
0.888 
0.880 
0.868 
0.849 
0.722 

Nu 
34.02 
22.38 
14.45 
9.045 
2.327 
5.806 
5.337 
4.750 
4.012 
1.923 

38.73 
24.94 
16.28 
10.34 
2.727 
6.805 
6.149 
5.388 
4.494 
2.142 

QflQ 

1.000 
0.998 
0.995 
0.990 
0.952 
0.987 
0.974 
0.956 
0.930 
0.780 

0.995 
0.993 
0.990 
0.985 
0.946 
0.923 
0.915 
0.902 
0.882 
0.747 

m 
0.616 
0.607 
0.593 
0.572 
0.441 
4.448 
4.105 
3.661 
3.089 
1.460 

0.987 
0.959 
0.919 
0.861 
0.580 
6.183 
5.466 
4.672 
3.788 
1.683 

QflQ 

1.000 
0.998 
0.995 
0.990 
0.952 
0.997 
0.986 
0.971 
0.947 
0.794 

0.999 
0.997 
0.994 
0.989 
0.951 
0.957 
0.948 
0.934 
0.913 
0.770 

Nu 
0.236 
0.234 
0.231 
0.227 
0.197 
1.424 
1.379 
1.316 
1.223 
0.806 

0.279 
0.276 
0.272 
0.265 
0.223 
2.322 
2.178 
1.997 
1.761 
0.989 

QflQ 

1.000 
0.998 
0.995 
0.990 
0.952 
0.997 
0.987 
0.973 
0.950 
0.798 

1.000 
0.998 
0.995 
0.990 
0.952 
0.986 
0.976 
0.962 
0.939 
0.791 

NU 
0.114 
0.114 
0.113 
0.112 
0.104 
0.513 
0.505 
0.493 
0.475 
0.381 

0.128 
0.127 
0.126 
0.124 
0.114 
0.651 
0.635 
0.615 
0.584 
0.438 

S = 0.1 
Table 2 Fluid flow results 

S = 0.5 

c = 
/Re 
mflrh 

0 

84.46 
1.000 

0.25 

48.73 
0.333 

0.5 

16.78 
0.073 

1 

5.759 
0.0125 

0 

62.06 
1.000 

0.25 

80.63 
0.814 

0.5 

75.49 
0.500 

1 

50.03 
0.171 

The /Re results obtained from the numerical solutions are listed 
in Table 2. For the zero-clearance case, the tabulated values for both 
S = 0.1 and S = 0.5 are in excellent agreement with literature infor
mation. The trend of the /Re with increasing clearance reflects two 
effects. One of these is a decrease of the pressure gradient (for a given 
mean velocity w), while the second is an increase in the equivalent 
diameter. These conflicting factors are responsible for the non
monotonic behavior of/Re results for S = 0.5. 

To characterize the flow distribution, the ratio ihf/rh was evaluated, 
where rhf is the mass flow rate in the inter-fin space and rh is the total 
mass flow rate in the module. The numerical values of this ratio.are 
given in Table 2. For the zero-clearance case, all of the mass passes 
through the inter-fin space and mflrh = 1. As the clearance increases, 
more and more mass passes through the clearance gap, and rhflrh 
decreases. The decrease is very sharp for the narrow fin spacing. Thus, 
for example, when S = 0.1 and C = 1, only about one percent of the 
flow passes between the fins. Therefore the rhf/m results of Table 2 
confirm the earlier remarks about the weakness of convection in the 
inter-fin space at large clearances. 

Conc lud ing R e m a r k s 
In the present analysis, the heat transfer characteristics of a 

shrouded fin array have been determined by simultaneous solution 
of the governing energy equations for the fin and the flowing fluid. 
This approach has obviated the need for arbitrary assumptions about 
the heat transfer coefficients on the fin and on the base surface. It has 
been customary in the past to assume that these coefficients are 
uniform and are known in advance. 

When there is no clearance between the fin tips and the shroud, the 
solutions show that the fin heat loss distribution attains a maximum 
between the base and the tip. In the presence of clearance, the heat 
loss increases monotonically along the fin from the base to the tip. At 

large clearances, and especially at smaller fin spacings, the heat loss 
is virtually zero along most of the fin, but increases markedly near the 
tip. These distributions are in sharp contrast to that predicted by the 
uniform heat transfer coefficient model, according to which the heat 
loss is largest near the base and decreases along the fin to a minimum 
at the tip. 

The calculated distributions of the local fin heat transfer coefficient 
are markedly nonuniform. In addition, for certain operating condi
tions (i.e., small values of the fin conductance parameter), the heat 
transfer coefficient takes on negative values along the upper part of 
the fin. This finding calls into question the validity of the bulk tem
perature as a participant in the thermal driving force in complex sit
uations such as that studied here. 

The heat loss is also nonuniform along the base surface, with the 
smallest values at the corner where the fin and the base intersect. The 
extent of this base-surface nonuniformity depends on the fin con
ductance parameter and on the fin spacing and the tip clearance. 

With regard to the overall heat transfer, it was found that per unit 
area, the fin is a more efficient transfer area than the base surface. 

On the basis of the results presented here, it may be concluded that 
the conventional uniform heat transfer coefficient model is inappli
cable to shrouded fin arrays. 
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to the Flow Nonuniformity 
A mathematical method to determine the effectiveness of the crossflow heat exchanger ac
counting for the effect of two-dimensional nonuniform fluid flow distribution is present
ed. By using a successive substitution technique, the exchanger effectiveness and its dete
rioration due to the fluid flow nonuniformity effect have been calculated for four typical 
fluid flow maldistributions. A Flow Nonuniformity Factor has been developed as the prin
cipal parameter for predicting the degree of deterioration of the exchanger effectiveness. 

In troduc t ion 

The fluid flow distribution over the heat exchanger core is usually 
not uniform under actual operating conditions. The flow nonunifor
mity through the heat exchanger is generally associated with improper 
exchanger entrance configuration and imperfect flow passage caused 
by various problems in design, manufacturing or fouling. 

The flow nonuniformity through the exchanger core is known to 
be detrimental to its thermal performance [1-11]. Most of these in
vestigations consider only one-dimensional flow nonuniformity. In 
actual operating conditions, the flow nonuniformity over the heat 
exchanger core is generally two-dimensional, especially for the cases 
where the core frontal area is larger than the inlet duct or when the 
exchanger is placed close to the exit or inlet of the fluid moving device. 
Information of this nature is limited [12,13] and is the subject matter 
presented in this paper. 

The heat exchanger considered here is a direct transfer type, single 
pass, crossflow unit. The fluid flow distribution on either hot or cold 
side may be nonuniform. The thermal performance deterioration of 
the heat exchanger due to the effects of four typical models of flow 
nonuniformity are presented for various exchanger design and op
erating conditions. A Flow Nonuniformity Factor is developed as the 
principal parameter for determination of the degree of performance 
deterioration. 

Analys i s 
A direct transfer type, single pass, crossflow heat exchanger may 

be visualized as having a wall separating the two fluid streams flowing 
at right angles, as shown by Figs. 1 and 2. Consider that the fluid (ei-

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in The Journal of 
Heat Transfer. Manuscript received bv The Heat Transfer Division December 
9,1977. 

ther cold or hot) flowing in y' direction is not uniformly distributed 
over the exchanger core on the x'z' plane. Consider also that the fluid 
(either hot or cold) flowing in x' direction is uniformly distributed over 
the exchanger core on the y'z' plane. Other idealizations for this 
analysis are: 

1 Steady-state condition. 
2 Axial heat conduction in either fluid is neglected. Their tem

peratures remain constant and uniform over their respective inlet 
sections. 

3 Both fluids pass in crossflow patterns on both sides of the ex
changer wall. Each fluid stream is assumed to have been broken up 
into a large number of separate flow tubes for passage through the 
exchanger with no cross or transverse mixing [16]. In other words, 
change of flow distribution inside the exchanger is neglected. 

4 Thermo-physical properties of both fluids and the exchanger 
wall are independent with respect to the temperatures. 

5 The convection heat transfer coefficient between fluids and 
their respective heat transfer surfaces is directly proportional to the 
mass velocity of the fluid flow, or h ~ G&. 

6 The heat transfer surface configurations and the heat transfer 
areas on both sides per unit base area are constant and uniform 
throughout the exchanger. 

7 Thermal resistance through the exchanger wall in the directions 
normal and parallel to the fluid flows are neglected. 

8 No heat generates within the exchanger. No phase changes in 
the fluid streams flowing through the exchanger. Heat transfer be
tween the exchanger and the surroundings is negligible. 

Based on these idealizations, the governing differential equations 
of heat transfer activities of the subject system are: 

-C AT' 
—^~={„ha%(T'-d>) (1) 
y0z0 dx 

^—=Wh'a%{6'-t') (2) 
x0zo dy 
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(vha')x (T' - 0') = (r,'h'a')y (8' - t') 

['he boundary conditions are: 

T'(0,y',k) = T'-m 

t' (x\ 0, k) = t'i„ 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

Obviously these equations and their solutions presented above are 
applicable to cases where any one fluid may be in either x' or y' di
rection. In other words, the results presented in this paper hold when 
(he flow nonuniformity is either on the hot or cold fluid side. 

The above equations can be normalized to 

dx 
+ NTU* (T - 0) = 0 

— + N T U v « * ' - 1 ( t - 0 ) = O 
dy 

V.NTU* (T - 8) + NTUy a» (t - 8) = 0 

Therefore, 

dT_ 

dx 

dt_ 

dy 

+ N T U l ( T - 0 ) = O 

+ NTU2 (t - 8) = 0 

V.NTUj (T - 9) + a NTU2 (t - 0) = 0 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(ID 

with the boundary conditions which are the inlet fluid temperatures 
on both sides. 

( T (0, y, k) = 1.0 

t (x, 0, k) = 0.0 

T(0,y,k) = 0.0 

t (x, 0, k) = 1.0 

(12) 

(13) 

N u m e r i c a l So lu t ions 
The crossflow heat exchanger is divided into M X N X L subdivi

sions as shown in Fig. 2. For each x'y' plane, the arrangement of the 
subdivision is shown in Fig. 3. If the size of the subdivision is small 
enough, the temperature of the wall structure of each subdivision can 
be considered to be at its nodal point and is designated as (h,j,h- For 
the same reason, the fluid temperatures can be considered uniform 
across the respective flow cross sections and vary only in the direction 
of its flow length. The inlet and exit temperatures of the x' direction 
fluid flowing through the subdivision (i, j , k) are designated as TIJ;/,. 
and Tij+ IJ,. The inlet and exit temperatures of the y' direction fluid 
flowing through the subdivision (i, j , k) are designated as tij:k and 
ti+ij,k- Here 1 < i < M; 1 < j < N and 1 < k < L. The inlet temper
atures of the x' and y' direction fluids to the exchanger are therefore 
T;,!,* and tij^ respectively. 

As shown in [12, 14, 15], equation (9) can be expressed as 

thus, 

(hj,k + BTi,j,k ~ D T , J + U . = 0 

Oij-U! + Bl\HVt-DTiJ:k = () 

Tij,k - — 9i,j-i,k + — Tij-i,k 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

. N o m e n c l a t u r e -

a' = heat transfer area (on either flow side) 
per unit core volume, m2/m3 

a = a' xo>'oZo = total heat transfer area (on 
either flow side), m2 

C = total fluid heat capacity rate on either 
flow side, J/s K 

G = mass flow velocity (on either flow side), 
kg/m2 s 

h, h' = convection heat transfer coefficient 
(on either flow side) based on average and 
local mass flow rates, respectively, W/m2 

K 
L, M,N = number of subdivisions in z', y', or 

x' direction respectively 
r = an integer 
T',t' = fluid temperature of the uniform flow 

(x' direction flow) or of the nonuniform 
flow (y' direction flow), °C 

x' = coordinate in x' direction, m 
x0 = overall dimension of exchanger core in 

*' direction, m 
y' = coordinate in y' direction, m 
J'o = overall dimension of exchanger core in 

y' direction, m 
2' = coordinate in z' direction (non-flow di

rection), m 
Zo = overall dimension of exchanger core in 

z' direction, m 
A = - N T U i - a NTU2 /V 
B' = NTUiAx;S = (1 - 0.5 B')/B'; D = (1 + 

0.5 B')IB' 
E' = NTU2A.y; E = (1 - 0.5 E')/E'; F = (1 + 

0.5 E')/E' 
H = 0.5 N T I W V 
N T U J : = number of heat transfer units on the 

x' direction flow (uniform fluid flow) side 
based on the average mass velocity 

= (y\ha)JCx 

NTUy = number of heat transfer units on the 
y' direction flow (nonuniform fluid flow) 
side based on the average mass velocity 
= b)ha)yICy 

NTUi = NTUX; NTU2 = NTUy • a^1 

NTU = number of heat transfer units for the 
entire heat exchanger (the average mass 
velocity on the nonuniform flow side is 
used) 

Y.\i]ha/x \r}ha) y\ 

R [ Bl „ H[ E"! 
Pi = - i + - ; P2 = — 1 + -

D L DJ P L P j 

*-*(§)"-*(D 
R = 0.5 NTUX; S = (vha)x/(r,ha)y 

T=(T' - t'in)/(T'in - t'mh t = (t> - t'-m)l 

y D P 

.r = x'/xo; y = y'/yo; 2 = z'/zo 
0' = exchanger wall temperature, °C 
a = local flow nonuniformity parameter 

which is defined as the ratio of the actual 
local mass flow rate to the average mass 
flow rate if the fluid flow is uniformly dis
tributed 

/? = a constant such as h ~ G13 

t = exchanger heat transfer effectiveness 

{-'x W in — ^ exit' 
= or 

(T< 
in t in) 

— y ^ exit £ im 

L* min 11 in ^ in/ 

Ac = deterioration of exchanger effectiveness 
due to the two-dimensional flow nonuni
formity 

r], T)' = overall surface efficiency based on 
average or local mass velocity 

0 = three-subscripted dimensionless tem
perature of exchanger wall = (8' - t'-m)/ 
(Tin - t'i„) 

8* = two-subscripted dimensionless tem
perature of exchanger wall (defined as 0} 

Ac 
r = — = exchanger thermal performance 

e 
deterioration factor as defined by equation 
(28) 

\(/ = flow nonuniformity factor as defined by 
equation (34) 

Subscripts 
exit = exit 
/ = subscript of the two-dimensional variable 

as defined in equation (22) 
i,;', and k = subscripts of three-dimensional 

variable indicating ith row, jth column on 
the kth x' y' plane 

in = inlet 
max = maximum magnitude 
min = minimum magnitude 
x = direction of uniform fluid flow or indi

cates that the variable is for the uniform 
fluid flow side 

y = direction of nonuniform fluid flow or in
dicates that the variable is for the non
uniform flow side 
(All variables are dimensionless unless 
specified otherwise) 
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Fig. 1 Single pass crossflow heat exchanger 

Fig. 2 Single pass crossflow heat exchanger—arrangement of subdivi
sions 
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Fig. 3 Subdivisions on fcth x'y' plane 
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substituting equation (16) into equation (14) then 

7 W - ^ + 

B B 2 

D D2-'i,J-i,k + ^2Tij-i,k (17) 

By this technique of successive substitution [12, 14, 15], it can be 
shown that 

Tij+i,k = ~ \0ij,k+ [ - J flu-i,* + [-J29;j-2,* 

+-+[!r^l+[iTr^ (18) 
+ -

therefore, 

+-+[frH+[!rr^a9) 

Similarly from equation (10), the following relations can be es
tablished: 

tut = j\oi-u* + [^]»'--u* + [J] V u * + [|]3fl'--«j.* 

•• + [i]v'-^+---+[fr^)+[frt^(2o) 

Equations (19) and (20) indicate that the fluid temperatures T,j> 
and tij,k can be related to the wall temperatures of all their upstream 
subdivisions in their respective flow channels and the inlet temper
atures of the fluids at those flow channels, J1,-^ and tijth which are 
known. 

Similarly equation (11) can be expressed as 

W9ij.k + Pi0ij-i,k + P29i-ij,h 

+ PA \Bi-2j.k + [j\«i-iiJ> + [j\ <>i-*i-k + • • • + [j\ »ij,k 

NON-UNIFORM FLUID FLOW 

e 
i 

e H + l . 

e ; - j 
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Fig. 4 Related nodes on any Irth x'y' plane 
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—[>•§] nr*—['+i][r-«> 
In equation (21), the wall temperature 8ijfk is expressed in a two-
dimensional array on any feth plane. Because the wall temperature 
of all the related subdivisions are present, identification of each ele
ment and its coefficient in the matrix is confusing. In order to simplify 
this problem, the two-dimensional array 0,-j,* on any feth plane is 
transformed into a one-dimensional array d*jtk on that feth plane, 
here 

/ = {i-DN + j (22) 

The general arrangement of the one-dimensional array, 8*[j, on any 
/eth plane is shown in Fig. 4. After this transformation, equation (21) 
may be written as 

W e*lk + P i fl*/-!,* + P2 9*i-N_k 

+ P3{»*/-2,fc+[|] 

+ . . . + 

+ Pi \e*i-2N,k + 

•/-M+[|]V<* 

•...•[fT-l 
-H[-i][ir^-«[-?][r- (23) 

Equation (23) represents the wall temperature of node 8*ij, which 
is the wall temperature of the subdivision (i,j,k) onthe&thx'y' plane. 
The node / and its related nodes in equation (23) are also shown in 
Fig. 4. 

Equation (23) is the principal finite-difference equation used in 
this investigation. This equation must be formulated for every sub
division of the system. Therefore, there are M XN equations to form 
a set of simultaneous equations in any x'y' plane. The unknown 
variables in these equations are 0*'s of the related subdivisions. After 
the 6*'a are determined, they are transformed back to the two-di
mensional array, 0; ,,,* on the feth plane concerned. The temperature 
distributions of the two fluid streams on this feth x'y' plane are then 
calculated by 

Tu+u=(BiJ,k + BTij,k)/D 

ti+l,j,k = (9ij,k + E tijJi)/E 

(24) 

(25) 

The average dimensionless exit temperatures of the two fluid 
streams from the heat exchanger are: 

T « i t - ( i : Z TiN+lik) / (M • L) 
\ fc=li=l / / 

texit = ( L L « tM+l,j,k) / ! « 

(26) 

(27) 

Next T and t are transformed back to T' and t' respectively. The heat 
transfer effectiveness e can then be determined. 

The Exchanger Thermal Performance Deterioration Factor T is 
introduced to illustrate the influence of the two-dimensional flow 
nonuniformity on the deterioration of exchanger thermal perfor
mance. It is defined as 

__ ^uniform flow ^nonuniform flow 

e ^uniform flow 
(28) 

The deterioration factors were calculated for four typical flow 
maldistribution models and for various exchanger design and oper
ating parameters. These parameters are V, S and the exchanger NTU. 
All these parameters are based on the uniform flow distribution 
conditions. 

NTUX and NTUy used in the various equations developed before 
are determined from V, S and NTU as shown below. 

For the case when Cx is Cmjn, 
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NTUX = NTU (1 + S); NTIL = NTU 

For the case when Cv 

IS Cn 

K) 
NTU* = NTU (1 + S)/V; NTUy = NTU (l + -) 

(29) 

(30) 

The accuracy of the solution obtained by finite-difference method 
depends on the number of the subdivisions used. Use of a greater 
number of subdivisions not only can produce results of higher accu
racy but can also enhance the convergence. Practically, the number 
of subdivisions used must be determined by a compromise between 
the accuracy desired and the time required on the computer. It was 
demonstrated [14,15] that if a system of 10 X 10 matrix on any one 
x'y' plane was used, the results obtained by using the same technique 
for similar problems were accurated to the third digit for most cases. 
Thus, 10 X 10 matrix arrangement on any x'y' plane was used 
throughout this investigation. 

R e s u l t s and D i s c u s s i o n s 
Four typical models of fluid flow maldistributions across the ex

changer core were used in this investigation. The Local Flow Nonu
niformity parameter, a, of these four flow distribution models is 
presented in Tables 1-4. In each flow model, there are 10 X 10 as, 
which correspond to the 10 X 10 subdivisions on the x'z' plane per
pendicular to the direction of the nonuniform fluid flow. Because of 
the flow distribution, which is symmetric with respect to the center 
axes of the plane perpendicular to the fluid flow, only one-fourth of 
«'s are presented. Models 1 to 3 are data obtained from wind tunnel 
experiments. These are typical maldistributions of air flow through 
the exchanger core when the fan is placed close to the exchanger, such 
as in the cases of automobile radiators. In these models, the maximum 
air mass velocities are located at centers of the two half-sections of 
the exchanger cores. Model 4 is the typical flow maldistribution when 
the flow inlet manifold is at the center of the core [3]. The inlet 
manifold is smaller than the exchanger core frontal area and no ade
quate transition duct is provided. Fig. 5 shows the schematic views 
of the relative mass velocity distribution of the models. 

Typical relationships between the Exchanger Thermal Perfor
mance Deterioration Factor r and the design/operating parameters 
of the exchangers are presented in Figs. 6-11. Information presented 
in these figures is restricted to the cases when the flow patterns in the 
exchangers are predominantly fully developed, turbulent mode only. 
Thus the convection heat transfer coefficient h is considered to be 
proportional to G0-8 in preparation of these figures. However, the 
analysis and equations presented in previous sections can be applied 
to any flow pattern if appropriate /J's are used. The range of the design 
and operating parameters of the exchanger used in this investigation 
are V (0.125 to 8.0), S (0.5, 1.0 and 2.0) and NTU (0.1 to 100.0). 

Fig. 6 shows the T — NTU relationships for cases of S = 1.0 and V 
< 1.0 and for fluid model No. 1. Under this condition, 

Cx = Cn , NTUi = 2 NTU, and NTU2 = 2 NTU • V a8"1 (31) 

From the analysis presented previously, it can be shown that if NTUi 
> NTU2, the deterioration of the exchanger thermal performance will 
be supressed; whereas if NTU2 > NTUi, this performance deterio
ration will be augmented. It is noted from equation (31), when NTU 
increases, NTU2 increases much slower than NTUi does. Thus the 
exchanger performance deterioration is surpressed and T decreases 
when NTU increases as shown in Fig. 6. The smaller the V, the 
stronger is this supression and the lower is r as shown also in this 
figure. When NTU decreases and approaches zero, the influence of 
«' , _ 1 on r gradually becomes significant, especially for cases of small 
V. In other words, T depends predominantly on a / j_1 and not on NTU 
or V. Thus T appears to approach a common constant value under this 
situation. When V = 1.0 and S = 1.0, then 

Cx = Cy, NTU! = 2 NTU, and NTU2 = 2 NTU • (32) 

Because 2 a 3 - 1 is larger than 1.0 for all the fluid models under this 
investigation, when NTU increases, the influence of NTU2 on the 
deterioration of exchanger performance exceeds that contributed by 

Table 1 

1 o r ; = 

Local flow nonuniformity parameters , a, for 
flow distr ibution model No. 1 

(Flow Nonuniformity Factor, 4>, = 0.1915) 
1;10 2; 9 3; 8 4; 7 5; 6 

ft = 1; 10 
2; 9 
3; 8 
4; 7 
5; 6 

0.175 
0.450 
0.825 
0.925 
1.325 

0.450 
0.825 
0.925 
1.100 
1.475 

0.925 
1.275 
1.375 
1.475 
1.750 

0.450 
1.150 
1.650 
1.700 
1.725 

0.275 
0.200 
0.450 
0.925 
1.200 

Table 2 Local flow nonuniformity parameters, a, for 
flow distribution model No. 2 

(Flow Nonuniformity Factor, <p, = 0.2572) 
iorj = 1;10 2; 9 3; 8 4; 7 5; 6 

h = 1; 10 
2; 9 
3; 8 
4; 7 
5; 6 

0.080 
0.314 
0.825 
1.018 
1.656 

0.200 
0.575 
0.925 
1.210 
1.844 

0.400 
0.889 
1.375 
1.623 
2.188 

0.200 
0.802 
1.650 
1.870 
2.156 

0.100 
0.139 
0.450 
1.018 
1.500 

Table 3 

1 or j = 

Local flow nonuniformity parameters, a, for 
flow distribution model No. 3 

(Flow Nonuniformity Factor, ifr, = 0.4033) 
1;10 2; 9 3; 8 4; 7 5; 6 

k = 1; 10 
2; 9 
3; 8 
4; 7 
5; 6 

0.080 
0.100 
0.400 
0.960 
1.000 

0.100 
0.200 
0.500 
1.000 
3.000 

0.100 
0.300 
1.000 
2.500 
4.000 

0.080 
0.200 
1.000 
2.000 
3.000 

0.080 
0.100 
0.600 
1.100 
1.600 

Table 4 

i or j = 

Local Flow nonuniformity parameters, a, for 
flow distribution model No. 4 

(Flow Nonuniformity Factor, i/<, = 0.1221) 
1; 10 2; 9 3; 8 4; 7 5;fi 

k = 1; 10 
2; 9 
3; 8 
4; 7 
5; 6 

0.720 
0.720 
0.720 
0.720 
0.720 

0.720 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 

0.720 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1.000 

0.720 
1.000 
1.000 
1.500 
1.500 

0.720 
1.000 
1.000 
1.500 
2.180 

o 
3 

FLOW MODEL NO, (Nos. 2 and 3 Are Similar) 

> 
t — 

3 

j= 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Fig. 5 Flow distribution models 

NTUi. Thus T increases with NTU as shown in Fig. 6. For cases when 
V > 0.5, the T - NTU relationships gradually change from the form 
of low V to that of V = 1.0 as is also shown in this figure. 

Fig. 7 shows the T - NTU relationships for cases of V > 1.0 and S 
= 1.0, and for fluid model No. 1. Now, 
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Fig. 6 Relations between exchanger thermal performance deterioration 
lactor T and various parameters for flow distribution model 1 and S = 1.0 

C, = Cmin, NTUi = 2 NTU/V, and NTU2 = 2 NTU • a""1 (33) 

From equation (33) it is noted that when NTU increases, NTU2 in
creases more rapidly than NTUi does. Thus r increases with NTU 
as shown in Fig. 7. It is also noted that NTU = (>]ha)x or y/2 Cy. As 
NTU increases to a larger number, then Cy in turn decreases to a 
relatively smaller value in comparison with (r)ha)x or y. Under this 
condition, the influence of the flow nonuniformity, of course, di
minishes. Thus T decreases when NTU increases to a large number. 
In short, T first increases, then decreases when NTU increases as 
shown in this figure. The larger the value of V, the less the influence 
of the flow nonuniformity on the exchanger performance is observed. 
Thus r appears to be smaller for larger V at the same NTU as also 
shown in this figure. 

Fig. 8 shows the T - N T U relationships for various V's and using S 
as parameter. Based on equations (29) and (30) and the discussion 
presented above, these relationships shown in Fig. 8 can be recognized. 
Figs. 9-11 present the T - N T U relationships for fluid model Nos. 2 to 
4. These relationships are similar to those of fluid model No. 1 as 
shown in Figs. 6 and 7. 

The deterioration of thermal performance of single pass crossflow 
heat exchanger due to flow nonuniformity presented above is gener
ally similar to those reported in previous investigations [1, 4, 5, 9]. 
However, the type of the exchanger and the fluid maldistribution 
model considered in this investigation are basically different from 
those reported previously; direct comparison is thus not possible nor 
practical. 

The relations present in these figures may be used when either the 
hot or cold fluid flow is not distributed uniformly provided all other 
parameters are unchanged. 

It is noted that the deterioration of the exchanger performance due 
to flow nonuniformity depends on many parameters, such as V, S, 
NTU, NTUX, NTU y , a, 0 etc. Development of a useful correlation 
between T and these parameters is needed. Hopefully this can be ac
complished soon. At this time, a somewhat limited correlation in
volving only T, a and NTU for the case of V = 1.0 and S = 1.0 is pre
sented below. 

It seems likely [17,18] that the local exchanger effectiveness is re
lated to the following parameters: 

^g-ix/xo) a n d g-Cy/yo) 

Based on the concept of standard deviation or variance [19, 20, 21], 
a Flow Nonuniformity Factor, \p, on the deterioration of exchanger 
thermal performance is devloped. It is: 

I M N 
I I [(I - a) e~"M e-i'N]* 

Fig. 7 Relations between exchanger thermal performance deterioration 
factor T and various parameters for flow distribution model 1 and S = 1.0 

This factor is found to be relevant to the determination of the ex
changer's overall effectiveness and its deterioration due to the two-
dimensional flow nonuniformity as shown in Fig. 12. 

Fig. 12 presents the relationships of Exchanger Thermal Perfor
mance Deterioration Factor, T, and the Flow Nonuniformity Factor, 
\p, for the four different fluid flow distributions studied in this in
vestigation. It is noted that a generalized correlation can be estab
lished. This demonstrates the relevance of using this Flow Nonuni
formity Factor, \p, or its modifications as the principal parameter for 
predicting the exchanger performance deterioration due to the effect 
of the two-dimensional flow nonuniformity. Future research work of 
expanding this factor to include all other parameters, such as V, S, 
NTU. t, NTUy and 0 is highly recommended. 

Conclusions 
A successive substitution technique and a numerical method were 

developed to determine the exchanger heat transfer effectiveness and 
its deterioration due to the two-dimensional flow nonuniformity on 
either hot or cold fluid sides. The ranges of the design and operating 
parameters covered are in the range of general interest. The methods 
developed, however, are not limited to within these ranges, and also 
can be applied to treat various other heat exchanger and solar collector 
problems as well. 

A Flow Nonuniformity Factor, <p, has been developed for predicting 
the deterioration of exchanger thermal performance due to the two-
dimensional flow nonuniformity. A generalized relation has been 
observed between the deterioration of the exchanger performance and 
this Flow Nonuniformity Factor for all the four flow distribution 
models considered in this investigation. It is noted that this Factor 
should be expanded to include all relevant parameters if possible. 
Future work in this area is needed and recommended. 

The information obtained in this study clearly indicates that the 
deterioration of thermal performance of single pass crossflow heat 
exchanger due to the two-dimensional flow nonuniformity may be
come significant in some typical applications. This deterioration in 
thermal performance should not be ignored in the analysis and design 
of the subject heat exchanger, as has been the case so far in indus
try. 
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Turbulent Heat Transfer 
Downstream of an Unsymmetric 
Blockage in a Tube 
Pipe flow experiments were performed to study the heat transfer in the separation, re
attachment, and redevelopment regions downstream of a wall-attached blockage in the 
form of a segmental orifice plate. Water was the working fluid, and the Reynolds number 
encompassed the range from about 10,000-60,000. The extent of the flow blockage was var
ied from one-fourth to three-fourths of the tube cross section. Heat transfer coefficients 
were determined both around the circumference of the uniformly heated tube and along 
its length. The axial distributions of the circumferential average Nusselt numbers show 
an initial increase, then attain a maximum, and subsequently decrease toward the fully 
developed regime. These Nusselt numbers are much higher than those for a conventional 
thermal entrance region. The unsymmetric blockage induces variations of the Nusselt 
number around the circumference of the tube. Axial distributions of the Nusselt number 
at various fixed angular positions reveal the presence of two types of maxima. One of these 
is associated with the reattachment of the flow and the other occurs due to the impinge
ment of flow deflected by the blockage onto the tube wall. The circumferential variations 
decay with increasing downstream distance, but the rate of decay for the case of the small
est blockage is remarkably slow. Although most of the tests were performed for Pr = 4, 
supplementary experiments for Pr = 8 showed that the results are valid for a range of 
Prandtl numbers. 

Introduction 

Heat transfer in tubes and ducts in the presence of flow separation 
and recirculation (i.e., backflow) is widely encountered in practice. 
These complex flows may, for example, be caused by abrupt changes 
in duct cross section, valves, wall-attached baffles, orifices, and other 
partial blockages of the flow passage. In general, the resulting flow 
fields are three-dimensional. On the other hand, in the research lit
erature on separation related heat transfer in ducts, attention appears 
to have been focused on geometrically symmetric configurations in
tended to provide two-dimensional flow conditions. The present re
search was undertaken in order to study the heat transfer charac
teristics associated with three-dimensional separation and its asso
ciated flow phenomena. 

The experiments to be described here are concerned with turbulent 
heat transfer downstream of a segmental orifice plate that is situated 
at the entrance cross section of a uniformly heated circular tube. As 
illustrated schematically in Fig. 1, a segmental orifice plate is a wall-
attached blockage in the shape of a circular segment. The presence 
of the orifice plate causes a nonaxisymmetric constriction of the flow 
followed by strongly three-dimensional expansion in the downstream 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division 
January 10, 1978. 

region. Behind the plate itself, there is a separation zone filled with 
recirculating fluid. The flow reattaches to the wall downstream of the 
separation zone and then redevelops, ultimately attaining an axi-
symmetric fully developed velocity distribution. 

It is expected that the heat transfer characteristics will be markedly 
affected by the separation, reattachment, and redevelopment of the 
flow. Furthermore, circumferential nonuniformities should be induced 
by the nonaxisymmetric deflection of the flow by the orifice plate. For 
large blockages, impingement of the deflected flow on the tube wall 
oppositethe blockage appears likely. It is against the background of 
these expectations that the research was initiated. 

The experiments were performed using water as the working fluid. 
The test section tube was heavily instrumented with thermocouples 

0.25 cm 

/ 

A 45° D = 
/ I 3.015 cm 

L_ T 
Flat, 0.041 cm 

Fig. 1 Diagram of segmental blockage element 
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in order to detect both circumferential and axial distributions. 
Heating was accomplished by ohmic dissipation in the tube wall. 
Three degrees of flow blockage were investigated, respectively lU, V2, 
and % of the tube cross-sectional area. The Reynolds number range 
extended from 10,000-60,000. For most of the experiments, the 
Prandtl number was maintained at a value of 4. To examine the trends 
of the results with Prandtl number, supplementary experiments were 
carried out at Pr = 8. 

The results of the experiments encompass both circumferential and 
axial distributions of the heat transfer coefficient. These detailed local 
distributions provide insights into the transport processes and also 
serve to identify the locations of possible hot (or cold) spots. In ad
dition, at each cross section, circumferential average heat transfer 
coefficients have been evaluated. 

As was noted earlier, experiments of the type performed here do 
not appear to have been reported in the literature. Related heat 
transfer problems which have been studied experimentally include 
the flow downstream of an axisymmetric orifice [1] or a sudden en
largement [2] in a tube, and of a sudden enlargement in a rectangular 
duct [3]. These papers will be revisited in connection with the dis
cussion of the present results. 

The Experiments 
The experimental apparatus was a closed-loop, pressurized-water 

facility. Along the path of flow, it included a turbine-type water pump, 
the unheated hydrodynamic development length, the test section and 
exit section, an orifice-type flow meter, and a heat exchanger. The 
starting length, test section, and exit section were all cut from a single 
piece of type 304 stainless steel tubing. The bore of each tube was 
honed to a smooth finish, with a resulting inside diameter of 3.015 cm 
(1.187 in.). To determine the wall thickness, short axial lengths were 
cut from the ends of the respective tubes and each length was slit 
longitudinally into two halves, thereby exposing its inner surface. 
Thicknesses at numerous locations were measured via a specially 
fitted micrometer, yielding a mean value of 0.084 ± 0.0025 cm (0.033 
± 0.001 in.). The lengths of the hydrodynamic development section, 
the test section, and exit section were 60, 33, and 10 diameters, re
spectively. These components were arranged horizontally along a 
common centerline. 

The test section was designed to be free of supporting fixtures in 
order to avoid extraneous heat losses. Coupling between the test 
section and the entrance and exit sections was via delrin (plastic) 
bushings sandwiched between the flanged ends of the respective 
members. To minimize circumferential heat conduction which might 
influence the temperature distribution in the adjacent portion of the 
test section, the flanges were made of stainless steel, the thermal 
conductivity of which is the lowest among other candidate metals. As 
a further precaution, numerous holes were drilled in the flange at the 
upstream end of the test section in order to break up possible con
duction paths. 

Table 1 Characteristics 

Blockage ratio 
Nominal 

1/4 
1/2 
3/4 

Actual 

0.264 
0.486 
0.730 

of orifice plate 

H, cm 

0.940 
1.49 
2.07 

(Fig. 1) 

0*,deg 

68 
89 

112 

The segmental orifice plate was housed in the bushing at the up
stream end of the test section. The plates were made of delrin and 
were machined to a thickness of 0.254 cm (0.1 in.) in accordance with 
ASME orifice standards. Also, as specified by the standards, a short 
flat section, 0.041 cm (0.016 in.) in length, and a 45 deg bevel were 
machined on the exposed lip of the plate. The choice of delrin, a 
plastic, as the orifice plate material, in lieu of a metal, was made to 
minimize fin-like heat conduction. 

The orifice plate dimensions were selected so as to give rise to 
nominal blockages of 1/4, lk, and 3/4 of the cross-sectional area of the 
tube. The actual blockage area ratios which resulted from the ma
chining are listed in Table 1. Also given in the table are the blockage 
height H and lip angle 0* which are defined in Fig. 1. As shown in the 
figure, the plate was positioned in the upper part of the cross section, 
with geometric symmetry about the vertical diameter. 

Fittings were attached to the respective ends of the test section tube 
to carry a-c electric current for the ohmic heating of the tube wall. In 
the design of these fittings, account was taken of the high currents to 
be carried (up to about 600 amp) and of the need to minimize heat 
conduction which might affect the temperature of the wall. In par
ticular, had a copper or aluminum ring been affixed to each end of the 
tube to convey the current, conduction in the ring would have di
minished otherwise existing circumferential temperature variations 
in the adjacent tube wall. In view of this, discontinuous copper rings, 
each consisting of twelve separate segments, were used instead of 
continuous rings. 

Current was carried to (or from) each segment via a 0.635 cm (V4 
in.) dia copper rod. The assemblage of the twelve rods at each end of 
the tube resembled the spokes of a wheel, especially since their outer 
ends terminated in a large circular copper rim to which the electrical 
cables were attached. Heat conduction along the rods was suppressed 
by guard heating/cooling applied to the rim via water-carrying tubes. 
The water temperature was adjusted so as to equalize the readings 
of thermocouples situated at the inner and outer ends of the respective 
rods. 

The test section was insulated with silica aerogel powder, whose 
thermal conductivity is less than that of air. Those parts of the elec
trical system which protruded from the powder were insulated with 
fiberglass. 

The circumferential and axial temperature distribution on the 

-Nomenclature-

4̂ = cross-sectional area of tube, wD2/4 
-4 open = open area at blockage cross section 
D = inside diameter of tube 
H = blockage height, Fig. 1 
hx = circumferential average heat transfer 

coefficient at x, equation (2) 
hx(6) = local coefficient at 0 and x, equation 

(1) 
kw - thermal conductivity of tube wall 
k = thermal conductivity 
^i_j2 ™ass rate of flow 
Nuj = circumferential average Nusselt 

number at x, hxD/k 
Nux(S) = local Nusselt number at 0 and . 

hx(0)D/k 
Nu/rf = fully developed Nusselt number 
Pr = Prandtl number 
q = local heat flux 
q = average heat flux 
Re = Reynolds number, 4rh/ixirD 
r = radial coordinate 
/•; = inside radius of tube 
r„ = outside radius of tube 

S = volume rate of ohmic heating 
T = temperature 
Tt, = bulk temperature 
Twx(0) = inside wall temperature at x, 0 
Twx = average inside wall temperature at x 
x = axial coordinate, Fig. 1 
0 = angular coordinate, Fig. 1 
0* = lip angle, Fig. 1 
n = viscosity 

Subscripts 

x = at axial station x 
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outside surface of the test section tube was measured with a total of 
88 calibrated 30-gage iron-constantan thermocouples. At each of ten 
axial stations between x/D = 1 and 15, eight thermocouples were 
deployed uniformly at 45 deg intervals around the circumference, 
starting at 0 = 0 (see Fig. 1). At x/D = 18, 21, 27, and 32, there were 
two thermocouples per station, respectively at 0 = 0 and 180. The 
junction of each thermocouple was affixed to the tube surface with 
copper oxide cement, which" is both a good heat conductor and an 
excellent electrical insulator. 

Measurements were also made of the inlet and outlet bulk fluid 
temperatures. For this purpose, multi-baffle mixing boxes were po
sitioned at the inlet of the hydrodynamic development section and 
at the downstream end of the exit section. Each mixing box was 
equipped with three thermocouples. The temperature measurements 
in the upstream mixing box were corroborated to within 2 pV or better 
by four thermocouples deployed along the length of the hydrodynamic 
development section. Both mixing boxes were well insulated. 

The system was equipped with a number of vent valves positioned 
so as to enable air to be bled, and bleeding operations were pain
stakingly performed prior to each data run. Flow control was achieved 
by throttling and by-pass valves. All piping in the system was insu
lated with fiberglass except for the most critical components, for which 
the silica aerogel powder was employed. After each data run, the 
system was drained. The test section was cleaned periodically, but 
significant deposits were never encountered. 

Further information about the apparatus and the experimental 
procedure are available in the thesis [4] from which this paper is 
drawn. 

Data Reduction 
The evaluation of the heat transfer coefficients from the measured 

outside tube wall temperatures and the power input will now be de
scribed. Two types of heat transfer coefficients will be considered. The 
first is the circumferential local coefficient, which is specific to an 
angular position 0 as well as to an axial station x. It will be denoted 
by hx (0) and evaluated from the definition 

hx(8) = ^ ^ (1) 
Twx(0)-Tbx 

in which qx (0) and Twx (8) are, respectively, the local convective heat 
flux and local inside wall temperature at an angular position 8, and 
T(,x is the bulk temperature. All of the aforementioned quantities are 
specific to an axial station x. 

The other heat transfer quantity of interest is the circumferential 
average transfer coefficient hx at an axial station x, which is defined 
here as 

hx = = — (2) 
Twx — Tbx 

where the barred quantities represent circumferential averages at the 
inside surface of the tube. 

For the evaluation of both hx ((?) and hx, it is evident that the inside 
wall temperature and heat flux must first be determined. For this 

. purpose, the heat conduction equation for the tube wall can be em
ployed. The problem is simplified because both the net axial con
duction and the heat loss from the outer surface of the tube are neg
ligible, having respectively been estimated to be less than 0.1 and 0.15 
percent of the local heat input. The temperature dependence of the 
tube-wall thermal conductivity can also be neglected. 

With regard to the wall thickness, it was noted earlier that varia
tions of ±3 percent were measured in samples of tubing that were cut 
from the ends of the test section tubes. These variations did not follow 
a regular pattern and, therefore, are not able to be taken into account 
in the analysis. Consequently, the heat fluxes calculated on the basis 
of a uniform wall thickness (equal to the mean) are uncertain to the 
same degree as the thickness variation. 

The energy equation appropriate to the analysis is the Poisson 
equation in r,8 coordinates 

rdrXdr) r2 SB2 kw~ {i) 

In this equation, S is the volume rate of heat generation which, in view 
of the suppression of heat losses, was evaluated as the power input 
divided by the volume of the tube wall. The quantity kw is the thermal 
conductivity of the stainless steel wall. Equation (3) is to be solved 
subject to the boundary conditions that (1) the outer surface of the 
tube is adiabatic and (2) the temperature is known (via measurement) 
at discrete angular positions on the outer surface r = r0. In mathe
matical terms, these conditions are 

dT/dr = 0 at r = r0 (4a) 

T{r0, 6j) = known at 6j = (/' ~ DTT/4, j = 1 , . . . , 8 (Ah) 

Two types of solutions were obtained for equations (3) and (4). One 
of these is a separation of variables—Fourier series solution which, 
aside from the features now to be discussed, follows standard textbook 
lines. The first step in the analysis is to reduce equation (3) to La
place's equation by introducing a new temperature variable <t> = T + 
S(r2 - rQ

2)/4kw. A conventional r,9 separation of variables solution 
is written for <f>, and the boundary condition (4a) is employed to de
termine certain of the integration constants. The other integration 
constants are obtained by applying equation (46) and expanding the 
discrete outside surface temperature data in an eight-term trigono
metric series which resembles a truncated Fourier series [5, p. 298], 
As indicated in [5], the Fourier coefficients for discrete data are 
evaluated as weighted averages of the data. With all of the integration 
constants thus determined, the solution can be applied at the inner 
surface of the tube (r = r,) to yield both the circumferential distri
bution of the temperature and the heat flux. 

The other solution of equation (3) is based on the assumption that 
the net circumferential conduction, which is proportional to d2T/dl'l2, 
is negligible. This assumption has a high degree of plausibility since 
the tube wall is thin, its thermal conductivity is moderate (among the 
lowest among all metals), and the convective heat transfer coefficient 
is high. Neglect of circumferential conduction reduces equation (3) 
to a one-dimensional problem. From its solution, the temperature 
drop across the wall is given by 

ATW = (SrQ
2l4kw)(r,2/rQ

2 - 1 - 2 In (n/r0)) (5) 

independent of 8. According to the one-dimensional model, the desired 
inside wall temperatures are obtained by subtracting equation (5) 
from the measured outside wall temperatures. Furthermore, when 
circumferential conduction is negligible, the heat flux at the inner 
surface of the tube is uniform and can be evaluated as 

qx (0) = constant = P/TTDL (6) 

where P is the power input, D is the inside diameter, and L is the tube 
length. In view of equation (6), q = qx(8) for the one-dimensional 
model. 

The results of the one and two-dimensional analyses will now be 
compared. All circumferential average quantities (i.e., qx, Twx, and 
hz) from the two analyses are identical, provided that the averaging 
is performed in the same manner. The local heat flux qx (0) given by 
the two-dimensional model is circumferentially uniform to one-two 
percent or better, even at the lowest Reynolds number and at the 
measurement stations closest to the blockage. Furthermore, for these 
most stringent conditions of comparison, the local Nusselt numbers 
from the two analyses agreed in the one to two percent range. There 
were one or two isolated exceptions to these findings which are, in all 
likelihood, due to data scatter. 

In view of the foregoing and taking note of the unaccounted ±3 
percent variations in wall thickness, it may be concluded that two-
dimensional wall conduction effects are negligible. Therefore, the 
one-dimensional model was employed in the final reduction of the 
data, and Simpson's rule was used for the circumferential averag
ing. 

Once hx(0) and hx were evaluated from equations (1) and (2), the 
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corresponding Nusselt numbers followed from 

Nux (0) = hx (0)D/k, MTx = hxD/k (7) 

fhe results were paramaterized by the Reynolds and Prandtl num

bers 

Re = AmlnirD, Pr = cpli/k (8) 

All thermophysical properties were evaluated at the mean bulk 
temperature. In this connection, it may be noted that the bulk tem
perature rise from inlet to outlet was typically only about 1°C 
(2°F). 

Resul ts a n d D i s c u s s i o n 
As a logical prelude to the separated flow experiments, auxiliary 

tests were performed without flow blockage. These studies encom
passed five Reynolds numbers between 11,000 and 60,000 for Pr = 
4 and three Reynolds numbers between 11,000 and 40,000 for Pr = 
8. The local heat transfer coefficients for the thermal entrance region 
will be reported shortly as part of the corresponding presentation of 
results for the blockage experiments. The measured fully developed 
heat transfer coefficients were compared with the most recent and 
discriminating of the available empirical correlations, namely, those 
of Petukhov [6] and of Sleicher [7]. 

The average deviations of the present fully developed Nusselt 
numbers from the Petukhov and Sleicher correlations are two percent 
and three percent, respectively. This excellent level of agreement 
provides confidence in the instrumentation and experimental tech
nique of the present study. The comparison also confirms the absence 
of significant variable properties effects in that the variable property 
correction factor (fi/nw)°-n recommended by Petukhov is very close 
to one for the operating conditions of the experiments. In general, the 
heating rate was adjusted so that the wall-to-bulk temperature dif
ference in the fully developed regime was in the 5°C (10°F) range. 

For the nonblockage runs, the measured wall temperatures dis
played a high degree of circumferential uniformity. Typically, the 
deviations from uniformity, referred to the wall-to-bulk temperature 
difference at the respective axial station, were within two percent. 

Attention will now be turned to the results of the blockage experi
ments. In the presentation that follows, the circumferential average 
heat transfer coefficients and their axial distribution will be dealt with 
first because of their more immediate relevance to design. Then, the 
local coefficients specific to various circumferential positions will be 
presented both in terms of angular distributions and axial distribu
tions. 

Circumferential Average Heat Transfer Coefficients. Axial 
distributions of the circumferential average heat transfer coefficient 
are presented in Fig. 2 for Pr = 4 and for all three area blockage ratios. 
The figure is subdivided into three graphs, each of which contains 
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results for a specific blockage ratio. In each graph, the ratio of the 
circumferential average Nusselt number Nu r to the corresponding 
fully developed value Nu/y is plotted as a function of x/D for five 
Reynolds numbers between 11,000 and 60,000. Curves have been 
faired through the data to provide continuity. To provide perspective 
on the effect of the blockage, results are also shown for the case in 
which the blockage is absent (i.e., for the conventional thermal en
trance region). The no-blockage Nusselt numbers are given for Re = 
11,000, 25,000, and 60,000, one in each graph. 

Inspection of Fig. 2 reveals a pattern with x/D whereby the Nusselt 
number increases at first, attains a maximum, and then decreases 
monotonically toward its fully developed value. This pattern is fun
damentally different from the monotonic decrease that is charac
teristic of the conventional thermal entrance region. Furthermore, 
the blockage-related Nusselt numbers are very much greater than 
those for the conventional entrance region. 

The figure shows that sensitivity of the heat transfer results to the 
presence of the blockage is enhanced as the Reynolds number de
creases. Thus, the lower the Reynolds number, the greater is the 
blockage-induced augmentation. The extent of the augmentation is 
markedly affected by the degree of blockage, with greater blockages 
bringing forth higher heat transfer coefficients. These trends may be 
illustrated numerically by noting that the peak value of Nu^/Nu/j 
varies from 3.6-4.8 as Re decreases from 60,000-11,000 for the % 
blockage, whereas the corresponding peak values for the % blockage 
are 2.0 and 2.4. 

It may also be seen from the figure that the peak of the distribution 
curve is positioned farther downstream at higher blockage ratios, but 
is nearly independent of the Reynolds number at a given blockage. 
In general, the curves tend to peak more sharply at higher block
ages. 

The shapes of the distribution curves of Fig. 2 are not unlike those 
in the literature for nominally two-dimensional flows downstream 
of axisymmetric orifices and of abrupt expansions [1-3]. In the liter
ature, the high heat transfer coefficients at small x/D are attributed 
to the high velocities that exist in this region and to the eddying and 
mixing of the recirculating flow contained within the separation zone. 
The peak in the distribution curve is associated with the position 
where the flow reattaches and the subsequent decrease with the 
redevelopment of the flow. These attributions continue to be generally 
valid in the present situation, but not fully. First of all, owing to the 
three-dimensional nature of the flow, the reattachment need not 
necessarily take place at the same x/D at all angular positions. Second, 
the impingement of the deflected flow on the wall bordering the un
blocked part of the cross section may contribute to the augmented 
heat transfer coefficients and to the peak. These occurrences will be 
more fully aired when the local circumferential results are re
ported. 

The peak Nusselt numbers Numax are indicative of the general level 
of augmentation, and it has been customary to seek a correlation for 
these results. It was found possible to correlate the dependence of the 
Numax on both the Reynolds number and the blockage by the rela
tion 

N l w = 0.158Re°-73/(/iopenM)0'64 (9) 

where Aopen is the open area at the blockage cross section and A is the 
total cross-sectional area. The correlating equation (which is based 
on least squares) and the data are shown in Fig. 3. 

A detailed comparison of the present Numax results with those of 
[1] and [2], respectively for flow downstream of an axisymmetric or
ifice and an abrupt expansion, is available in [4]. Only a few of the 
main features will be summarized here. First, the Reynolds number 
dependence of Num a x in the cited references was found to be Re2 /3 

instead of Re0 7 3 . If this small departure is indeed real, it can be ra
tionalized by the differences in the flow processes which occur (e.g., 
the aforementioned jet-like impingement on the wall bordering the 
open area). Second, when the correlations of [1] and [2] are written 
in terms of the pipe Reynolds number Re, a factor (A„pen/A)~1/3 

emerges rather than (A0penA4)-0 '64. Another outcome of the com-
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parison is that the x/D values at the peak are greater for the present 
flow configuration than for those of [1, 2J. 

The sensitivity of the Nux/Nufd distributions to Prandtl number 
was examined via supplementary experiments performed for Pr = 
8 and for the intermediate blockage ratio of Vz. These results are 
compared with those for Pr = 4 in Fig. 4, where the data symbols have 
been omitted to preserve clarity. Inspection of the figure indicates 
that there are only slight differences in the distribution curves for the 
two Prandtlnumbers. This suggests that the results of Fig. 2 are valid 
for a range of Prandtlnumbers bracketing Pr '" 4. 

Circumferential Local Results. From the measurements, local 
Nusselt numbers are available at eight circumferential positions for 
a succession of axial stations. The characteristics of these local Nusselt 
numbers will first be examined by fixing the angular coordinate and 
plotting the axial distribution of the Nusselt number at that coordi
nate. Figs. 5 and 6 have been prepared on this basis, respectively for 
the % blockage and for the 1/2 and % blockages. The left and right
hand portions of the figures respectively convey results for Re = 
11,000 and 60,000. In each graph, the ratio Nux (O)/Nufd is plotted as 
a function of the dimensionless axial coordinate x/D. Curves are 
shown for angular positions 0 '" 0,45,90, 135, and 180 deg. To preserve 
clarity, the data symbols are not shown. Also, for this same reason, 
separate curves are not included for () '" ±45, ±90, and ± 135 deg be
cause of geometric symmetry (see Fig. 1). To take account of any slight 
thermal asymmetries, the plotted curves at these positions are the 
averages of those at the plus and minus angles. 

Attention will first be focused on Fig. 5, which is for the % blockage. 
For this blockage, Table 1 shows that the lip angle 0* is 112 deg. 
Consequently, the line 0", constant'" 0 deg which lies along the wall 
passes through the separated region before encountering reattach-
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ment and redevelopment, and similarly for the lines 0 45 and ~)O neg. 
On the ot~er hand, the lines 0 ~ 1~5 a~d180 deg lie outside the sep. 
arated reglCfn. Therefore, the clistnbutlOn curves for 0 = 0, 4i-" and 90 
deg should reflect the successive separation, reattachment, and 
redevelopment processes, whereas the curves for 135 and 180 deg 
should reflect other processes which will be identified shortly. 

Inspection of either of the graphs in Fig. 5 shows that t he curves 
for 0'" 0,45, and 90 deg increase at first, attain a maximum, and th~n 
decrease, as is characteristic of the separation, reattachment, and 
redevelopment sequence. It is noteworthy, and somewhat surprising, 
that the xlD at reattachment (taken to coincide with the peak ()fth~ 
curve) decreases only slightly with 0 in the range between 0 and 90 
deg. 

The distribution curve for 0 '" 180 deg is of particular interest. In 
the left-hand graph of Fig. 5, this curve displays a maximum value. 
This maximum may be attributed to the jet-like impingement 0(" the 
flow deflected by the blockage onto the wall which borders the open 
area. As the Reynolds number increases, the impingement is expected 
to occur at smaller values of x/D, so that for Re 60,000 it is upstream 
of the first measurement station and is not shown in the figure. Thus 
for the segmental blockage studied here, there are two types of Nussei; 
number peaks, one associated with reattachment and one associated 
with impingement. This is in contrast to separated flow configurations 
studied heretofore [1-3], where only the reattachment typl' peak oc. 
curred. 

The distribution curve for 0 '" 135 deg is believed to be influenced 
both by the flanks of the separation zone and by the aforementioned 
impingement process. Its shape, therefore, tends to be irregular. 

Consideration may next be given to the results for the Ih hlockage 
in Fig. 6. For this case, the lip angle 0* is 90 deg (Table 1), so t hat the 
curves for 0 '" 0,45, and 90 deg continue to reflect the separation, 
reattachment, and redevelopment sequence. The distributioll curves 

Re = 60,000 

IO~~~-L~4~L-~6--~8 O~~~~~4--L-*6~~ 

x/D x/D 

Fig. 5 Axial distributions of the circumferential local Nussell number, 
blockage ratio'" 3/4 

xlO xlO 

Fig. 6 Axial distributions of the circumferential local Nussell number, 
blockage ratios'" 1/2 and 1/4 
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for o = 180 deg are indicative of the jet impingement phenomenon, 
but there is a wave in the curve for Re = 11,000 that suggests still 
another flow process whose identity remains uncertain. 

The 'A blockage (top of Fig. 6) is characterized by a lip angle 0* of 
68 deg. Consequently, only the curves for 6 = 0 and 45 deg pass 
through the separated region. Since the x/D values at reattachment 
and impingement are both relatively small for this blockage, the fluid 
flow events reflected by the distribution curves are more difficult to 
detect than for the other blockages. 

A different perspective on the circumferential local Nusselt num
bers can be obtained from an examination of angular distributions. 
To this end, the ratio Nu t (0)/Nux has been evaluated as a function 
of 0 at each axial station x/D, where Nux is the circumferential average 
at that x/D. A complete presentation of such angular distributions 
is available in [4], but only representative results can be given here 
because of space limitations. For the interpretation of these results, 
it is well to recall that the blockage is in the upper part of the tube (Fig. 

In Figs. 7 and 8, angular distributions of Nux (#)/Nux are respec
tively presented for the % and V4 blockages. Each figure is subdivided 
into upper and lower portions, which correspond respectively to Re 
= 11,000 and 60,000. In each portion, there are a succession of graphs 
in which are plotted the angular distributions for all of the axial sta
tions which had been instrumented with eight thermocouples. The 
ordinate values (i.e., the values of Nu.t (0)/Nux) in each graph are ar
ranged in a centrally placed vertical column. Each ordinate value is 
positioned by a short hash mark (not to be confused with a minus 
sign). 

From these figures, it is seen that there are marked differences 
between the angular distributions at small x/D and those at inter
mediate and large x/D. The former are characterized by large varia
tions and are of relatively complex form, whereas the latter display 
lesser variations and are simple in shape. There are various interesting 
features in these results depending on the extent of the blockage, and 
these will now be discussed. 

For the % blockage (Fig. 7), the overall variation at the first station 
is about 125 percent, with the lowest values of Nux(#) in the separated 
region at the upper part of the tube. The distributions at the succes

s's- 7 Angular distributions of the local Nusselt number, blockage ratio = 
3/4. Lower graph, Re = 60,000; upper graph, Re = 11,000 
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sive axial stations x/D = 2, 3, and 4 evolve in such a way that the dif
ferences between the Nux (6) values in the upper and lower parts of 
the tube diminish. Then, a reversal occurs such that the largest Nux(0) 
are in the upper part of the tube. Subsequently, the variations decay 
so that circumferential uniformity is in evidence at x/D = 12 — 15. 

The circumferential distributions at the initial x/D stations are the 
result of separation, reattachment, and impingement. On the other 
hand, those at subsequent stations are influenced by differences in 
the redevelopment pattern in upper and lower parts of the tube. In 
the upper part, redevelopment of the flow begins just downstream 
of reattachment, whereas in the lower part the flow development 
begins farther upstream. The higher coefficients in the upper part are, 
therefore, due to its lesser degree of development. 

For the V4 blockage (Fig. 8), the largest variations in the Nux (#)/Nux 

are, again, at the first station. However, the largest Nusselt numbers 
are now generally in the upper part of the tube, although there is a low 
point at 0 = 0 deg (the circumferential mid-point of the separated 
region). This low point fills in at axial stations beyond the separation 
zone, giving rise to a distribution at x/D = 5 not unlike those of Fig. 
7. The subsequent behavior constitutes the most surprising finding 
of this study, namely, the remarkably slow decay of the circumfer
ential variations with increasing downstream distance. As is seen from 
Fig. 8, substantial nonuniformities persist at x/D = 15, which is the 
last of the heavily instrumented axial stations. Data at x/D = 27, 
where there are two thermocouples, showed a ± 5 percent variation 
for Re = 60,000. 

The remarkably long-lived effect of the y^ blockage was in evidence 
for all five of the Reynolds numbers investigated [4], so that it cannot 
be regarded as a chance occurrence. The reasons for this phenomenon 
remain to be clarified. 

The effect of Prandtl number on the circumferential distributions 
is illustrated in Fig. 9, which is a comparison of results for Pr = 4 (open 
symbols) and Pr = 8 (black symbols). The figure is for the interme
diate case of Re = 25,000 and blockage ratio of 1/2. Inspection of the 
figure shows that the distribution curves for the two Prandtl numbers 
are very nearly identical, aside from small differences at x/D = 1. This 
finding affirms the applicability of the Pr = 4 results for a range of 
neighboring Prandtl numbers. 

I I I I I " . I 1 K ' I l 1 . I I E I I I IZ^ 1 1 T 
-7T -7T/2 0 7J72 ITT -7772 0 7772 ±77 -7772 0 77/2 77 

8 (Radians) 

Fig. 8 Angular distributions of the local Nusselt number, blockage ratio = 
1/4. Lower graph, Re = 60,000; upper graph, Re = 11,000 
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Fig. 9 Effect of Prandtl number on the angular distributions of the local 
Nusseit number, Reynolds number = 25,000, blockage ratio = 1/2. 

Concluding Remarks 
The present heat transfer results for flow downstream of an un

symmetric blockage share some common features with those for 
symmetric blockages, but also display a number of unique charac
teristics. The axial distributions of the circumferential average Nusseit 
number are similar in shape to the Nusseit number distributions for 
the symmetric case. Both distributions show an initial increase, then 
attain a maximum, and subsequently decrease monotonically toward 
the fully developed regime. The Nusseit numbers for both cases are 
substantially higher than those for a conventional thermal entrance 
region and this augmentation is more marked at lower Reynolds 
numbers and for greater blockages. In contradistinction to the sym
metric case, the results for the unsymmetric case are more sensitive 
to the degree of blockage, and the position of the peak Nusseit number 
is farther downstream. 

The unsymmetric blockage induces variations of the Nusseit 
number around the circumference of the tube. Axial distributions of 
the Nusseit number at various fixed angular positions reveal the 
presence of two types of maxima. One of the peaks is associated with 

the reattachment of the separated flow behind the blockage. The other 
can be attributed to the impingement of the flow deflected by the 
blockage onto the wall which borders the unblocked part of the cross 
section. The latter process is not encountered for the symmetric 
blockage. 

The circumferential variations are large (up to 100 percent) just 
downstream of the blockage and tend to decay with increasing 
downstream distance. The decay is, however, remarkably slow in the 
case of the smallest blockage, so that ±5 percent variations are still 
in evidence at x/D = 27. 

Subsequent to the completion of this work, a separate but com-
plementary investigation of the pressure and flow characteristics was 
undertaken. The scope of that study and its results are too extensive 
to be reported here, but a complete description is available in [8). 
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An Isentropic Streamtube Model for 
Flashing Two-Phase Vapor-Liquid 
Flow 

Introduction 

"Flashing" can occur when liquid flows into a region where the local 
pressure is below the saturation pressure corresponding to the liquid 
temperature. As a result of the depressurization, vapor is formed. If 
the drop in pressure is large a two-phase flow with considerable vapor 
content is created. In some applications, such as a postulated break 
in the coolant circuit of a pressurized water reactor or in a boiler 
feedwater system, the downstream pressure can be only a small 
fraction of the upstream saturation pressure and the discharge rate 
is limited by choked flow at or near the smallest cross section of the 
passage. 

Flashing occurs in several stages. If the incoming liquid is subcooled, 
the initial stage is the nucleation of the first vapor, usually in the form 
of bubbles. These bubbles grow rapidly and tend to agglomerate, 
forming continuous regions of vapor that are accelerated more rapidly 
than the denser liquid. If the void fraction becomes large enough, a 
vapor core, probably containing some liquid droplets, is likely to de
velop, while the liquid may be displaced to the wall. The development 
of these successive flow patterns depends on many phenomena in
cluding the initial "nucleation centers" present in the fluid, three 
dimensional inertial effects that may cause phase separation, trace 
impurities that inhibit agglomeration, fluid properties that determine 
rates of interphase heat, mass and momentum transfer and so on. 
Since analysis of these effects is difficult, it is convenient to have 
available a few self-consistent analyses of certain "limiting cases" that 
may approximately describe the overall characteristics and may form 
the basis for more elaborate studies. 

This paper presents a new model for the flashing flow of a two-phase 
liquid-vapor mixture under the influence of steep pressure gradients. 
A method for predicting choked or "critical" flow is developed. The 
theory describes an idealized situation in which there are no irre
versible processes. The description is thermodynamically and me
chanically consistent and requires no additional assumptions beyond 
straightforward ones of reversible equilibrium flow without mixing, 
heat transfer or friction across streamlines. 

It is not claimed that this model gives a realistic picture of the de
tails of the flow. However, it provides a useful "ideal case" for corn-
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parison with practical situations in which several irreversible processes 
occur. It also appears to predict critical flow rates at least as well as 
previous theories and avoids some of the earlier conceptual difficul
ties. 

P r e v i o u s W o r k 

Three approaches, each of them treating the flow as one-dimen
sional, have previously been taken to this critical flow problem: 

1 Homogeneous Equilibrium Flow. The two-phase flow is 
treated by the familiar methods used to analyze single phase flow. The 
phases are assumed to be intimately mixed and to have equal veloci
ties and temperatures. 

2 Slip Flow. The vapor and liquid are allowed to have different 
velocities. The ratio between these velocities is specified in various 
ways, often without taking account of the physics of the flow. 

3 Separated Flow. Separate one-dimensional conservation laws 
are written for each phase. These equations contain "interaction 
terms" describing heat, mass and momentum transfer between the 
phases. The more sophisticated theories may contain descriptions of 
bubble nucleation and growth. Average phase temperatures and ve
locities are unequal. 

The first two approaches have been followed about as far as is 
feasible by numerous previous workers [1-4). The homogeneous 
equilibrium model is self-consistent and compatible with an as
sumption of reversibility; its disadvantage is inaccuracy since it fails 
to account for differences in behavior between the phases. The slip 
flow model requires some additional assumption, since the constraint 
of equal velocity is relaxed. Usually this appears as a formula for 
calculating the velocity ratio (ug/ty); for example, Fauske [1] equated 
it to (pflpg)112 while Zivi [4] or Moody [2] chose (/I/ /P«)1 / 3- Any as
sumption about relative motion tends to conflict with the notion of 
reversibility (which is often assumed at the same time) since, when 
phase change occurs, the transferred mass is required to be suddenly 
accelerated from the liquid velocity to the vapor velocity, presumably 
by irreverisble friction or mixing. The one-dimensional approach is 
forced to compromise somewhere and it is apparently impossible to 
conserve energy, momentum and entropy without introducing con
cepts such as "effective interface velocity" or apparent interfacial 
forces that may appear artificial [5], 

The separated flow model is the subject of much current research 
and may eventually provide more accurate and realistic predictions. 
However, at present, proven methods of formulating the "interaction 
terms," including both reversible and irreversible components, do not 
exist. 
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The Present Theory 
The model which we will describe gets around the difficulties with 

the usual slip flow theory by allowing velocity and thermodynamic 
state to vary normal to the main flow direction. 

The vapor flow is assumed to develop into different streamtubes 
that are independent of each other. These streamtubes form at the 
liquid-vapor interface (Fig. 1). There is no friction, mixing nor heat 
transfer across streamlines, nor is there any impulsive velocity change 
upon evaporation (or condensation). Flow in each vapor streamtube 
is isentropic, yet each streamtube is different because it originates 
from a different point on the liquid-vapor interface (and hence at a 
different saturation temperature when pressure changes are present 
in the flow field). The liquid is assumed to have a uniform velocity and 
temperature across a single streamtube and to be in equilibrium with 
the vapor which contacts it. The pressure is assumed to be uniform 
across the cross section normal to the main flow direction. It is also 
assumed that the flow is sufficiently one-dimensional for the neglect 
of velocity components perpendicular to the main flow direction. 

Saturated Inlet Stagnation Conditions. Assuming saturated 
liquid at the entrance into a nozzle, the pressure drop by a certain 
small amount Ap will cause the first flashing, creating a vapor-liquid 
mixture. The assumption is now that the first vapor formed due to 
the pressure drop Ap will flow in a streamtube (which we have arbi
trary located at the centerline of the nozzle). A further decrease by 
another Ap will flash more liquid and form a second streamtube in 
which initially saturated steam flows, decreasing the amount of liquid 
assumed to flow along the wall (or indeed anywhere in the nozzle as 
long as it forms a continuous stream; for example the liquid could flow 
as a jet down the center of the nozzle, surrounded by the vapor). 

The vapor in the center streamtube created in the preceding 
pressure drop step will expand isentropically as a result of this further 
pressure drop by Ap. The initially saturated steam will condense 
partially but the liquid fraction is very small. Therefore this small 
amount of liquid, probably droplets, will be assumed to have the same 
velocity as the steam in this streamtube. 

Each discrete drop in pressure will create one new streamtube in 
which initially saturated steam flows. At the same time the homoge
neous mixtures in each existing streamtube expand isentropically as 
indicated in the enthalpy-entropy diagram (Fig. 2). If the step Ap is 
taken very small a continuous expansion and flow field is created. For 
computation purposes a finite step size is chosen, sufficiently small 
for it to have negligible effect on the overall result. (With decreasing 
step size certain calculation instabilities were observed depending 
upon the accuracy of the steam tables used in this computer program. 
This led to some oscillations in the results. However, the predictions 
of the choked flow condition and the corresponding velocity profile 
were insensitive to these variations for Ap smaller than 1 bar, as shown 
in Fig. 7). 

Let us normalize on the basis of unit mass flow Tate. Denote the 
fraction of the total mass flow rate in the t'th vapor streamtube, 
created in the j'th Ap step, by y; and the corresponding normalized 
liquid flow rate after the ;'th flash by Y,-. Then the ith flashing "stage" 
consists of isentropic conversion of a liquid flow rate Y;-i, with ve
locity U[-i, enthalpy hj-i, and entropy s;-i, to a liquid rate Y,-, with 
properties u,-, hi', and s,', and a vapor flow rate yi, with properties u,-, 
hi", ands ," (see Fig. 3). 
Mass is conserved if: 

Vapor Streamtubes 
Unending dropters) 

Fig. 1 Development of streamtubes in a nozzle 

1st streamtube 

2nd streamtube 

3rd streamtube 

Fig. 2 Enthalpy-entropy diagram with paths for different streamtubes 

Si"- S 

Fig. 3 Details of the /th flash on an enthalpy-entropy diagram 

- N o m e n c l a t u r e . 

G = mass flux 
Gc = critical mass flux 
h' = enthalpy of saturated water 
h" = enthalpy of saturated steam 
p = pressure 
Psat = saturation pressure 
s' = entropy of saturated water 
s" = entropy of saturated steam 

T = temperature 
o = velocity 
x = quality 
-V'o = initial quality 
Y = normalized liquid mass flow rate (di-

mensionless) 
yt = fraction of total mass flow rate in ith 

streamtube (vapor + droplets) 
y0 = initial moisture content y0 = 1 - x0 

W = mass flow rate 
p' = density of saturated water 
p" = density of saturated steam 
t = slip ratio 

Subscripts 

0 = stagnation value 
i, n = numbers of steps 
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Entropy is conserved if: 

Yi-iSi-i' = YiSt' + y,s,-" 

and energy is conserved if: 

Combining (1) and (2) we may solve for y;: 

v s i - l ' - s i ' 

Si" -Si' 

while combination of (1) and (3) gives u,-: 

U,-2 = Ui-!2 + 2 [hi-l' - hi' ~~-(hi" - h ; ' ) ] 

Since the thermodynamic properties are known from the pressure 
steps, (4) and (5) can be used to calculate y; and u,- in successive stages 
of flashing. Y; follows from (1). 

An interesting interpretation of (5) is possible if we use the ther
modynamic identity, 

(1) and the velocity 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

ht" - hi' = Ti(si" - Si') 

Substituting (4) in (5) and using (6) yields 

- = hi-i -hi' - Ti(si-i - Si') 

If Ap is small this is equivalent to 

vAv = Ah' - TAs' 
Ap 

p' 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

which is just what would be expected if Bernoulli's equation had been 
applied to the liquid (a reasonable approach since there is no force 
besides the pressure that acts on the liquid stream and no reaction 
from the flashing vapor since it suffers no finite change in veloci-
ty). 

Once the vapor is created it expands isentropically with s,-, the 
specific entropy of the ith streamtube, equal to s,", the vapor specific 
entropy at the originating pressure (Fig. 4). The initial conditions, 
the pressure at which the streamtube is created and the flow rate y<-
are known, therefore the quality, enthalpy, velocity, density and flow 
area of the streamtube can be calculated as a function of downstream 
pressure. 

For the ith streamtube, created in the ith Ap step, the quality at 
the nth Ap step downstream is 

The enthalpy is then 

hi,n = U ~ Xi,n)hn' + XiTnhn" 

(9) 

(10) 

Vi = [2{hi - hi.n) + Oft1* 

Since the homogeneous density in the ;th streamtube is 

1 
Pi. 

(1 - Xj,n) JCj.n 

(11) 

(12) 

Pn Pn 

The total mass flow per unit overall cross-section area is obtained as 
the reciprocal of the sum of the areas of all streamtubes, per unit 
normalized flow as 

L l = l Pi,nVi,n Pn Vni 

The criterion for critical flow is 

dp 
• = 0 

(13) 

(14) 

i.e., the mass flow per unit area is a maximum. 
Since the fluid in each streamtube has a different velocity, with the 

vapor that is first created being the fastest, a velocity profile is de
veloped in the nozzle. 

Subcooled Inlet Conditions. This method can be extended to 
predict flows in which subcooled liquid enters the nozzle. The liquid 
is accelerated in the nozzle isentropically and Benouilli's equation can 
be used until the saturation pressure is reached. At that point the 
same calculation procedure as indicated earlier for saturated liquid 
can be applied starting with a finite velocity equal to |2(p0 — p s a t ) / 
p/)1 / z at the onset of flashing. 

Two-Phase Inlet Conditions. A similar approach can be adopted 
when a steam-water mixture enters the nozzle. The only boundary 
condition necessary in this case is some assumption about the vapor 
and liquid velocities at the entrance. 

In the absence of better information we have assumed equal phase 
velocities at the nozzle inlet. 

The calculation procedure is illustrated on an enthalpy-entropy 
diagram in Fig. 5. For the first pressure drop by a certain small amount 
Ap it is assumed that the phases have equal velocities. Thereafter two 
streamtubes form and the previous calculation procedure is fol
lowed. 

A n E x a m p l e 
This calculation procedure will be illustrated by means of an ex

ample. The initial state is chosen as saturated water with zero velocity 
and an entrance pressure of po = 3.98 MPa, corresponding to To = 
250°C. The pressure drop step size Ap is 0.1 MPa. Fig. 6 shows the 
predicted mass flux versus the pressure drop. It can be seen that a 
maximum is reached at about a pressure drop of 1.05 MPa. Fig. 7 
shows the corresponding velocity profile at this "critical flow" con
dition for a cylindrical duct and a total flow rate of W = 1 kg/s; two 
different predictions are shown for Ap = 0.1 MPa and Ap = 0.05 
MPa. 

Stagnation Point 

•£*/ 1st streamtube 

2nd streamtube 

3rd streamtube 

Fig. 4 States of streamtubes after the nth flash 
Fig. 5 Enthalpy-entropy diagram with paths tor different streamtubes. A 
vapor-liquid mixture with a quality of x0 enters the nozzle 
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Fig. 6 Mass flux versus pressure drop for water flashing from a stagnation 
temperature of T0 = 250° C. (P„ = 3.98 MPa) 
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Fig. 8 Slip ratio versus pressure drop for water expanding from T0 = 250°C, 
p0 = 3.98 MPa 
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Fig. 7 Predicted velocity profiles in the throat of a nozzle for two different 
pressure drop steps, Ap (W = 1 kg/s, P0 = 3.98 MPa. 7"0 = 250 °C 
Ap = 0.05 MPa Ap = 0.1 MPa) 

We also calculated average phase velocities at each step, using the 
definitions 

"f,n = " 

E yiVi,nXi,n 

E yi*i,n 
1 

t,yiVi,n(l ~ Xi,„) + YnV„ 
I 

£yi{l-Xi,n)+Yn 
1 

and deduced an effective slip ratio, 

; Vg.n 

Vf.n 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 

The result is compared with two previous theories in Fig. 8. 

Prediction of Critical Mass Flux 
Calculations were pursued for saturated water expanding from 

various stagnation pressures. In Fig. 9 the critical mass flux Gc is 
plotted versus the stagnation pressure po at the entrance to the nozzle. 
The present theory is compared with the homogeneous theory and 
two classical slip flow theories. The results obtained from this theory 
are between the extremes of homogenous flow and the maximum flux 
for a slip ratio of the cube root of the density ratio. 

Comparison with Data 
Fig. 10 shows comparison with experiments using saturated water 
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Fig. 9 Critical mass flux versus stagnation pressure for saturated water at 
inlet 
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Fig. 10 Comparison between this theory and experiments by Schrock, et 
al. [6] for saturated water at inlet into the nozzle 
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entering a nozzle (Schrock, Starkman, et al. [6]).1 The predictions of 
the streamtube model seem to give better agreement with the widely 
scattered data than the curve plotted in reference [6]. 

Comparison of the streamtube model with other experimental re
sults from the same authors [6, 7] for a different shaped nozzle for 
saturated as well as subcooled water entering the nozzle shows good 
agreement (Fig. 11). 

Earlier data of Starkman, Schrock, et al. [8] for steam-water mix
tures of different qualities at the nozzle entrance are compared with 
the streamtube model in Fig. 12. The agreement is very good for low 
pressures. 

In the paper by Deich, et al. [9] experiments in nozzles were de

scribed for different moisture contents, yo = 1 — .to, at the inlet (Fig. 
13). The agreement with the present theory is good for low qualities 
and the data appear to lie between our predictions and the calcula
tions based on the homogeneous equilibrium model. 

Even comparisons with tube data as described by Moody show 
rather good agreement (Fig. 14). Since inertia effects tend to dominate 
near critical flow the details of the upstream flow in the pipe can 
probably be neglected as long as the pipe is not too long. The same 
figure also shows Moody's theory which uses a slip ratio equal to 
(pflpg)113. In order to obtain these predictions, which are based on 
quality at the point of critical flow, we varied the "effective inlet 
stagnation quality" at each pressure until choking was predicted at 
the desired exit quality. 

1 These data were taken from [6], an ASME preprint, but do not appear in the 
JOURNAL OF HEAT TRANSFER version of the paper [7], We have checked with 
the senior author that these data are valid. 
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STAGNATION PRESSURE MPa 

Fig. 11 Comparison between this theory and experiments by Schrock, et 
al. [6] for saturated and subcooled water at Inlet into the nozzle 
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Fig. 13 Comparison between this theory, experiments by Deich, et al. [9] 
for different steam-water mixtures at inlet of the nozzle and two theories by 
Deich, et al. 
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Fig. 12 Comparison between this theory and experiments by Starkman, et 
al. [8] for saturated water and steam-water mixtures entering the nozzle 

Fig. 14 Comparison between calculated mass flux from Moody [2], this theory 
and experimental data in tubes for two ranges of steam quality at the choking 
point 
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C o n c l u s i o n s 
This present model for prediction of choked or critical flow is more 

consistent in its assumptions than many other models and predicts 
observed critical flow rates competitively. It does not represent the 
details of choking realistically but it can be considered as a certain 
ideal limit, comparable to the isentropic predictions of the charac
teristics of compression or expansion machines, which do not give the 
complete picture either but are very helpful for providing standards 
for comparison with actual performance and as starting points for the 
development of more elaborate theories. 
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On the Scaling Laws for Air 
Clearing in Water-Type Pressure 
Suppression Systems1 

A set of scaling laws is derived for the small-scale simulation of the air clearing phase of 
a loss-of-coolant accident in a nuclear powerplant with a water-type pressure suppression 
system. The laws are a refinement of those suggested by F. J. Moody. This paper discusses 
the assumptions underlying their derivation and deals with the problem of scaling the 
vent flow. 

1 Introduction 

During the past three years, considerable work has been done to 
establish a proper design basis for the hydrodynamic loads in the 
water-type pressure suppression containment systems of boiling water 
nuclear reactors (BWRs). Three generations of such systems have 
been developed in the U.S. In early 1975, during the testing of the 
latest generation of these systems, it became apparent that certain 
loads that might occur during a loss-of-coolant accident (LOCA) had 
not been adequately considered in the two earlier designs. At that 
time, there were 25 BWR reactors with first-generation containments 
in the United States, 19 of them operational, and a number of reactors 
with second-generation containments in advanced construction 
stages. A strong research and testing program was immediately 
mounted by the nuclear industry and the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission to re-evaluate the design loads as quickly as possible [1, 
2]. 

Of major concern were the forces which would be exerted on the 
containment during the initial stages of a LOCA, when the air in the 
drywell and vent system is displaced by the steam from the (postu
lated) pipe rupture and ejected into the wetwell of the containment 
system. This causes at first a sharp downward force on the wetwell 
floor as the vents clear of water, and then an upward load on the 
wetwell as the air trapped over the water is compressed by the rapid 
upheaval of the condensation pool ("pool swell"). The pool swell also 
causes impact loads on the internal structures of the wetwell. 

The pool swell process is a complex one, for geometrical and other 
reasons, and the most promising method for predicting the loads 
appeared to be small-scale experimental modeling, using scaling laws 
to determine full-scale conditions from the small-scale results. This 

1 Work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of 
Nuclear Regulatory Research, Division of Reactor Safety Research, under 
Contract No. NRC-04-77-011. 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OP HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division 
February 27,1978. 

is the approach that the nuclear industry took in 1975, when it began 
simulating the air expulsion stage of LOCAs in a 1/12 scale model of 
a typical first-generation BWR containment. The model used actually 
represented a two-downcomer, 7.5 deg segment of the full 360 deg 
first-generation containment torus. The following year, the nuclear 
industry sponsored further tests in a similar 1/4 scale model, and the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission funded the Lawrence Livermore 
Laboratory to carry out tests in a more elaborate 1/5 scale model of 
a 90 deg segment of the first-generation containment torus. Small-
scale tests of both the first and second-generation containments were 
also undertaken at the Stanford Research Institute under the guid
ance of the Electric Power Research Institute. The bulk of the in
dustrial tests are completed and analyzed, but much of the data re
main in proprietary form. The Livermore and some of the SRI/EPRI 
tests are finished and the data are available [3, 4]. 

The method of small-scale modeling rests on a knowledge of the 
modeling laws which ensure that dynamic similarity exists between 
the model and the full-scale system and which provide the scaling laws 
for predicting full-scale conditions from the data derived from the 
model. Because of the complexity of the pool swell process, it turns 
out to be impossible or impractical to achieve exact dynamic similarity 
between a small-scale system and a full-scale one. However, by in
voking a simplified model of the actual pool swell process, F. J. Moody 
of the General Electric Company [5] was able to suggest a set of 
modeling laws which were sufficiently simple to allow convenient 
small-scale modeling. These laws became the basis for the industry's 
small-scale tests. 

In this paper we discuss the modeling laws for the pool swell process. 
The approach, if not the derivation itself, follows Moody's, but is more 
rigorous in its consideration of the vent system's hydraulic resistance. 
A companion paper [6] describes a series of direct experimental tests 
of the modeling laws in laboratory-scale systems. 

2 The Modeling Laws 
Consider a set of geometrically similar rigid systems, like the one 

in Fig. 1, consisting of a closed "wetwell," partly filled with liquid, 
connected to a "drywell" by one or several vent or "downcomer" pipes. 
The initial liquid level is considered part of the geometry. At ( < 0, 
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the pressure in the wetwell and downcomer gas spaces is Pm, and the 
liquid is stationary. At t > 0, the enthalpy ho and the pressure Pp in 
the drywell increase rapidly with time. In an actual LOCA the drywell 
will be pressurized by the injection of high-enthalpy steam. However, 
we are interested in the early period of the blowdown in the conden
sation pool, when the gas being ejected from the drywell is mainly 
displaced air. We therefore assume for simplicity that the gas is a 
perfect one, and condensation is negligible. 

We are interested in the scaling laws for the pressure distribution 
in the wetwell and the velocity distribution of the wetwell liquid. To 
understand what these quantities depend on, we consider the fol
lowing simplified model of the actual pool swell process. First, we 
assume that the pressure drop which occurs in the downcomer during 
flow is largely localized; that is, it occurs primarily at one given loca
tion in the downcomer, at the "orifice." (This assumption can be re
laxed, as we discuss later.) Next, we note that the process involves 
three separate fluid regions: the region I of gas which is bounded by 
the orifice on the upstream side and by the liquid on the other, the 
region II of liquid, and the region III of trapped gas in the wetwell. We 
assume that in regions I and II the gases are perfect and nonconden-
sable and the pressures uniform (inertial effects occur primarily in 
the liquid, not in the gas, and acoustic times are short compared with 
the characteristic blowdown times). As for the liquid, we assume that 
its motion is incompressible and inviscid (acoustic times in the liquid 
are also very short, and the Reynolds number very large). After the 
bubble is formed, we assume that it will drive the pool motion. Heat 
transfer is neglected between the liquid and the gas, and between the 
gas and the wetwell structure. Interfacial surface tension effects are 
also neglected. The key assumption here is that the Rayleigh-Taylor 
instabilities which may form at the air-water interfaces do not play 
a significant role in the pool swell process. 

Based on this simplified model of the process, we can deduce that 
the pressure at a given point in the system must have the depen
dence 

P = P(Pw,p,g,D,y,RTDm,t), (1) 

where RTpm is in essence the (time-dependent) enthalpy flow rate 
from the drywell into region /, m being the instantaneous mass flow 
rate, To the instantaneous drywell temperature, and R the specific 
gas constant of the blowdown gas. The other symbols are defined in 
the Nomenclature. Equation (1) is to be interpreted to mean that P 
depends on the whole history of the enthalpy flow rate RTorh up to 
time t. Note that if y is different in regions I and III, both values of 
7 must appear in equation (I). 

The velocity v of the pool at any given point has a dependence en
tirely similar to equation (1). 

It is obvious that P and v must depend on p, g, D, and t because the 
latter influence the dynamics of the liquid pool. Pw and y enter 
through the isentropic pressure-volume relation for the trapped gas, 
which controls the boundary condition for the region III side of the 
pool. The history of RTorh enters because it controls the pool driving 
pressure P.j in region I. Pj is determined from the region I energy 

equation, 

d dVj 
-(pietVl) = hD*-Pl — , (2) 

which in our perfect-gas approximation can be written as 

dP, dV, 
VI-~7

L+yP1—
1=yRTDrh. (3) 

dt dt 

It is clear from equation (3) that if the pool equation of motion and 
the pool boundary conditions on the region III side are specified by 
the quantities Pw, y, p, g, D, and t, then the specification of RTDih 
completes the specification of the pool swell process. 

Note that hp and rh do not appear separately in equation (1), but 
only as a product. This is so because the region I mass conservation 
law, which involves rh separately, does not affect the pressure-volume 
relation for the region and hence does not affect the pool dynamics. 
The pressure-volume relation is controlled by the energy equation 
alone. The mass conservation law controls the gas density and tem
perature in region I, but neither the gas density nor the temperature 
play any role here because inertial effects in the gas phases are ne
glected and heat transfer is absent. It is precisely because ho and m 
appear only as a product, but not individually, that it is possible to 
derive a sufficiently simple set of modeling laws. 

Applying straightforward dimensional analysis, we deduce from 
equation (I) that a dimensionless pressure like (P - PW)IPW must 
have the dependence 

P - P,„ 
I I . y, 
' K p g D ' 

horn 
3/2/}7/2 l>S 

-,, tVgTD (4) 

A dimensionless velocity like (5/VgD has a similar dependence. The 
implicit assumption, of course, is that we are referring to the pressure 
or velocity at a particular point in the system; otherwise, a dependence 
on position must be included. 

Equation (4) implies that if Pw/pgD and. 7 are the same in two 
geometrically similar systems—a full-scale prototype and a small-
scale model, say—and if hprhl pg'il2D112 is the same in both at all 
corresponding values of the dimensionless time tVg/D , then the 
dimensionless pressure and velocity will be the same in both at cor
responding values of t\/g/D . 

This recipe for modeling is simple. However, there is still a practical 
difficulty; one must know how to ensure that horhlpg3l2D112 is the 
same in the model as in the prototype at corresponding dimensionless 
times. 

We address this last problem by considering the scaling laws for 
the flow through a standard orifice or any flow restriction in a pipe 
system, set between an upstream point where the pressure Po is 
specified (in Fig. 1, the drywell) and a downstream point where the 
pressure is P (in Fig. 1, the region I). We consider the set of geomet
rically similar restrictions in a pipe of diameter d (the downcomer), 
and we assume that the region where the pressure drop occurs is 
sufficiently localized that the flow there can be considered quasi-
steady. We can then show from dimensional considerations that a 

.Nomenclature-
Cm = mass flow coefficient through orifice, 

equation(s) (dimensionless) 
D = wetwell diameter, m 
e = specific internal energy, J-kg - 1 

g = acceleration due to gravity, 9.8 m-s - 2 

ho = specific stagnation enthalpy of drywell 
gas, J-kg - 1 

rh = mass flow rate, kg-s-1, from drywell into 
region I in Fig. 1 

P = pressure at a given point, Pa 
Pi = pressure of gas in region I, Pa 

Po = drywell pressure, Pa 
Pw = initial wetwell pressure, Pa 
R = specific gas constant (universal gas con

stant divided by molar mass of gas), J/ 
K-kg 

Re = a Reynolds number for gas flow through 
the orifice, equation (7) (dimensionless) 

t = time measured from the initiation of 
blowdown, s 

t* = dimensionless time = tVg/D 

TD = drywell gas absolute temperature, K 
u = velocity at a given point, m-s - 1 

V; = volume of region I in Fig. 1, m3 

7 = ratio of the specific heats of drywell gas 
(dimensionless) 

Po ~ viscosity of drywell gas, kg-m_1J~ l 

7ri to ir4 = dimensionless scaling parameters 
(equations (9-13)) 

p = density of wetwell liquid, kg-m~3 

pi = density of gas in region I in Fig. 1, kg-
m - 3 
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(a) INITIAL CONDITIONS (b ) POOL SWELL TRANSIENT 

Fig. 1 Modeling of pool swell for scaling laws. 

diniensionless mass flux density, which we shall call the mass flow 
coefficient cm, in analogy to the discharge coefficient ca' for volume 
flow in nozzles,2 

r2(PD-P)l 
L pn J 

1/2 xd2 

4 

must have the functional form 

/di PD-P 
= c,„ — 

/ri 
\d Pi, 

Re 
) • 

(5) 

(6) 

Here, po is the gas density at the upstream station, d; is the diameter 
of the standard orifice, and 

^PaPpd 
R e = -

PDd 
(7) 

PD y-D^RTD 

is a characteristic Reynolds number for the flow (see the Nomencla
ture for the symbols). The dependence of d,/d in equation (6) is 
written for the particular case where the resistance is a standard or
ifice. More generally, the form of equation (6) would simply depend 
on the geometry of the restriction. 

In terms of the mass flow coefficient introduced in equation (5), we 
can write 

horn 7r y 

pga/2DV2 ~ 2V2 7 - 1 

\DJ PwPgDl 
Pw 

' PD Pn\ 
P-Pu )] 

1/2 

(8) 

PD\ PU, 

X c m ( ^ ) 1 / 2 

Now, we have seen that if y and Pw/pgD are the same in the model 
and the prototype systems, similarity will be achieved—that is, (P 
~ Pw)/Pw will be the same in both systems at corresponding values 
of dimensionless time tVg~/D—if hnriilpg^D112 is also the same at 
corresponding tVg/D . From equation (8) we see that this condition 
is satisfied if PD/PW and cm(RTn/gD)m are the same in both systems 
at corresponding values of dimensionless time t\/g/D (d/D. is the same 
in both systems because geometric similarity is presumed). According 
to equation (6), on the other hand, cm depends on dimensionless time 

2 Note that by this definition the pressure drop PD — P is equal to c„, ~2 times 
the dynamic pressure, PDU2/2 based on the drywell gas density and the velocity 
in the downcomer.-Thus, c m

- 2 is a sort of total head loss coefficient for the 
downcomer, including both the viscous loss as well as the inviscid Bernoulli 
Pressure drop. 

only via the dimensionless pressure ratio (Pn - P)IPo- Hence, 
cm(RT[}/gD)l/2 will be the same in both systems at corresponding 
dimensionless times if it is the same at corresponding values of {Pn 
- P)IPD-

Our conclusion, then, is that the proper modeling laws for pool swell 
are that 

0) 

and 

7Tl = 7 

Pu, 

PgD 

be the same in the model and the prototype system, that 

T3 = — 

(10) 

(11) 

be the same in the model and prototype system at corresponding 
values of 

t* = t\ 

and that 

7T4 = C, 
,RTD\ W 

\gD ) 

(12) 

(13) 

be the same in the model as in the prototype system at all values of 
the dimensionless pressure drop (Po — P)/Po encountered in the 
process. It then follows that a dimensionless pressure like (P — Pw)l 
Pw, or dimensionless velocity like v/VgD , at any given point will be 
the same in the model as in the prototype. In general, the dimen
sionless quantities will have the form 

P - Pw 
: = f(wi, jr2, ir3, ir4, t*). (14) 

Pw VgD 

The modeling procedure is thus the following: 
(a) Make the model geometrically similar to the prototype, in

cluding the location of the flow resistance in the downcomer. 
(b) Adjust 7T4 in the model to that of the prototype system by in

creasing the magnitude of the resistance (for example, by using an 
orifice in the line) so as to balance the effect of the smaller D [see 
equation (13)]. This can be done after several orifices with different 
d,'s have been calibrated at their design Re's [see equation (6)] over 
the range of (Pn - P)/PD expected in the blowdown process. One 
should try to ensure, by trial and error, that 7r4 is approximately the 
same in both systems over the whole range of (PD - P)/PD encoun
tered. An example of how this can be accomplished is given in our 
companion paper [6]. 

(c) Use the same values of wi and 7r2 in the model as in the pro
totype, and the same applied pressure history n^t*). 

(d) Measure P* = (P - PW)IPW and v* = v/Vg~D versus t * in the 
model, and calculate P and v for the prototype from the knowledge 
that P* and 0* are the same in both systems at geometrically corre
sponding locations and t*. 

3 Discussion 
The development given above has assumed that the flow resistance 

in the downcomer is localized, that is, it occurs primarily at a known 
station. This situation is in fact approximated fairly well in the tests 
described in our companion paper [6]. Actual containment systems, 
however, are more complex, and the question arises whether this in
troduces complications into the modeling. Is only the total flow re
sistance important, or must one also be concerned with the actual 
distribution of the resistance in the line? 

It should be emphasized that in steady or quasi-steady adiabatic 
flow it makes no difference to the downstream pressure or the en
thalpy flux whether the flow resistance is localized, or distributed in 
various parts of the piping system. In unsteady flow, however, there 
may be some difference since the distribution of the resistance in the 
line affects the time it takes the pipe system to fill up in response to 
an increased driving pressure. As to how this might affect the mod
eling, we make the following remarks. 
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1 In a real containment system, the flow resistance occurs (to a 
good approximation) in a series of "discrete" locations in the vent 
system: at the entrance, at bends, area reductions, tees. By applying 
the energy equation to each uniform-pressure region between suc
cessive restrictions, one can easily show that completely accurate 
modeling should be achieved if in the model the vent system geometry 
is identical to that of the prototype, but each discrete flow resistance 
is scaled so as to make the local m the same in both systems. 

2 If the vent system geometry is accurately modeled, but the main 
flow restriction in the model is further downstream than in the pro
totype—as would occur, for example, if a single orifice in the down-
comer were used in the model to bring the model's TT^ to the prototype 
value—then one would expect that the model would tend to show a 
more violent vent clearing and pool swell than the prototype. This is 
so because the vent system would tend to follow the rising drywell 
pressure faster than the properly-scaled value so that at a given di-
mensionless time, the dimensionless driving pressure would tend to 
be higher in the model than in the prototype system. The modeling 
would thus tend to be conservative. 

3 If the vent in the model system is not geometrically scaled, but 
has a smaller volume than the scaled one, and if the total flow resis
tance is properly scaled so that T4 is the same in the model as in the 
prototype, but the model's flow resistance is localized at a point near 
to the vent exit, then the model should again, if anything, tend to have 
a more violent vent clearing and pool swell than the prototype. The 
reason is the same as that given above. 

One might stress, in conclusion, that if ho and rii had appeared 
individually in equation (1) rather than as a product, we would have 
found that instead of 14 there would be two modeling parameters, K4 

= cm and 7r5 = (RT[)/gD)1/2. If one had to make ir5 the same in a 
small-scale system as in a large one, modeling would be very difficult 
because the gas enthalpy would have to be scaled with system size. 
This difficulty is removed only if one recognized, as Moody did [fj], 
that it is only the product ho'h that appears in equation (1). As a re
sult, only the product cn{RTr>/gD)1/2 must be scaled, and this can he 
done relatively easily by adjusting the line discharge coefficient cm. 
It is also interesting that the modeling laws expressed by equations 
(9-13) ensure that the temperatures in regions I and III of Fig. 1 are 
the same ratios to To in the model as in the full-scale system. 
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Experimental Tests of the Scaling 
Laws for Air Clearing in Water-Type 
Pressure Suppression Systems1 

Experiments were conducted to test the validity of the scaling laws which have been put 
forward for the small-scale modeling of the air clearing phase of flow into the condensa
tion pool of a pressure suppression system. Three geometrically similar wetwells (differ
ing in linear dimension by a factor of 4) were used, along with two liquids (differing in den
sity by a factor of 3) and three gases (differing in enthalpy by a factor of 10). When using 
different pressures, liquids, and gases, the dimensionless pressures were in excellent 
agreement as long as the four scaling parameters were held constant. The enthalpy flux 
must be scaled by the use of an orifice to ensure that the pressures will scale. Our tests un
covered two areas where the scaling laws will not hold if the proper precautions are not 
taken. First, the vapor pressure of the pool liquid must be sufficiently low. Secondly, peak 
downloads will scale only if the containment walls are rigid and precautions are taken to 
eliminate small air bubbles in the liquid. 

1 Introduction 

In the previous paper [1] we derived a set of scaling laws for the 
air clearing phase of blowdown into a water-type pressure suppression 
system of a nuclear powerplant. This set of scaling laws is based on 
some simplifying assumptions about the underlying physical process 
involved. Although the assumptions are reasonable, experimental 
checks of the laws are required. The present paper describes a com
plete series of such experimental tests. Some initial results of these 
tests were reported earlier [2]. 

2 Experiments 
The scaling laws were verified experimentally in the somewhat 

simplified "containment system" geometry system shown in Fig. 1. 
The wetwell was a simple cylindrical vessel of internal diameter D. 
A single downcomer with internal diameter d = 0.182 D and length 
2.73 D entered the wetwell from the top center. The top of the 
downcomer opened directly into a "drywell" which in our tests was 
simply a reservoir with a volume large compared with that of the 
airspace in the wetwell, so that the drywell pressure remained es

sentially constant during the entire blowdown process. Although our 
system was not intended to be geometrically identical to any partic
ular existing containment system, its gross geometrical parameters 
did roughly simulate a first-generation BWR plant (see Table 1). 

Wetwells of three different sizes were tested, having diameters D 
= 14 cm, 28 cm, and 55 cm. These will be referred to as our small, 
medium-sized, and large wetwells, respectively. The height of the 
small and medium-sized systems was 2.18 D. In both, the wetwell was 
precisely half-full of water, and the downcomer submergence was 
0.364 D. The total height of the large system was 2.09 D, that is, it was 
slightly mis-scaled compared with the others. However, the scaled 
downcomer submergence and the height of the airspace were exactly 
the same in the large system as in the small and medium-sized sys
tems, although the depth of the water was 1.00 D instead of 1.09 D. 
We believe that this difference is insignificant, because high-speed 
films have shown that, beneath the bubble which forms during 
blowdown, the water is essentially stagnant. The floor pressure is then 
transmitted across stagnant water, and should not be affected by small 

1 Work supported by the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Office of 
Nuclear Regulatory Research, Division of Reactor Safety Research, under 
Contract No. NRC-04-77-011. 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OP HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division 
February 27,1978. 

Table 1 Geometric parameters of wetwell test 
systems 

downcomer area 
pool area 

submergence 
downcomer diameter 

0.033 
liquid depth 

downcomer diameter 
= 6 

wetwell gas volume _ 
liquid volume 
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changes in the depth of the water. It is, however, important to properly 
scale the downcomer submergence and the height of the airspace, as 
was done. 

The small and medium-sized wetwells were made of plexiglas, with 
side wall thicknesses of 0.6 cm and 1.3 cm, respectively. In both sys
tems the roof and floor consisted of plexiglas plates about 2 cm thick. 
A second small wetwell, with precisely the same internal dimensions 
as the plexiglas one, was made out of 3 cm thick steel: this was our 
small system with absolutely rigid walls. The large system was PVC 
with a side wall thickness of 0.6 cm (heavily reinforced and braced) 
and roof and wall thicknesses of about 3 cm. 

Blowdown was initiated in our system by a pneumatically operated 
valve consisting of a rubber-lined flat disk that pressed against the 
top of the downcomer when the valve was closed and which was rap-
jdly withdrawn to open the valve. The opening time was short and did 
not affect the ensuing flow processes. 

The test sections were instrumented to measure pressures (via 
Kistler Model 206 low-pressure piezotron transducers) at four loca
tions (transducer numbers 1-4) as shown in Fig. 1. The response of 
the transducers was recorded on a storage oscilloscope and the traces 
were then photographed for subsequent analysis. High-speed films 
(1000 frames per second) were also taken of the pool swell in our small 
and medium-sized test systems. 

The discharge coefficient associated with the gas flow rate through 
the downcomer could be independently controlled by placing inter
changeable orifice plates in the downcomer, 11.5 downcomer diame
ters upstream of the downcomer exit (Fig. 1). The orifices were cali
brated with each of the three gases that were used in our experiments. 
This calibration for cm as a function of the pressure difference be
tween the drywell and downcomer exit was performed by setting the 
drywell pressure at PD and the wetwell (containing no liquid) at a 
pressure P, and measuring the initial rate of pressure rise in the 
wetwell when the valve was opened. Starting with the orifice flow 
equation and the first law of thermodynamics, one can derive the 
wetwell pressurization rate for adiabatic charging of an ideal gas, and 
show that the orifice coefficient obeys the equation 

V Pu - P\ 1/2 1 

TTd2 

yVWPo 
:(̂ a (i) 

where V is the total volume downstream of the orifice (wetwell plus 
downcomer), x is the time it would take the wetwell pressure to reach 
Pfl if it kept rising at its initial rate, and Prj — P is the initial pressure 
difference between the drywell and the downcomer exit. Fig. 2 shows 
some typical results of orifice calibrations for different gases as a 
function of pressure difference between the drywell and wetwell. The 
data are presented in the dimensionless forms defined by the scaling 
laws [1]. The dependence of c„, on (Prj - P)/Pn appears to be quite 
insensitive to the other parameters djd, y, and Re in equation (6) of 
[1], since the curves in Fig. 2 for different gases and different orifices 
have quite similar shapes. Thus modeling requirement (6) in [1] was 
fully satisfied. We have chosen the value of c,„ at (P/j - P)/Pp - 1/3 

FAST OPENING 
VALVE 

FLOW CONSTRICTION 
(ORIFICE) 

INTERNAL DIAMETER d 

WETWELL, 
INITIAL PRESSURE P. 

J 2d =0.364 D 

Fig. 1 Experimental system 
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Fig. 2 Typical orifice calibrations 

.Nomenclature-
cm = mass flow coefficient through orifice, 

equation (5), [1] (dimensionless) 
d = downcomer diameter, m 
d, = orifice internal diameter, m 
D = wetwell diameter, m 
g = acceleration due to gravity, 9.8 m-s - 2 

ho = specific stagnation enthalpy of drywell 
gas, J/kg 

P = pressure at a given point, Pa 
P(0) = initial pressure prior to blowdown at 

a given point, Pa 
Pi to Pi = pressures from transducers 1-4 

(Fig. 1), Pa 
Pp = drywell pressure, Pa 
P„, = initial wetwell pressure, Pa 
P* = dimensionless pressure at a point, 

equation (2) 
R = specific gas constant (universal gas con

stant divided by molar mass of gas), J / 
K-kg 

Re = a Reynolds number for gas flow through 
the orifice, equation (7), [1] (dimension
less) 

t = time measured from the initiation of 

blowdown's 
t* = dimensionless time = t\TgjD 
To = drywell gas absolute temperature, K 
V = total volume of wetwell system down

stream of orifice, m3 

y = ratio of specific heats of drywell gas (di
mensionless) 

7ri to iTi = dimensionless scaling parameters, 
equations (9-14), [1] 

p = density of wetwell liquid, kg-m -3 

T = rise time for pressure in empty wetwell 
(used for orifice calibration), s 
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as a reference value for each gas-orifice combination, and it is that 
value which is used in comparing the experimental results discussed 
in the next section. 

Our goal in these experiments was to test the scaling laws outlined 
in [1] by varying the quantities Po, Pw, p, D, R, and cm, which are the 
easily altered scaling parameters, and determining whether the di
mensionless dependent variables, such as the dimensionless pressure, 
were functions of only the dimensionless groups, equations (9-13) in 

In our test program, the linear system size was varied by about a 
factor of 4: D = 14-55 cm. 

Three gases were used: air (with 7 = 1.4) and helium and argon 
(with 7 = 1.67). The latter two were chosen because their gas constant 
R differs by a factor of 10, and hence allows the parameter 1T4 (equa
tion (13) of [1]) to be changed by a factor of 3.2 by changing gas alone, 
without changing pressures, flow orifice, or system size. 

Two liquids were used: water and Meriam manometer fluid 
(1,1,2,2-tetrabromoethane, specific gravity 2.95). Flow constriction 
diameters relative to the downcomer diameter, di/d, were varied by 
a factor of 2. Absolute pressures were varied by a factor of about 6 in 
the wetwell and 9 in the drywell. 

Table 2 shows the corresponding ranges over which the dimen
sionless scaling parameters were varied in our tests. Also shown for 
reference are the values of the same parameters for a design basis 
LOCA in a typical first-generation BWR plant. 

3 Results and Discussion 
3.1 Typical Pressure Histories. Fig. 3 shows some pressure 

traces measured in the medium-sized system {D = 28 cm). Trace 3(a) 
is the pressure on the wetwell floor, center (transducer No. 1, Fig. 1), 
trace 3(6) is the pressure on the wetwell ceiling (transducer No. 3), 
and trace 3(c) is the pressure in the downcomer just downstream of 
the orifice (transducer No. 4). The function of transducer No. 4 was 
to signal the initiation of blowdown, and we measured all times from 
the start of the increase in pressure at this transducer. Since that 
transducer was in communication with the downcomer via a narrow 
hole (Vi6 in. diameter and several inches long), its response may have 
been partially attenuated by the intervening line. The floor pressure 
measured off-center (transducer No. 2, Fig. 1) was virtually identical 
to the center floor pressure in our tests. The main features of the trace 
shown are typical of those obtained in all three systems, with all the 
gases tested. Fig. 3(a) is a trace of the wetwell floor pressure which 
has a first peak with no superposed oscillations. Such oscillation-free 
floor pressure traces were obtained only when special precautions were 
taken to suppress small suspended gas bubbles in the pool, as will be 
discussed in more detail later. All the traces in Fig. 3 show the de
parture in pressure at a given point from the initial pressure at that 
point before the initiation of blowdown: Pi — Pi(0), for example. 

3.2 Verification of the Scaling Laws. To check for scaling we 
set out to verify whether the dimensionless forms of the pressures we 
measured were indeed functions only of the four modeling parameters 
iT] to T4 and the dimensionless time t* = tVg/D. Since our drywell 
pressure was constant, we found it convenient to define the dimen
sionless pressure as 

P - P ( O ) 

P* = P * ( j r , , 7T2, 7T3, 1T4, t*), (3) 

P* : 
PD 

(2) 

where P is the pressure at a given point and time, and P(0) is the 
initial, pre-blowdown pressure at the same point. Our purpose is to 
show that 

Table 2 Values of dynamic scaling parameters 

Parameter 
TTl = 7 

*2 = Pw/pgD 
T3 = PDIPU, 
T4 = C m ( i ?T D /gB) l /2 

BWR Plant 
1.4 

2-3+ 
1-3 

ca: 25+ 

Our System 
(Design Conditions) 

1.4, 1.67 
4.15, 8.29 

2.0, 3.0 
8.5-60 

but that P* is not affected independently by any of the separate 
quantities that make up it\ to 14 and t*. Rather than comparing the 
entire pressure histories for different cases, it is convenient to select 
some easily recognizable characteristics of the pressure histories and 
restrict the comparison to those. The following were selected: 

(1) The first maximum in the floor pressure, which occurs just 
after vent clearing (Fig. 3(a)). 

(2) The time corresponding to the first maximum in the floor 
pressure (Fig. 3(a)). 

(3) The minimum floor pressure after vent clearing (Fig. 3(a)). 
(4) The time corresponding to the minimum floor pressure after 

vent clearing (Fig. 3(a)). 
(5) The first maximum in the ceiling pressure (Fig. 3(6)). 
(6) The time corresponding to the first maximum in the ceiling 

pressure (Fig. 3(6)). 
All of the six quantities listed above should be a function only of 

TT\ t O 7T4. 

We note first that our tests uncovered two effects which may cause 
deviations from the currently accepted scaling laws if the model scale 
is made too small. The first is caused by excessive water vapor in the 
wetwell airspace, and tends to give reduced peak uploads. For proper 
scaling, the absolute pressures must be reduced in proportion to 
system size, and consequently the proportion of water vapor in the 
wetwell airspace increases as the model size decreases. This tends to 
reduce the pressure rise due to the airspace compression, and hence 
the uploads. The effect can be significant at scales less than about 1/10 
at room temperature, but we found that in our experiments the 
problem could be minimized by cooling the water to near freezing and 
thereby reducing its vapor pressure (see discussion in Section 3.3 
below). All the ceiling pressure data shown from the small and me-

Vent c lear ing — 
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Maximum c e i l i n g 
pressure before 
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r~ 

/ ' 

- Minimum f l o o r pressu 
af ter vent c lear ing 

(a) Pressure on 
wetwe i ! f loor 
( t ransducer* !^ 

P n -P , „ = 22.7 k PQ 

P 3 - P 3 ( 0 ) f 

100 

(b) pressure on 
wetwei! cei l ing 
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( c ) Pressure indication 
in downcomer, 
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or i f ice 
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' For the BWR plant, we take D2 = 4/V X (pool area per downcomer). 
Fig. 3 Pressure histories (air/water, D = 28 cm, i n = 1.4,7r2 = 4.15, X3 : 

3, ?r4 = 21.4) 
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dium-sized sytems with water as the liquid are for pool temperatures 
not too far from freezing. This precaution was not taken with the large 
system, however, where the absolute gas pressures were relatively 
high. Nor was it necessary to cool the smaller system when Meriam 
fluid was used as the wetwell liquid; that fluid has a very low vapor 
pressure even at room temperature. 

The second effect is due to the presence of very small air bubbles 
suspended in the water or attached to the wetwell walls. These can 
give a "springiness" to the pool and can cause an effect similar to the 
fluid-structure interactions which might occur if the containment 
walls themselves were flexible, namely, an oscillatory component on 
the pressures measured in the wetwell pool. High-amplitude oscilla
tions can be generated after the almost impulsive loading of the floor 
that occurs immediately after downcomer clearing [3]. In the presence 
of the superposed oscillation, floor pressures are no longer properly 
scaled and the apparent peak downloads can be considerably higher 
than one would get in the absence of bubbles. The air bubble problem 
can be eliminated, however, by the addition of a surfactant (such as 
Kodak "Photo-Flo") to the wetwell water, or by using a different 
wetwell liquid such as Meriam manometer fluid (see discussion in 
Section 3.4 below) [4]. Under these conditions, measured downloads 
scale according to the Moody laws. All the data we show on the scaling 
of the first peak in the floor pressure (which occurs in response to the 
almost impulsive loading following vent clearing), with water as the 
wetwell liquid, are taken with Photo-Flo added. In the experiments 
in the small system with Meriam fluid as the wetwell liquid, there 
appeared to be no problems with bubbles. 

Figs. 4-8 summarize our results on scaling from all the air tests with 
both water and Meriam fluid as the wetwell liquids. Note that not all 
of the graphs include data from all three systems. Figs. 4-6 plot di-
mensionless pressures against in with iri, JT9, and ir-^ held constant; 
Figs. 7 and 8 plot dimensionless times against 7r4> again with 7ri to 13 
held constant. Results at two values of 13 (TV-S = 2 and T3 = 3) are 
shown. Qualitatively similar results were also obtained at a second 
value of 7T2 in = 8.29) and are reported elsewhere [4]. 

The results constitute clear support for the scaling laws. Allowing 
for some scatter in the data, the dimensionless dependent variables 

appear to be functions of only the proposed scaling parameters. At 
the same values of 7ri to 71-4 the tests in systems of different size (dif
fering in linear dimension by up to a factor of 4) have the same di
mensionless pressures or times. It should be emphasized that the 
dimensional dependent variables—for example, the raw pressure data 
that appear in dimensionless form in Fig. 6—differ in magnitude by 
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up to 400 percent. Only when reduced to dimensionless form do the 
data for each variable fall on a single smooth curve as shown. 

Figs. 9 to 13 are results from the helium and argon tests in the three 
wetwells. Again, dimensionless pressures and times have been plotted 
against 7r4. Similar results were obtained with ir2 = 8.29 [4]. In view 
of the wide range of three of the experimental parameters varied in 
these tests—a factor of 10 in gas enthalpy, 3 in liquid density, and 4 
in system size—the agreement in the dimensionless dependent vari
ables is very good. The importance of the gas enthalpy, which appears 
in 7r4) is clearly confirmed; dynamically similar tests with helium and 
argon in the same wetwell system required different downcomer or
ifices, such that the ir4's were matched, to give satisfactory agreement 
in the recorded pressures and times. 

The central role of the enthalpy flux parameter 7r4 in modeling the 
pool swell can be further emphasized by comparing data from systems 
that have the same values of TTI to ir;i, but have geometrically similar 
orifices (i.e., are completely geometrically similar) instead of having 
the same values of 7r4. Fig. 14 shows the data from Fig. 6 for the air/ 
water tests in the three systems, but the ordinate is now di/d (a di
mensionless orifice diameter) which is an indication of downcomer 
geometry, rather than of TT4) the measured enthalpy flux. It is clear 
that with Tj to TT-J exactly matched in the three systems, and at the 
same value of djd (i.e., exact geometric similarity), but with different 
7r4, the dimensionless pressures measured in the three systems are 
quite different. The point is made even more strongly by replotting 
the data from the helium and argon tests in the same way (Pig. 15). 
The conclusion is that proper orificing of the downcomer line is an 
important ingredient of the scaling procedure. 

3.3 Effect of Excessive Vapor Pressure in Small-Scale Tests. 
Our initial test series showed that in experiments with water at room 
temperature in the wetwell, the dimensionless ceiling pressures in the 
small system (D = 14 cm) fell below the corresponding values in the 
medium-sized system (D = 28 cm), and these in turn fell somewhat 
below the values in the large system (D = 55 cm). However, in tests 
conducted at low wetwell pool temperatures (close to freezing), di
mensionless histories in all three systems with water were the same 
and agreed with the results from tests in the small system with Mer-
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iam fluid. We attribute this behavior to the presence of water vapor 
in the wetwell airspace prior to blowdown in the higher temperature 
tests. Significant amounts of water vapor will not only change the 
value of 7 for the gas in this region, but may also provide a mechanism 
for condensation and rapid heat transfer during pool swell. These 
effects are not, of course, accounted for in the scaling analysis. At room 
temperature the vapor pressure of water is about 3 kPa—a significant 
fraction of the initial wetwell pressure, 5.67 kPa, required in many 
of the small system tests. By cooling the wetwell pool in an ice-water 
bath the water vapor pressure is reduced to about 0.5 kPa, a value 
which is apparently low enough not to affect the compression of the 
wetwell airspace significantly. The preliminary data illustrating this 
effect are reported elsewhere [3], Generally, in tests with helium, the 
water vapor problem appeared to be most acute [4]. We attribute this 
to the fact that helium equilibrates more quickly with water than does 
either argon or air. 

Tests of the floor pressure in our medium-sized system have shown 
that the water vapor pressure has no important effect on the pool 
pressure histories. All our floor pressure data, with or without sur
factant, were taken at room temperature. 

It is not suprising that the first indication of conditions in which 
there is a departure from the scaling laws came from the tests in our 
smallest system. Apart from the rigidity of the walls and the incom-
pressibility of the liquid, the key assumptions underlying the devel
opment of the modeling laws in [1] are perfect and noncondensable 
gases in the drywell and wetwell, negligible heat transfer from gas to 
liquid, inviscid motion in the wetwell pool, and negligible surface 
tension effects. All of these assumptions are more likely to be satisfied 
as system size is increased. Our results show that except for the first 
assumption (noncondensable gas in the wetwell pool), the assump
tions do hold in systems as small as our smallest wetwell (D = 14 cm), 
and that provided the pool is cold, even the first assumption is satis
fied. This conclusion is very encouraging. The scaling laws clearly do 
hold in the small-scale systems that we have tested, going down to 
about V24 of full-scale Mark 1 conditions, and there is every reason to 
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believe that they will be equally applicable in any larger-scale 
tests. 

3.4 On the Precautions that Must be Taken to Avoid Pool 
Oscillations due to Gas in the Liquid. As we noted above, most 
of our original tests with water as the wetwell liquid showed a strong 
oscillatory component superposed on the floor pressure near the time 
of vent clearing. This appears to have been caused by pool oscillations 
which resulted from the presence of air in the liquid, presumably in 
the form of very small bubbles either in the liquid or at the liquid/solid 
boundaries. That the bubbles were the cause, and not actual wall 
flexure and oscillations (true fluid-structure interactions), was de
duced from three observations. First, tests in the absolutely rigid-wall 
small system, which had 3 cm thick steel walls, showed floor pressure 
oscillations similar to those in the small system with plexiglas walls. 
Secondly, the addition of a surfactant (Kodak Photo-Flo, in an 
amount recommended by the manufacturer) removed the oscillatory 
component.. Finally, when Meriam fluid was used as the wetwell liquid 
(in the small system only), there appeared to be no problem with 
trapped gas and the concomitant pressure oscillation. 

The hypothesis that the pressure oscillations are due to pool vi
brations which result from bubbles was further supported by a series 
of runs made with a light oil as the wetwell liquid [3]. In successive 
runs made every minute, the peak floor pressure increased consid
erably. We believe this is explained by the progressive accumulation 
of bubbles suspended in the relatively viscous oil of the pool. Our 
hypothesis that the oscillations are due to bubbles is given further 
support by the fact that a trace taken after the bubbles had had time 
to clear (e.g., by allowing the system to stand undisturbed, overnight) 
usually had a shape free of superposed oscillations. 
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4 Conclusions 
(1) Our experiments confirm the modeling laws outlined in 

equations (9-14) of [1] for the air clearing phase of the flow into a 
water-type pressure suppression system. These are a refinement of 
the laws that were originally put forward by Moody [5], and they re
quire that the enthalpy flux from the downcomer be scaled down in 
a small model by the use of an orifice, so that the scaling parameter 
7T4 is properly simulated. If this is not done (for example, as when an 
appropriate orifice is not used in the small-scale model, although the 
dynamic conditions are otherwise properly scaled), the wetwell 
pressures can be significantly mis-scaled. One notes, however, that 
the first peak in the floor pressure, as well as all the characteristic 
times, were insensitive to m in our tests, except near the very lowest 
values of T4 that we tested. With the derived scaling laws, accurate 
small-scale testing of the pool swell process is possible. 

(2) In order to insure proper scaling in small-scale tests, it is 
necessary to take precautions against excessive vapor content in the 
wetwell airspace. In tests with room temperature water at sufficiently 
small scales (smaller than about 1:10 if the full-scale wetwell is at 
about standard atmospheric pressure) the presence of excessive water 
vapor in the wetwell tends to give reduced peak ceiling pressures. This 
effect of vapor pressure can, however, be minimized by cooling the 
water to a temperature near freezing, or by replacing the water with 
another liquid, such as Meriam manometer fluid, which has a very 
low vapor pressure. 

(3) Peak downloads on the wetwell floor can be expected to 
scale with the proposed scaling laws only if the containment walls are 
rigid and if precautions are taken to eliminate the presence of small 
air bubbles in the pool liquid. Both fluid-structure interactions caused 
by the flexure of the pool bounding walls and the presence of air in 
the liquid tend to give a springiness to the wetwell pool, and can cause 

high-amplitude oscillations in the floor pressure after the almost 
impulsive loading of the floor immediately after downcomer clearini? 
Such oscillations are not accounted for in the present scaling laws. One 
may expect that generally, the problem with air bubbles tends (0 VM 
worse as scale is reduced. We note, however, that the amplitudes of' 
the oscillatory pool motion are very small when compared with system 
size, and the bulk pool displacements, pool swell velocities, and 
pressures in the airspaces are not affected by such pool oscillations 
The problem with air bubbles can be eliminated by the addition of 
a surfactant (such as Kodak Photo-Flo) to the wetwell water, or foy 
using a particular wetwell liquid (such as Meriam manometer fluid) 
where the problem with bubbles appears not to arise. When these 
precautions are taken, and when the pool boundaries are rigid (that 
is, the period of their natural oscillation is much shorter than the 
shortest transient time in the imposed hydrodynamic loading), Hour 
loads scale according to the proposed laws. 
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Pool Boiling Heat Transfer to 
Emulsions 
The characteristics of steady pool boiling heat transfer from a horizontal wire to various 
emulsions were obtained experimentally. Sample emulsions were prepared by an ultra
sonic method with water, oils whose boiling points are higher than that of water, and 
emulsifying agents. The kind of emulsifying agent affected remarkably the characteristics 
of heat transfer to oil-in-water emulsions. The kind of oil affected little the heat transfer 
to oil-in-water emulsions but strongly that to water-in-oil emulsions. 

Introduction 

Boiling heat transfer to emulsions has been studied so far by a few 
researchers in relation to the quenching of metals. Tachibana and 
Enya [1] and Satoh and Shoji [2j carried out experimental studies 
expecting to control the quenching rate by mixing oil and water at 
various fractions. Spindle oil was used exclusively in both studies, 
while ethyl alcohol and sodium oleate were used as emulsifiers 
(emulsifying agents) by Tachibana and Enya [1] and Satoh and Shoji 
[2] respectively. In both studies a heated test piece of copper was 
dipped into a pool of emulsion. Thermocouples attached to the test 
piece yielded the cooling curve, from which the boiling curve was 
obtained. The boiling curves obtained in those studies indicate that 
there are characteristic regimes which correspond respectively to the 
nucleate, transition and film-boiling regimes defined in the boiling 
of usual liquids. It should be noticed, however, that we cannot identify 
boiling modes in those regimes in the case of boiling of emulsions as 
nucleate, transition and film boiling for the present, since no obser
vation of boiling behavior has been done so far because of the opacity 
of emulsions. 

It is presumed that the mechanism and characteristics of boiling 
heat transfer depend not only on the fraction of two liquids composing 
the emulsion but also on which liquid is continuous (or dispersed) and 
on the size distribution of globules. Such factors are not specified in 
the previous studies. 

The present study deals with the pool boiling heat transfer from 
a horizontal wire in the regime corresponding to the nucleate-boiling 
regime; i.e., the regime available in the course of rise of heat flux be
tween boiling inception and burn-out. Some kinds of oils with a boiling 
point higher than that of water were used to prepare 0/W (oil-in-
water) and W/O (water-in-oil) emulsions. The type (i.e., O/W or W/O) 

1 Present address: Nippon Kokan Corporation, Yokohama. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL 

OP HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division 
November 14,1977. 

and globule size were specified for each emulsion sample used in the 
boiling experiments to prescribe the condition on which the obtained 
heat transfer characteristics are based. 

Experimental 
Apparatus. Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of the experimental 

apparatus. Since the volume of emulsion prepared at one time as 
described later was limited, a relatively small glass beaker was used 
as the test vessel which was to hold the heating wire and a test liquid 
(emulsion or water). The heating wire was nickel, 0.2 mm dia and 70 
mm long. It was suspended horizontally, being screwed down to the 
ends of the vertical copper poles, and was heated electrically by use 
of a stabilized d-c power supply. The heat flux from the wire surface 
was determined from the resistance of the wire measured by use of 
a Wheatstone bridge and the voltage-drop across the wire measured 

to and f rom .,,, . . . 
a Condenser _ J o a Wheatstone br idge 

Thermocouple 

Journal of Heat Transfer 

Fig. 1 Schematic of experimental apparatus 
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T a b l e 1 Oils used in p r e p a r i n g emul s ions 

KF 96 
KF54 
n-Dodecane 
n-Undecane 

Saturation 
temperature 
at 101.3 kPa 

°C 

above 400 
above 400 
216 
196 

Vapor 
pressure 
at 100 °C 

kPa 

negligible 
negligible 
2.0 
4.2 

T a b l e 2 S u m m a r y of k inds of emul s ions 

Dispersed phase/ 
Continuous phase 

KF 96/Water 
KF 96/Water 
KF 54/Water 
KF 54/Water 
Dodecane/Water 
Undecane/Water 
Water/KF 54 
Water/Undecane 

Emulsifier 
(*,,%) 

Sodium oleate (0.5) 
Tween 80 (1.0) 
Sodium oleate (0.5) 
Tween 80 (1.0) 
Sodium oleate (0.5) 
Sodium oleate (0.5) 
Span 80 (1.0) 
Span 80 (1.0) 

Arithmetic 
mean 

diameter 
of globules, 

( i m 

2-6 
3-5 
4-5 
3-5 
<1 
<1 
4-5 
4-5 

by use of a digital voltmeter. The temperature of the wire surface was 
known from the resistance of the wire. Three glass-sheathed ther
mocouples were installed in the test vessel to yield the bulk temper
ature. The condenser connected with the test vessel was not used when 
W/O emulsions were used as the test liquid to prevent "continuous 
water" from pouring into the vessel. 

Preparation of Emulsions. Four kinds of oils used in preparing 
emulsions are presented in Table 1. KF 96 and KF 54 fluids are di
methyl silicone oil and methylphenyl silicone oil, respectively, pre
pared by Shin-Etsu Kagaku Co., Tokyo. Dodecane and undecane were 
reagent grade. Water was distilled after being deionized. The sur
factants used as emulsifiers were sodium oleate, Tween 80 (polyoxy-
ethylene sorbitan monooleate) and Span 80 (sorbitan monooleate). 
Sodium oleate is an anionic surfactant, while the latter two are non-
ionic surfactants. Either sodium oleate or Tween 80 was dissolved in 
the water phase in preparing O/W emulsions. Span 80 was dissolved 
in the oil phase in preparing W/O emulsions. Water phase and oil 
phase, either of them including an emulsifier, were superposed in the 
test vessel taken out of the glycerol bath shown in Fig. 1. The tip of 
a horn attached to the oscillator of a 300 W ultrasonic magnetostric
tion generator was immersed near the water-oil interface. The fre
quency was regulated to a resonant frequency near 20 kHz. The re
sulting cavitation converted stratified phases in the test vessel into 
a uniform emulsion. The kinds of emulsions used in this study are 
summarized in Table 2. The mass fraction of emulsifier, xe, is based 
on the total quantity of emulsion. The mass fraction of oil, x„, for each 
combination of oil and emulsifier was varied in the range in which 
stable emulsions could be formed. 

The types of prepared emulsions were determined by the dilution 
method [3]. The globule-size distributions were obtained by pho
tomicrography. Details of the procedure and of calculation process 
are described in [4], Sampling of an emulsion for the photomicro
graphy was made just after preparation of the emulsion, and just 
before and after the boiling experiment as described later. 

Procedure. The heating wire attached to the copper poles was 
cleaned with ethyl alcohol and then installed in the test vessel im-
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Run No. 
3 

48 
22 
23 

Fig. 2 Boiling curves for water 

mersed in the glycerol bath. The emulsion (or water) in the test vessel 
was heated to 100 °C, i.e., the saturation temperature of water at the 
atmospheric pressure, and then maintained at that level. Before 
starting the electrical heating of the wire, the second sampling was 
made. The arithmetic mean diameter of globules obtained from this 
sample is given in Table 2 for each kind of emulsion. The heat flux was 
raised step by step with a small increment, the surface temperature 
being measured at each step, from the free-convection regime to the 
boiling regime. In most runs, the heat flux was then decreased step 
by step to the free-convection regime as described in the succeeding 
section. After each run the third sampling was made. 

Since the bulk temperature was maintained at 100 ± 0.4 °C 
throughout the present experiments, the difference between surface 
and bulk temperatures, AT, was approximately the same as the su
perheating of the surface on the basis of saturation temperature of 
water which was either continuous phase or dispersed phase. Boiling 
curves are illustrated exclusively on q — AT plane in this paper. 

Results and Discussion 
Boiling Curves for Water. As described before, either of two 

kinds of surfactants was dissolved in water phase as an emulsifier in 
preparing O/W emulsions. Therefore, the boiling curves for water 
containing either of those surfactants as well as for pure water are 
shown beforehand in Fig. 2 for the convenience of evaluating the 
boiling heat transfer to emulsions shown later. Fig. 2 indicates that 
the addition of such surfactants to water resulted in a little shift of 
boiling curves in the boiling regime toward lower AT. Further dis-

. N o m e n c l a t u r e -

; heat flux, kW/m2 
AT = difference between surface and bulk 

temperatures, K 
xe = mass fraction of emulsifier 
x0 = mass fraction of oil 
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Fig. 3 Stability of boiling curves 

cussions on this result are not given here, since we are not interested, 
in this paper, in the effect of surfactants on boiling heat transfer. 

Stability of Emulsions. In general, the stability of emulsions 
decreases with an increase of temperature [5, 6]. It is very likely that 
the boiling is further unfavorable for the stability of emulsions. It 
should be noted, particularly for W/O emulsions, that steady pool 
boiling cannot be available in principle, because water globules dis
appear with time in the course of boiling. Therefore, data were ob
tained at first with heat flux q progressively increasing from the 
free-convection regime to a higher value in the boiling regime, and 
then with q decreasing to free-convection regime in most runs to verify 
the stability of heat-transfer characteristics. In some runs the heat 
flux was again raised successively to the boiling regime. In a few runs, 
however, data were obtained only during the first ascent of q because 
of the burn-out of the wire (only in case of O/W emulsions) or of the 
blowing-up of emulsion due to a sudden foaming in the bulk. Fig. 3 
exemplifies the data obtained in such duplicated or triplicated mea
surements for O/W and W/O emulsions. Globule-size distributions 
measured before and after each run of the two presented in Fig. 3 are 
illustrated in Fig. 4. It is apparent that the heat transfer characteristics 
remained constant during each run for both types of emulsions as 
suggested by the globule-size distributions which did not change re
markably during each run. This fact indicates that the boiling heat 
transfer characteristics obtained in this study can be considered 
practically to be those of "steady pool boiling." 

Based on the aforementioned result, only the boiling curves ob
tained during the first ascent of q are presented in Figs. 5 to 7. 

Boiling Inception. The inception of boiling could be detected 
by bubbles which appeared on the free surface, as the heat flux q in
creased from the free-convection regime. After the inception of boiling 
of an O/W emulsion, AT decreased rapidly with an increase of q as 
shown in Fig. 3, yielding a marked neck of boiling curve. Such a large 
overshooting of AT at the boiling inception seems to be ascribed to 
the partial wetting of the surface of the heating wire with the oil during 
the increase of q in the free-convection regime. A film of oil spreading 
over the wire surface, if it were present, would prevent the bubble 
formation resulting in the overshooting of AT, but would be taken off 
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from the major part of the wire surface once boiling proceeds, 
whereupon AT would decrease rapidly. The overshooting of AT oc
curred also when boiling ceased in the course of decrease of q as shown 
in Fig. 3, though it was not so remarkable as that at the boiling in
ception. This fact may be explained by the inversed mechanism; i.e., 
the rewetting of the limited area of the wire surface with the oil due 
to a decrease of bubble-formation frequency. 

Dependence of Boiling Curve on Fraction of Oil in O/W 
Emulsions. Fig. 5 shows the variation of boiling curve with mass 
fraction of oil, x,„ in KF 96/water emulsions. It is remarkable as shown 
in Fig. 5(a) that the boiling curves for emulsions stabilized with so
dium oleate lie at lower AT than those for water containing sodium 
oleate and for pure water in a certain range of x0. Boiling curves shift 
rightward with an increase of x„ at least in the range x0 > 10 percent. 
Quite similar results were obtained for dodecane/water and unde-
cane/water emulsions stabilized also with sodium oleate. When Tween 
80 is used as emulsifier instead of sodium oleate, however, boiling 
curves for KF 96/water emulsions lie always at higher AT than that 
for water containing the emulsifier as shown in Fig. 5(b). It is the same 
with KF 54/water emulsions stabilized with Tween 80. 

It seems curious that some O/W emulsions stabilized with sodium 
oleate give better heat transfer characteristics than water. At present 
we cannot offer any satisfactory interpretation on this matter. 

Effects of Kinds of Oils and Emulsifiers in Ol W Emulsions. 
Boiling curves for O/W emulsions with 10 percent fraction of oil are 
given in Fig. 6. It is apparent that the boiling curve is little affected 
by the kind of oil except KF 54 but affected remarkably by the kind 
of emulsifier. The deviation in the boiling curve for KF 54/water 
emulsion stabilized with sodium oleate from the boiling curves for 
other emulsions with the same emulsifier is due to nothing but a large 
overshooting of AT at the boiling inception. It should be kept in mind 
that the size of globules sampled from the bulk of emulsion depends 
on the kind of oil, not the kind of emulsifier, as shown in Table 2. Thus 
the difference in boiling curves due to the kind of emulsifier should 
be ascribed to another factor (or factors); e.g., the difference in the 
manner of interaction between oil globules and the surface of nickel 
wire. In general, the ability of nonionic surfactant as emulsifier de
creases with an increase of temperature, which leads to a decrease of 
its solubility in water. This characteristic suggests that the oil globules 
coalesce easily to each other near the wire and may partly cover the 
wire surface, resulting in an increase of AT when Tween 80 is used. 

W/O Emulsions. Fig. 7 presents the boiling curves for W/O 
emulsions stabilized with Span 80. The surface temperatures required 
for boiling inception are quite high and the dependence of q on AT 
is quite weak compared with those for O/W emulsions. The difference 
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Fig. 5 Variation of boiling curves with mass fraction of oil in O/W emul
sions 

in boiling curves due to the kind of oil is remarkable in contrast with 
that in O/W emulsions. It should be noted that the basic mechanism 
of nucleation and bubble growth in W/O emulsions on the wire surface 
are utterly unknown for the present, while those in O/W emulsions 
are presumed not to differ essentially from those in single-component 
liquids. 

Jump of Wall Temperature. In the course of increase of heat flux 
q to O/W emulsions, the surface temperature sometimes jumped over 
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200 to 300 K suddenly as shown in Fig. 8. The decrease of q succeeding 
the above jump yielded a boiling curve different from that exhibited 
during the preceding increase of q producing a loop on the q — AT 
plane. It should be noticed that the surface temperature after the 
jump exceeded the superheat limit of water [7] though the wire did 
not burn out. As a matter of fact, the surface temperature (or AT) 
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after the jump is close to that for W/O emulsions with the same heat 
flux (see Pig. 7). This fact indicates that the phase inversion from O/W 
type to W/O type [8] or the oil separation [6] occurred near the heated 
wire surface, and thus oil spread over the wire surface resulting in a 
sudden increase of the surface temperature by suppressing the boil
ing. 

Conclusions 
The characteristics of steady pool boiling heat transfer to emulsions 

have been obtained as follows: 
(1) Remarkable overshooting of surface temperature often occurs 

at the inception and cessation of boiling of O/W emulsions. 

(2) Boiling curves shift generally toward higher surface temper
ature as the fraction of oil increases. 

(3) Some kinds of O/W emulsions with relatively small fractions 
of oil stabilized with a certain kind of emulsifier exhibit higher heat 
transfer rates than those for pure water and for water containing the 
same emulsifier. 

(4) The kind of oil affects little the heat transfer to O/W emul
sions, but affects considerably the heat transfer to W/O emulsions. 

(5) The kind of emulsifier affects strongly the heat transfer to 
O/W emulsions. 

(6) In the course of rise of heat flux to O/W emulsions, the surface 
temperature sometimes exhibits a jump of as much as 200 to 300 K 
without inducing a burn-out. 
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On the Influence of Surface 
Conditions in Nucleate Boiling—the 
Concept of Bubble Flui Density 
A study of the influence of surface conditions in nucleate pool boiling is presented. The 
surface conditions are represented by the number and distribution of the active nuclea
tion sites as well as the size and size distribution of the cavities that constitute the nuclea
tion sites. The heat transfer rate during nucleate boiling is shown to be influenced by the 
surface condition through its effect on the number and distribution of the active nuclea
tion sites as well as the frequency of bubble departure from each of these different size 
cavities. The concept of bubble flux density, which is a function of both the active site den
sity and the frequency of bubble departure, is introduced. A method of evaluating the bub
ble flux density is proposed and a uniform correlation between the boiling heat flux and 
the bubble flux density is found to exist for a particular solid-liquid combination irrespec
tive of the surface finish within the region of isolated bubbles. 

1 Introduct ion 

The ultimate objective of any fundamental approach to the problem 
of nucleate boiling is to be able to predict the rate of heat transfer for 
given boiling conditions through the knowledge and understanding 
of the processes involved. It has been observed that the relationship 
between the boiling heat flux and the surface superheat is consider
ably influenced by the surface conditions, i,e., microscopic roughness 
and surface preparation technique in [1, 2, 3, 4] and [5]. 

Several attempts were made to correlate the nucleate boiling data 
in a generalized form including the surface effects. The correlation 
presented in [6] is a special form of the general equation, 

q/A = d(T,„ (1) 

where the constants C\ and m are functions of the solid-liquid com
bination as well as the surface roughness. 

Realizing the significance of the active nucleation site density as 
an important parameter influenced by the surface condition affecting 
the rate of boiling heat flux, many investigators correlated the boiling 
data by the general form or special forms of the relationship, 

q/A = C2(TW - T s a t )"(WA) b (2) 

where the constants Ci a and b are determined experimentally as in 
[5, 7 and 8]. This method of correlating the boiling data showed a very 
limited success. 

Later Mikic and Rohsenow [9] proposed a boiling model that in
corporated surface effects. In this model, the transient conduction 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OP HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division 
March 24,1978. 

mechanism was assumed to prevail over other mechanisms associated 
with the nucleate boiling phenomenon. The surface effects were in
troduced by describing the active nucleation site density as a function 
of the nucleation cavity radii in accordance with Brown [10] while the 
frequency of bubble departure was assumed independent of the cavity 
size. These assumptions lead to the correlation 

(q/A) V age 

NR=-
g(pe - Pv) 

hfgixe 
Bi^AT)" (3) 

where B and ^ depend on the boiling surface condition and the fluid 
properties. Mikic and Rohsenow showed qualitative agreement with 
their model by being able to use this correlation to draw the boiling 
data of a number of researchers for different fluids boiling at various 
levels of pressure into a single curve of NR versus i/- AT. Although 
further qualitative agreement was observed by Judd and Shoukri [11] 
who were able to draw their data for five different organic fluids 
boiling on a glass surface into a single curve in a similar fashion, the 
assumption of the independence of the bubble frequency from the 
active cavity size is questionable. It is a well established observation 
that the frequency of bubble departure varies significantly on the 
boiling surface from one site to another as shown in [5, 12, 13] and 
[14]. 

In the present work, a study of the influence of surface condition5 

in nucleate boiling is presented. Surface conditions are represented 
by the number and distribution of the active nucleation sites as well 
as the size and size distribution of the cavities that constitute the 
active nucleation sites. The boiling heat flux at specified surface su
perheat and liquid subcooling is shown to be influenced by the surface 
conditions through its effect on the number and size of the active 
nucleation cavities which significantly influence the frequency <>' 
bubble departure from each of these nucleation sites. 
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2 Bubble Flux Density 
It is shown in the literature that an increase in boiling heat flux is 

always accompanied by an increase in both the number of bubble 
sources, i.e., active nucleation sites and the ability of these sources 
to produce more bubbles, i.e., the frequency of bubble emission. These 
two parameters are combined in what will be called the bubble flux 
density. The bubble flux density is defined as the rate of bubble 
emission per unit area of the boiling surface which can be evaluated 
uy summing up the product of the active site density by the frequency 
of bubble departure all over the boiling surface. The bubble flux 
density is expected to encompass the surface effects since it is a 
function of the two parameters most influenced by the surface con
ditions, namely the active site density and the bubble departure fre
quency. In order to evaluate the bubble flux density for specified 
boiling conditions, reliable models must be used to predict the active 
site density and the frequency of bubble departure. 

2.1 Frequency of Bubble Departure. A new theoretical model 
has been developed by Shoukri and Judd [13] to predict the frequency 
of bubble departure in nucleate pool boiling as a function of the nu
cleation cavity radius as well as the surface superheat, liquid sub-
cooling and fluid properties, in which the surface temperature vari
ations throughout the bubble cycle have been incorporated. Deter
mination of the frequency of bubble departure was divided into two 
parts: determination of the waiting period t„„ which is the time from 
last bubble departure to the beginning of the next bubble growth, and 
determination of the growth period tg, which is the time from the 
beginning of bubble growth until it departs from the boiling sur
face. 

By incorporating the variations in the surface temperature 
throughout the bubble cycle, an expression describing the relationship 
between the waiting period and the nucleation cavity radius was de
veloped in the form, 

sin j3 
rc= (Vwae 2K) I — ) 

Vl + cosfl/ 

yw ± V yw
i - 4 ~= (1 + cos/3)K 

L \ Virae ' 
(4) 

where 

K = ^ 

E 

t„, + tg ow — osat 

c„ 

^ ] 
te 

« m=om!(2m + 1)22'" V * tw + tg 

Cm = 2{m - l)Cm_i and C0 = 1 

The waiting period is defined implicitly by equation (4) as a function 
of the nucleation cavity radius, surface superheat, liquid subcooling 
and the growth period. In the range of active cavity radii usually ob
served experimentally, this model predicts that the larger the cavity 
size, the greater the waiting period. Also, according to equation (4), 
an increase in the surface superheat, or a decrease in the liquid sub-

cooling or the growth period will result in a shorter waiting period. 
Three different models have been examined in [13] to evaluate the 

growth period. The model derived through the use of the bubble 
growth equation based upon the plane interface approximation to
gether with the correlation for bubble departure size proposed by 
Staniszewski [15] was generally recommended. Prom this model, the 
growth period can be determined by, 

i[(§) 
X \ 2 

Y. 
^ V + 35.4X (5) 

where 

:Ja and X = 0.4215 0 V- 2agc 

g(pe ~ Pv) 

According to equation (5), the growth period is a strong function of 
the surface superheat but independent of the nucleation cavity ra
dius. 

The frequency of bubble departure was then determined by, 

/ = 
1 

tw + tQ 

(6) 

The bubble frequency predicted by this model is obviously influenced 
by the surface condition through its dependence on the nucleation 
cavity radius. The effect of the cavity radius, surface superheat and 
liquid subcooling on the bubble frequency of water is demonstrated 
by Fig. 1, where the contact angle was taken equal to 22 deg in ac
cordance with the measurements of Shoukri [14]. It is seen that 
smaller nucleation cavities are able to emit vapour bubbles at higher 
frequency than the larger cavities in agreement with the data of 
Hatton and Hall [5] and that bubble frequency decreases with de
creasing surface superheat and increasing liquid subcooling. Shoukri 
and Judd [13] showed excellent agreement between their frequency 
model and experimental data for both water and iso-propyl alcohol 
boiling on a single copper surface having different surface finishes. 

2.2 Active Nucleation Site Density. The active site density 
is assumed to be determined by the cumulative site density distri
bution suggested by Brown [10] in the form, 

(NIA)rc = C(llrc)" (7) 

where (N/A)rc is the active site density of those cavities having radius 
equal to or greater than rc and C and m are constants characterizing 
the boiling surface. According to Shoukri and Judd [4], the total active 
site density (N/A) at a specified condition for boiling water is deter
mined by, 

N/A = C(l/rCm.J" (8) 

where rCmin is the minimum cavity radius under the specified condi
tion. 

Lorenz, Mikic and Rohsenow [16] determined the relationship 
between the minimum cavity radius rCmi„ and the effective radius of 
nucleation p to be, 

.Nomenc la tu re . 

A = parameter A = 2a TsaJpvhfg 

C = constant in equation (7) 
Ce = specific heat of the liquid 
/ = bubble frequency 
g = gravitational acceleration 
Sc = conversion factor 
hfs = latent heat of vapourization 
Ja = Jakob number Ja = peCeAT/pvhfg 

>n = exponent in equation (7) 
Nft = dimensionless heat flux defined by 

equation (3) 
N/A = total nucleation site density 

(N/A)rc = nucleation site density for cavities 
having radius equal to or greater than rc 

q/A = heat flux 
i\. = nucleation cavity radius 
T = temperature 
T«, = bulk liquid temperature 
tg = growth period 
tw = waiting period 
a = thermal diffusivity 
(i = contact angle 
/) = effective radius of nucleation 

pe = liquid density 
Pu — vapour density 
a = surface tension 
<t> = nucleation cavity conical angle 
0 = temperature difference 0 = T — T* 

Subscripts 

1 = liquid 
v = vapour 
w = surface 
sat = saturation 
» = bulk 
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Fig. 1 The frequency model 

p/rc m(&, <t>) (9) 

where the function i/(j3, 0) is a function of the fluid contact angle /3 and 
the cavity conical angle </>• The function 7j(/3, <t>) is less than one for 
organic fluids and equals unity for boiling water. The effective radius 
of nucleation p is determined according to, 

2ffT sa t 

pvhfg(Tw — Tsat) 

Therefore, equation (8) may be written as, 

= c U ( A 0 W i f e ( T , „ - r 8 a t ) > . 

L 2<rT8at J 

which for the case of boiling water reduces to 

pvh[g(Tw - Tsat)~|. 
NIA = C(l/pY • c[* 

2<rT91 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

2.3 Evaluation of the Bubble Flux Density. As described 
earlier, under specified conditions of surface superheat and liquid 
subcooling, the frequency of bubble departure is a function of the 
nucleation cavity radius, 

/ = /('>) (13) 

Consequently, the bubble flux density * for nucleation cavities having 
radii in the range from rc to rc + Arc can be determined with the help 
of equations (7) and (11), 

A<t> = / ( r d )A (JVM) r , (14) 

where f(rc) is the frequency of bubble departure evaluated for a cavity 
radius equal to rc and A(N/A)rc is the active site density of the cavities 
having radii in the range from rc to rc + Arc. Since equation (7) pre
dicts the number of active sites having radii equal to or larger than 
rc, one may conclude that, 

A(N/A)rc = C[(l/rc)
m ~ UA-c + Arc)

m) (15) 
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MN/A)rc = C(l/rc)
m[l - (1 + Arc/rc)-"'} (161 

Equation (16) may be approximated to yield, 

A(N/A)n ^ mC(l/rc)
m+1Arc (17l 

Substituting equation (17) into (14) yields 

A<I> = mCf(rc)(l/rc)^
lArc (18i 

By integrating equation (18) between the minimum and maximum 
radius of the nucleation cavities, the bubble flux density for specified 
boiling conditions is obtained, 

<I> = mC r"cmla f(rc) 

Jrcmi„ r c
m + 1 

drc (19i 

where rCmin is the radius of the smallest active site that could be acti
vated for the boiling condition which is evaluated by equation (9) to 
yield, 

1 2aTsl 

iW, '/>) Puhjg(Tw - Tsttt) 
(20) 

which can be written in the form, 

and rCmal is the radius of the largest cavity on the boiling surface which 
can be evaluated by using either of the Hsu [17] or Han and Griffith 
[8] nucleation models. The use of either of these models requires ;t 
knowledge of the superheated thermal layer thickness. An alternative 
method is to assume rCma to equal 2.& X 10 - 2 mm since it is the largest 
natural nucleation cavity reported to exist in the literature. Tin-
bubble flux density was observed to be insensitive to the method ol 
evaluating rCm„ since for large values of cavity radius both the fre 
quency and the site density values are small and the product of fre
quency and site density is negligibly small. 

The frequency model presented was used to predict f(rc) and nu
merical integration was performed to obtain the bubble flux density 
for specified boiling conditions according to equation (19). The con
stants m and C were determined experimentally by fitting experi
mental data of (N/A) versus p according to equation (11) for thf 
particular boiling surface. For boiling water where the minimum 
cavity radius equaled the effective radius of nucleation, i.e., rCmin

 =: 

p, the constants m and C were determined by fitting the experimental 
data of N/A versus p as determined by equation (12) since the func
tion >)(j3, <l>) equals unity. For the case of boiling organic fluids, it wa.-
necessary to determine the function ij(/3, 0). The method used for 
evaluating this function involved boiling both water and the organk 
fluid on a single surface. Then by plotting the curves of N/A versu-
p for both fluids, the ratio (p/rCmi„) could be obtained for differed 
values of N/A as shown schematically in Fig. 2.. 
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3 Boiling Heat Flux Model 
The bubble flux density as determined by equation (19) is believed 

to encompass all the surface effects since it is a function of the two 
parameters most influenced by the surface effects, i.e., the active site 
density and the bubble frequency. Therefore the boiling heat flux 
should be expected to correlate with the bubble flux density in a un
ified correlation independent of the surface finish. 

Shoukri [19] presented a set of nucleate pool boiling data for boiling 
water on a copper surface having three different surface finishes. Fig. 
3 shows a plot of the active site density (NlA) as a function of the 
effective radius of nucleation p. The data are fitted by the least square 
method to determine the constants m and C for each surface. The 
corresponding boiling characteristic curves for the same three surfaces 
are shown in Fig. 4. For each value of surface superheat, the bubble 
flux density is calculated using the method outlined earlier. A plot 
of the boiling heat flux and the corresponding bubble flux density for 
the three surfaces is shown in Fig. 5. A unified correlation between 
the bubble flux density and the boiling heat flux is seen to exist for 
the three surfaces. This agreement may be justified by arguing that 
the bubble flux density as derived by the method presented earlier 
encompasses all the surface effects and that a single correlation be
tween the bubble flux density and the boiling heat flux will exist for 
any single liquid-solid combination. 

Singh [20] also presented a set of experimental data for boiling 
water on a copper surface having four different surface finishes as 
shown in Fig. 6. The corresponding cumulative distributions for the 
active nucleation sites are shown in Fig. 7. By evaluating the bubble 
flux density at each surface superheat and plotting it versus the boiling 
heat flux results, the same unifying trend is apparent up to a heat flux 
limit of about 160 kW/m2 as shown in Fig. 8. 

The consistent agreement obtained by treating the data in the 
manner described above suggests that the bubble flux density as 
evaluated by equation (19) encompasses all the surface effects and 
that a unified correlation between the boiling heat flux and the bubble 
flux density should exist for each solid-liquid combination and solid 
surface geometry irrespective of the surface finish. Such a correlation 
is believed to be applicable in nucleate pool boiling only within the 
regime of isolated bubbles. This behavior can be explained physically 
if it is argued that in the regime of isolated bubbles under specified 
conditions of surface superheat and liquid subcooling, each vapour 
bubble is responsible for the removal of a certain amount of energy 
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from the surface to the liquid bulk. Therefore, the total rate of heat 
removal from the surface is a direct function of the rate of bubble 
emission from the boiling surface, i.e., the bubble flux density. 
However, the mechanisms by which the energy associated with each 
bubble is transferred cannot be deduced from such analysis. 

Although the concept presented above is believed to be valid for 
any solid/liquid flow combination, the data presented only confirm 
its validity for boiling water. Assuming that there is general validity, 
it should be possible to utilize this concept to develop different em
pirical correlations for boiling heat flux versus bubble flux density 
for different solid-liquid combinations to be used for design purposes. 
However, the need to determine the surface characteristics as de
scribed by the empirical constants m and C makes its usefulness 
limited at the present time unless some method becomes available 
to determine these constants without conducting an experiment. 

4 D i s c u s s i o n of the M e c h a n i s m s of N u c l e a t e B o i l i n g 
The complexity of the nucleate boiling phenomenon makes it im

possible to explain it by a single mechanism. Instead, it is more real
istic to consider several energy transfer mechanisms operating si
multaneously. The relative importance of the contribution of each 
of these mechanisms to the overall heat transfer process will vary with 
the heat flux range, liquid subcooling and system pressure. 

So far as the regime of isolated bubbles is concerned, it is reasonable 
to assume that there are three main mechanisms by which heat is 

transferred from the solid surface to the liquid: 
1 Transient conduction to and subsequent replacement of the 

superheated liquid layer adjacent to the surface, i.e., the energy as_ 
sociated with the vapour-liquid mass interchange. 

2 Microlayer evaporation at the growing bubble base. 
3 Natural and forced convection at the areas of the heating surface 

outside the area of influence of each bubble. 
The first two mechanisms of energy transport represent the energy 

associated with each bubble departing from the boiling surface which 
explains why the boiling heat flux is expected to be a function of the 
rate of bubble emission i.e., a function of the bubble flux density. As 
the active site density increases, most of the heating surface will he 
covered by the areas of influence of the vapour bubbles and the third 
mechanism will assume very little significance. 

As a consequence of assuming the first two mechanisms to prevail, 
it is believed that each vapour bubble is associated with the removal 
of certain quantity of heat from the part of the surface influenced by 
it. Part of the heat is removed by transient conduction to the liquid 
layer replacing the departing bubble and the other part is removed 
by microlayer evaporation. Obviously, the first mechanism operates 
during the waiting period tw, the period during which the cold liquid 
that rushes to the surface to replace the detaching bubble is heated 
enough to support the next bubble growth, whereas the microlayer 
evaporation mechanism operates during the bubble growth period 
tg, the period during which the bubbles grow to departure size. In 
general, it is expected that the relative significance of these two 
mechanisms would depend not only on the period of time during 
which each of them is active but also on how efficient they are under 
different conditions of surface superheat, liquid subcooling and sys
tem pressure. At the moment, it is difficult to quantify the contri
bution of each of the two mechanisms and more work is required along 
this line. 

As the heat flux increases beyond the range in which the individual 
active sites are distinguishable, very strong turbulent motion is ob
served to take place all over the boiling surface and the phenomenon 
is believed to be even more complicated. Therefore, the analysis of 
energy transport based on the performance of a single active site is 
no longer valid. 

5 Conc lus ions 
Analysis of the effect of surface conditions in nucleate boiling is 

introduced and the concept of the bubble flux density is presented. 
A method of evaluating the bubble flux density as a function of the 
active site density and the frequency of bubble departure is proposed 
which is found to encompass all the surface effects. By experimental 
evidence, a unified correlation between the boiling heat flux and the 
bubble flux density seems to exist for any particular solid-liquid 
combination irrespective of the surface finish. It is believed that such 
a correlation should be valid only in the regime of isolated bubbles. 
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Experimental Study on the Effect of 
Orientation of Heating Circular Plate 
on Film Boiling Heat Transfer for 
Fluorocarbon Refrigerant R-11 
The characteristics of film boiling heat transfer from a heated horizontal circular brass 
plate to a pool of fluorocarbon R-ll are examined for the case in which only the top side 
of the plate is in contact with the liquid (facing upward) and for the case in which the bot
tom side of the plate is in contact with the liquid (facing downward). It is found that I he 
film coefficient for the facing downwards orientation of the plate was found to be closely 
correlated by the following: 

Nu = 0.35 (L/C „ AT) Gr0-25- Pr0-25 

Introduction 
Film boiling heat transfer has been of interest to workers in many 

fields of heat engineering. Many studies have been performed by in
vestigators since the first study by Bromley [1], but film boiling heat 
transfer from a horizontal surface remains uninvestigated in detail. 
Regarding film boiling phenomena from the upper or underside of 
a horizontal flat, the following characteristics have been clarified by 
the previous experimental investigations. The vapor film found on 
the underside is generally stable, as compared with that on the upper, 
and the vapor flows out radially along the surface of the plate. Fur
thermore, on the underside, the escape of vapor dome does not take 
place and the liquid near the vapor-liquid interface is not accelerated 
due to vapor dome generation while on the upperside, vapor breaks 
through and escapes into the bulk liquid at certain locations on the 
vapor-liquid interface under the influence of gravity. 

An approach to evaluate the film boiling heat transfer from the 
upper surface of a horizontal plate has usually been based on the 
Taylor's instability theory. Originally, Berenson [2] predicted the 
theoretical film boiling heat transfer on an infinite horizontal plate 
facing upward by adopting the Taylor's theory under the assumptions 
of an infinite vapor film thickness and a two-dimensional analysis 
using a derivation of interfacial wavelength. His prediction gives a 
fairly good agreement with the experimental results at the minimum 
heat flux. However, it seems that his analysis had some problems as 
to the direct transposition of the Taylor's model to film boiling, in 

1 Present address: Daikin Kogyo Co., Ltd., Sakai, Osaka. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL 

OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division 
January 30, 1978. 

addition, Lao, et al. [3] pointed out that beyond the minimum heat 
flux, Berenson's prediction adopting Taylor's model has a disparity 
with the previously reported experimental results and proposed their 
new model, in which a liquid layer possesses a net upward momentum 
rising from the mean level of this layer during bubble formation. They 
showed that their experimental results using an aluminum plate of 
7.5 cm X 7.5 cm were correlated by the following: 

St' = 75.9 Re"0-915 for R- l l . 

Ishigai, et al. [4] conducted pool boiling experiments on upper 
surface of two kinds of circular plate of 25 mm and 50 mm in diameter, 
with saturated water as liquid. They concluded that the burn-out 
point for facing downward was to occur at a much lower heat flux than 
that for facing upward. Recently, Farahat, et al. [5] made an analytical 
investigation for facing downward and compared their predictions 
based on the laminar boundary layer theory with the experimental 
results by Ishigai, et al. [4] with saturated water. Their data for the 
plate of 50 mm in diameter were four or five times smaller than those 
by Ishigai, et al. [4]. 

The purpose of this study is to examine experimentally the effect 
of orientation of the heating surface on film boiling heat transfer <>t 
R- l l from a finite horizontal circular plate. Also, it is true that the 
study for facing downward in film boiling region has solely been 
performed by Ishigai, et al. [4] using different diameter of heater and 
also'saturated water. Therefore, in order to compare the present re
sults with the experimental results by Ishigai, et al. [4], a similar di
ameter of heater to the one adopted by them is adopted in this 
study. 

E x p e r i m e n t a l A p p a r a t u s 
The schematic diagram of the apparatus is presented in Fig. 1.1" 

this case the plate was of brass and 30 mm in diameter. The R-l l was 
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of experimental apparatus 

contained in an open bakelite vessel, 200 mm X 200 mm in the end 
of which were fixed two observation windows of glass. The experi
ments were carried out on the upward facing of a horizontal circular 
plate which was immersed in R-11 liquid contained in a test vessel and 
supported vertically with a supporting device. The vapor generated 
is condensed by a two-stage condenser and returned to the test vessel 
by gravity. The liquid level is kept at a desired level during each run 
by an adjustable tank. Figs. 2(a) and 2(6) show the main test section 
of pool film boiling for facing downward and for facing upward re
spectively. The heating surface is placed at the center of the vessel. 
A detecting probe is traversed radially or vertically into the vessel to 
measure the temperature distribution of working liquid near the 
heating surface, and the position of the probe is monitored by a linear 
displacement micrometer. To hold temperature of the liquid at sat
uration, an auxiliary heater is used. 

The heater assembly and its sectional dimension are presented in 
Fig. 3. This comprises a coil asbestine insulator surrounding a cylin
drical brass block of 34 mm in diameter and 200 mm length, to which 
it is cemented with Sauereisen cement. And the main heater consists 
of nichrome resistance wire wounded around the whole brass cylinder. 
A stainless steel tube is covered on the main heater, and at its lower 
end, a stainless steel bushing is inserted between a stainless steel tube 
and the main heater. In addition, a guard heater of nichrome resis
tance wire is built up in the asbestine insulator surrounding the sleeve. 
The test specimen of 30 mm in diameter is made up at the end of the 
brass cylindrical block. For the downward facing experiment, in im
mersing the heater assembly into the test vessel, the heater assembly 
is supported on another upper bakelite plate. Furthermore, a teflon 
plate is inserted between the heater assembly and the above-mem-
tioned bakelite plate to insulate the assembly from the heater. 

For the upward facing experiment, as will be seen in Fig. 2(b), the 
heated surface is supported on a 100 mm square stainless steel space 
of 3 mm thickness and the stainless steel spacer whose thickness is 
reduced to 0.5 mm for insulation is mounted on the top end of the 
heater. 

Flat-sided rectangular glass is employed to facilitate the visual 
observation. The still photographs for the illustration of the bubble 
behavior, vapor domes and vapor-liquid interface are taken at the 
exposure time of 0.002 s, by an Asahi Pentax camera. 

Experimental Procedure 
Prior to each run, the heating surface was prepared by polishing 

with emery paper, No. 3/0, then cleaned with acetone until the surface 
became fully shiny. 

1 Heated Surface 7 R-l I Bleed Port 
2 Healer ° Leads to Condenser 
3Glass Wool Insulat ion 9 Thermocouple Probe 
6 Vessel 10 Bulk Temp. Meter 
5 Glass Window 11 Adjustable Device 
6 S i l i c o n 0 - r i ng 12 Aux i l ia ry Heater 

13 Manometer 
1£ Leads to Power Supply 
15 T e f l o n Gasket 
16 Sta in less Steel Skirt 
17 S i l i ca Board I n s l a t i o n 
18 Bakelite Plate 

Fig. 2 Test section of boiling apparatus for facing (a) downward and (b) 
upward 

200 

Main Heater 
Guard Heater 
Steel Skirt 
Asbestos 
Sauereisen Cement 
Teflon Gasket 
Nichrome Wire 

8 Sil ica Board 
9 Asbestos Plate 
10 Powder Insulation 
11 Thermocouples (Main Heater) 
12 Thermocouples (Guard Heater) 
13 Glass Wool Insulation 

Fig. 3 Heater assembly 

After this, the working liquid in the vessel was preliminary heated 
by an auxiliary heater immersed in the liquid (see Figs. 2(a) and 2(6)) 
until the liquid temperature was settled at its saturated temperature. 
The input power to the heater was controlled by a slidac. In order to 
prevent possible burnout when the temperature of the main heater 
passed through the maximum heat flux point, it was initially heated 
to a temperature sufficiently high to assure film boiling before it was 
immersed in the liquid. During operation, the temperature fluctua
tions near the heating surface were measured by traversing a ther
mocouple probe with a micrometer head device into the liquid. 

.Nomenclature. 

B = height of vapor path 
Cp = specific heat 
D = circular plate diameter 
g = acceleration of gravity 
Gr = Grashof number, D3pv{pi -
k - thermal conductivity 
£ = latent heat of vaporization 
Nu = Nusselt number, acoD/k 

Pr = Prandtl number, Cpn/k 
q = heat flux 
Re = Reynolds number, \q/4pL 
St' = modified Stanton number, St X/4B = 

(L/CpAT-4B/\)\/4B •• L/CPAT 
) g/jUu2 &T = temperature difference between sur

face and saturated liquid 
«co = convective heat transfer coefficient 
X = wavelength 

M = viscosity 
Pi, pv = saturated liquid and vapor densities, 

respectively 

Subscripts 

v or no subscript = vapor 
/ = liquid 
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The Estimation of Surface Temperature and Heat 
Flux 

Eight chromel-alumel thermocouples (0.3 mm in dia.) are arranged 
axially in the body of the heater block and their positions are shown 
in Fig. 3. The surface temperature is estimated by extrapolating the 
temperature distribution indicated by five thermocouples located 
along the central axis of the heater. 

Heat flux is evaluated by measuring the temperature gradient with 
thermocouples positioned in various parts of the heater, while the 
surface temperature is also evaluated by the extrapolation of the 
above-mentioned temperature gradient at the surface is also examined 
by subtracting the heat loss from the electric power delivered to the 
test section. The maximum limit of the difference between both 
evaluations is ascertained to be less than ±3 percent. 

Although such a method of estimating the surface temperature was 
adopted by Hosier, et al. [6] and Ishigai, et al. [4], it might be consid
ered that such a method to evaluate the surface temperature might 
not yield so large error in accuracy. 

Results and Discussion 
The Observation of Film Boiling Behavior on the Horizontal 

Surface. (1) Facing Downward. Visual observations recorded by 
camera are shown in Fig. 4. As shown in Fig. 4, all the photos are 
presented in the view oblique to the heated surface to enable obser
vation of the whole behavior of vapor film. These photos show that 
the bubble behavior in the two cases-facing downward and facing 
upward is very different. Stages (a, b) and (c) in Fig. 4 correspond to 
the portions (a, b) and (c) marked in the boiling curve in Fig. 5. From 
these observations, the vapor-liquid interface appears to be stable over 
the heat flux range (a) to (c). 

The motion of vapor-liquid interface has a regularity in general as 
predicted in the previous theoretical analyses of film boiling [2, 3] 
introducing a concept of wave motion based on the Taylor's insta
bility. However, as long as the test plate is smaller than the order of 
critical wavelength [2], it is understood that the interfacial waviness 
with small amplitude, as shown in Fig. 4, may propagate over the 
moving interface in reality. 

(2) Facing Upward. Visual observations (a', b') and (c') in Fig. 
4 correspond to the portions (a', b') and (c') indicated on the boiling 
curve in Fig. 5. As the heat flux increases, the observed wave patterns 
of the vapor-liquid interface show the previous reported phenomena 
of unstable film boiling. However, Berenson [2], in predicting the wave 
pattern in this case, adopted an assumption that the bubble is rup
tured into liquid spaced sites to make a periodical change of state. This 
does not appear to be supported by the observed motion in the 
vapor-liquid interface. It has been reported that the difference be
tween Berenson's prediction and the actual phenomena depends 
mainly on the scale effect of the heater used. However, by setting an 
interference tube vertically on the surface, it was observed that the 
escape dome rose directly upward from the active heater area within 
the tube. It might therefore be considered that the difference between 
Berenson's prediction and the observed pattern is caused by the effect 
of induced convective flow rather than the scale effect of the heat
er. 

The Boiling Heat Transfer Curve 
Fig. 5 shows the boiling curve obtained from the present experi

ments. The heat flux g is here plotted against the difference between 
the surface and the saturation temperature AT through the nucleate 
boiling to the film boiling region. The freon would decompose to form 
the coke on the heating surface at AT = about 650°C. Therefore, it 
should be noted that at the start of the run the present data are ob
tained under the condition of mirror finish surface, while at the end 
of run when AT is close to 650°C the present data are obtained under 
the condition that the coke is formed on the surface. These results for 
saturated R- l l under the conditions of horizontal surface and at
mospheric pressure are also compared in Fig. 5 with results or pre
dictions previously reported by other investigators. For facing 
downward, only the data for saturated water by Ishigai, et al. [4] is 
ranged from the nucleate boiling to the film boiling region. The pre

dicted results by Farahat, et al. [5] who investigated analytically the 
validity of the experimental results by Ishigai, et al. [4] are much lower 
than the experimental results by Ishigai, et al. [4]. The results by 
Hosier, et al. [6] for facing upward and by Anderson, et al. [7] for facing 
downward are also plotted in Fig. 5. The present data were the most 
extensive and exhibit the nucleate and film boiling region of tn e 

normal boiling curve. The differences in liquids and surface used by 
the several investigators must be expected to produce different results 
but it is noteworthy that the data of Anderson, et al. [7] from only a 
slightly larger metal disk in the same liquid, show good agreement 
with the present results over Anderson's [7] limited range of nucleate 
boiling. 

The Influence of Orientation of Heat ing Surface on 
Film Boiling Heat Transfer 

The influence of orientation of heating surface on film boiling heal 
transfer is qualitatively discussed in the previous section. As can be 
seen from Fig. 4, it might be understood that the vapor motion be
tween for facing downward and for facing upward is different each 
other. For facing downward, vapor flows out in a radial direction along 
the heated surface, while the vapor escapes for facing upward rise to 
straightly. Fig. 5 shows the saturated pool boiling heat transfer curve. 
As shown in this figure, it is clear that film boiling heat flux for facing 
upward is considerably higher than that for facing downward though 
the downward facing situation is considerably different from the 
upward facing one where the surface submerged far below liquid free 
surface. Generally, the difference between these two cases can he 
explained by differences between their interfacial wave motions. This 
is apparently substantiated by the visual observations recorded here. 
In the facing downward case, it is apparent from the visualizations 
that a stable wave exists at the vapor-liquid interface during film 
boiling, while in the facing upward case, a gigantic vapor dome is seen 
to be ruptured vigorously thus thinning the vapor layer. Therel'ore, 
the heat transfer for facing upward is expected to be higher than that 
for facing downward. This means that a difference of heat transfer 
coefficient between for facing downward and facing upward may be 
resulted from the change of mechanisms of vapor rupture motion, as 
shown in Fig. 4, rather than from a change of behavior of induced 
convective flow which Lienhard, et al. [8] and Lao, et al. [3] discussed. 
Fig. 6 shows the film boiling heat transfer coefficients evaluated by 
Bromley's equation [1] using the results of the present experiments. 
These are compared (Fig. 6) with the experimental results for facias; 
upward obtained by Hosier, et al. [6] and the analytical prediction by 
Berenson [2] (facing upward) using a simple geometrical model based 
on the concept of Taylor's instability. It appears clearly that the ef
fects of the orientation of the heating surface is considerable and that 
the differences between the results of the two configurations may he 
most early explained by the different thickness of vapor layer per
taining to the two cases. 

Hosier's results [6] obtained with the same liquid can be expected 
to differ from the present results because of the wall effect which is 
effective in the present study. Also, it might be considered that this 
restriction of wall is effective on the present experiments using 30 mm 
in diameter of heater, and the effect of induced convective flow on 
boiling heat transfer for facing upward is one of the important prob
lems to clarify the characteristics of the boiling heat transfer. In 
general, it might be understood that the induced convective flow 
depends on heater size, liquid level from the heater, etc. Lienhard, 
et al. [8] discussed the effect of the induced convective flow on boiling 
heat transfer by deducing only the Borishanski number in the case 
of nucleate pool boiling. 

For facing downward, the reported experimental data of film boiling 
have been only data by Ishigai, et al. [4] using saturated water. These 
are higher than the present results. One of the possible reason is de
pendent on the difference between both the liquid natures, that is, 
the difference of physical properties between them. In Fig. 6, Ber
enson's prediction using the idea of hydrodynamic calculation for 
facing upward is demonstrated to coincide with the present experi
ments for facing downward. In these two different cases, this coinci
dence may be caused by the reason that the Berenson's prediction is 
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Flg.4(b/ )

Flg.4(c')

Fig. 4 Visual observations of film boiling identified as facing downward and
facing upward

idealized by wave motion at a stable vapor-liquid interface, which is
Silllilar to the vapor motion for facing downward, as shown in Figs.
'\(n', h') and (c'). Also, for facing downward, both size effect and edge
ciTed of heater on the problem of film boiling heat transfer are im
portant problems, since the farther it has to move, the thicker the
\'apor layer must be at the center. Moreover, it might be considered
that the vapor motion may be usually dependent on the size effect.
Therefore, in the present study, the present experimental results are
COlli pared with those by Ishigai, et al. [4], whose experimental con
dition is similar to the present study.

Journal of Heat Transfer

Nu = 0.35 (L/Cp':J.T) GrO.2';. PrO.25

The constant in the above expression is determined by the incli
nation of the straight line indicated in this figure, moreover it should
he noted that the present correlation has a qualitatively good agree
ment with the results for water by Ishigai, et al. [4].

Conclusions
The present study is meant to clarify the characteristics of heat

transfer of R-ll in the film boiling regions. And also, the experimental
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Fig. 5 Pool boiling heat transfer to saturated R-11 and saturated water on 
flat horizontal plates 

study is focused on the effect of heater orientation on the heat transfer 
coefficients of film boiling. 

1 It is made clear that the heat transfer characteristics of film 
boiling depend drastically on the orientation of the heating surface, 
namely, facing downward or facing upward. Also, it is clear that the 
average convective heat transfer coefficient for facing upward is 
several times than that for facing downward. 

2 From the present results for R-11, a correlation for facing 
downward can be expressed as 

Nu = 0.35 (L/C„AT) Gr0-25- Pr0-25. 

It should be noted that this proposed correlation has reasonably close 
correspondence that is provable from the experimental results for 
water by Ishigai, et al. [4]. 
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Linearized Stability Analysis of Film 
Condensation 
A modified Yih analysis is used to investigate the stability of laminar film condensation 
on a vertical wall. The analysis presented leads to closed-form expressions for the wave 
amplification rate, the wave velocity, the neutral stability curve, and the critical Reynolds 
number. It is found that the condensation mass transfer rate has a dual role in the insta
bility-inducing mechanism. Results indicate that surface tension, viscosity, and the over
all effect of condensation mass transfer tend to stabilize while gravity tends to destabilize 
the flow. The critical distance predictions are an order of magnitude larger than the pre
dictions from previous theories. 

Introduction 

Laminar film condensation on a cooled isothermal plate suspended 
in a very large volume of quiescent vapor is considered. Previous 
analyses which assume the condensate flow to be invariant with time 
conflict with experimental findings where time-dependent phe
nomena, namely surface ripples or waves, have been observed. 
Analyses have only recently been reported for determining the con
dition for the onset of the unstable or "disturbed" flow regime. A 
predictive theory and solution methodology is developed in the 
present paper to determine whether a small disturbance to the un
disturbed flow is amplified or damped. The linear stability theory and 
perturbation solution method are used to yield closed-form analytical 
solutions. The role of phase-change mass transfer in the instability 
mechanism is identified. The solution for the neutral stability con
dition is compared with the previous formulation and numerical so
lution of the problem, and the reasons for the differences in results 
are discussed. 

Film condensation on a plane surface was first analyzed by Nusselt 
[1]. Later, Rohsenow [2] extended Nusselt's analysis to take into ac
count the heat convection in the condensate film. Subsequently, 
Sparrow and Gregg [3] solved the boundary layer equations of laminar 
film condensation. Two basic hypotheses exist in the boundary layer 
solution. One of these is the boundary layer simplification of the 
governing equations. By an order of magnitude analysis of the terms 
in the governing equations, it can be shown that the boundary layer 
solution is valid only in those regions where Re » f/Pr (the leading 
edge problem). It has been established that the Nusselt solution is a 
good approximation to the boundary-layer solution when f « 1 [4]. 
The other hypothesis is the assumption of a steady-state undisturbed 
liquid film. This assumption on time-independence has been the 
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subject of several investigations of the stability of laminar film con
densation [5-9]. 

Bankoff [5] used a long-wave perturbation method originally de
veloped by Yih [10] to analyze the stability problem. Without con
sidering the temperature disturbance equation, he found that film 
condensation on a vertical wall is always unstable. Marschall and Lee 
[6, 7] employed the same method of solution but used a different in
terface stress condition. They accounted for disturbances in the 
temperature field and predicted the existence of a critical Reynolds 
number below which the condensate film is completely stable. For a 
vertical wall, their critical Reynolds number is negligibly small for all 
practical situations. Lee and Marschall [8] solved the stability problem 
formulated in [7] using a high-speed digital computer. With the aid 
of their numerical method, they demonstrated the shape of the neutral 
stability curve on the a-Re plane and presented calculations for the 
wave amplification rate and the wave velocities. Unsal [9] formulated 
the interfacial conditions starting from first principles and noted that 
the interfacial normal stress condition used in [5-8] is incorrect. He 
also noted that the kinematic condition used in these investigations 
did not take into account the mass transfer across the interface. 

In the present theoretical study, the derivation of the proper in
terfacial conditions is briefly outlined. The resulting stability problem 
is analyzed by a modified version of the Yih analysis to yield closed-
form analytical solutions. 

Formulation 
The interfacial conditions between a vapor and a liquid film in the 

presence of heat and mass transfer across the interface have been 
previously formulated [11]. In the following development, it is shown, 
with certain simplifying assumptions, that these interfacial conditions 
can be reduced into a form containing only the liquid-phase vari
ables. 

Considering the two-dimensional geometry shown in Fig. 1, let 

I{x,y, t)=y- fi(x, t) = 0 (1) 

denote the equation for the phase interface where I(x, y, t) is a scalar 
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Continuity of tangential velocities of the two phases at the interface 
can be written as 

(V-Vg)Xn = 0 on 7 = 0 (4) 

To 

The liquid mass flux and the vapor mass flux across the interface are 
related to the velocities by 

m = p(V -Vi)-n o n / = 0 

mg = ~Pg(Vg ~ Vi) -n on 7 = 0 (gj 

Mass conservation across the interface gives 

m + mg = 0 on I = 0 (g) 

The effect of vapor drag on laminar film condensation has been 
shown to be insignificant [12]. While the effect on film stability is less 
certain, the vapor shear stress has been neglected in previous inves
tigations [5-9] and this simplification is retained in the present in
vestigation. The momentum interfacial condition becomes 

m V + mg Vg — pgfi — n • II 
R 

-n = 0 i / = 0 (7) 

In equation (7), the interfacial radius of curvature R is taken positive 
if the center of curvature lies on the liquid-phase side. The interfacial 
energy balance is obtained by equating the heat flux in the liquid film 
at the interface with the energy released as a result of phase 
change. 

VAPOR q • n • hfgm = 0 on I = 0 (8) 

Fig. 1 Geometry of flow 

(Equations (2-8) have also been derived in detail from an interfacial 
control volume approach [9, pp. 55-58]). Equation (8) does not contain 
a heat flux term for the vapor phase because the vapor is considered 
to be at uniform temperature. Eliminating V; from equation (8) by 
using equation (3), one obtains 

k(Ty - ijjTj) - Phfgih + hK + V) = 0 i / = 0 (9) 

point function which gives the instantaneous y- direction distance 
between the point (x, y) and a point on the interface (x, ij). The unit 
normal to the interface, pointed into the vapor phase, is 

n = V/ / |V / | (2) 

The interfacial velocity V, is related to I(x, y, t) by taking the material 
time derivative of equation (1), i.e., 

/( + Vi • VI = 0 (3) 

Under the boundary layer approximations and steady-state as
sumption, it can be shown [9, p. 61] that equation (9) is equivalent tc 
the overall energy balance equation given in [3]. It should be noted 
that the kinematic surface condition used in [5-8] is valid only when 
the heat flux in the liquid at the interface vanishes. 

Using equations (3) and (6) and noting that (4) and (9) hold on / 
= 0, the vapor velocity and the interface velocity can be eliminated 
from equation (7). The normal and tangential components of (7) then 
become [9, pp. 58-62] 

. N o m e n c l a t u r e -

cp = liquid specific heat 
c = cr + ici = complex wave celerity 
g = gravitational acceleration 
hfg = latent heat 
/ = defined in equation (1) 
k = liquid thermal conductivity 
m, mg = defined in equation (5) 
Nd = P/yPr2 

N(. = 2 1 / 3 ap-^- 4 / 3 g- 1 / 3 ( l - 7 ) " 1 / 3 

n = unit normal to interface 
p = liquid pressure 
ps = vapor pressure 
p = dimensionless base flow pressure 
p = dimensionless disturbance pressure 
P = disturbance pressure amplitude 
Pe = PrRe, local Peclet number 
Pr = pCpv/k, Prandtl number 
q = liquid heat flux 
-R = interface radius of curvature 
Re = Uwioh, local Reynolds number 
Rec = critical Reynolds number 
S = disturbance temperature amplitude 
i = time 

t = dimensionless time 
T = liquid temperature 
Ts = vapor saturation temperature 
T,„ = wall temperature 
AT = Ts - Tw 

lo 
r 4feMT.ro 1 i / 4 . 

L(l - 7 Wife-I 
local base flow film 

£/o = -
(i - y) -

2* 
- i ;o ' local base flow interfacial 

liquid x- component velocity 
V = liquid velocity 
Vg = vapor velocity 
Vj = interface velocity 
x = parallel coordinate 
xo = local value of parallel coordinate 
xc = critical distance 
x = dimensionless parallel coordinate 
y = normal coordinate 
y = dimensionless normal coordinate 
a = dimensionless wave number 

7 = Pg/P 
f = CpAT/hfg, heat capacity parameter 
fl = film thickness 

y)pgh/g-

thickness 
)) = dimensionless base flow film thickness 
j) = dimensionless disturbance film thick

ness 
6 = dimensionless base flow temperature 
8 = dimensionless disturbance temperature 
v = liquid kinematic viscosity 
II = liquid stress tensor 
Pg = vapor density 
p = liquid density 
a — surface tension 
<p = disturbance stream function amplitude 
<A = liquid stream function 
\j/ = dimensionless base flow stream func

tion 
i/< = dimensionless distrubance stream func

tion 

Subscripts 

x, y, y, i = partial differentiation with respect 
to the subscript 
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p + 2pvhy(l + ^ 2 ) ( 1 - / i i 2 ) - 1 + «m«(l + n* 2)" 3 ' 2 

+ k*hfg-*p-h-Hy ~ 1)(T, - nzTzHl + fl,»)-i 

= p g on / = 0 (10) 

fe-fe + ^ f e j f e 2 - 1 ) " 1 ^ o n / = 0 (11) 

Equation (10) shows that the phase-change mass transfer increases 
the pressure on the liquid-phase side. In this respect, the normal stress 
condition in [6-8] contains a sign error. Furthermore, the vapor ve
locity term in the normal stress interfacial condition of [6-8] should 
not contain the factor % because momentum flux is just density times 
the square of the velocity. 

A detailed derivation of the interfacial conditions for the linearized 
stability problem is given in the Appendix. The procedure is outlined 
as follows. The variables are separated into nondimensional base flow 
and disturbance quantities using the following transformations: 

p/(pU0
2)^p + p 

MtAfflo) -** + * 

v/vo ~*v + v 
(r - T J / A T - * 0 + 0 

x/vo,y/fio,tU0/vo -*x,y,t (12) 

The transformations (12) are substituted into (9-11) and the x-di-
rection momentum equation. The base flow quantities satisfy the 
equations under the parallel flow approximation. The conditions are 
transformed onto the base flow interface by a Taylor series expansion 
for the disturbance film thickness. The transformed equations are 
linearized with respect to the disturbances. The resulting linear 
equations for the disturbances admit traveling wave solutions of the 
form 

p = P(y) exp (ia(x - ct)) + CC 

i/ = 4>{y) exp (ia(x - ct)) + CC 

0 = S(y) exp (ia(x - ct)) + CC 

r\ = exp (ia(x — ct)) + CC 

where c is the complex wave celerity and CC stands for complex 
conjugate. The final form of the disturbance interfacial conditions 
is as follows: 

fSy = £aPe[«/> + (iy-c)] at y = 5? (14) 

<!>yyy + « [(£ Re (C ~ ^y) ~ 3«)0y + 2£0y(.7 ~ 1) Nd R^Sy] 

- w W i R e - 2 ' 3 = 0 at y = n (15) 

4>yy + a 24> + 4>y 0 a t y : (16) 

Equation (16), which represents the disturbance tangential stress 
condition at the interface, agrees with the results in [6-8]. The Nusselt 
base flow is given by 

i'y = 2vy ~y\ 0 = y/rj, Tj = {x/x0)W 

P= f2(l - y)0y2/(yPe2) + PS/(PU0
2) (17) 

The base flow pressure is equal to the vapor pressure plus the pressure 
increase resulting from phase change at steady state. 

The formulation of the stability problem is completed by the 
equations governing the disturbance amplitude functions, the tem
perature condition at the interface, and the conditions at the wall 
surface. The derivation details have been previously reported [6, 9] 
and will be omitted. These conditions are 

<t>yy. , + a4cp = iaRe[(\l/y - c)(4>yy - a2tp) - <pyyy4>] 

- a2S = ia P e [($y - c)S - 9y<p] 

4> = <t>y = S = 0 at y = 0 

S = —By a t y - T; 

Asymptot i c S o l u t i o n 
Local solutions for the linearized stability problem posed by 

equations (14-18) are obtained by letting rj = 1 in these equations. An 
asymptotic solution valid for long waves is obtained by assuming the 
following expansions: 

<j> = 0o + «0i + 0(«2), S = S 0 + aSt + 0(a2) (19) 

Equations (19) are substituted into (15-18) and the coefficients of like 
powers of a are equated. Noting that iVj is large in situations of 
practical interest and taking a2N( = 0(1) gives the zeroth-order 
problem 

,= 0 ' O y y • 0 Wyyyy 

<t>o = 0o y = 0 at y = 0 

0Oyy = ~xl/yyy a t y = J; 

<t>0yyy = 0 a t y = rj 

S 0 = -By a t y = i) 

and the first-order problem 

fcjjyj = i Re[(^y - e)<f>oyy — vW0o] 

Siyy = i Pe [(fy - c)S0 - 0y0o] 

<l>i = <t>iy = S1 = 0 a t y = 0 

(20) 

Blyy S, = 0 a t y = r\ 

Dlyyy -= £ R e (\py - c)<l>0y + £2(1 - y)Nd R e " 1 ByS^y 

+ i a W ; Re"2 / 3 a t y (21) 

Using (17) with rj = 1, the zeroth and first-order problems are solved 
in succession. The solution procedure involves integration, and the 
results are 

So = -y, 

Sj = £ Pe l y + - y 3 

4 20 >0 J 

(13) 0! = £ Re 1) Nd Re~ 

[(H); 
— y 5 cy* + - £ ( 7 - : 

L30 12 J L3 

+ - ia'Wi; R e - 2 / 3 l y 3 + \- i Re (c - -) 

+ £(1 - y)Nd Re" 1 - - ia2Nk R e " 2 ' 3 ! y2 (22) 

Substituting (22) into (19) and (19) into (14) with r) = 1 yields 

f J - l + a£Pe (- ) ] = iaFe\2-c + a (i Re (— c \ 

2 ., 
+ - 1 1 

3 
7) Nd Re- a2Ne Re"2 / 3 

' ) 
(23) 

Letting c = cr + £c,-, equation (23) can be solved for cr and c,. It should 
be noted that an asymptotic expansion is not assumed for the wave 
celerity. Instead, the wave celerity is determined by letting the as
ymptotic solutions for 4> and S satisfy the interfacial energy condition 
exactly to obtain closed-form solutions of improved accuracy. Solving 
equation (23), the following expressions are obtained for the dimen
sionless wave velocity and the dimensionless wave amplification 
rate 

cr = [(2 + l lf /20)(l + f/3) + 5Re(f/Pe + 9a2Re/30 

- 2 a 2 ( l - y)Nd/3Re + a4W£Re-2/3/3)/12]/ 

[(1 + f/3)2 + 25a2Re2/144] (24) 

aa = [-(1 + f/3)f/Pe + a2((8/15 + 31f/240)Re 

+ 2(1 + f/3)(l - T)iV(£/3Re) - «4(1 + f/3)iV£Re-2/3/3]/ 

[(1 + f/3)2 + 25a2Re2/144] (25) 

D i s c u s s i o n 
Infinitesimal disturbances on the condensate film will grow or decay 

in amplitude depending on whether c,- > 0 or c; < 0. The neutral sta-
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bility condition (c,- = 0) separates stable from the unstable flow regime 
disturbances. The effects of different parameters on film stability is 
evident in equation (25). The term containing the dimensionless 
condensation parameter Nd has a destabilizing effect because it has 
a positive sign. The reason for this can be determined by noting that 
this term results from the condensation momentum flux term in 
equation (10). When the condensate film is exposed to a disturbance, 
the condensation rate and, consequently, the momentum flux increase 
at the wave troughs and decrease at the crests. Consequently, con
densation mass transfer acts to create larger interfacial pressures at 
troughs than at crests and the effect tends to destabilize the film. This 
result contradicts the results in [6-8] where a stabilizing effect of Nd 
is predicted because of the error noted previously in their normal 
stress interfacial condition. In equation (25), the term containing the 
Peclet number shows a stabilizing effect. It exists because of the liquid 
heat flux term in equation (14) and accounts for a stabilizing effect 
of condensation mass transfer. An increased condensation rate at the 
wave troughs tends to decrease the wave amplitude. This effect of the 
condensation mass transfer, which has been neglected in the previous 
investigations, is strongly stabilizing as shown later in this section. 
It is concluded, therefore, that the phase change has a dual role in the 
stability mechanism with the stabilizing effect dominating over the 
destabilizing effect. It is clear from equation (25) that the surface 
tension parameter iVj has a stabilizing effect. 

The neutral stability curve can be obtained by letting c; = 0 and 
solving the resulting equation for «c, = 0, equation (25) gives 

where 

• Acna^mia^ 

<Ji = (1 + SIZ)N ^1*11, as = (1 + f/3)f/Pr 

(26) 

a2 = ((8/15 + 31f/240)Re2 + 2(1 + f/3)(l - y)Nd/3) 
When J/Pr is small, equation (26) identifies the two unstable regions 
as shown by the crosshatched regions in Fig. 2. The smaller region of 
instability near the origin results from the destabilizing effect of Nd. 
Mathematically, equation (26) gives two critical Reynolds numbers, 
Reci and Rec2, and Reci < Re < Rec 2 is the completely stable flow 
range. 

The critical Reynolds numbers are determined by locating the zeros 
of the discriminant in (26), i.e., 

a2-2(ala3)
l'2 = 0 

Substituting for a!, a2, and 03 yields 

•f)Rec2 + - ( ' l + A ( l - 7 ) - 2 -
' / 3 \ 3 / ~Pr2 

/ 8 31 
( — + • 
\15 240 7 p r 2 

-c i R ec2 

REYNOLDS NUMBER (Re) 

Fig. 2 Unstable regions for small f/Pr 

rr 
UJ 
CD 

to 
CO 
UJ 
_ l 

LEE AND MARSCHALL [8J 
EQUATION (22) 

20 30 40 

REYNOLDS NUMBER (Re) 

Fig. 3 Neutral stability curve for saturated steam, rs = 373K, AT = 47 K 

- 2 
3/ \ 3 P r / 

1/2 
Reci/B = 0 (27) 

For small f/Pr, accurate approximations for Reci and Rec2 may be 
obtained by neglecting the first term or the second term, respectively, 
in equation (27). Hence 

R e c i = ^ A Y - 3 ( [ l - 7 ] / Y ) 6 ( f / P r ) 9 

Re<;2 = 
15 [1 + f/3] / W|f\ 1/2-I6/11 

" L 4 [1 + 31f/128] 

(28) 

(29) 

For practical situations (where f/Pr is small), Re c l is quite small and, 
in fact, generally corresponds to locations so close to the leading edge 
of the plate that the boundary layer assumptions and Nusselt analysis 
for film condensation are invalid. Specifically, it can be shown, by an 
order-of-magnitude analysis of the terms in the x -direction momen
tum equation, that the above stability analysis is invalid when Re < 
VTl f/(2 Pr). Consequently, discussion will be limited to regions of the 
«-Re plane where Re > V3 f/((2 Pr) and the stability results apply. 
Equation (26) is presented graphically in Fig. 3 for saturated steam 
at 373 K with AT = 47 K. The physical properties are evaluated at the 
reference temperature Tw + AT/3 except for surface tension and la
tent heat which are evaluated at 373 K. For this example, N( = 12347, 
7 = 0.000611, f/Pr = 0.0333, and f = 0.0872 which gives Rcl = 1.9 X 
10~8 and Rc2 = 7.9. Since Reci « V f f/(2 Pr), the unstable region near 
the origin is disregarded and the critical Reynolds number below 
which all infinitesimal disturbances decay with time is given by ReC2. 
The agreement with the results from [8] is good in those regions where 
a is large. The reason is that the effect of condensation mass transfer 
on the stability of the film is negligible for large wave numbers. The 
short wavelength disturbances in this region are stabilized solely by 
surface tension. The discrepancy between the two theories appears 
at small wave numbers. The film is stabilized at small wave numbers 
by the condensation mass transfer. Balancing the latent heat of the 
condensation rate on the interface by the heat flux in the liquid film 
(equation (9)) shifts the lower branch of the neutral stability curve 
upward from the a = 0 axis. The destabilizing effect of condensation 
mass transfer through the dimensionless parameter Nd of the normal 
stress interfacial condition is, for all practical purposes, negligible. 
For small f, equation (29) can be further simplified with negligible 
loss of accuracy to 

Observing that 

Re = 

["15 /Ne{\ 1/2-I6/11 

Uovo _ g(l - 7) f 4kv{x Uovo = g(i - 7) r 
v 2v2 l_(l 

(30) 

(31) 
- y)pgcp. 

Equations (30) and (31), when solved for the critical distance, give 
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Table 1 Critical distance in various experiments 
Calculated 

Experiment Length of Critical 
Distance, 
xc (cm) 

6.4 Ritani and 
Shekriladze 

Walt and 
Kroger 

Mills and 
Seban 

Siegers and 
Seban 

Liquid 
AT (C) 

Water 
AT = 1 
Freon 12 
A T = 1 
Water 
AT = 4 
n -Butyl 
Alcohol 
AT = 30 

xc 

Length of 
Test Section 

(cm) 
21.7 

5.7 

12.7 

12.7 

l i / i i 

1.7 

12.3 

4.9 

- {lb(r)i/^y _^_v (32) 
W «6(1-7)5J 

Equations (30-32) show that it is misleading to refer to only a critical 
Reynolds number to ascertain the stability or instability of condensate 
film flow. Equation (30) shows that decreasing fdecreases Rec. which 
implies a destabilizing effect. This observation is incomplete because 
of the functional dependence of Re on fas shown by (31). Equation 
(32) shows that the critical distance varies inversely with f. Conse
quently, decreasing fincreases the critical distance xc and, therefore, 
has a stabilizing effect. Equation (32) shows that increasing surface 
tension or viscosity increases the critical distance. On the other hand, 
increasing AT or gravity decreases the critical distance. The critical 
distances calculated from equation (32) for the experiments reported 
in references [13-16] are shown in Table 1. It is seen that these cal
culated critical distances may be small but are not negligible. Equation 
(32) shows that the condensate film can be completely stabilized by 
letting AT -*• 0. This trend is in qualitative agreement with the ex
perimental observations where better comparison between the 
boundary layer solutions of laminar film condensation and experi
mental results are obtained for small AT. A reason for the deviation 
between theory and experiment at large AT- can be conjectured to 
result, in part, from the finite amplitude surface waves on the con
densate film. 
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APPENDIX 
Equations (14) and (15) are derived as follows. Substituting (12) 

into (9) yields 

f(flv + fly - TlxT)x - Tjx0x - vJx - nx0x) - Pe $x + ^x + ^v7j, 

+ 4<yVx + <PyVx + tyVx + Vt) = 0 a t y = ij + >j (33) 

The following Taylor Series expansions are used to transform (33) 
from y = 7] + n to y = tj. 

Hy{x, Tj + ri) = fly + rfiyy + nonlinear terms (NTs) a ty = v 

6y(x,Tj+n,t) = 0y + NTs a t y = Tj 

n.v7)x(x, v + v) = VxOx + vnxOxy + NTs at.y = Tj 

T,X0X(x, Tj+V,t) = TjxSx + NTs a t y = Tj 

VxOx(x, Tj + v) = VxOx + NTs at y - Tj 

? i U , V + v) = &t + rf.tv + NTs a ty = Tj 

f,.(x, Tj+r,,t) = fv + NTs a ty = Tj 

Vxil>y(x, Tj + n) = Tjx>py + JiTjx\pyy + NTs a t y = Tj 

Vx^y(x, Tj + rj) = T)x\j/y + NTs a ty = Tj 

TjxiPy(x, Tj + rj, t) = Tjxtyy + NTs a ty = Tj 

Substituting these expansions into (33) yields 

f(fly + riOyy+ Oy ~ Tj J) X ~ T,TjX0Xy ~ Tj X 8 X ~ 1J J'* ) 

- Pe{Jx + vjxy + i'x + TjxJy + VVxl'yy + Vxty + Vxty + y]t) 

+ N T s = 0 a t y = Tj (34) 

The base flow must satisfy the steady part of (34), so that 

f(0y - VX0X) - Pe$x + rjxJy) = 0 a ty = Tj (35) 

The Nusselt solution actually satisfies 

.(•fly - Pe(Jy + TjxJy) = 0 at y = Tj (36) 

The term TjxOx in (35) is neglected (boundary layer type approxima
tion). Taking equation (36) into account and neglecting the nonlinear 
terms with respect to the disturbance quantities, equation (34) be
comes 

i(0y + rfiyy ~ VVx^Xy ~ TjX 6 x ~ IJx 6X ) ~ PB (\jjX + 7}^xy 

+ VVxtyy + Vx<Py + Tjx>py + Vt) = 0 at y = Tj 

Neglecting x -derivative terms with respect to the base flow quantities 
(parallel-flow approximation) and observing that flvy = 0 yields 

t8y-Pe(<l<x + nx<l<y + it) = 0 aty (37) 

Substitution of (13) into (37) yields the interfacial energy disturbance 
equation (14). 

Substituting (12) into (10) and neglecting x -derivatives with respect 
to the base flow quantities (parallel-flow approximation) gives 

- 1 , 2 , l + Vx2 . >, „ _r,ft Vxx 

p + p + — ii,-y + A/tRe •"•' — 
R e ' l - i , , 2 4 ( l + ' i* 2 ) 3 ' 2 

+ 
f2 (y - I) (ey + Oy + VxOx)2 

Pe 2 (1 
Ps 

pUo2 

at y = Tj + v (38) 

Journal of Heat Transfer 

The following Taylor series expansions are used to transform (38) 
from y = Tj + rj to y = Tj: 

p(x, Tj + v) = p(x, Tj) + vpyix, Tj) + NTs 

p(x, Tj + v, t) = p(x, Tj, t) + NTs 
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, 1 + Vx2 

VPxy(x, rj+v.t)] = <Pxy(x, ij,t) + NTs 

{6y + Oy + yx0x)
2\ 

1 ~ Vx 

= 0y2+v28yy+ 2Oy0y)\ + NTs 

Substituting these expansions into (38) and neglecting the nonlinear 
terms with respect to the disturbance quantities yields 

+ 4>x(<Pyy+>Pyy)-4>yt (42) 

where F = t/o(grjo).~1/2 Taking pg = pggx and neglecting the x-de
rivative term with respect to 0y equation (40) gives 

- =JL 

Observing that the base flow must satisfy the steady part of equation 
(42) 

p + Wy + P + — ixy + Nt E.e-&/snxx 
Re 

f2 ( T - D 
Pe 2 

7 
(6y2+ T)20yy+ 20y0y) = Ps 

pU0
2 

a t y = 5; (39) 

(43) 

The base flow must satisfy the steady part of equation (39), hence, 

Taking (43) into account and neglecting nonlinear terms with respect 
to the disturbance stream function \j/, equation (42) becomes 

_ f2 U - T K 
p = - 0y2 + 

Ps 
a t y = n (40) 

Pe 2
 7

 J pUo2 

Observing that the right-hand side of equation 40 is independent of 
y, one finds that py = 0. Noting that dyy = 0 and taking equation (40) 
into account, equation (39) reduces to 

P + — </<„ + JV£Re~s/3i?XI Re 

fi (y - 1) -
+ 2 J — — 6y0y = 0 a t y = 5? (41) 

Pe2 7 

Substitution of (12) into the x -momentum equation for the conden
sate film and neglecting x -derivative terms with respect to i/ gives 

Px + Px = — + — (txxy + 4>yyy + <fryyy) ~ (Jy + i'yHxy 
b* Re 

Re 
(ixxy + 4>yyy) ~ 'Pyixy + >Pyy^x ~ $y, (44) 

Equation (44), being valid pointwise, is in particular valid a t y = ^. 
Substitution of (13) into (41) and (44) yields 

P + — ia<t>y - iV,Re-6/3a2 

Re y ( 

fi ( 7 - I ) -
+ 2 ~ - -{BySy + 0yy)=O at J = Jj 

Pez 7 

and 

R e ' 
laP = ~— ((jtyyy — (X 2 <j) y ) ~ I«\[*y <j> y + l CI \jjyy + l d C tj) y aty = i\ 

Eliminating P from these equations, and noting that 6yy = 0 and <pyy 

= 0 a t y = tj, gives equation (15). 
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An Experimental Study of Natural 
Confection Heat Transfer in 
Concentric and Eccentric Horizontal 
Cylindrical Annul! 
An experimental study has been conducted to determine the influence of eccentricity and 
Rayleigh number on natural convection heat transfer through a fluid bounded by two hor
izontal isothermal cylinders. Eccentricity of the inner cylinder substantially alters the 
local heat transfer on both cylinders, but the overall heat transfer coefficients change by 
less than 10 percent over the range of eccentricities investigated. Heat transfer results 
using the concentric geometry are given for Rayleigh numbers from 2.2 X 102 to 7.7 X 101 

which includes regions of conduction, laminar convection, and partially turbulent convec
tion. 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Natural convection heat transfer continues to be an important 
method of energy transfer that is receiving considerable attention. 
Numerous applications are found in energy conversion, storage, and 
transmission systems. Examples of these using the horizontal coaxial 
cylinder geometry studied here include concentrating solar collector 
receiver design, initial melting of a phase change material around 
heating pipes in thermal storage systems, and compressed gas insu
lated high-voltage electric transmission cables. 

Considerable experimental work has been done on the flow and 
overall heat transfer coefficients by natural convection between 
horizontal concentric cylinders. The effect of the diameter ratio on 
the heat transfer coefficient has been studied by several investigators 
including Beckmann [1], Liu, Mueller, and Landis [2], Grigull and 
Haul' [3], and Lis [4]. Flow patterns in air were observed by Bishop 
and Carley [5], Bishop, Carley, and Powe [6], Powe, Carley, and 
Bishop [7], and Grigull and Hauf [3]. Liu, Mueller, and Landis [2] 
described the effect of diameter ratio and Prandtl number on flow 
patterns using air, water, and silicone oil. 

The influence of Prandtl number on the overall heat transfer 
coefficient was first studied by Kraussold [8]. Further work has been 
done by Liu, Mueller, and Landis [2]. 

Most experimental studies have been limited to the range of Ray
leigh number 101 < Ra/. < 106. Koshmarov and Ivanov [9] obtained 
heat transfer results in gases for 10 - 9 < Ra/, < 105 which includes 
results in the rarefield gas regime. With their geometry the Rayleigh 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division May 
23, 1977. 

number must be less than about 10 - 2 before the heat transfer coef
ficient becomes significantly less than that for conduction through 
the gas at a pressure of one atmosphere. Lis [4] used nitrogen and 
sulphur hexafluoride gas under pressure to obtain overall heat transfer 
results up to Ra/., = 1010 where the flow is turbulent. 

Other parameters that have been investigated include annulus 
eccentricity and the effect of fluid density inversion. Zagromov and 
Lyalikov [10] obtained overall heat transfer coefficients in air for 
various vertical and horizontal eccentricities of the inner cylinder. 
Experiments with water near the point of maximum density have been 
conducted by Seki, Fukusako, and Nakaoka [11]. 

The primary objective of the present experimental study is to ex
tend knowledge of temperature distributions, flow patterns, and local 
and overall heat transfer coefficients to as large a Rayleigh number 
as possible within the limits of the existing laboratory facilities. A 
secondary objective is to analyze the effect of annulus eccentricity. 
The results of this study should help in understanding the phenomena 
which are necessary for the development of complete and accurate 
correlating equations required for engineering design. 

A p p a r a t u s 

Optical methods were chosen to study the temperature field be
tween the cylinders since some results are obtained in fluctuating and 
turbulent flow conditions. Both instantaneous and time-averaged 
results can be obtained to study the flow and heat transfer coefficients. 
The best method of achieving a large Rayleigh number within the size 
constraints of the available Mach-Zehnder interferometer was to use 
a pressurized gas system. 

The test cell described in [12] is used as the model. The test cell is 
placed inside a pressure tank when tests requiring nonatmospheric 
pressure are performed. The tank consists of a steel cylinder and two 
steel end plates. The end plates are tie-bolted together with the cyl
inder between them. Two quartz windows, 5.08 cm thick and 15.25 
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cm in diameter, act as the pressure windows convering a 10.16 cm 
circular hole in the center of each end plate. Connections and seals 
for the cooling water, gas line, electric heater wires, and thermocouple 
wires are all located on the steel cylinder. A piston-cylinder assembly 
with a free floating piston was incorporated into the closed cooling 
water loop so that the pressure of the water can be maintained ap
proximately equal to that of the gas in the cylinder when the gas 
pressure is above atmospheric. This minimizes the stress on the test 
cell due to the presence of the cooling water. A sketch of the test cell 
within the pressure tank is shown in Fig. 1. Further details of design 
and construction are described in [13]. 

A Mach-Zehnder interferometer is used to obtain interferograms 
of the gas within the test cell. A 5 raW He-Ne laser serves as the light 
source. One fringe shift is produced by a temperature difference of 
35 °C using nitrogen at a pressure of 0.15 atm whereas a temperature 
difference of only 0.1 °C is necessary at a pressure of 35 atm. 

Overall heat transfer results are obtained by measuring the total 
electric power supplied to the inner cylinder heater, the temperatures 
of the two cylinders, and the gas pressure. End losses and radiation 
corrections are made to determine the convective heat transfer 
coefficient. All fluid properties are based on the arithmetic mean 
temperature of the two cylinders for the overall results. 

Results 
Effect of Inner Cylinder Position. Overall heat transfer results 

have been obtained using air at atmospheric pressure with the inner 
cylinder moved below center at tD/L « —V3 and —% over the range 3 
X 104 < Ra/_, < 105. Virtually no difference was found between these 
eccentric heat transfer coefficients and those for the concentric ge
ometry that were reported earlier [12], Another series of tests were 
performed in which all parameters remained constant except the inner 
cylinder position so that the results could be analyzed in more de
tail. 

The Rayleigh number based on the radius difference, RaL, re
mained near 4.8 X 104, the Prandtl number near 0.7, and the diameter 

Fig. 1 Schematic cross section of test cell within the pressure tank 

ratio at 2.6. The inner cylinder was located at five different vertical 
positions within the outer cylinder, e„/L ~ %, V3,0, -ll3, and -%. Then 
the entire test cell was rotated to give results at angles of 30 deg, 60 
deg, 90 deg, 120 deg, and 150 deg from the vertical position with </L 
- %. 

Fig. 2 shows four of the interferograms obtained. In Fig. 2(a), (b), 
and (c) the fringes or isotherms are symmetric about the vertical plane 
passing through the centers of the cylinders. The inner cylinder is 
always surrounded by a thermal boundary layer while the presence 
of a boundary layer on the outer cylinder depends on the inner cyl
inder position. When the inner cylinder is near the bottom of the 
cavity, the outer cylinder has a boundary layer adjacent everywhere. 
When the inner cylinder is moved near the top, there is no boundary 
layer on the bottom portion of the outer cylinder. The plume rising 

. N o m e n c l a t u r e . 
A, B and C = constants 
Di = inner cylinder diameter 
Do = outer cylinder diameter 
g = gravitational acceleration 
hi = average inner cylinder heat transfer 

coefficient, Q/irDiZ(Ti - T0) 
hi = local heat transfer coefficient on inner 

cylinder, qm/(Ti - T0) 
h0 = local heat transfer coefficient on outer 
_ cylinder, qwJ(Ti - T0) 
hi' = average heat transfer coefficient on 
_ inner cylinder, Q/TTD;Z(T, - Tb) 
ho = average heat transfer coefficient on 

outer cylinder, QhD0Z(Tb - T0) 
k = thermal conductivity 
feeq

 = local equivalent conductivity, /i;-
Di\n(Do/Di)/2k for inner cylinder, 
hoDQ\n(D0/Di)/2k for outer cylinder 

keq = average equivalent conductivity, 
Nu/Nucond 

L = RQ — Hi 
n = index of refraction 

Nu = Nusselt number for conduction or 
convection between horizontal concentric 
cylinders, Nucond or Nuconv 

NuCond = Nusselt number for conduction 
between concentric cylinders, 2/ln(D0/ 
Di) 

Nuconv = Nusselt number for convection be

tween concentric cylinders, hiDj/k 
Nu,' = Nusselt number for natural convec

tion from a horizontal cylinder to an infi
nite fluid, hi' Dilk 

Nuo' = Nusselt number for quasi-steady 
natural convection to a fluid contained 
within a horizontal cylinder, h0'Do/k 

P = pressure 
Pr = Prandtl number, via 
qm = heat flux per unit area from cylinder 

surface 
Q = rate of total heat flow 
R = radial coordinate measured from center 

of inner cylinder 
R' = distance from center of inner cylinder to 

outer cylinder, used for eccentric case 
Ri = inner cylinder radius 
R0 = outer cylinder radius 
Ra/j, = inner cylinder Rayleigh number, 

gPDtHTi - Tb)ha 
RaDo = outer cylinder Rayleigh number, 

g(3D0
s(Tb - To)ha 

RaL = Rayleigh number based on radius 
difference, g$L3\Tha 

T = temperature 
Tb = average fluid temperature between 

inner and outer cylinder boundary layers 
Ti = temperature of inner cylinder 
To = temperature of outer cylinder 
Z = length of cylindrical annulus (along light 

beam) 
a = thermal diffusivity 
(3 = thermal coefficient of volumetric ex

pansion 
c = distance inner cylinder is moved from a 

concentric position 
e„ = eccentricity along vertical axis (positive 

upwards) 
9 = angular coordinate measured from top 

with center of inner cylinder as origin 
0' = angle measured from top to line joining 

centers of inner and outer cylinders with 
center of outer cylinder as origin 

X = wavelength of light 
v = kinematic viscosity 
<|> = dimensionless temperature, (T — To)/'?',-
_-T0) 
</>(, = average dimensionless fluid tempera

ture between inner and outer cylinder 
boundary layers, (Tb - TQ)l(Ti - To), 
experimental values evaluated at R, + 
L/2 

&.F = fringe shifts 
AT = temperature difference between cyl

inders, Ti - T0 

Subscripts 

i = evaluated at inner cylinder 
0 = evaluated at outer cylinder 
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Fig. 3 Dimensionless temperature distribution for eccentric test, Evl L =
0.652, Rat = 4.80 X 104, Pr = 0.706

(dl tIL' 0.650, O' • 90°(c) til' -0.623

from the inner cylinder is well defined except when the inner cylinder
is near the top of the cavity. In Fig. 2(b) there appear to be secondary
cells above the inner cylinder causing a plume to separate on each side
of the inner cylinder before the flow reaches the top. The plume ob
served in Fig. 2(d) does not rise vertically above the inner cylinder but
deviates from the vertical. This deviation becomes more pronounced
as the cylinder is moved closer to the top.

Each of the vertically eccentric interferograms has been analyzed
quantitatively. The temperature distributions resulting from Fig. 2(b)
and (c) are shown in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively. That corresponding
to Fig. 2(a) was given in Fig. 15 of [12J. The distributions for angles
larger than 90 deg in Fig. 3 and those less than 90 deg in Fig. 4 are
similar in shape to those for the concentric case. However, the profiles
in the regions where the two cylinders are close together are greatly
distorted from those obtained when the cylinders are concentric. This
can be seen for angles less than 90 deg in Fig. 3 and for angles larger
than 90 deg in Fig. 4. This profile distortion is due primarily to the
restriction of the flow in these regions which tends to result in a
temperature profile closer to that for conduction between the cylin
ders than for a convective boundary layer.

Local heat transfer coefficients are plotted in Fig. 5 for the tests
shown in Fig. 2(a), (b), and (c). The local values at the top of the an
nulus near 0 = 0 deviate considerably from the concentric geometry
when the inner cylinder is moved up. A similar effect is seen near the
bottom when the inner cylinder is moved down. One result of moving
tbe inner cylinder down is to·decrease the nonuniformity on the outer
cylinder. The ratio of maximum to minimum local heat transfer
coefficient on the outer cylinder is 86 when EviL = %,80 when EviL
= 0, and only 13 when EviL = -%.

The overall heat transfer coefficients for the eccentric tests were
all found to be within 10 percent of that for the concentric geometry.
The results tend to decrease by as much as 5 percent as the inner
cylinder is moved up to EviL = 213 and increase by 10 percent as the
inner cylinder is moved down to EviL = -%. When the cylinders
nearly touch, the large local heat transfer coefficient, due to con
duetion in the narrow gap, will increase the overall value considerably
ahove that for convection in the concentric case. This will occur re
l(ardless of where the two cylinders are nearly touching. Zagromov and
Lyalikov [10J found this condition when ElL > 0.9.

Fig. 4 Dimensionless temperature distribution for eccentric test, Evl L =
-0.623, RaL = 4.93 X 104, Pr = 0.706

lJ S/L INNER OUTER

JO CYlINDER CYlINDER

0.652 .a. {O

0.0 • 0

-0.623 • 0

k
eq

Fig. 5 Comparison of concentric and eccentric local heat transfer coeffi
cients, RaL ~ 5 X 104, Pr = 0.706

Effect of Rayleigh Number. Heat transfer results using the
concentric geometry were obtained over the range 2.2 X 102 :s RaL
:s 7.7 X 107 using pressurized nitrogen as the test fluid. The resulting
interference patterns were observed and photographed so that
qualitative descriptions of the flow could be made and, in some cases,
quantitative local heat transfer results could be determined.

The instantaneous interferograms shown in Fig. 6 cover much of
the range of Rayleigh number studied. The progression is from nearly
pure conduction in Fig. 6(a) to partially turbulent flow in Fig. 6(f).

The single fringe shift in Fig. 6(a) shows that the isotherms are
distorted from the concentric configuration that would occur for pure
conduction. The overall equivalent conductivity, keq, is 1.38, wbich
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(a) P ~ 0.16 atm. tlT ~ 50.0 °C.

Ra
l

~ 2.38 x 103

(d) P ~ 12.98 atm, tlT • 2.81 °C,

Ra l 1.06 x 106
(ol p" 34.65 atm, tlT • 5.75 °c,

Ra l • 1.60 x 107

(e) P • 1.27 atm, tlT • 36.7 °c.
Ra

l
~ 1.02 x 105

(f) P • 34.82 atm, aT ~ 17.8 °c,
R.

l
• 4.31 x 107

Fig. 6 Interferograms of concentric tests using pressurized nitrogen

Fig. 8 Local heat transfer coefficient versus angUlar position at lour Rayleigh
numbers
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Fig. 7 Time averaged dimensionless temperature distribution at start of outer
cytinder boundary layer unsteadiness, RaL = 2.51 X 106
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This indicates that the maximum thermal resistance occurs across
the inner cylinder boundary layer.

Analysis of the temperature gradients at the surface of each cylinder
yields the local heat transfer coefficients. These are plotted for hoth
cylinders versus angular position in Fig. 8 at four different Hayleigh
numbers.

The heat transfer coefficients on the inner cylinder follow a dis
tribution similar to that for a free horizontal cylinder. The maximum
occurs at the stagnation point (0 = 180 deg) with the miniIllum at the

indicates that the heat transfer is slightly larger than that of con
duction.

Fig. 6(b) and (c) are in a steady laminar boundary layer regime.
Thermal boundary layers can be seen adjacent to both cylinders. The
temperature reversal in the central portion of the gap is caused by the
strong recirculating flow pattern.

Oscillation of the plume above the inner cylinder was first observed
near RaL = 2 X 105. This agrees with the observations of [2, 4J, and
[Ei]. Oscillations near RaL = 3 X 105 consist of an intermittent sideways
swaying of the plume with no discernable regularity. Periodic fluc
tuations in the outer cylinder boundary layer were first observed near
RaL = 5 X 105. These consist of wave-like fluctuations that start near
the top and travel along the outer cylinder boundary layer. The waves
are attenuated as they move downward around the annulus. Fig. 6(d)
shows the plume at its maximum amplitude with ripples in the outer
cylinder boundary layer barely discernable in the upper half of the
annulus.

Above RaL = 1.5 X 106 there is no definite frequency of plume os
cillation. As the Rayleigh number increases the plume tends to become
more irregular, and the fluctuations in the outer cylinder boundary
layer increase in intensity. The upper half of the plume appears to be
turbulent in Fig. 6(e) at RaL = 1.6 X 107• The irregular fringe pattern
near the outer cylinder in the top half of the annulus indicates the
location of turbulent flow. The lower half of the annulus remains
virtually steady except for small disturbances moving downward in
the outer cylinder boundary layer.

The entire plume is turbulent at RaL = 2 X 107, but the remainder
of the inner cylinder boundary layer is steady. As the Rayleigh number
increases the turbulent portion adjacent to the inner cylinder spreads
to include the top half of the inner cylinder boundary layer near HaL
= 8 X 107.

Quantitative results including temperature distributions and local
heat transfer coefficients were obtained for 5 X 104 < RaL < 3 X 106

using time averaged interferograms..The optical results are restricted
to this range: too few fringes are obtainable at Rayleigh numbers less
than this and refraction errors impose the upper limit.

Representative temperature profiles obtained near RaL = 3 X 106

are given in Fig. 7. Profiles for air at RaL = 5 X 104 were given in Fig.
15 of [13]. The profiles in Fig. 7 show the relatively thin boundary
layers compared to the size of the gap and the continued presence of
the temperature inversion in the center, although this is not as pro
nounced as at lower Rayleigh numbers. The average fluid temperature
in the annulus is much lower than the logarithmic mean temperature.
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plume separation point (0 = 0 deg). The boundary layer of relatively 
uniform thickness that surrounds the inner cylinder gives little 
variation in heat transfer except near the top of the cylinder. 

The situation is very different on the outer cylinder. The maximum 
local heat transfer coefficient is at the top due to the impinging plume. 
Within 30 deg of the top, the heat transfer is large. Between 30 deg 
a n d 150 deg a boundary layer exists, but the velocity decays rapidly 
as the flow moves toward the bottom of the annulus. The bottom 
portion of the gap is filled with nearly stagnant fluid. The ratio of 
maximum to minimum local heat transfer coefficient for the outer 
cylinder is approximately 100:1 whereas that for the inner cylinder 
is about 10:1 over the range in Rayleigh number shown in Pig. 8. 

Overall heat transfer results are listed in Table 1. The maximum 
deviations between the overall measurements and the averaged inner 
cylinder optical results are 9.8 percent between the Rayleigh numbers 
and 7.6 percent between the averaged heat transfer coefficients. The 
standard deviations are approximately 3 percent for each. 

The results can be well correlated by the following equations which 
are modified slightly from those given in [14] for Pr = 0.7. 

N u , ' •• 

In 1 +• 

Nuo' = 

1(0.5 Raw,.1/4) ls + (0. 

- 2 

12 RaBr ^ p ] 1 ' 1 5 J 

In 
[(RaD()i

/4)15 + (0.12 RaD o
1 / ; ,) , 5]1 / 1 5 J 

Nu,' 
4>b = 

Nu,-' + Nuo' 

1 1 

Nu;' Nu0 '. 
Nuc„nv = 

Nucond = 2/ln(Z)0/A) 

Nu = [(Nuc()nd)15 + (Nu c o n v p] 1 / 1 5 

(la) 

(16) 

(lc) 

(Id) 

(le) 

(If) 

feeq = Nu/NUcond d g ) 

Equation (1) fits the data better than the general correlation given 
in [14] which was intended to show trends and limiting cases rather 
than be an accurate correlation for any one situation. The theory 
developed in [14] does not consider the effect of the recirculating flow 
on the inner cylinder boundary layer heat transfer coefficient. Flow 
recirculation should increase the heat transfer coefficients above those 
obtained for each cylinder separately. The term G in [14] accounts 
for this effect in laminar flow for the outer cylinder. The laminar 
coefficient for the inner cylinder has been increased empirically from 
0.3987 to 0.5 and the coefficients for turbulent flow increased from 
0.1 to 0.12 for both cylinders. The outer cylinder conduction term was 
removed since this simplifies the correlation without changing the 
results significantly. The resulting correlation fits all the present 
overall data with a standard deviation of 4.5 percent. The maximum 
error occurs near Raz, = 103 which is in the transition region from 
conduction to laminar convection. The standard deviation above Raz, 
= 5 X 103 is 1.7 percent. 

Previous experimental heat transfer correlations predict lower 
values of the heat transfer coefficient than obtained in the present 
study. The correlation of [2] gives a standard deviation of 26.1 percent 
for data above Rat = 9 X 103. The standard deviations using the 
correlations from [3] and [4] are 5.2 percent and 10.5 percent using 
data between 3 X 104 < RaL < 5 X 105 and larger than RaL = 6 X 104, 
respectively. 

The dimensionless average fluid temperature near the center of the 
gap obtained from the present correlation agrees fairly well with the 
experimental results. The value of (/>;, from Fig. 7 is approximately 
0.25 compared to 0.28 given by the correlation (1). 

C o n c l u s i o n s 
For natural convection heat transfer between horizontal isothermal 

cylinders, the overall heat transfer coefficient for an eccentric ge
ometry with e/L < % is within 10 percent of that for the concentric 

T a b l e 1 O v e r a l l h e a t t r a n s f e r r e s u l t s w i t h h o r i z o n t a l 
c o n c e n t r i c c y l i n d e r s u s i n g p r e s s u r i z e d n i t r o g e n 

I V - D i = 2.6 

p 
(atm) 

0.071 
0.067 
0.065 
0.081 
0.110 
0.164 
0.191 
0.269 
0.320 
0.408 
0.491 
0.651 
0.977 
1.27 
1.82 
2.76 
4.58 
5.78 
6.88 
8.46 

10.3 
13.0 
17.0 
21.7 
33.5 
34.6 
34.9 
34.8 
34.5 
34.6 
34.7 
34.7 
34.7 
34.2 
34.8 
34.6 
34.8 
35.2 
35.0 
34.4 

AT 
(°C) 

16.4 
49.7 
58.8 
58.0 
53.5 
50.0 
60.1 
49.6 
57.5 
48.4 
52.8 
48.8 
38.0 
36.7 
23.2 
13.7 
7.56 
5.62 
4.66 
4.29 
3.39 
2.81 
1.99 
1.58 
0.83 
0.91 
1.28 
1.82 
2.38 
3.32 
4.48 
5.75 
7.01 
8.98 

11.4 
14.2 
17.8 
22.7 
28.7 
37.9 

lk(Tt + 
To) 
(°C) 

32.4 
53.3 
54.2 
52.0 
51.1 
53.3 
55.0 
53.0 
53.2 
52.4 
52.6 
52.5 
44.4 
43.2 
36.6 
32.8 
27.8 
28.9 
28.1 
27.3 
27.5 
27.6 
27.5 
27.2 
27.6 
27.7 
25.3 
25.5 
25.8 
25.4 
26.6 
27.5 
29.1 
31.4 
33.0 
34.7 
36.6 
37.6 
40.8 
46 1 

RaL 

2.21 X 102 

4.96 X 102 

5.44 X 102 

8.26 X 102 

1.31 X 10;! 

2.38 X 103 

3.66 X 103 

5.91 X 10:i 

9.50 X 103 

1.29 X 104 

2.08 X 104 

3.20 X 104 

6.19 X 104 

1.02 X 10s 

1.44 X 105 

2.25 X 105 

3.46 X 105 

4.05 X 105 

4.86 X 105 

6.81 X 105 

8.02 X 105 

1.06 X 106 

1.30 X 106 

1.70 X 106 

2.14 X 106 

2.51 X 106 

3.75 X 10B 

5.26 X 106 

6.75 X 106 

9.53 X 106 

1.27 X 107 

1.60 X 107 

1.90 X 107 

2.27 X 107 

2.92 X 107 

3.48 X 107 

4.31 X 107 

5.53 X 107 

6.60 X 107 

7.74 X 107 

Pr 

0.719 
0.716 
0.716 
0.717 
0.717 
0.716 
0.716 
0.717 
0.717 
0.717 
0.717 
0.717 
0.718 
0.718 
0.718 
0.719 
0.720 
0.720 
0.721 
0.721 
0.722 
0.723 
0.725 
0.727 
0.731 
0.731 
0.732 
0.732 
0.732 
0.732 
0.732 
0.732 
0.731 
0.731 
0.731 
0.730 
0.730 
0.730 
0.729 
0.728 

&eq 

0.97 
1.00 
1.02 
1.06 
1.14 
1.38 
1.53 
1.82 
2.01 
2.25 
2.47 
2.89 
3.32 
3.66 
3.97 
4.39 
4.76 
5.00 
5.25 
5.60 
5.91 
6.47 
6.69 
7.05 
7.44 
7.88 
8.42 
9.24 

10.15 
10.68 
11.83 
12.56 
13.27 
13.67 
14.78 
15.59 
16.53 
17.66 
18.65 
19.64 

case at the same Rayleigh number. However, the local coefficients on 
both cylinders change appreciably, particularly where the cylinders 
are very close. One effect of moving a heated inner cylinder below its 
concentric position is to make the local coefficients on the outer cyl
inder more uniform. 

Results at large Rayleigh numbers show that the flow first becomes 
unsteady in the plume above the inner cylinder and that this becomes 
turbulent as the Rayleigh number is increased. The strong turbulence 
generated in the plume is converted to the outer cylinder near the 
plume impingement. This rapidly decays as the flow moves along the 
outer cylinder so that the bottom half of the annulus is virtually 
steady. Thus steady laminar flow and highly turbulent flow exist in 
the same flow loop in the cavity simultaneously. Local and overall heat 
transfer coefficients have been presented with a conduction film 
boundary layer model fitting the overall data for RaL > 5 X 103 with 
a standard deviation of 1.7 percent. 
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i!ZT I Laminar Natural Confection Heat 
Transfer in a Horizontal Cafity 
with Different End Temperatures 
The heat transfer by free convection in a horizontal cavity with adiabatic horizontal walls 
and differentially heated end walls is studied analytically. The paper develops three 
models for explaining and predicting the heat transfer mechanism in a cavity with the 
height /length aspect ratio considerably smaller than one. The three models are: 1) the re
gime of vanishing Rayleigh numbers, 2) the intermediate regime, and 3) the boundary 
layer regime. The transition from one model to the next occurs as the Rayleigh number 
increases. The Nusselt number prediction based on the three-regime theory agrees very 
well with available numerical and experimental heat transfer data. 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

As shown by Ostrach [1], the gravity-induced flow in slender hori
zontal enclosures exposed to axial temperature gradients has received 
relatively little attention in the literature. The single comprehensive 
treatment of a flow of this type was published only recently in a series 
of four articles by Cormack, Leal and Imberger [2], Cormack, Leal and 
Seinfeld [3], Imberger [4], and Cormack, Stone and Leal [5], These 
authors investigated the flow in a shallow horizontal cavity with dif
ferentially heated end-walls with application to the convection of heat 
in estuaries and other shallow bodies of water used for waste heat 
disposal. The geometry considered in the first three articles, Fig. 1, 
consists of a two-dimensional cavity with a height-to-length ratio 
much smaller than unity, h/L « 1. The two end-walls are maintained 
at different temperatures, Ta and T/,, and the two horizontal walls 
are adiabatic. The authors studied this flow analytically [2], numer
ically [3], and experimentally [4]. They showed that when h/L is small, 
the flow pattern is composed of two major regions: 1) the core region, 
containing a parallel counterflow in which the warmer branch resides 
in the upper half of the cross-section, 2) the end region, with a length 
of the order of h or smaller, turning the parallel counterflow around 
by 180 deg. The flow pattern and the two regions of interest are shown 
schematically in Fig. 1. 

The objective of this paper is to develop an approximate theory for 
predicting the net heat transfer between the two ends of the enclosure. 
Cormack, et al. [2] derived an asymptotic result for the overall Nusselt 
number valid only in the limit h/L -* 0. In this limit, the resistance 
to heat transfer is due entirely to the ideal thermal contact existing 
between the two branches of the core region counterflow. In the 
present paper we consider the more general heat transfer problem, 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
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5, 1978. 

namely, an enclosure with h/L small but finite. We show that as the 
Rayleigh number increases, the flow pattern changes enough so that 
the asymptotic Nusselt number theory [2] no longer applies. When 
the Rayleigh number is high enough, the main resistance to heat 
transfer is due to two thin boundary layers lining the end-walls. Also, 
there exists an intermediate regime of moderate Rayleigh numbers 
in which the boundary layers and the core counterflow have compa
rable effects on the net heat transfer rate between the two ends of the 
enclosure. In what follows we develop a complete set of analytical 
results for the Nusselt number corresponding to the three regimes. 
In doing so, we find excellent agreement between our theory and heat 
transfer data predicted numerically by Cormack, et al. [3] and mea
sured experimentally by Imberger [4]. 

Mathematical Formulation 
The equations governing the flow of viscous incompressible fluid 

in the horizontal rectangular enclosure are 

du dv 
— + — = 0 
dx dy 

(1) 

region 

Fig. 1 Schematic of free convection pattern in horizontal cavity with different 
end temperatures 
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dT dT 
u 1 u — : 

dx dy 

a2T a2T 
dx2 dy2 

1 / du du\ dP d2u d2u 
-lu — +u—) = + —T + —T 3r \ dx dy/ dx dx2 Ay2 

d2v d2v 1 i dv dv\ dP 
— lu — + u—) = + R a - T + — - + • „ 
Pr V dx dy/ dy dx2 dy2 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Equations (1-4) have been nondimensionalized by defining x, y, u, 
v, T and P as 

(5) 

(6) 

T = 

x = x*/h, 

= u*h/a, 

T* - Ta 

y = y*/h 

v = v*hla 

P*h2 

Th 

(7) 

where the asteriscs indicate the dimensional variables of the problem. 
In deriving equations (1-4) we relied on the usual Boussinesq ap
proximation, p = po[l - 0(T* - Ta)]- The intensity of the free con
vection effect is characterized by the Rayleigh number based on 
height, 

Ra = 
glihHTh ~ Ta) (8) 

Without loss of generality, it is assumed that the right end of the en
closure is warmer than the left, Tb > T„, as shown by the direction 
of the counterflow on Fig. 1. 

Equations (1-4) are to be solved subject to the following conditions 
which account for the four solid walls: 

= 0, dT/dy = 0 at y = 0 ,1 

0, T = 0, 1 at x = 0, L/h 

(9) 

(10) 

The Heat Transfer Problem 
As stated in the Introduction, the objective of this work is to develop 

analytical means for estimating the heat transfer rate in the system 
of Fig. 1. One can regard this system as a thermosyphon oriented 
horizontally between two bodies with different temperatures. Since 
the long horizontal walls are adiabatic, heat transfer occurs only in 
the horizontal direction, at a rate per unit width <;(W/m) to be de
termined. Based on our assumption Tb > T„, the heat transfer rate 
q is considered positive from right to left on Fig. 1. 

The overall Nusselt number for net heat transfer in the horizontal 
direction is defined as 

N U : (ID 
k(Tb - T„) 

The magnitude of Nu can be estimated by performing an energy flux 
analysis over any vertical cross-section, 

/dT 
Nu 

T 1 /dT \ , 
= i ( uT) dy, x = constant. 

Jo \dx I 

(12) 

A special form of equation (12) used later in this study comes from 
evaluating integral (12) over one of the two end walls, say the wall at 
x = 0, 

Nu= f 
Jo 

i /dT 

d.v/.t=o 
dy. (13) 

As in most convective heat transfer problems, in order to calculate 
the Nusselt number we must first determine the velocity and tem
perature distribution in the fluid filling the enclosure. In the next 
three sections we derive the flow and temperature field for three 
laminar flow regimes brought on by increasing the Rayleigh number 
(Ra) while keeping the aspect ratio (h/L) constant and small. 

T h e R a —* 0 R e g i m e 
Cormack, et al. [2] showed that for a slender horizontal cavity with 

h/L « 1 the flow in the core region is characterized by horizontal 
streamlines and by a constant temperature gradient in the x direction. 
In terms of our notation, their result is 

uc(y) = KiR& y 
12 

uc = 0 

Tc(x,y) = KlX + K2 + Ki2Ra 
Vl20 48 72 
[ZL 

) • 

(14, 1.5) 

(16) 

where subscript c stands for core solution. The two parameters /<,, 
K-2 are arbitrary at this point. Eventually, Ki and K2 will be deter
mined from meshing the core solution with the flow and temperature 
pattern prevailing in the two end regions. For clarity, the velocity and 
temperature profiles in the core region have been reproduced on Fig. 
2. The core flow constitutes a natural counterflow heat exchanger wit h 
balanced streams, hence, with constant temperature difference be
tween streams. The warmer current occupies the upper half of the 
parallel-plate space and is cooled gradually as it proceeds from right 
to left. 

The core solution (14-16) is based on an asymptotic analysis in 
parameter h/L small, Ra and Pr being arbitrary but fixed [2], An in
teresting feature of this solution is that the velocity field is parallel, 
to all orders in the small parameter h/L. This means that the core flow 
is described by equations (14-16) as long as h/L « 1, parameters K\ 
and Ki being functions of the dimensionless groups governing the 
phenomenon, Ra, h/L and Pr. 

Fig. 3 shows schematically the temperature distribution along the 
top and bottom walls of the horizontal enclosure. We see that in the 
core region the temperature difference in the y direction (A7') is 
constant, AT = Ki2Ra/720. The unknown parameter K\ is the hori
zontal temperature gradient in the core region, dTc/dx. The tem
perature difference between the top and bottom walls AT increases 
as Ra increases. However, since AT cannot exceed unity, the hori
zontal temperature gradient K\ must steadily decrease as Ra in
creases. 

Using the core solution (14-16), the Nusselt number (12) can lie 
expressed in terms of Ra and Kj, 

- - — — — N o m e n c l a t u r e — — — 
b = constant, equation (32) 
g = gravitational acceleration 
h = height of enclosure 
k = thermal conductivity 
Ki, Ki = parameters of core flow 
L = length of enclosure 
Mbe = boundary layer flow rate, equation 

(44) 
Mc = core flow rate, equation (45) 
Nu = Nusselt number, equation (11) 
P = pressure 

Pr = Prandtl number, «/« 
q = heat transfer rate per unit width 
Ra = Rayleigh number, equation (8) 
T = temperature 
Ta, Tb = end temperature 
AT = temperature difference between the 

upper and lower wall Ki2Ra/720 
u = horizontal velocity 
u = vertical velocity 
x = horizontal coordinate 

y = vertical coordinate 
( )* = dimensional variables 
( )c = core region 
a = thermal diffusivity 
(3 = coefficient of thermal expansion 
7 = factor, equation (36) 
T = factor, equation (34) 
& = extent of end region, Fig. 3 
X = boundary layer thickness 
v = kinematic viscosity 
P = density 
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Nu = K, + 
362880 

(17) 

which demonstrates that the ability of estimating the Nusselt number 
hinges on determining the horizontal temperature gradient KV 

In the limit Ra - • 0 the core temperature distribution is indepen
dent of y, as shown by equation (16) and Fig. 3. In this limit the 
temperature varies linearly between the two ends and, by writing 

', find 

Tc = 0 at x = 0 and Tc = 1 at x = L/h 

Ki = hlL and K2 = 0. 

Combining this result with equation (17) we obtain 

Nu- 1 + -
1 

362880 K) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

where the second term represents the heat transfer contribution due 
to free convection. The group Ra h/L which dictates the size of this 
contribution is the equivalent of a Rayleigh number based on the 
imposed horizontal temperature gradient (1\ - Ta)IL. 

It is important to point out that the Nusselt number expression (20) 
is valid not only in the limit Ra -- 0 and h/L finite, as derived. In 
addition, the same expression holds in the limit h/L -» 0 and Ra finite, 
which is the limit considered by Cormack, et al. [2], Expression (20) 
could have been derived based on equation (16) and Fig. 3 arguing that 
for a fixed Ra and h/L tending to zero, the temperature gradient K\ 
(hence AT) also approaches zero. Comparing expression (20) with the 

i ' t 
0 — 

3 

! 

r "" 1 

1 

l ( T c - K , » 

J K,Ro Uc 

, 

- K K 2 ) /AT 

asymptotic result reported by Cormack, et al. [2] we find that 1/362880 
= 2.76 X 10~6 replaces the coefficient 2.86 X 10~e found numerically 
in [2]. 

T h e I n t e r m e d i a t e R e g i m e 
As indicated on Fig. 3, increasing the Rayleigh number accentuates 

the thermal stratification of the cote flow. In this section we analyze 
the intermediate case where the AT between the upper and lower 
walls is no longer negligible but is still smaller than unity. Here we 
determine parameters K\ and K'i, which define the core flow and the 
Nusselt number, by matching the core solution with an integral so
lution for the flow and temperature field in the end region. This 
procedure has been previously developed and used by Bejan and Tien 
[6] in the study of heat transfer by natural convection in a horizontal 
space filled with a fluid-saturated porous medium. For this reason, 
only the main points of this analysis are discussed. 

We define the end region length o as that segment of the horizontal 
enclosure within which the core solution (14-16) breaks down. Inside 
the end region, 0 < x < b, the flow is turned around and cooled as it 
comes in contact with the vertical wall at x = 0. We seek integral 
constraints for the unknown parameters K\ and K2. The energy 
constraint is obtained by integrating equation (2) twice, the first time 
from y = 0 to y = 1 and the second time from x = b to x = b. For the 
momentum integral constraint we first eliminate the pressure terms 
between equations (3) and (4). The resulting equation is then inte
grated twice, like the energy equation. The energy and momentum 
equations are 

C1 \dT\ r1 

Jo I dx IJT=O Jo 

Tdy\ = ( — 
o U = n Jo l^v^l 

\uT\x=idy 

d2 r 1 \x° 

71. vdy\ 
lxA Jo l r= 

(21) 

(22) Ra | | Tdy\ = — dx 
\x=a Jo Idy-Mveo 

The next step is the selection of reasonable profiles for the velocity 
and temperature distribution inside the end region. The general rule 
in performing this operation is to select profiles which satisfy the 
boundary conditions along the solid walls y = 0, 1, x = 0 and match 
the value and slope of the core profiles at x = 6 as shown on Fig. 4. 
Thus, the chosen profiles are 

. = KlRa(i)2[ 

-KiRa 

6 - 8 - + 3 
b ©'](?- 11 

4 

2. 

T={TC-6K{) ['Hi)" + Khx. 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 

Fig. 2 Horizonial velocity profile and temperature distribution in the core 
region 

-H S I u = v = 0,T=0-

end region 

I- core region -

u = v = 0 , | ^ = 0 / 

dy 

(u ,v ,T)=(u ,v ,T) c 

,— (u,v,T) = £- (u.v.Tl 
ox ox L 

Fig. 3 Schematic of temperature distribution along the top and bottom walls Fig. 4 Boundary and matching conditions for integral analysis of the end 
°f the horizontal rectangular cavity shown in Fig. 1 region 
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where u and u also satisfy the continuity equation (1) at any given 
point inside the end region. The core temperature Tc appearing in 
equation (25) is given by equation (16). Substituting expressions 
(23-25) into the integral constraints (21, 22) yields 

Ki3Ra26 

725760 ' 
K,+ 

7Ki< \4<54 ' 
- 1 = K, + 

1440 

/d2Ra 

(26) 

(27) 
5 " \4(54 / " 1440 

showing & - • 1/V2 as Ra -•• 0 and also 6 < llV2 for any Ra finite. 
Thus, we obtained two equations (26, 27) for K\ and K<z in terms of 
Ra and the new unknown b. The third equation necessary for uniquely 
determining parameters K\ and K2 comes from accounting for the 
flow around the x = L/h end. This task is equivalent to noticing that 
the flow in the entire cavity is symmetric about the center of the 
cavity. The centrosymmetry condition can also be expressed as 

\2h 2/ 2 
Tc - (28) 

i.e., the temperature in the center is the arithmetic mean of the two 
end temperatures. 

Equations (26-28) constitute the needed set of conditions for de
termining Ki, K-z and 5 as functions of Ra and h/L. Based on this re
sult and equation (17), the Nusselt number calculation becomes 
straightforward. However, the Nusselt number relationship is implicit 
and cannot be reported in the form of a simple algebraic expression. 
Instead, the Nusselt number was plotted directly on Fig. 5 as the solid 
lines along with the numerical results of Cormack, et al. [3] and the 
experimental data reported by Imberger [4]. The agreement between 
our theory and the numerical Nusselt number estimates [3] is excel
lent. The experimental data [4] fall within 30 percent of our predic
tion. It is shown in the next section that Imberger's experimental 
results [4] which correspond to relatively high Rayleigh numbers 
(107-108) are better correlated by a boundary layer theory. In fact, 
the solid lines of Fig. 5 show the gradual transition from a Nusselt 
number dominated by the long counterflow thermal resistance, as in 
the Ra -* 0 limit or the h/L -» 0 limit expressed by equation (20) 
where Nu ~ Ra2, to a boundary layer heat transfer regime where, as 
shown below, Nu ~ Ra1/5. 

The Boundary Layer Regime 
We consider now the high Rayleigh number range when the tem

perature difference between the top and bottom walls, AT, is com
parable with unity. As shown by the experiments performed by Im
berger [4] on water-filled enclosures with aspect ratios 1/100 and 1/50, 

Fig. 5 Nusselt number chart showing the present theory for the intermediate 
regime vls-a-vis published numerical and experimental heat transfer data 

in the high Ra range the horizontal temperature gradient Ki can he-
come at least one order of magnitude smaller than h/L, The stroni; 
temperature variation is confined to two very thin layers of fluid ad
jacent to the end walls. The boundary layers are similar to the ones 
occurring in vertical enclosures with different vertical wall temper
atures, as discussed by Elder [7] and Gill [8], and recently by (}u(m 

[9], One noteworthy feature of this type of boundary layer is thai, it 
is driven not by the imposed temperature difference between the 
vertical walls, but by the difference between each vertical wall and 
the thermally stratified fluid filling the core region. Another important 
feature is that at midheight, y = 1/2, the boundary layer exhibits no 
entrainment of core fluid, i.e., the horizontal velocity component u 
is zero across the boundary layer. Below, we will use these observations 
in developing a boundary layer theory for heat transfer in the hori
zontal enclosure with different end temperatures. 

Specifically, we match the core solution (14-16) with a boundary 
layer solution in a region situated around the midheight pointy = ]/2. 
Now, for the boundary layer solution consider the x = 0 vertical layer 
of thickness A, where the horizontal length scale X is considerably 
smaller than the cavity height h. It is shown later that \/h is consid
erably smaller than unity provided the Rayleigh number is high 
enough [see equation (41)]. Consequently, equations (1-4) can he 
simplified by neglecting the d2/dy2 terms in favor of the d2/flx2 terms. 
Using the zero entrainment condition u = 0, the boundary layer 
equations become 

Idy 

Ra 

= 0, 
dT 

v — ; 

dT d'h 

dx dx3~ 
0 

d2T 

dx2 (29, 30) 

(31) 

Proceeding on a path similar to Gill's boundary layer solution for 
vertical cavities [8], we regard dT/dy appearing in equation (30) as 
a known constant 

dT/dy = b'VRa (32) 

We later relate this constant, to the vertical temperature gradient 
present outside the boundary layer, in the core region. Substituting 
constant (32) into equation (30), and eliminating the temperature 
between equations (30) and (31) we obtain a single equation for 
u(x) 

d V d y 4 + fe4u = 0. 

The solution satisfying the o(0) lim v • 0 conditions is 

bx 
v = —T sin——e~ 

V2 

(33) 

(34) 

F being an arbitrary constant. Substituting expression (34) back into 
equation (31), integrating once and setting T(0) = 0 we find 

Tb2\ 

Ra 
T = - ' [ -

bx 
cos —-= e 

V2 
(35) 

The boundary layer solution (34, 35) depends on two arbitrary pa
rameters, b and T. Fig. 6 presents a sketch of u/Y and TRa/(2F62) in 
the vicinity of the vertical wall. We recognize now that the inverse of 
b plays the role of dimensionless boundary layer thickness, i.e., 
X/h. 

The unknowns b and V are determined from matching the 
boundary layer solution (34, 35) with the core solution a ty = 1/2. For 
the vertical temperature gradient constant we write 

dT= /dTc 

dy \ dy . 
(36) 

in which 7 is a number of the order of 1/2 accounting for the fact that 
across the boundary layer dT/dy varies from 0 at the wall to a maxi
mum dTc/dy in the core region. A second matching condition results 
from the observation that in the boundary layer regime the temper
ature in the core region at mid-height is nearly isothermal approaching 
(Ta + Tb)/2. This observation is supported strongly by Imberger's 
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cmperature measurements (4). We write then 

lim T = - . 
bx-~ 2 

(37) 

(38, 39) 

In conclusion, the matching conditions (36, 37) yield 

bA 7 , Tb2 1 
— = Ki2Ra and = - . 
Ra 384 Ra 2 

The solution is still incomplete since Kx appearing in equation (38) 
is unknown. One last equation, sufficient for determining K\, results 
from an energy conservation argument in the horizontal direction. 
Combining equations (35) and (13) and setting the calculated Nusselt 
number equal to the core solution-based expression (17), we find 

F63 Kr 'Ra2 

N U : 
RaV2 362880 

(40) 

In reproducing expression (17) as the right hand side of equation (40) 
we neglected K\ relative to the convective term A"i3Ra2/362880. Fi
nally, combining equations (38-40) we obtain 

b~l = 0.567 7~3/1° R a - " 5 ~ X/h 

Ki = 60.93 71 / 1 0 Ra- 3 / 5 

Nu = 0.623 7 3 / l 0 Ra1/5 

(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

The unknown 7 introduced by assumption (36) plays only a minor 
role if its approximate value is indeed 1/2, or larger, perhaps. We learn 
more about the value of 7 by considering the net flowrate carried 
upward in the x = 0 boundary layer and comparing it with the flowrate 
in one branch of the core region counterflow. Calculating 

Mbe T udx and M.. 
Jo 

we find 

Mc 
7 = 0.405 — -

Mbe 

udy (44,45) 

(46) 

Result (46) demonstrates that 7 is greater than 0.405 since, as shown 
by Imberger [3], in the boundary layer regime the core flow gradually 
departs from the parallel counterflow structure sketched in Fig. 1. 
When Ra exceeds 107-108, the core streamlines situated about y = 
1/2 close inside the core region without ever entering the boundary 

layer. This observation suggests that Mc/Mbe is actually greater than 
unity. For all practical purposes it is then reasonable to replace the 
7 terms by unity in equations (41-43). 

Fig. 7 shows the boundary layer Nusselt number 

Nu =* 0.623 Ra1/r> (47) 

vis-a-vis Imberger's experimental results [4], The experimental data, 
obtained in two different cavity geometries, fall on the same curve 
asymptotically approaching the theoretical Nu (47). One interesting 
feature of this result is that the heat transfer rate is independent of 
the aspect ratio h/L. 

Fig. 8 presents a similar compariscta between the measured hori
zontal temperature gradient Ki and the theoretical result 

100 

Fig. 7 Nusselt number chart comparing the present result for the boundary 
layer regime, equation (47), with Imberger's experimental data [4] and the 
numerical simulation for a square cavity [3J. For legend see Figs. 5, and 9. 
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Fig. 8 The horizontal temperature gradient K, predicted by the boundary 
Fig. 6 Velocity and temperature distribution in the cold end boundary layer layer theory, equation (48), versus the measurements reported by Imberger 
near y = 1/2 [4] 
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K] a* 60.93 Ra3/5. (48) 

The agreement is very good, particularly when the Rayleigh number 
is in excess of approximately 107. 

It is worth commenting on the validity of the zero entrainment 
approximation which led to the boundary layer solution derived 
above. This approximation allowed us to neglect the u i)T/dx term 
in favor of the v dT/dy term in the energy equation (2). Using the 
boundary layer solution (34-43) we find that the two terms are ac
tually of the same order of magnitude. For example, ()((-> dT/dy) = 0(F) 
= Ra3/r\ while 0(u dT/dx) = 0(uch/\) = Ra:,/5. Therefore, the zero 
entrainment solution is valid only locally near _y = 1/2 where, due to 
the centrosymmetry the cavity flow, the horizontal velocity is zero. 
The situation is similar to the one encountered by Gill in vertical 
cavities [8): Gill showed that the Nusselt number derived based on 
a zero entrainment approximation is very close to a considerably more 
accurate Nusselt number result averaged over the whole side wall of 
the vertical cavity. 

S u m m a r y of R e s u l t s 
We developed an approximate picture for the heat transfer by 

laminar free convection in a horizontal cavity. The heat transfer 
problem was analyzed based on three models, the Ra * 0 regime, the 
intermediate regime and the boundary layer regime. It is important 
to conclude this presentation with a summary of our results and a 
chart indicating for what combinations (Ra, h/L) each of the three 
regimes represents the best model for predicting the Nusselt num
ber. 

A frontier separating the Ra —>• 0 regime from the intermediate 
regime is found by comparing the size of the temperature difference 
between the top and bottom walls AT with the end-to-end tempera
ture difference which is one. We recall now that in the Ra —• 0 regime 
AT is much smaller than unity. Then, we can regard AT < 1/10 as a 
sufficient requirement for the low Ra regime's presence. Since in the 
Ra ~» 0 regime K\ = h/L and, from the core solution, XT = Kj2Ra/ 
720, the AT < 1/10 requirement states 

Ra < 72 (49) 

This relation is sketched on Fig. 9 and divides the h/L - Ra plane into 
two sections. 

If condition (49) is not fulfilled, the intermediate model or the 
boundary layer model may constitute a better description of the heat 
transfer mechanism in the cavity. Which model is better depends on 
how high the Rayleigh number. We find a second frontier separating 
the boundary layer regime from the intermediate regime by recalling 
that in the boundary layer regime the core temperature gradient K\ 
is very small. Aided by Fig. 8, we argue that the boundary layer regime 
extends beyond the point where Ki is smaller than one tenth of its 
maximum value, i.e., K\ < (h/L)/10. With K\ given by equation (48), 
this criterion requires 

Ra > 4.4 10'1 (hlL)~^. (50) 

Criterion (90) is shown traced on Fig. 9. 
The numerical and experimental cases [3, 4] used for comparison 

throughout this study were projected onto the same field, h/L — Ra. 
Although frontiers (49, 50) can only be regarded as diffuse or ap
proximate, we see that the data base covers all three regimes, the bulk 
of the data corresponding to the intermediate regime. Interestingly 
enough, the lone numerical simulation for a square cavity in the 
boundary layer regime {h/L = 1, Ra = 1.4 X 10s) reports a Nusselt 
number which is only 18 percent lower than the value predicted by 
equation (47). The theoretical results developed in this paper agree 
very well with the heat transfer information available in the litera
ture. 

Another important observation concerns the absence of a Prandtl 
number effect on the Nusselt number results obtained here. In the 
Ra -* 0 regime, the heat transfer is governed by the counterflow de
scribed by the core solution (14-16). However, the flow is fully de
veloped (independent of x) and the inertia terms appearing in equa

tions (3, 4) drop out. Consequently, in the Ra - • 0 regime the Nusselt 
number as well as other aspects of the flow are independent of Pr. [n 

the boundary layer limit, the Prandtl number effect drops out as a 
result of the zero entrainment approximation, u - 0; this becomes 
evident if we compare the boundary layer equations (29-31) with the 
complete equations (1-4). Since the zero entrainment assumption is 
valid only locally (around y = 1/2), the absence of a Prandtl number 
effect in the boundary layer regime can only be regarded as an ap
proximation. However, we can safely conclude that for laminar free 
convection in horizontal cavities with different end temperatures the 
Prandtl number effect is minor. More experimental evidence is needed 
in order to fully elucidate this effect. 

We point out that in the Ra ->• 0 regime displayed on Fig. 9 the 
horizontal heat transfer is not necessarily by conduction as the Ra » 
0 limit tends to suggest. Consider the Nusselt number formula (20) 
for this regime: if Ra h/L > (362880)1/2 = 602.4 and if the aspect rat io 
is small, say h/L < 0,01, the heat tranfer is convection dominated. 
Such cases clearly reside within the Ra —• 0 domain of Fig. 9. The fact 
that equation (20) can describe the heat transfer in convection dom
inated cases (Nu L/h » 1) is supported also by the evidence gathered 
on Fig. 5. Cormack, et al. [2] did not recognize that in the h/L - > 0 
limit, with Ra arbitrary but fixed, the horizontal heat transfer may 
be due entirely to the free convection mechanism and not to con
duction. 

We conclude this presentation with a theoretical Nusselt number 
correlation which covers all three laminar regimes shown on Fig. fl. 
Although in this study we already developed formulas for calculating 
Nu for each regime separately, a general expression condensing all 
three results into one is more often more valuable for practical engi
neering calculations. The following correlation is based on the method 
of Churchill and Usagi [10]. We seek a Nusselt number expression 
effecting a smooth transition from the Ra - • 0 limit, equation (20), 
to the boundary layer limit, equation (47). This correlation is 

I 
N u - = 

h 
1 + 

(Rafr/L)2 

362880 ]' + 0.623 R a 1 / 5 -
h 

L\ "} l/n 
(51) 

where exponent n is determined from substituting the Nusselt 
number data of Fig. 5 into expression (51) and solving for n. Averaging 
the values obtained for n we find 

n = -0.386 (52) 

with a standard deviation of only 8 percent. In conclusion, we rec
ommend the use of correlation (51, 52) for evaluating the net heat 
transfer rate in a horizontal enclosure with different end tempera
tures, provided the flow is laminar. This correlation as well as the rest 
of the theoretical results developed in this paper should hold as long 
as the Rayleigh number is less than approximately 109. Above Ra » 
IO9, we expect the flow to become turbulent along the two vertical ends 
of the enclosure, by analogy with the transition to turbulence in free 
convection along a vertical isothermal plate suspended in an iso
thermal fluid fill. 
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Fig. 9 Summary of the three laminar free convection regimes covered by 
the present theory. The h/L - Ra field contains also the experimental and 
numerical data used for comparison throughout this study (same data as on 
Fig, 5). 
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Supercritical Solutions for the 
Buoyancy Boundary Layer 
Two-dimensional, finite amplitude solutions for the Prandtl buoyancy boundary layer are 
obtained for Reynolds numbers close to the critical values by an expansion in terms of dis
turbance amplitude. Supercritical nonlinear wave solutions are found to occur, rather 
than subcritical instabilities. The dependence of the wave amplitude and Nusselt number 
upon wall inclination, relative wall temperature, and Prandtl number is discussed. 

Introduction 

The Prandtl buoyancy boundary layer solution [1, 2] describes the 
buoyancy-induced flow adjacent to an infinite wall which is inclined 
at some angle from the horizontal and whose temperature is raised 
or lowered by a constant amount relative to a stably stratified ambient 
fluid. A Boussinesq fluid is assumed, and the density in the ambient 
fluid is taken to vary linearly in the vertical (z^) direction so that the 
Brunt-Vaisala frequency, NB, is constant there. A schematic of the 
situation is shown in Fig. 1, where we note that nj and Sd are dimen
sional coordinates normal to and along the wall, respectively. The wall 
inclination angle, 6, is measured from the vertical. 

The governing equations are 

ay 
dt 

+ (v - v)v = -v(p/p0) + (p/p0)g + «>v2v, (i) 

— + ( V - V ) T = K V 2 T , (2) 
dt 

V-V = 0, p = p0ll - ($(T - T0)], (3) 

where po is a reference density corresponding to To and v, K, and /3 are 
taken to be constant. Outside the wall boundary layer, the fluid is in 
hydrostatic equilibrium with a temperature given by Tamb = To(l + 
Zd/H) so that iVs2 = -(g/po)(dp/dzd) = g0To/H there. The buoyancy 
layer solution to equations (1-3) is given by 

T = T0(l + zd/H) + ATW cos n, 

V = is VQe n sin n, 

where n is the nondimensional coordinate (nj/S) and 

S = \ivMI0gTo cos2 0|i/<, V0 = ATJliKgH/To. 

(4a) 

(46) 

(5) 

We can also express the characteristic boundary layer thickness <5 as 
S = \AVKI(NB cos e)2}1'2 or (bIH) = (RaH cos2 0/4)-1'4, where RaH is a 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS, and presented at the AIAA/ASME Thermophysics 
and Heat Transfer Conference, Palo Alto, Cal. May 25-26,1978. Manuscript 
received by the Heat Transfer Division January 20, 1978. Paper No. 78-HT-
38. 

Rayleigh number based on the scale height H and T0. Note that S is 
independent of s<j and AT,„, whereas Vo is independent of Sd and 6. 
The functions appearing in equations (4a,b) are plotted in Fig. 2. Note 
that the oscillatory nature of the solutions can give a region of rela
tively cold fluid (for ATW > 0) as well as backflow at the edge of the 
boundary layer. 

Prandtl used his solution to shed light upon the characteristics of 
mountain-valley winds. Later, Phillips [3] discussed an oceanic ap
plication of the case corresponding to an adiabatic wall temperature, 
and Gill [4] demonstrated how the buoyancy layer concept is pertinent 
to the emergence of boundary layers in convection within a rectan
gular cavity. For the case of an isothermal wall, of course, the present 
solution does not apply, and the actual boundary layer solution then 
depends on Sd, as discussed in [5]. From the viewpoint of stability 
theory, the Prandtl solution is attractive for this very reason, because 
the problem of "nonparallel flow corrections" does not arise. 

The present paper concerns the weakly nonlinear stability of the 
flow described by equations (4a,6). Previous linear stability analyses 
[6, 7] have given fairly complete information regarding the depen
dence of the neutral stability boundaries upon the characteristic 
Reynolds number (Re4 = | Vol^A1), Prandtl number, and angle of in
clination. In particular, Iyer J7] has shown that the preferred mode 
of instability, for a range of Pr near unity, consists of two-dimensional 
waves which propagate parallel to the wall for the cases of both rela
tively cold and hot walls. For the case of a hot, upwards facing wall, 
one might expect a thermal instability to occur in the form of spanwise 
periodic, longitudinal vortices, such as found for the case of an inclined 
slot [8], As shown in Fig. 5 of [7], however, the wave-type mode of in
stability sets in first for all angles of inclination (for Pr = 0.72) in the 
present case of a fluid unbounded from above. For this reason, only 
two-dimensional waves will be considered in the nonlinear analysis. 
Nonlinear aspects of the longitudinal vortices for the case of a slot 
have recently been discussed in great detail in [9]. 

Our method of analysis consists of an expansion in terms of the 
disturbance amplitude in a region close to the critical Reynolds 
number for a given disturbance. Another method of investigating fi
nite amplitude effects is the energy method [10], by which a Reynolds 
number (Res) is determined below which all disturbances decay, 
regardless of amplitude (global stability). Dudis and Davis [11] ap
plied the energy method to the buoyancy layer for the case of a vertical 
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, = ,>o{l-W-T0)} T=T0(I + Zd/H) 

= (Zd) 

Zd 

xd 

T(Zd) 

T w -T 0 ( l+Z d /H) + ATW 

Fig. 1 Schematic of the flow field 

wall and found that Res was well below the critical Reynolds number 
(Rej.o) obtained from linear theory (Res = 19.7 Res,o = 101 for Pr = 
0.72). A possibility therefore exists that subcritical instability occurs 
for the buoyancy layer when finite amplitude effects are considered, 
and part of the motivation for the present analysis was to explore this 
possibility further. We shall return to this matter in the concluding 
section, after our results are discussed. 

Analysis 
We introduce a two-dimensional perturbation to the flow so that 

the overall temperature and stream function are given by 

T(n, s, t) = Toil + zdIH) + ATJQ(n) + T'(n, s, t)\ (6a) 

<P(n, s, t) = Vo<5|*(n) + V(n, s, t)\, (6b) 

where 0 and * represent the buoyancy layer solutions and T" and \f/ 
represent the disturbance. Because we are interested in the possibility 
of neutrally stable, finite amplitude waves, it is convenient to reduce 
the problem to a steady one by using a frame of reference which moves 
with the wave. Hence, we introduce the new variable 

• ct (7) 

and look for solutions of the form T" = T'(n, r), \j/' = \j/'(n, r). The 
equations for T" and i// are obtained from equations (1-3), after 
substituting equations (6a,b), subtracting out the mean flow terms, 
and eliminating pressure, as 

dj/_ d • 

dr 
Re, ( D * - c ) - V ! f 

dr 
.DH*tL+/W±. 

dr \dn dr 

= V V + 2 

RejPr (DM' - c) — - DQ -^- + ( — 
dr dr 

\ dn dr 

dji' d 

\ dn dr dr dn 

dT dT' 
-tan 

H 
(8) 

\ e sin n 

Fig. 2 The boundary layer functions: (—), e " cos (n); ( — ) , e " sin 
(n) 

3J/' dii' 
+ 2 — - -2 tan 0 — = V2T'. (9) 

dn dr 

We seek solutions by expanding in terms of the disturbance amplitude 
€, viz. 

V = £ *n+n, T'= Y. t"Tn, 
n = l n = l 

C = C 0 + T, «"Cn 
n = l 

Res = Res,0 + T. <i"Re{in 

(10a) 

(106) 

(10c) 

and substituting the expansions into equations (8) and (9). In the 
above, the cn represent nonlinear corrections to the wavespeed, 

. N o m e n c l a t u r e -

c = wavespeed 
D = d/dn 
g = gravitational acceleration 
H = scale height 

i = unit vector 
n = coordinate normal to the wall 
NR = Brunt-Vaisala frequency 
Nu = Nusselt number 
p = pressure 
Pr = Prandtl number 
r = s — ct 
Ra = Rayleigh number 
Re = Reynolds number 
s = coordinate parallel to wall 
t = time 
T = temperature 

V = velocity 
z = coordinate in vertical direction 
A, B, C, D = numerical constants 
L, M, N, P = linear operators 
a = wavenumber 
0 = coefficient of volumetric expansion 
5 = characteristic boundary layer thickness 
A = difference 
e = disturbance amplitude 
f = eigenfunction for temperature 
0 = angle of inclination from vertical 
0 = basic temperature distribution 
K = thermal diffusivity 
v = kinematic viscosity 
p = density 
<l> = eigenfunction for streamfunction 
i/', * = streamfunction 

Subscripts 

d = dimensional 
0 = reference value 
amb = ambient value 
w = wall value 
n = nth term in expansion 
£ = laminar value 
E = value based on energy theory 
5 = value based on boundary layer thick

ness 

Superscripts 

= mean in direction of s 
' = disturbance quantity 
* = adjoint quantity 

= complex conjugate 
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whereas the Res,,, allow us to relate e to a value of Res different from 
the linear, critical value (Res,o). This relationship emerges first when 
terms of 0(e3) are considered. At 0(e), the linear stability equations 
are obtained, namely 

Res.o [ ( B * - c0) — Y 2 ^ - D 3 * ^ i ] 
L dr dr J 

clTi 

dn dr 
L tan0 )• (11) 

Res, ,oPr[ (D<f - Co) 
dr 

DQ !] 
+ 2 ^ l - 2 t a n f l — = V2T! (12) 

dn dr 

Neutral solutions are obtained by taking the disturbance of the 
form 

iiin, r) = <t>n(n)eiar + j>n(n)e->ar (13a) 

Ti(n, r) = f n (n)e '« r + ?n(n)e-'•<"• (13b) 

The eigenvalue problem consists of solving the following ordinary 
differential equations 

L(0 U ) + M(fn) + i'aRes,oco(D2 - «2)</>n = 0, (14a) 

iV(fn) + P(<t>n) + *'«Res,oc0fii = 0, (146) 

where the linear operators L,M,N and P are defined as 

L=(D2- a2)2 + iaRes.oD3* - i'aRes,oD*(Z)2 - a2) (15a) 

M = 2(D - iatan 0) (156) 

N= (D2 - a2) - iaRe6,0PrDf (15c) 

P = -2 (D - iatan 9) + iaRes,0PrDQ (15d) 

The boundary conditions are 

0u(O) = D0n(O) = f„(0) = 0 (16a) 

Sn, D<t>u, fn bounded as n —* °=. (166) 

The neutral solutions to equations (14a,6) have been described in 
detail elsewhere [7] and will not be discussed here. However, the 
neutral stability curves for the case of a heated wall with Pr = 0.72 are 

shown in Fig. 3 for future reference. The linear solutions are nor
malized on the basis that 

Jo 
[0„*(D2 - a2),j,u + P r f „* f n ]dn = 1.0 (17) 

where an asterisk denotes a solution to the system adjoint to equations 
(14a,6). This condition follows from the orthogonality condition 
governing solutions to the linear equations (cf. [12]). 

The next steps in the analysis involve a procedure which is now 
fairly standard (e.g., see [10], sections 10-13) but which involves very 
complicated equations for the present flow. For reasons of space, these 
equations will not be presented here completely; for full details of the 
equations and the analysis, the reader is referred to the thesis by Iyer 
[12]. At 0(e2), the solution for fa and T2 consists of a harmonic term 
and distortion of the mean profiles and is of the form 

Mn, r) = <t>22(n)e2i°"- + <h2(n)e-2iar + faoW, (18a) 

T2(n, r) = h2(n)e2i«r + f22(n)e-2, '° r + ho(n). (186) 

As can be shown, a necessary condition to obtain a solution at this 
order is that Ci = 0, Rej,i = 0. The equations for the mean terms 
are 

— T + 2—— = i«Res,oT~l('Aii—; 011——) ' (19a) 
m 4 arc dnA \ dn an I 

d44>20 

dn 

d<t>20 d 
• 2 —— = j«Re5,oPr — (<t>uhi ~ </>n?u)-

an an 
(196) 

The equation for 020 can be integrated once, with the constant of in
tegration being set equal to zero corresponding to zero mean pressure 
gradient. The equations are then solved numerically, subject to ho
mogeneous boundary conditions of the form given by equations 
(16a ,6). The solutions for </>2o and foo are shown in Fig. 4 for Pr = 0.72 
and 0 = 40 deg for the case of a relatively hot wall. The composite 
nondimensional mean velocity, given to this order by 

dn dn dn 
(20) 

is shown in Fig. 5 for e = 0.1. The maximum velocity is reduced 
somewhat in the wall region. Nonetheless, the heat transfer from the 
hot wall can be increased due to the instability, as shown later in Fig. 
6, due to the nonhomogeneous terms occurring in equation (196). The 
maximum percentage change in the mean quantities occurs at the 

0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 
TRANSVERSE WAVENUMBER a 

2 L 

(dc^/dn) 

Fig. 3 Linear neutral stability curves for two-dimensional waves (heated Fig. 4 The second-order distortions to the mean temperature (f2o) and mean 
wall case with Pr = 0.72) velocity (d(j>20/dn) for $ = 40 deg, heated wall case, Pr = 0.72 
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0.4 

v/v0 
Fig. 5 The mean velocity for laminar flow ( —) and for slightly supercritical 
flow (- - -) with e = 0.1, 8 = 40 deg, healed wall case, Pr = 0.72 

1.02 i -

.015 
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0 ° H 
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;> 

1.005 

0.995 

/ fec>/ / feo 
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Fig. 6 The ratio of Nusselt number for supercritical flow to the Nusselt number 
for laminar flow for Pr = 0.72 (H: heated wall, C: cooled wall) 

edge of the boundary layer, due to the relatively slow decay of the 
disturbance functions. 

At 0(e3), the solution has the form 

i/-3('i,'') = 0 3 1 (n )e '« r + </)3i(/i)e-'«r 

+ <lm(n)e3iar + <fe(re)e-3,'«r (21) 

The harmonic terms in equation (21) are not of special interest, but 
the first two terms represent a modification of the fundamental. They 
arise from interaction of the mean distortion with the fundamental 
and also interaction between the fundamental and the first harmonic. 
A type of resonance therefore arises, and a solution is obtained only 
if a certain solvability condition is satisfied ([10], section 12). It is this 
condition which allows us to relate e to (Res - Res.o) and which now 
will be obtained. The equations for </>3] and f;u are 

L(<hi) + M(hi) + iRei,oc(l(D
2 - a2)<l>M 

= («ReSi2^i(«) + t«Rea,(>i'\>(n) 

- ;«c2Rej,o(Da,/>u - « 20n), (22) 

W(f;„) + PUhi) + !'«Re,i,ocoPrf;„ 
= i«Res ;2PrGi(;i) + mRes.oGjfn) 

- !«c2Res,oPrfu» (23) 

where Ft, F2, Gi, G'2 are complicated functions of i/>n, <j>w, </>22, i"n. ko, 
$22 and are given in [12]. Homogeneous boundary conditions again 
occur. If equation (22) is multiplied by (jm*, equation (23) by fu*- the 
results then integrated over all n and added, we obtain the solvability 
condition in the form 

(«c2Re,,,o = Re6,2 (A + iB) - (C + iD) (24) 

where A, B, C, D are numerical constants arising from the integration. 
For neutrally stable solutions, c% must be real. After separating out 
the real and imaginary parts of equation (24), we obtain 

Res,2 = CIA, c2 = (BRej,2 - D)/(«Re4,0) (25) 

The first relation allows us to determine the wave amplitude, t. This 
result follows from truncating the expansion (10c) at 0(c2) and re
writing it as 

Res - Rej.n /Res - Res,o\ /ARes.c /Kes - Kes,p\ //tKes,o\ 

V Reso A c / 
(26) 

Res,2 V Res.o 

If (A/C) > 0, then t is a real quantity for Re > Res.o, i-e-> supercritical, 
finite amplitude wave solutions are obtained. If {A/C) were less than 
zero, then such solutions would occur for Re < Res.o, and subcritical 
instability would occur. We have found that (A/C) > 0 for all cases 
considered, so that supercritical solutions are obtained. The resulting 
value of t is given in Table 1 for a 10 percent change in Res, i.e., (Res 
- Res,o)/Res,o = 0.1. The results given there correspond to the critical 
wavenumber for each case, i.e., the minimum value of Res.o (cf. Fig. 
3). However, additional calculations were made for the case of a ver
tical wall with Pr = 0.72 for a range of wavenumbers spanning the 
"nose" of the neutral curve for that case (0.25 < a < 0.5). Again, only 
supercritical solutions were found. It was found easier to compute 
numerically solutions for an inclined hot wall rather than for a cold 
wall, due to the larger values of Res.o occurring in the latter case. The 
cold wall results are therefore limited to 0 < 10 deg. The results in
dicate that, for Pr = 0.72, the wave amplitude increases continuously 

T a b l e 1 T h e W a v e A m p l i t u d e for (Res - Ee 6 , o ) /Re 6 , 0 = 0.1 
Wall 

Condition 
Hot 
Hot 
— 
Cold 
— 
-

Pr 
0.72 
0.72 
0.72 
0.72 
0.1 
1.0 

n 
60 deg 
40 deg 

Odeg 
10 deg 
Odeg 
Odeg 

Res.o 
46.3 
62.86 

101.0 
110.48 
108.54 
76.11 

Rej,2 
647.5 

2080 
5620 
6950 
2360 
5000 

C() 

0.266 
0.255 
0.281 
0.283 
0.172 
0.312 

c-z 
-3.17 
-2.04 
-4.62 
-6.22 
-1.62 
-6.35 

t 

0.0846 
0.0550 
0.0425 
0.0399 
0.0678 
0.0390 
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as we go from the case of a cold wall with 0 = 10 deg to the case of a hot 
wall with 8 = 60 deg, whereas for 0 = 0 deg (vertical case), the ampli
tude increases as Pr decreases. The correction to the wavespeed is also 
shown and compared to Co, where it is understood that positive c 
implies wave propagation in the direction of the mean flow. For all 
cases considered, finite amplitude effects tend to decrease c and 
therefore slow down the wave. 

The Nusselt number can now be calculated for the same percentage 
increase in Res. The mean Nusselt number is given by 

ResPr 
(27) 

where the first two terms correspond to the basic laminar state, 

i.e., 

Nuf = 1 -
2tan 0 

RejPr 
(28) 

In order to convey the effects of the instability, we have plotted 
(Nu/Nu^) as a function of Rej/Res,o in Fig. 6 for Pr = 0.72 and various 
angles of inclination. As might have been anticipated from the com
ments concerning the wave amplitude, the ratio is greater for the case 
of a hot wall with nonzero 0 than for the case of a cold wall. However, 
the ratio is always greater than unity for supercritical Rej, as one 
would expect intuitively. For small Pr, however, this need not be the 
case, as Fig. 7 indicates for the case of a vertical wall. Although (Nu/ 
Nû >) > 1 for Pr = 0.72 and unity, it is less than unity for Pr = 0.1. 
Physically, this is due to the reduction in the mean velocity close to 
the wall as shown in Fig. 5, which is not offset by the nonlinear dis
turbance terms on the right-hand side of equation (19b) for the case 
of small Pr. Of course, this result is valid only within the limits of the 
present analysis. For still larger Rej, further terms in the expansion 
would be required, and the Nusselt number would presumably then 
begin to increase with Rej. 

In some nonlinear stability analyses, use is made of the "Stuart 
shape assumption" [13], in which only the fundamental and the dis
tortion of the mean profile are considered, i.e., the generation of 
harmonic terms is ignored. Calculations were also made for the present 
problem on this basis. Although the conclusion concerning the exis
tence of supercritical states was unchanged, the numerical value of 
ir, etc., was affected significantly. This approach is therefore not rec
ommended for the present type of stability problem. 

Conc lus ions 
We have found in this analysis that only supercritical, finite am

plitude wave solutions are obtained when the expansion is carried out 
to the present order for the cases considered. We have also found that 
the wave amplitude and Nusselt number depends upon angle of in
clination and whether the wall is hot or cold on a relative basis, as well 
as upon Reynolds and Prandtl numbers. 

As mentioned in the introduction, energy theory [11] yields the 
results that the Reynolds number required for the decay of an arbi
trary disturbance is well below the linear critical value, thereby al
lowing the existence of subcritical instabilities. The results of energy 
theory analysis and the present amplitude expansion analysis are 
therefore qualitatively different. This is in contrast to the case of 
classical Rayleigh-Benard convection, for which both approaches 
predict that no subcritical instability is possible, as well as to the case 
of instability in shear flows of the plane Poiseuille type, for which both 
approaches predict subcritical instability (to the order considered in 
the present expansion analysis and for two-dimensional disturbances). 
The present flow is different from plane Poiseuille flow in that the 
basic velocity profile has points of inflection and also in that the basic 
instability can be driven by the stream wise density variations. It would 
be interesting to see whether or not the same qualitative difference 
arises in other flows with such characteristics. 

It should be remembered, of course, that we have not eliminated 
the possibility of subcritical instability, in that we have considered 

0.99 

0.9 8 

Re8/R% 
Fig. 7 The ratio of Nusselt number (or supercritical (low to the Nusselt number 
for laminar flow for the case of a vertical, heated wall and various values of 
Prandtl number 

only two-dimensional disturbances and have ignored higher order 
terms in the amplitude expansion. Subcritical instability might still 
arise if such effects are considered. If they must be included to obtain 
subcritical instability, however, the situation would still be qualita
tively different from that characteristic of plane Poiseuille flow. 
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Time-Dependent Double-Diffusive 
Instability in a Density-Stratified 
Fluid along a Heated Inclined Wall 
We consider a stably stratified fluid contained between two parallel sloping plates. At t = 
0, the lower plate is given a step increase in temperature; a time-dependent convectiue 
flow is generated. Stability of such a flow with respect to double-diffusive mechanism is 
analyzed. The method is the same one used by Chen [6] in treating a similar problem with 
vertical walls. The predicted critical values of Rayleigh number and wavelength compare 
favorably with those observed experimentally. No overstability is encountered up to 75 
deg of inclination of the heating wall to the vertical. For a horizontal layer, however, insta
bility starts in an overstable mode. The frequency of the overstable mode compares favor
ably with that predicted by Veronis [7] for a free-free layer. 

1 Introduction 

Consider a fluid whose density is stably stratified by a solute in 
the presence of a sloping wall which is impervious to solute diffusion. 
The normal derivative of the solute must vanish at such a boundary. 
The constant density lines which are horizontal in the main body of 
the fluid must bend to meet the boundary normally. This curving of 
the constant density lines creates a buoyancy force which drives a thin 
layer of fluid upward slowly along the slope [1, 2]. Now if the wall is 
heated, the fluid would acquire an additional convective velocity along 
the wall which is usually much larger than that in the buoyancy layer. 
It is generally true that the diffusivity of heat is much larger than that 
of the solute. Thus the constant solute lines will be lifted upward by 
the convective motion. Any lateral motion of a parcel of fluid will bring 
it into a surrounding which is cooler and contains less solute. The 
temperature equilibrates in a comparatively short time thus releasing 
the potential energy of the solute contained in the parcel. The parcel 
sinks thus creating a vortex motion. In a physical experiment, this 
double-diffusive instability manifests itself as an array of vortices 
which eventually develops into nearly horizontal cellular motion. Of 
course such instability only occurs if convection due to heating exceeds 
certain critical magnitude. 

Recently, we completed a series of experiments investigating such 
instabilities [3]. The experiments were carried out in a gradient of 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS and presented at the AIAA/ASME Thermophysics 
and Heat Transfer Conference, Palo Aito, California, May 25-26, 1978. Man
uscript received by the Heat Transfer Division January 20, 1978. Paper No. 
78-HT-43. 

sugar solution contained in a test tank in which the heating wall could 
be set at any angle of inclination from the vertical. The heat transfer 
walls were made of thick aluminum plates through which water pas
sages were machined. Constant temperatures for both walls were 
maintained by circulating water heated by two Haake baths. The 
desired density gradient was obtained by filling the tank by a modified 
two-bucket method [3]. Before the start of each experiment, the 
temperature of the Haake bath for the heating wall was set at a pre
determined level, while the other was set at the room temperature. 
When the two baths came up to their respective temperatures, valves 
were opened to let the water circulate through the two walls. This 
marked the start of the experiment. If the temperature difference 
between the heating wall and the ambient were supercritical, an array 
of vortices would appear along the heating wall in a matter of min
utes. 

Since the tank was wide, being approximately 12 cm at its narrowest 
part, the presence of the cold wall was not felt by the fluid near the 
heating wall at the time of onset of instabilities. The natural length 
scale h for the problem is then the rise of a heated parcel of fluid in 
the stratified surroundings [4] 

h=-
a&T 

• 1 ( - ) 

P Vdf/o 

(1) 

The governing parameter for this problem is the Rayleigh number 
based on h 

R = gaAThVU (2) 

The experimentally determined stability boundary is shown in Fig. 
1. The unflagged data points were obtained by Chen, Paliwal and 
Wong [4], and the flagged points were obtained by Chen and Skok [5]. 
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Fig. 1 Effect of incl ination angle on the transitional characteristics 

The different symbols denote the subcritical, transitional and su
percritical flow regimes. 

In the subcritical state, fluid is convected slowly along the wall. In 
the supercritical state, vortices or convection rolls spontaneously occur 
all along the heating wall. In the transitional state, convection rolls 
propagate from the two ends. It is seen that by using R cos 0 to account 
for the reduced gravity, the transition regime is correlated rather well 
up to 0 = 60 deg. Beyond this point, the flow becomes increasingly 
stable. 

In this paper, we use the linear stability approach to analyze the 
problem. The method consists of initially distributing small random 
perturbations of given wavelength in the fluid. The subsequent motion 
of the fluid is obtained by numerically integrating the linearized 
equation of motion. The kinetic energy of the perturbations is mon
itored at all times. The flow is considered stable or unstable according 
to the decay or growth of the perturbation kinetic energy. The critical 
wavelength is determined by the fastest growing mode. This method 
was used successfully in calculating the stability of a stratified fluid 
when subjected to lateral heating from a vertical wall [6], For the 
present case of inclined wall, the predicted transition regime and 
critical wavelengths agree rather well with the experimental results. 
The results also show that there is no overstability for 0 up to 75 deg. 

Fig. 2 Coordinate system 

For the case of a horizontal layer, 8 = 90 deg, the instability exhibits 
overstable mode at a frequency close to that given by Veronis [7], 

2 Basic and Perturbation Equations 

Consider a stably stratified fluid contained within two parallel 
sloping walls of infinite extent. Let the density of the fluid be ap
proximated by 

P = po(l - a(T - T0) + /?(S - S0)) (3) 

Let (£, f) be the horizontal and vertical coordinates; let z be aligned 
with the lower sloping wall and .t pointing across the gap as shown in 
Fig. 2. For a two-dimensional motion, the vorticity equation in the 
Boussinesq approximation is 

V2U - R cos 0(TX - Sx) + R sin 0(1\ - S2) (4) 
P r Dt 

in which D/DT denotes substantial derivative and the subscripts 
denote partial differentiation. The heat and solute diffusion equations 
are 

DT DS 
= V 2 Tand — = rY 2S 

Dt Dt 
(5) & (6) 

The relationship between the vorticity and the stream function is 

V2^ = a. (7) 

-Nomenclature. 

E = perturbation kinetic energy normalized 

with respect to its initial value 

En = nondimensional kinetic energy of the 

basic flow 

/IT = critical frequency, s"~' 

g = gravitational acceleration, cm/s2 

h = natural length scale defined by equation 

(1) 

K = nondimensional wave number 

L = nondimensional tank width 

iV = Brunt-Vaisala frequency 
P r = Prandtl number = V/K 
R = Rayleigh number defined by equation 

(2) 
S = nondimensional solute concentration 

T = nondimensional temperature 
Tp = nondimensional period of oscillation 
AT = temperature difference, °C 
t = nondimensional time 
u, w = nondimensional velocity components 

in (x,z) directions 
x, z = nondimensional coordinate system 

defined along the tank. See Fig. 2 

1 dp 
« = , °c 

pdT 
1 <9p 

p = t (mf percent) l 

p <9S 
8 = inclination of the heated wall from the 

vertical wall, deg. 
K = thermal diffusivity, cm2/s 

KS = solute diffusivity, cm2/s 
\ cr = cricital wavelength, cm 
J» = kinematic viscosity, cm2/s 
(£. f) = nondimensional horizontal and ver

tical coordinate system. See Fig. 2 
p = density, gm/cm3 

T = KS/K 

t/< = nondimensional stream function 
w = nondimensional vorticity 
«r> u>, = real and imaginary parts of a> 

Subscripts 

0 = the reference state 
1 = the basic flow state 
' = perturbation quantity 
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The definition of 4> is 

dz dx 
(8) 

These equations have been nondimensionalized by the use of char
acteristic length h and characteristic time K>-IK. Temperature differ
ence from To is nondimensionalized by AT; solute difference from 
S0 is nondimensionalized by -MdS/df)0 . 

The initial conditions are 

t < 0 T = 0 throughout 

t < 0 S = So - z cos 0 — x sin 0 

t = 0 T = 1 at x = 0 

The boundary conditions are 

dS 

(9) 

dx 
• = 0, at x = 0 and L 

(10) 
T = 1 at x = 0, and T = 0 at x = L 

In order to simulate the physical experiments, L must be large com
pared to h so that the presence of the opposite cold wall does not affect 
the results. This can be achieved if L > 8 [6], 

We now seek a basic time-dependent solution which is parallel to 
the sloping walls, thus 

U\ = 0, i«i = wi(x, t), ui = wi(.r, t), etc. 

The solute distribution is written as 

S = S0-zcosO + Sl(x, t) (11) 

so that the initial condition on Si(x, t) is 

Si(.x,0) = - . r s i n O (12) 

The equations for the basic flow become 

1 <9a>i d 2 w i 

Pr dt dx2 
- R cos 0\ i - —± + R sin 0 cos 0 

L dx dx J 
dl\_d2Tl 

dt dx2 

dSi d2Sr 
= it' 1 COS 9 + T 

dt dx2 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

v2^, (16) 

The same initial and boundary conditions (9) and (10) apply except 
for Si as noted above. 

Let now the flow be disturbed by small perturbations 

S = S 0 - z cos 0 + Si(x, t) + S'(x, z, t) 

T = T,(x, t) + T(x,z, t) 

u = u'(x, z, t) 

w = wi(x, t) + w'(x, z, t). etc. 

The linearized equations are: 

1 da' d2oi' 

~ = RCOS0(T\ - S ' J 
Pr dt dx2 

1 / <9co i 
+ R sin 0(7"z - S'z) lu' — ! 

PrV dx 

dT dTi dT' 
= v 2 T ' - u ' wi 

dt dx dz 

dS' „ dS' 
= T V 2 S ' + w cos 0 — Wi u 

dt dz 

V2V = o>' 

• - ( « i 

dx 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

with boundary conditions 

T = u' = w' = dS'ldx = 0 at x = 0 and L 

Earlier experiments show that the secondary flow is periodic in z; we 
therefore assume that the perturbations have the following form 

«' = [wr(x, t) + io>i(x, t)] exp (iKz), etc. (22) 

(21) 

When these are substituted into equations (17)-(20) and real and 
imaginary parts are separated, we obtain eight equations, six of which 
describe the time evolution of T', S', and u/, and two of which relate 
to' to -p'. It is to be noted that only real quantities have physical 
meaning. 

3 Method of Solution 
The basic and perturbation equations are integrated forward in 

time simultaneously. In the basic flow, the sudden elevation of the 
boundary temperature and the switching-on of diffusivities at t = 0 
induce an upward flow along the slope. For the perturbed flow, small 
random disturbances in o> are distributed initially throughout the flow 
field. It was found in [6) that initial disturbances either in w, T, or S 
would yield the same result. The random disturbances are generated 
by IBM subroutine RANDU with their magnitude limited between 
±0.5 X 10~4. With such an assumption, the initial kinetic energy of 
the perturbations is of the order 10 - 1 0 while that of the basic flow is 
of order one. 

The diffusion equations are written in finite-difference form using 
forward time differences and central space differences. To insure 
stability of the numerical scheme, the time step is chosen such that 
At = 0.35 A.x2/Pr. 

The equation relating \p and w when written in finite difference form 
becomes tridiagonal, which can be solved by Gaussian elimination. 
The perturbation kinetic energy which is calculated according to the 
expression given in [6] is evaluated at each time step. The wave-
number K is systematically varied to obtain the fastest growing wave. 
All calculations are made with P r = 7.0 and T = 0.0033 which are ap
propriate for a sugar solution. Ax is set at 0.05, a value which was 
shown by [6] to be adequate. 

4 Results and Discussion 
4.1 Inclined Geometry. It is assumed that the width of the tank 

is 8/J. Since for a given initial density gradient, the characteristic 
length h varies as R1/4, there will be a small variation in the physical 
size of the tank as the Rayleigh number is varied. To fix ideas, the 
values of h and AT are shown in Table 1 with increasing values of 8 
for R cos 8 = 105 for a density gradient of-0.27 X 10"2 cm"1. To ob
tain these values, we assumed that c = 1.05 X 10 - 2 cm2/s, K = 1.5 X 
10~~3 cm2/s, and a = 3.06 X 10~4 °C_ 1 . It is seen that h increases from 
0.88 cm to 1.23 cm as 0 increases 0 deg to 75 deg. This increase in the 
physical size of the tank will not materially affect the stability results 
since at the time of onset of instabilities, the effect of the opposite wall 
is negligible. 

The basic time-dependent convective flow exhibits an interesting 
behavior. The step increase in temperature along one of the sloping 
walls induces a convective velocity of large magnitude. As a result, 
fluid is brought upward into a region where it becomes heavier than 
its surroundings. The fluid parcel experiences a negative buoyancy 
force and decelerates. It overcompensates and becomes buoyant again, 
and thus accelerates. The velocity profile oscillates about a mean 
which decays slowly towards the steady state value. The kinetic energy 
of the basic flow EB oscillates at the Brunt-Vaisala frequency char
acterized by the gravity component and the density gradient along 
the wall. This is exhibited in Fig. 3 in which EB is shown for 0 = 30 deg 

Table 1 Values of h and AT for R cos 6 = 105 with 
initial density gradient = -0.27 X 10~2 c m - 1 

8 h, cm AT, °C 
0 deg 0.878 7.75 

30 deg 0.911 8.03 
45 deg 0.958 8.45 
60 deg 1.045 9.22 
75 deg 1.231 10.86 
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and 75 deg. The nondimensional period of oscillation Tp is given 
by 

2ir 
P (PrR cos2 0)1/2 

The appropriate periods of oscillations for these two cases are shown 
in the figure. As the angle of inclination of the wall decreases toward 
zero, both the density gradient and the component of gravity along 
the waD increase. This in effect increases the spring constant resulting 
in an oscillation of higher frequency or lower period. At later times, 
the amplitude of oscillations decreases and Eg approaches the steady 
state value. For h = 1 cm, t = 1 corresponds to approximately 670 
s. 

Vertical velocity distributions for 0 = 30 deg at times corresponding 
to a local maximum and minimum in EB are shown in Fig. 4. In gen
eral, there is upward flow near the heating wall and a slow return flow 
in the rest of the tank as required by continuity. The physical velocity 
is extremely small. For w = 1, it corresponds to a velocity of 1.65 X 
10 - 2 cm/s. Velocity distributions at other angles have the same 
characteristics. The magnitude of the maximum velocity increases 
with angle of inclination. 

The time-evolution of the perturbation kinetic energy is shown in 

C B 3 
10 

0.014 76 

O .02 .04~ .06 0 8 .10 .12 .14 

Fig. 3 Variation of kinetic energy of the basic flow for R cos 0 = 105 

Fig. 5 for R cos 0 = 105. The kinetic energy of the perturbations nor
malized with respect to its initial value, E, is shown as a function of 
time. Initially there is a rather sharp decay of the perturbed motion 
due to viscous damping. If the Rayleigh number is supercritical, as 
is true in the present case, the decay is halted and B assumes expo
nential growth. During the decay phase, the perturbation kinetic 
energy also exhibits oscillations at large inclination angles. Its fre
quency, however, is twice the Brunt-Vaisala frequency characterized 
by the gravity component and density gradient normal to the wall. 
Since in this case, the velocity components oscillate about zero rather 
than a finite mean value, the energy, being the square of the velocity, 
will exhibit a frequency twice that of the velocity oscillations. These 
oscillations are not detected for 6 < 30 deg. It becomes noticeable at 
6 = 45 deg, and becomes increasingly prominent at higher angles. The 
amplitude of oscillations, being quite large initially at 0 = 75 cleg, 
decays and finally disappears when exponential growth takes 
place. 

The occurrence of oscillations in E as a function of the inclination 
angle can be explained in terms of the relative directions of the solute 
gradient and the temperature gradient in the fluid. In the case of 
vertical walls, 0 = 0 deg, the solute gradient is essentially vertical and 
the temperature gradient horizontal. Oscillation of the perturbation 
motion in the direction of the solute gradient will be quickly damped 
as there is negligible release of potential energy. However, if the solute 
and temperature gradients are in the same direction as in the case of 
a horizontal layer, then oscillations in the direction of the solute 
gradient will be accompanied by the release of potential energy as the 
fluid parcel is moving in a temperature gradient. As the angle of in
clination is reduced, this effect becomes smaller. 

It is seen from these curves that the growth of E becomes less rapid 
as the angle of inclination is increased while R cos 0 is kept at 10"'. All 
curves shown are for the critical wavelengths; the growth of E for other 
wavelengths is less rapid. The predicted values of the critical wave
lengths are compared with the experimentally observed values in 
Table 2. The agreement is better at larger angles. This may be at
tributed to the cell erosion process discussed in [3] and [4]. At lower 
values of 8, the critical wavelengths are small and there are many 

Fig. 4 Vertical velocity distribution for 0 = 30 deg 
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T a b l e 2 C o m p a r i s o n of p r e d i c t e d a n d o b s e r v e d 
c r i t i c a l w a v e l e n g t h s i n t h e v e r t i c a l d i r e c t i o n 

Xcr cos 0, cm 
0 Predicted Observed 

0 deg [6] 0.49 0.59-0.85 
30 deg 0.583 0.80 
45 deg 0.657 0.84 
60 deg 0.809 0.79 
75 deg 1.261 1.30 

convection rolls along the heating wall. Erosion process takes place 
shortly after the rolls are formed. As the angle is increased, the rolls 
become larger, and the erosion process takes longer time. For 0 < 45 
deg, the predicted wavelength is about 70-80 percent of that observed, 
indicating, perhaps, at the time of observation some erosion has taken 
place already. 

At each angle, calculations are repeated as the value of R cos 0 is 
reduced in discrete steps while keeping the same critical wavelength. 
The growth of the perturbation kinetic energy becomes slower and 
slower. When the value of the Rayleigh number is reduced below the 
critical value, the perturbation kinetic energy decays steadily. Since 
the value of R cos 0 is varied in steps, what we obtain is a critical 
Rayleigh number range. These are shown in Fig. 1 by a symbol I in
dicating the two limits, and are connected by a chain-dot line. There 
is shallow minimum around 0 = 30 deg. In general the predicted 
critical Rayleigh numbers form the lower limit of the transitional 
regime of the experimental data. It may be concluded that up to 0 = 
60 deg the critical state is (R cos 6)CT ^ 104. Beyond 0= 60 deg, the 
critical Rayleigh number increases; at 0 = 75 deg, it is almost three 
times as large. 

4.2 Horizontal Geometry. It is realized that the character of the 
basic state in a horizontal geometry is completely different from that 
in an inclined geometry. For angles of inclination different from 90 
deg, however small the difference, the basic state consists of a time-
dependent convective flow. When 0 = 90 deg, the source term in the 
vorticity equation (13) for the basic flow vanishes. The basic state is 
that of a stratified layer of quiescient fluid with heat slowly being 
diffused from the lower wall. It is a reasonable expectation then that 
the critical Rayleigh number varies smoothly with 0 until 0 = 90 deg, 
where it may experience a discontinuity. 

For the horizontal geometry the problem becomes that of impul
sively heating from below a stably stratified layer. The stability of such 
a layer with free-free boundary conditions and a steady linear tem
perature profile has been considered by Veronis [7]. The layer be
comes unstable in an overstable mode with the frequency of the most 
unstable mode given by 

/cv = 
L3(l + P r ) J 

1/2 
N (23) 

when N is the Brunt-Vaisala frequency. 
The results of our calculations for the impulsive heating of a hori

zontal layer at R = 105 are shown in Fig. 6. The perturbation kinetic 
energy first decays with an oscillation at twice the Brunt-Vaisala 
frequency. At t = 0.047, it starts to grow with a slow modulation. For 
the three complete cycles calculated, the periods are 0.040,0.317, and 
0.0293. The period of the most unstable mode calculated according 
to (23) is 0.036, which is not too far from the values obtained. When 
die Rayleigh number is reduced to 104, the perturbation kinetic energy 
decays steadily, indicating stability. It is noted that with our method 
"I scaling the tank width is always 8h. With such a wide tank and given 
density gradient, the steady-state temperature gradient is always 
below the critical value for instability. What we calculate for here is 
the time-dependent case. As the temperature diffuses upward from 
the boundary, it may exceed the critical value within a thin layer near 
the heated wall. Once the fluid overturns, successive layers will be 
generated as demonstrated by Turner [8]. 

•1.3 Streamline Pa t t e rn . Perturbation streamlines have been 
'intained through the use of a computer plotter routine. In Fig. 7 we 
show the streamline pattern for the case 0 = 45 deg, R cos 0 = 105 and 

= 0.4. Values of stream functions shown are f / f m a i = ±0.2, ±0.4, 

Fig. 6 Growth of perturbation kinetic energy in a horizontal layer at R 
105 

4 x 

Fig. 7 Streamline pattern for O = 45 deg, Ft cos 0 = 105, and f = 0.4 

±0.6, ±0.8. The hot wall is at x = 0. The nondimensional width of the 
tank is eight; only half of the tank is shown. The elongated vortices 
are set approximately 45 deg with respect to the wall, and they are of 
alternate signs. Little or no motion is found beyond x = 3. Streamline 
patterns for a horizontal layer at R = 105 are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. 
The gravity vector in this case is the negative x - direction. The 
Streamlines at t = 0.137, which corresponds to a relative maximum 
of the perturbation kinetic energy (cf. Fig. 6) are shown in Fig. 8. The 
pattern shows a regular array of vortices. At a relative minimum of 
the perturbation kinetic energy at t = 0.148, the pattern consists of 
vortices with double peaks as shown in Fig. 9. Further study is needed 
to ascertain the evolution of these vortices through successive maxima 
and minima. 

5 C o n c l u s i o n s 

a) The effect of heating from a sloping wall on the onset of in
stabilities in a stably stratified fluid can be correlated very well by the 
Rayleigh number with reduced gravity, R cos 6, up to 0 = 60 deg. 
Within this range the critical value of R cos 0 is approximately 104. 
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Fig, 8 Streamline pattern for 9 = 90 deg, R = 105, and t = 0.137 

b) Beyond 9 = 60 deg, the effect of heating from below becomes 

important, and (R cos 0)cr becomes larger. At 0 = 75 deg (R cos 0)cr c~ 

2.5 X 104. 

c) No overstability is encountered for 0 < 0 < 75 deg. For a hori

zontal layer, 6 = 90 deg, however, instability onsets in an overstable 

mode at a frequency close to that given by Veronis [6]. This conclusion 

agrees with the findings of Paliwal and Chen [9] for the stability of 

steady convection of a stably stratified fluid in a heated inclined 

slot. 

d) The method of analysis yields values of critical Rayleigh 

numbers and critical wavelengths which are in reasonable agreement 

with previous experimental results. 
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The Effect of Buoyancy on the 
Turbulence Structure of Vertical 
Round Jets 
The paper presents an application of the algebraic stress modeling (ASM) technique to 
the prediction of the flow in a turbulent round buoyant jet. In the ASM approach, alge
braic formulas are obtained for the Reynolds stresses, TiJuJ, and for the components of the 
turbulent heat flux, tut. In the model used here, transport equations are solved for the tur
bulence kinetic energy, k, its dissipation, e, and the mean square temperature fluctua
tions, g. The study shows that buoyancy increases the rate of dissipation of g above the 
values indicated by previous recommendations for the modeling of that quantity. As a 
possible explanation for this result it is suggested that buoyancy introduces anisotropy 
in the fluctuations at the dissipation scale. The study shows that the contribution from 
the secondary components of the strain tensor to the production of k is non-negligible. In 
addition, between 12 and 17 percent of the longitudinal enthalpy flux is contributed by 
the turbulent fluctuations. 

Finally, it is observed that the modeling of buoyant flows still presents uncertainties 
and that additional work is necessary to properly account for the effect of buoyancy on 
the production of « and the dissipation of g. 

Introduction 

Over the past ten years significant progress has been made in the 
development of turbulence models which are suitable for engineering 
applications [1]. In current practice, much popularity is enjoyed by 
so-called two-equation models, where the turbulent transport is 
evaluated from an algebraic formula involving two properties of the 
turbulence; these in turn are obtained by finding the solution to a 
modeled form of their transport equations. The turbulence kinetic 
energy, k, and its dissipation, e, are often selected as the two properties 
which characterize the turbulence field [2]. In situations where it is 
necessary to estimate the level of fluctuations of a scalar quantity, an 
additional model transport equation is introduced for the mean square 
fluctuations, g, of temperature or concentrations. 

A higher level of sophistication is achieved by Reynolds-stress 
models in which equations are solved for all second-order correlations 
among velocity components and scalar quantities. The drawback of 
this approach lies in the increased complexity of the formulation and 
consequent increased computer time required to obtain solutions [2, 
3j. In this study, we have preferred to follow a suggestion for algebraic 
stress modeling (ASM) originally made by Rodi [4] and later extended 
to the components of the turbulent heat flux by Gibson and Launder 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OP HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division 
August 19,1977. 

[5]. The final scheme amounts to an improved version of the k-i-g 
formulation, where the improvement is represented by the fact that 
the large-scale anisotropy of the flow is taken into account through 
the replacement of some of the constants of the standard k-t-g model 
with known functions of gradients of the mean velocity and temper
ature fields and ratios of production and dissipation of k and g. 
Meroney [6], in his study of stratified turbulent shear flows, has shown 
that the ASM approach is much more economical than a full Reyn
olds-stress model, while sacrificing little in terms of accuracy. 

In this paper we present an application of the ASM technique to 
the case of axisymmetric thermal plumes; the results from a com
parison with experimental data are used to: 1) emphasize the limi
tations of the model in its present form; and 2) discuss the modifica
tions in the structure of the flow induced by the presence of buoyan
cy. 

Theoretical Model 
The equations used by the model and details on their derivation 

can be found in [7]. In the following sections we will simply highlight 
the deviations from standard practice. A complete list of symbols is 
given in the nomenclature. It should be noted that capital letters or 
overbars indicate mean quantities, while lower case letters or primes 
refer to fluctuating components. 

Mass, Momentum and Energy. Conservation of mass, momen
tum and energy is imposed by writing the boundary layer form of the 
appropriate conservation equations, which were obtained by ne
glecting turbulent correlations involving density fluctuations. The 
turbulent shear stress in the momentum equation and the radial 
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turbulent heat flux in the energy equation are left in their exact form, 
in anticipation of the fact that model expressions for all second-order 
correlations will be available. 

In what might appear to be inconsistent with the boundary layer 
assumption, we have retained the longitudinal gradients of the 
quantity ux

2 — ur
2 in the x-momentum equation: 

(C-D)Ux= -d/dx{p(u^ - u 7 ) ) + aR(P0 - p) (1) 

and of the longitudinal heat flux, tux, in the energy equation: 

(C-D)T= -d/dx(ptux) (2) 

where C and D indicate, respectively, the convective and diffusive 
term of the quantity indicated as a subscript. The reason for retaining 
these terms will be further discussed later: at this point, it is sufficient 
to state that in a thermal plumeTu~x gives a non-negligible contribu
tion to the total energy flux. Even though the corresponding term in 
the momentum equation is not as important, overall consistency of 
the model motivates its retention. 

Turbulent Correlations. Transport equations are solved for 
three quantities: turbulence kinetic energy, k, dissipation of turbu
lence kinetic energy, i, and mean square temperature fluctuations, 
g = I2. The structure of the model equations is the same for all three 
quantities and is given by: 

(C-D)y-=p(Py -ty) (3) 

where P-, and t7 represent production and dissipation of the variable 
in question (7 = k, t or g). 

For the modeling of turbulent diffusion we have relied on a proposal 
for gradient-driven diffusion made by Launder, et al. [8], We believe 
that this choice is appropriate for the flow modeled in this study, even 
though it is understood that, for more complex situations, the direct 
effect of buoyancy on turbulent transport may have to be included 
[3]. 

With regard to the terms representing production (Py) and dissi
pation (ty), some require modeling, while some can be treated exactly 
as indicated in the following sections. 

Turbulence Kinetic Energy (k). The dissipation of k is t by defi
nition: the problems related to its modeling are, therefore, shifted to 
the {-equation. The production P)t is also treated exactly because it 
involves calculable correlations and mean field gradients. The source 
Pk is evaluated by the model as: 

Pk = \liT.Pi (4) 

where the sources of the Reynolds stresses u t
2 , ur

2, UQ2 are given 
by: 

Pxx = -2ux'HdUx/dx) - 2uxur{dUx/dr) - 2agp'ux/p (5) 

Prr = -2u~*(c*Ur/dr); P0„ = -2u~o2Ur/r (B, 7 ) 

Note the presence of the last term in equation (5) representing 
production of ux

 2 due to buoyancy. 
Equations (5)-(7) are written by neglecting the component i)Ur/;ix 

of the strain tensor. In a departure from the common practice of 
boundary layer treatments, we have kept the terms involving dllx/nx 

and dUrldr even though they should be small with respect to dUx/Hr 
It will be shown that quantities containing these terms give rise to 
production of ft which is by no means negligible. 

Because of the cylindrical geometry, a term involving a third-order 
correlation, 2urug2/r, should appear in Pn and, with the opposite sign, 
in Pun. We have neglected these higher order correlations but wit bout 
being too confident that it is appropriate to do so. A clarification of 
this issue should not be postponed, particularly considering the fact 
that the k-i model is known to require special adjustments when ap
plied to axisymmetric forced jets [2]. 

Dissipation of Turbulence Kinetic Energy (t). In dealing with the 
terms P, and e, representing production and dissipation of e, both of 
which require modeling, we follow standard k-t practice [2, 8| and 
write: 

P, = dc^Pk ~ U',3 - cli)asi>'ux/p)/k 

e2/k 

(8) 

(9) 

The above expressions are based on little more than dimensional 
analysis; therefore, one should not be excessively optimistic in esti
mating their performance in a buoyant flow. 

The second term in brackets is introduced for the sake of generality, 
since there is no a priori argument saying that the sources of k asso
ciated with mean strain and buoyancy should appear in the e-equalion 
with the same weighing factor. In fact, Hossain and Rodi [9] have 
observed that different values of c,:i are required to match experi
mental data on horizontal and vertical buoyant jets. The choice, made 
in this study, to set c.n = c,\ should be regarded as subject to possible 
revision as more information becomes available on the performance 
of the model in different situations involving buoyant flows. 

Mean Square Temperature Fluctuations (g). The source of 
temperature fluctuations is given by: 

P„ = -2tux(dT/dx) - 2tur(dT/dr) (101 

As for the case of Pk, no modeling is necessary since the terms ap
pearing in the definition of PA, are all calculable. Note that the con
tribution from the longitudinal component of the turbulent heal flux 
is taken into account. 

.Nomenclature. 

ag = acceleration of gravity, m/s2 

Au, At, Bu, Bt = constants in equations (18) 
and (19) 

cti2, c,i, c,2, c,a = model constants 
C = convection term 
D = diffusion term 
/, = "memory"factor in equation (12) 
f 0 = buoyancy flux, m4/s3 

g = mean square temperature fluctuations, 
(K)2 

H = enthalpy flux defined by equation (20), 
J/s 

k = turbulence kinetic energy, m2/s2 

K = entrainment coefficient defined in 
equation (21) 

M = total mass flux, kg/s 
P 7 = rate of production of 7 per unit mass of 

fluid 
r = radial coordinate, m 
T, t = mean and fluctuating temperature, 

K 
Ui, Uj = mean and fluctuating velocity com

ponents in the i -direction, m/s 
W = jet momentum, kg m/s2 

x = longitudinal coordinate, m 
7 = dummy variable, represents k, t or g 
AT = excess temperature above ambient (T 

- To), K 
c = dissipation of turbulence kinetic energy, 

m2/s3 

e7 = rate of dissipation of 7 per unit mass of 

fluid 
p = density, kg/m3 

Subscripts 

c = centerline 
i, j = indexes referring to coordinate axes 
is = isotropic 
x, r, 0 = longitudinal, radial, tangentini 

component 
1 = nozzle fluid conditions 
0 = room conditions 

Superscripts 
— indicates time average 
' indicates fluctuating component. 
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In the modeling of the dissipation, tg, we follow the standard k-t-g 
approach, as proposed by Spalding [10]: 

<* = Cg-gilk (11) 

There is indication that equation (11) may not be adequate to model 
ig; the unusually high value (2.80) adopted in this work for the con
stant cg2 tends to confirm that opinion. In [7] we suggest the possibility 
that the increase in the value of cg2 is due to the fact that buoyancy 
distorts the turbulence all the way down to the dissipation scale. To 
account for such effect we proposed to write [7]: 

c«2 = c g i y , £ E / . - W / / 0 - 3 (12) 
81 i 

where the constant c^.is can be obtained from data on the decay of 
temperature fluctuations in isotropic turbulence. The functions /,- (for 
i = x, r, 0) are memory factors, which are as yet unknown, but probably 
depend on the flux Richardson number, Rf, and the ratios, Pklt and 

The proposal of equation (12) is still at an early stage of develop
ment; it might turn out that the modeling of the functions /, is so 
complex as to make the solution of a separate transport equation for 
(g a more attractive alternative. It should be mentioned that Zeman 
and Lumley [3] and Meroney [6] have already undertaken the latter 
approach and that Launder [11] also argues for it. 

Reynolds Stresses (u,uy). The starting point for the modeling of 
the Reynolds stresses is represented by the transport equation for U{Uj 
developed by Launder, et al. [8]. Rodi's proposal [4] for algebraic stress 
modeling eliminates from the equation the terms containing deriva
tives of Uiiij by assuming: 

(C-D)u&j=^yi-(C-D)k (13) 

After some algebra, the introduction of the above assumption in the 
model equation for UJuj leads to an algebraic formula for UJuJ [5, 

?]• 
As anticipated in the introduction, the model can now account in 

some approximate way for the anisotropic distribution of turbulence 
kinetic energy among its components as well as for the direct effect 
of buoyancy on the shear stress. 

Turbulent Heat Flux Components (tu;). In order to obtain ex
pressions for the correlations tu; we start from the model transport 
equation for these quantities proposed by Launder [12], and apply 
Rodi's concept for algebraic stress modeling in the form suggested by 
Gibson and Launder [5]: 

(C-D)«z = ~tu-(=L=(C-D)z-2 + = (C-D)T2) (14) 
\2uil 2tz I 

Following a procedure analogous to that adopted in the case of ~ujuj, 
we obtain a formula for tut [7] which differs from that used by Gibson 
and Launder [5] only in the fact that we have not made the assump
tion Pg = te. 

Choice of Model Constants. The model outlined in the preceding 
sections contains 11 constants, for which values must be selected. In 
our earlier work [7] we have not undertaken a systematic optimization 
effort, since we have considered only a limited number of flows, 
namely, forced and buoyant axisymmetric jets. As a general rule, we 
have adopted the values which users of k-t-g or Reynolds stress 
techniques seem to agree upon and we have made changes only where 
strictly necessary. The complete set used for the calculations per
formed in the course of this study is given in [7]. 

We found that, of all the constants, cg2 is the only one requiring a 
value significantly different from those that have appeared in the 
literature. Spalding [10] for his predictions of concentration fluctu
ations in a round forced jet adopted cs2 = 1.79 and recently [9, 12] 
there has been a tendency toward the use of values as low as 1.25. We 
have already commented on the possibility that small-scale anisotropy 
's responsible for the spread among the values for ci<2; however, we did 
not make use of equation (12) in this study. 

Another problem arises in relation to our choice of 1.92 for c<2- It 
>s known [2] that the k-t model is anomalous with regard to the case 

of forced round jets, in the sense that the adoption of the standard 
value for c,2, i.e., 1.92 when c,i = 1.44, leads to a predicted rate of 
spread which is too high. In fact, in our own calculations of round 
forced jets [7] we corrected for this effect by setting c<2 = 1.74. The 
anomalous behavior of the forced jet could be due to the very rapid 
decay of the velocity (ax~l); in that case, the thermal plume should 
be a normal flow with respect to the modeling of t, since the velocity 
decay is much slower (Ux <* x_ 1 / 3) . On the basis of this argument, we 
have finally chosen c(i = 1.44 and c,2 = 1-92, i.e., the standard values. 
The presence of the additional parameter, ct3 (set equal to c<i in the 
model) prevents us from reaching a definite conclusion on the ap
propriate value for c<2. The fact that we could also obtain agreement 
with thermal plume data using c<2 = 1.74 and a lower value for ct3 
(s0.9), indicates that the issue is far from being resolved. 

Boundary and Initial Conditions. Five differential equations 
for Ux, T, k, t and g are solved using the Patankar-Spalding method 
[13] for parabolic flows. The transverse velocity Ur is obtained from 
the continuity equation. In the case of the round buoyant jet predicted 
here the dependent variables assume the ambient values (Ux = k = 
e = g = 0, T = 7'o = 302 K) at the outer edge of the initial shear layer 
and the nozzle values (Ux = UxA - 0.674 m/s, T = 7\ = 573 K) at the 
inner edge. When the inner edge reaches the jet axis, the symmetry 
condition is imposed on the radial derivatives of the variables. 

Establishing a set of initial conditions is easy for velocity and 
temperature (top-hat profiles were selected in the nozzle flow) but 
presents problems with regard to the turbulence quantities. The 
turbulence model used here cannot cope with low-Reynolds number 
turbulence, much less transition. Therefore, to be rigorous one should 
use the model starting at a station where the turbulence is fully de
veloped and where radial profiles oik, t andg are available. We follow 
the practice to begin the calculation at the rozzle lip by assuming 
laminar flow. Turbulence is then "turned on" at an arbitrary distance 
from the nozzle by selecting initial profiles for k, t and g given by: 

k = lO-U/v2 (15) 

t = k-^/rl (16) 

g = lO-HT, - T)(T - T0) (17) 

where r\ (=0.0318 m) is the nozzle radius. The location for the be
ginning of the turbulent calculation is then adjusted so that the virtual 
origin of the computed flow matches that given by the experiment. 

Experimental Data 
Recently there has been renewed interest in turbulent buoyant jets 

and experimental investigations of the structure of the turbulence 
in axisymmetric plumes have finally appeared [14, 15]. This follows 
a 20 year interval during which Yih's measurements [16] for the pro
files of mean temperature and vertical velocity have remained prac
tically unchallenged. In the present study we have used the data by 
George, et al. [14], since we believe them to be more reliable. To justify 
this choice, however, we will describe the points on which the three 
cited studies agree and try to explain the differences. 

The profiles of mean excess (over the ambient) temperature (AT) 
and vertical velocity (Ux) are usually presented in dimensionless form 
by giving their Gaussian fits: 

(x/F^'HJ, = A„ exp (-Ru(r/x)2) (18) 

AT 
as(.v

s//<V-)1/:i — = A, exp (-fl,(r/x)2) (19) 

where the buoyancy flux F0 is related by Fo = aHHI(cppoTo) to the 
enthalpy flux, H, which in turn is given by: 

H = 2TTCP f " J,UXAT{1 + Tu~J(UxAT)}rdr (20) 

The following values are reported for the four constants Au, Bu, At 

andB, by [14)-[16]: 
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George, et al. [14] 
Nakagome and Hirata [15] 
Yih [16] 

Au 

3.4 
— 
4.7 

Bu 

55 
39 
96 

At 
9.1 
— 

11 

Bt 

65 
63 
71 

The three sets of data are in substantial agreement only with ref
erence to the rate of spread of the temperature profile (constant B<). 
Part of the difference between the values for At reported by George, 
et al. [14] and Yih [16] is due to the fact that the former evaluated H 
and, therefore, Fn. including the turbulent contribution (cf. equation 
(20)) while the latter did not. If tux is neglected, the FQ associated with 
George, et al.'s data is reduced by 17 percent and the fit to the tem
perature data requires At = 10.3 instead of 9.1. One can conclude that 
the mean temperature profile is well established. 

The situation is quite different for the velocity measurements. Yih's 
[16] measurements, which were obtained using a fan anemometer, 
imply that the velocity profile is narrower than the temperature 
profile. The other two studies [14,15] come to the opposite result. In 
our opinion these are closer to the truth, since they involved a more 
reliable technique based on hot-wire anemometry with a procedure 
for the interpretation of the signal, which accounts for the instanta
neous value of the temperature. Note that what is given by George, 
et al. [14] for B u is a "recommended" value, which takes into account 
the possible overestimate of the one-wire probe near the edges of the 
plume. A fit through the actual data points would give Bu = 45, which 
is in good agreement with the value reported by Nakagome and Hirata 
[15]. 

Even though a final judgment probably must wait for measure
ments obtained with a velocity probe which does not suffer directional 
ambiguity, the above considerations are the basis for our choice of 
George, et al.'s results for the comparisons with the model predictions 
discussed in the following section. 

N u m e r i c a l P r e d i c t i o n s 
Radial Profiles of Mean and Fluctuating Velocity and Tem

perature. The model predictions for the radial profiles of mean and 
fluctuating components of vertical velocity and temperature are 
shown in dimensionless form in Figs. 1-4. As can be seen, there is 
overall good agreement between theory and experiment for all four 
quantities. The calculated profiles of mean variables essentially reach 
the self-preserving state at about eight diameters, while those of the 
fluctuating components require more time. The model predicts that 
at the last station at which measurements were made by George, et 
al. [14], i.e., 16 diameters from the source, all profiles are self-pre
serving. However, since the theory is not capable of accurately mod
eling the initial growth of the turbulence, the departure, which we 
believe to be small, of the conditions of the experiment from self-
preservation should be judged on the basis of the data themselves and 
not on the results of the prediction. 

The calculated profile of shear stress implies that the turbulent 
transport of momentum is greater than that calculated and measured 
for a round forced jet by about 45 and 90 percent respectively [7]. This 
result is contrasted by the observation that the longitudinal compo
nent of the turbulence intensity is of similar magnitude in the two 
cases: (ux

 2)l/2IUXtC s 0.28 on the axis of both flows and the rest of the 
radial profiles are also very similar. It is reasonable to infer that the 
action of buoyancy probably does not have a very strong effect on the 
level of the components of the turbulence kinetic energy. 

The situation is quite different with reference to the temperature 
field. The relative intensity of temperature fluctuations, (t2)1/2/AT, 
is measured by George, et al, [14] as being about 0.38 on the axis, while 
forced jet data for the same quantity seem to indicate a much lower 
value (~0.22, cf. [7]). This result is particularly remarkable, since 
buoyancy does not enter directly in the g-equation and should be 
evaluated by remembering the unusually large value of dissipation 
(cg2 = 2.8 in equation (11)), which is required to obtain a predicted 
level of temperature fluctuations in line with the experiment. With 
regard to the temperature fluctuations, it should be mentioned that 
Chen and Rodi [17] have calculated (£2)1/2/AT = 0.82 on the plume 
axis using cg2 = 1.25; the disagreement between their prediction and 

experiment further confirms our finding for a need to increase c,,, 
Entrainment. An indication of more vigorous lateral transport 

in the buoyant jet than in the forced jet is given by the magnitude of 
the entrainment at the free boundary. We have chosen to present 
these results by using the entrainment coefficient K, defined by Iticou 
and Spalding [18] as: 

K = ^-/(poWV'2 
ax (21) 

where Af is the mass flux in the plume and W is the total momen
tum. 

The value of if calculated for the thermal plume is about 0.55. If 
one neglects the turbulent contribution to W, which amounts to 8.3 
percent of the total momentum, the asymptotic value of K is about 
0.57. The results for the forced jet, taken from [7], indicate in that case 
a much lower value of K = 0.29 and, therefore, a difference of almost 

Symbol x /d 

Doto from 
George et al. 

Model Predictions 

Recommended f i t 
to data points 

.10 .15 

Radial Distance, r / x 

Fig. 1 Radial distribution oi mean vertical velocity 

Symbol x /d 

.10 .15 

Radial Distance, r /x 

Fig. 2 Radial distribution of mean excess temperature 
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a factor of two. This result points to the fact that alterations of the 
turbulence structure due to buoyancy can have a profound impact 
0n overall characteristics of the flow, even though other indicators 
of the intensity of the fluctuations are less dramatically affected. 

Longitudinal Enthalpy Flux. Since turbulence is "stretched" 
by gravity in the longitudinal direction, one would expect temperature 
and velocity fluctuations in that direction to be highly correlated. 
Therefore, a quantity of interest is the longitudinal component of the 
turbulent heat flux. The prediction of the model, presented in the 
form of a correlation coefficient, is shown in Fig. 5. The data by 
George, et al. [14] indicate that this coefficient is roughly constant and 
equal to ~0.67, while the data by Nakagome and Hirata [15], which 
have more scatter, imply a value of about 0.5. As can be seen, the 
numerical predictions fall somewhere between these two sets of data. 
Selecting a value of 0.3, instead of 0.5, for one of the model constants 
(c(2, see [5, 7]) would make the calculated correlation coefficient agree 

•-- ° > 
0 x -component^^ 

_ Doto points refer to x-component 
of turbulent velocity fluctuations 

Symbol x/d 

Data from 
George et a!. 

• Model Predictions 

.10 .15 

Radial Distance, r /x 

.25 

Fig. 3 Radial profiles of three components of turbulence Intensity 

almost exactly with George et al.'s measurements. This indication is 
in agreement with the recommendations contained in the recent re
view by Launder [11] and suggests that only 30, instead of 50 percent, 
of the heat flux generated by mean strain and buoyancy is directly 
removed by the pressure fluctuations. 

Note that the numerical model predicts that 12 percent (the data 
of George, et al. would indicate 17 percent) of the total longitudinal 
heat flux is contributed by the turbulent fluctuations. If the corre
sponding turbulent term in the energy equation were neglected, the 
calculated mean temperatures would be too large by 10-20 percent, 
because the total heat flux, H, is conserved in the thermal plume and 
there is no contribution to H due to turbulence at the beginning of 
the calculation, where the flow is assumed to be laminar. 

Terms in k and g'-Balance. Before concluding, it is appropriate 
to consider the relative magnitudes of the different terms entering 
in the transport equations for k and g. We will do so by discussing the 
profiles in Figs. 6 and 7 and by making reference to the forced jet case, 
studied elsewhere [7j. With regard to the balance for turbulence ki
netic energy (Fig. 6), the results in [7] show that the normalized 
magnitude of the dissipation in the thermal plume is very close to that 
obtained for the forced jet. The production terms, however, are quite 
different: the total k -production is some 20 percent lower than the 
total dissipation for the forced jet, 30 percent higher for the buoyant 
jet. 

The interesting result is that direct buoyancy effects, through the 
term —agp'ux/J>, are only partially responsible for the excess pro
duction of k; the rest of this excess comes from higher levels of shear. 
In addition, there is a non-negligible effect due to the secondary 
components of the strain tensor. The term —ux

2(dUx/dx), for ex
ample, has an overall negative contribution which amounts to 17 
percent of the total production of k. When one considers that the 
contribution due to buoyancy is of the order of 23 percent, it is clear 
that it is not appropriate to discriminate against the contributions 
from the secondary components of strain by neglecting them. This 
is true, even though these terms almost cancel each other out, if one 
is interested in making a more accurate estimate of the repartition 
of k among its components. 

The profiles of the terms entering the balance in the g-equation are 
shown in Fig. 7. The plot is analogous to the one referring to the forced 
jet case except for two details. The magnitude of the production and 
dissipation of g in the buoyant flow is almost 2.5 times as large as in 
the forced case. Furthermore, the production of g due to the longi-
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Axisymmetric Thermal Plume 

r.5U / U * ). 

Radial Distance, r / rgy 

Fig. 6 Radial distribution of production/dissipation terms in the fc-equation. 
The radius r0.5o represents the distance from the axis at which the vertical 
velocity Ux reaches hall its centerline value 

Radial 

Fig. 7 Radial distribution of production/dissipation terms 
The radius r0.s r represents the distance from the axis at 
temperature AT reaches half Its centerline value 

in the g-equation. 
which the excess 

tudinal component of the turbulent heat flux, while negligible in the 
forced jet, gives a more significant contribution in the buoyant case. 
It should be pointed out, though, that the overall magnitude of such 
contribution, which is 6.3 percent of the total, is not as large as one 
might infer from Fig. 7, since the largest values occur near the axis. 
Despite this result, which shows the overall effect not to be too im
portant, we would argue that the term may be more significant in 
buoyant flows other than the one examined here, and should be in
cluded, particularly considering that the quantity in question can be 
evaluated using the ASM approach with very little effort. 

C o n c l u s i o n s 
By using a modified version of the k-t-g technique we have been 

able, with little computational effort, to retain in the model, terms 
which are usually neglected. As a result, we have found that in as
ymptotic round thermal plumes: 

1 The longitudinal component of the turbulent heat flux accounts 
for 12-17 percent of the total heat flux in the plume; 

2 the secondary components of the strain tensor give a significant 
contribution to the production of turbulence kinetic energy; 

3 the source of temperature fluctuations associated with the 
longitudinal turbulent heat flux, while only 6.3 percent of the total 
in the case considered, can be of greater importance in other situa
tions. 

Somewhat unexpected was the need to increase the magnitude of 
the dissipation of temperature fluctuations by choosing a large value 
(2.80) for the constant cg-i. We postulate that part of such increase is 
due to buoyancy-induced anisotropy at the scale, where dissipation 
takes place. Related to this question is the modeling of the term 
representing production of i due to buoyancy; it is not clear at this 
point to what extent the alleged small-scale anisotropy affects that 
quantity and whether new modeling schemes for P , should account 
for it. Hopefully, the results from this work on the effect of buoyancy 
for the case of round jets will help the process of a major rethinking 
of the treatment of the dissipation. 
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Conserwatiwe Anisotropic Scattering 
in a Planar l e d u m with CoUimated 
Radiation 
The directional hemispherical and bidirectional reflectance and transmittance are pre
sented for a conservative anisotropic scattering medium. CoUimated incident radiation 
and linear anisotropic scattering are considered so that the azimuthal dependence must 
be retained. The effects of optical thickness, anisotropic scattering, incident angle, polar 
angle, and azimuthal angle are presented in a closed-form approximate solution. Com
parisons with exact solutions are also presented. 

I n t r o d u c t i o n 

Anisotropic scattering is of considerable interest in many practical 
engineering problems. The radiant transfer contribution can be sig
nificant in problems of energy transport in particulate clouds, plan
etary atmospheres, porous materials, and pigment coatings. Many 
previous studies have employed numerical techniques in the solutions 
to such scattering problems. Chandrasekhar [1] has presented exact 
numerical solutions for the transmitted and reflected energy in a finite 
slab with isotropic scattering. Numerical results have also been ob
tained for nonconservative and conservative isotropic scatter in a fi
nite medium [2]. Evans, Chu, and Churchill [3] have computed the 
transmittance and reflectance of a coUimated beam incident upon a 
nonconservative anisotropically scattering slab. Numerical results 
for semi-infinite media have also been obtained [1, 4]. These results 
indicate the considerable differences between anisotropic and iso
tropic scattering problems. * 

The exact solutions to conservative scattering problems are complex 
and necessarily require large computing efforts. Various approximate 
techniques have been proposed to solve scattering problems with 
coUimated incident radiation. Irvine [5-7] has discussed many of the 
standard approximations for the transmitted and reflected flux in 
finite and semi-infinite media. Armaly and Lam [8] have investigated 
coUimated radiation incident on a semi-infinite medium and the effect 
of interface reflection and refraction. Since isotropic scattering was 
considered, the source function is independent of the azimuthal angle. 
Approximate results have also been presented by Wang [9] for an
isotropic scattering with azimuthally symmetric radiation fields. 
Closed-form solutions [10,11] have been obtained for anisotropically 
scattering finite media with diffuse walls and, therefore, are inde
pendent of the azimuthal angle. 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS and presented at the AIAA/ASME Thermophysics 
and Heat Transfer Conference, Palo Alto, California, May 25-26, 1978. Man
uscript received by the Heat Transfer Division May 22, 1978. Paper No. 78-
HT-17. 

The purpose of the present work is to study radiative transfer with 
anisotropic scattering in a finite medium. The solutions for the con
servative case with a coUimated incident beam are presented in an 
approximate closed form. Expressions for the bidirectional and di
rectional hemispherical reflectance and transmittance are developed. 
The azimuthal dependence of the incident beam and the linear an
isotropic phase function are included. 

F o r m u l a t i o n 
The system under consideration is a planar medium which does not 

reflect or reradiate at the boundaries. A coUimated beam is incident 
at an angle of (#o, 4>o)- The medium scatters anisotropically and 
emission from medium is neglected. The medium properties and the 
incident beam are interpreted as being monochromatic or as being 
independent of wavelength. 

The radiation intensity for this one-dimensional medium is char
acterized by the equation of transfer given as 

diU, ii,<j>) , 
li - h I(K, n, 4>) 

da 4 

1 />2ir / . l , 
~ I I i(.K, n', <-/>') 

• p(n, <j>; n', 4>')dn'd4>' = S(K, p., <l>). (1) 

The phase function is represented in the linear anisotropic form as 

p(ju, <!>', M'I <t>') = 1 + a-itin' + a i ( l — n2)l/2 

• ( 1 - M ' 2 ) 1 / 2 C O S ( 0 - 0 ' ) (2) 

This phase function is a first-order approximation of an infinite Le-
gendre series. It describes forward, isotropic, and backward scattering 
by Oi = +1 , 0, —1, respectively. Comparisons of this phase function 
with more detailed and computationally complex representations 
indicate the usefulness of this approximation in atmospheric calcu
lations [7] and in directional hemispherical property determinations 
[3]. The boundary conditions are given by 

(+(0, ix, </>) = 0, M > 0 

1~UL, M, <t>) = I'C/<5(M - MO)<>(<!> _ 4>o), < 0 (3) 

where LI0 = cos #o and is positive. The resulting expressions for the 
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positive and negative directed intensities subject to these boundary 
conditions are 

i+(n, n,<p) = l S(K', ii, <j>) e x p [ - ( « — K') /M] dn'ln, ii>0 

i~(n, fi, 4>) = idSift - /JO)H<1> - 4>o) 

• exp[(nx - K)IH\ - 1 S(K', H, <j>) 

• exp[-(/f - K')/n]dn'/ti, M < 0. (4) 

This problem is separated into the collimated portion, IC(K, M, 4>), 
and the scattered portion, (S(K, M. 4>)- The collimated solution is then 
substituted into the scattered portion resulting in a new source 
function for the scattered portion. The solution to the collimated 
portion is given as 

ic
 + M n, 4>) = 0, M > 0 

IC~(K, H, <j>) = idd(n — no)d{<t> - <fo) exp[(«L - K ) / M ] , M < 0- (5) 

The equation of transfer for the scattered component of the intensity 
is then given by 

dis (K, H, <j>) id 
- + isU,n,<t>)=—p{n,( 

an Air 
"MO: , *o) 

• exp{-(*i - K)/HO) + — j I is(K, n', 4>') 
Air Jo J-i 

•pin, <t>; n', (p')dn'dtt>'. (6) 

The resulting boundary conditions for the scattered intensity are 

(s + (0, M, <t>) = 0, n>0 

IS~UL, M, 0) = O, M < 0 . (7) 

Thus, the complete solution is the sum of the solution for the scattered 
portion given by equation (6) subject to equation (7) and the results 
for the collimated portion given in equation (5). 

The intensity for the scattered component can be expressed in a 
two-term cosine series expression for the phase function given in 
equation (2) as 

ts(K, 11, <j>) = isoU, M) + isiU', M) cos(0 - <po). (8) 

The problem reduces to two azimuthally independent integro-dif-
ferential equations and their boundary conditions. They are given 
as 

disoU, ii) . . . id ., , 
M ; 1- f soM M) = — U - a 1MM0) 

OK Air 

• expl-(KL - K)/MO] + — + -7— qM (9) 
Air Air 

4o+ (0, M) = iso M, , A«) = 0 

with 

and 

M ; + ISXU,M) = — a i ( l - M2)1 '2 

dn Air 

(10) 

«i • (1 - Mo2)1/2 exp[-(KL - K)/H0] + — (1 - M 2 ) 1 / 2 A , M (11) 
4 T 

with 

where 

and 

DM •• 

isl + (0, n) = isl M , M) = 0 

GS(K) = 27r I is0M n')dn' 

qM = 2ir j IS0(K, n')ii'dii' 

ir f\sl(K,n')(l-iL'*)^dii'. 

(12) 

(13a) 

(136) 

(13c) 

The scattered incident energy per unit area is represented by GS(K) 
and the scattered radiant heat flux is given by qs(i<). 

The solutions for the coefficients of the cosine series expansions 
are substituted into equation (13) which results in a set of three in
tegral equations. New variables defined as 

G(K) = GM + id exp[-(<a - K)/MO] (14a) 

q(n) = qM - idfio e x p [ ~ M - K)/H0] (146) 

D M = DM + id(l - MO2)1/2 exp[ -U L - K)/M] (14C) 

and 

are introduced into these integral equations. These variables represent 
the contributions to the incident intensity per unit area, G(K), the 
radiant heat flux, q(n), and D(K) from both the collimated and the 
scattered components. The heat flux is independent of K for conser
vative scattering and is hereafter denoted by q. The resulting gov
erning equations are 

—— = — exp[-(/ t t - K)/IIO\ + I 
27T lit Jo 

• N o m e n c l a t u r e . 

A1, Ai = coefficients defined in equation 
(26) 

ai = anisotropic scattering coefficient defined 
by equation (2) 

a, 6, c = coefficients defined in equation 
(21) 

Si , B2 = coefficients defined in equation 
(27) 

D{K) = defined in equation (14c) 
En(x) = exponential integral function of 

argument x 
G(K) = average incident intensity per unit 

area 
i = intensity 
id = incident collimated intensity 

p(n, 4>\ A1') <t>') = phase function 
q = radiative heat flux 
S(K, H, if)) = source function 
yii y% 2i> z2 = defined in equation (28) 
<S = Dirac delta function 
rj = defined in equation (23) 
0 = polar angle 
00 — incident polar angle 
K = optical depth 
fi = cos 0 
Mo = cos 0O 

P'(MO) ~ directional hemispherical reflec
tance 

p"(no, <t>o', M> 0 ) = bidirectional reflectance 
T'(MO) = directional hemispherical transmit-

tance 

T"(MO» 0O; M. <t>) = bidirectional transmit-
tance 

T"S"(MO, ^O; M. 4>) = scattered component of the 
bidirectional transmittance 

0 = azimuthal angle 
00 = incident azimuthal angle 

Superscr ipts 
A = azimuthally dependent quantities 
+ = positive direction 
— = negative direction 

Subscripts 

c = collimated 
L = layer thickness 
s = scattered 
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GW) 

L 4TT 

/ l l I a l q I 

4ir 
K ' ) ^ 2 ( | « — «'|)1 • 

2ff 2TT 
e x p [ - ( K L - K)/MO] + J." 

. \^p-sgn(K - K')E2(\K - K'\) + ^E3(\K - K'\)] dK 

L 4w 47T J 

fl(* = id(l - M O 2 ) 1 / 2 exp[-(/<L - K)/MO] + — 

4 

• f X L D ( , C ' ) [ J S I ( | K - -c'l) - JS3( |« - « ' | ) ]d K 
»/0 

(15a) 

(156) 

(15c) 

where En(x) denotes the exponential integral function of argument 
x. Equations (15a) and (156) are a coupled set of linear integral 
equations for G(K) and q and equation (15c) is an independent 
equation for D(K). Thus, if the radiant heat flux is desired, then only 
the set of equations (15a) and (15b) needs to be solved and if the in
tensity is required, then equation (15c) must also be solved. 

The directional hemispherical reflectance is defined as the ratio 
of the reflected energy in all directions and the incident energy in a 
single direction. This is expressed as 

p'(Mo) = 1 + -
JdMo 

(16) 

This is also termed the albedo of a finite planar medium. The direc
tional hemispherical transmittance is similarly defined as the ratio 
of the transmitted energy in all directions to the incident energy in 
a single direction. For a conservative medium, this is simply 

T'(MO) = 1 - P'(MO). (17) 

Bidirectional properties retain the azimuthal dependence since they 
depend upon the intensity. The bidirectional reflectance is defined 
as 

M"(MO, <h\ M, <t>) = 
« + («/, , M> <l>) 

'dMO ldP-0 

• RSO+(KL, M) + 4i+(<a, M) COS(0 - 4>0)] (18) 

where equations (5) and (8) have been combined. The bidirectional 
transmittance is given by 

«~(0 , n, 4>) w 
T (MO, 0O; M, <t>) = : = : — Uc (0, M, <t>) 

IdUo JdMO 
+ is0-{0, M) + isr(0, M) cos (4> - 0o)]- (19) 

The scattered portion of the bidirectional transmittance is denoted 
by I"S"(MO, 0O; M> <t>) and includes the last two terms on the right-hand 
side of the last equation. Once these bidirectional properties are de
termined, it is also possible to obtain the hemispherical properties 
defined above. 

A p p r o x i m a t e S o l u t i o n 
The kernel substitution method [10, 12] is used to obtain an ap

proximate closed-form solution to the governing equations. In the 
solution of equations (15a) and (156) for G(K) and q, the dependence 
of the exponential integrals is taken as 

E2(t) = exp(-a i ) (20a) 

and the dependence taken in the solution of equation (15c) to D(K) 
is 

Ei(t) - E3(t) = b exp(-ct) . (206) 

Various authors have recommended different values for the coeffi
cients of the exponential functions [9, 12]. Comparisons between the 
approximate closed-form solutions given below and available exact 
solutions have been made and the recommended values are 

o = 2 ; 6 = 16/9; 8/3. (21) 

The values of 6 and c were obtained by equating the zeroth and first 
moments of equation (206). 

These approximate forms of the exponential integral functions are 
substituted into equations (15). The integrals are eliminated by 
double differentiation and the equations for G(x) and q are decoupled. 
The resulting differential equations are 

d2GU) I 1 „\ 
—r7f- = Jd ~ T ~ a exp l - ( « L - K ) / T O | (22a) 

da1 Vun / 
dq 

dK 

d2DU) 

where 

- „ 2 D U ) = i d ( l -

0 (226) 

) l / 2 / - L _ c 2) 

•exp[-(KL-*)/«>] (22c) 

:-(-T) (23) 

The solutions are expressed as 

G(K) = id(l - a % 2 ) exp[ - (KL - K)/MO] + AIK + A2 (24a) 

n , , . ( 1 - M O 2 ) 1 / 2 ( 1 / M O 2 - C 2 ) 
D(K) = id 

1 2 
Mo2 

• exp[-(<c/, - K)/MO] + Bx exp(-)jK) + B2 

• exp[-ij(/cL - K)] (246) 

and q is an unknown constant. The unknown coefficients in equations 
(24) and q are obtained from the boundary conditions contained in 
equations (15) by substituting these equations back into equations 
(15) and equating the various powers of K. The resulting expressions 
for the five constants are 

2 ; d ( l - 4 M 0
2 ) 

(4 + 4KL - OIKL) 

_L exp(-K L /Mo) 

+ 2 
Mo 

A i = ( a ! - 4 ) q 

A2 = -2 [q + id(l - 4M0
2) exp(-KL/Mo)/(l/M0 + 2)] 

id(l - Mo2)1/2(yi2i + >'2Z2) 

(25) 

(26) 

Bi = — 

W 

B2 = 
id(l 

- v2) (yi2 - yz2) 

M02)1 / 2(yi22 + y22l) 

(—2-v
2)(yi 

(27) 

•y2
2) 

where 

yi = 1/(8/3 - „), 

y2 = e x p ( - T O ) / ( 8 / 3 + , ) , 

zi = (lino - 8/3) exp(-Ki/n0), and 

z2 = (1 /MO + 8/3) . (28) 

In many problems, the directional hemispherical reflectance (or 
albedo) and transmittance are of primary importance. The result of 
the present method is 

p'(Mo) = 1 - T'(MO) = 1 + -
Mo'rf 

(29) 

where q is given in equation (25). The bidirectional properties are 
functions of the intensity in the positive and negative directions. The 
intensity is a sum of the results for the collimated portion given in 
equation (5) and the scattered portion given in equation (8). From the 
equations of transfer for the azimuthally independent equation 
(equations (9-12)), the scattered intensities are obtained. The positive 
scattered intensity is 
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i s + U, ft, </)) = i,Q
+(K, n) + isi

+U, M) COS(</> - <h), M > 0 (30) 

with 

• +i * ' d ( l - 4 W ) ' 2 ) . f , . . , 
iso U. H) = |exp[(/c - K Z J / M O ] 

47T/LI / 1 ) 
\u Ha' 

- exp(-KL/Mo _ *'/M)I + • 

i«i+U, H) 

[l-exp(-K/ft)] / a i q - A I + — ) + — K , M > 0 (31) 

i d a i ( l - ^ ' ^ ( l - MO2) I /2*I22 

• [exp(K//i0) - exp(-x/u)l + 
4TT(1 - rift) 

, B,Qi( l - M
2 ) 1 / 2 

• [exp(-i)K) - exp(-K/fi)\ +——— —|exp[i;(K - KL)\ 
47r(l + nti) 

- exp[-i,KL - K/H]\, U>0 (32) 

and the bidirectional reflectance is obtained from these expressions 

with K = KL (equation (18)). The negative scattered intensity is 

IS"(K, H, </>) = I.,O~(K, H) + isi~U, u) cos(0 - </>0), M < 0 (33) 

with 

• -i ^ td(l ~4AIQ2) , . , 

'so (K, M) = |exp[U'L - K)IH\ 

ATTU (1 + I) 

i.,1 (K, M) = -

- exp[U - K/J/MOII 11 _ exp [U L - n)/n]\ 

041 - «!(/ - 4 2 / A I ) + (AI/4TT){K - KL exp[((,x - K)U\\, 

H < 0 (34) 

i d Q l ( l - u'2)1/2(l ~ no2)1/2(l/u0
2 - 64/9) 

/ 1 

V<0 
- / ) M 

• iexp[(Ki, - K)/H] - exp[U- - KL)/HO]\ 

SifljU-M2)172 , 

4TT(1 - IJM) 
-jexp[-K/M - (TJ - 1/H)KL] 

• exp(-ijx)) -
B 2 a i ( l - n 2 ) 1 / 2 

47r(l + TJH) 

• |exp[U'L - K)/H] - exppjU - KL)]\, M < 0 (35) 

where the bidirectional transmittance is obtained from these ex

pression with K = 0 and equation (5) (see equation (19)). 

R e s u l t s and D i s c u s s i o n 
The results for the directional hemispherical reflectance are pre

sented in Fig. 1 with the exact solutions for isotropic scattering [2]. 

Eddington's approximation [7] is also shown which is the same as the 

solution given by Wang [9] for isotropic scattering. The two stream 

approximation and modified two stream approximation have not been 

plotted in this figure since the error is much greater primarily at large 

incident angles. A summary of these approximations is given in [5, 

6]. The results for isotropic scattering indicate that the present results 

and Eddington's approximation are both quite accurate with the 

present model being more accurate at large incident angles. Com

parisons of the present expression with the exact forward scattering 

result (<ii = 1) for normal incidence (uo = 1) given by Busbridge [4] 

shows that the Eddington and modified two stream results are slightly 

more accurate than the present result with the maximum error of the 

present model being no greater than 7 percent. Other incident angles 

were not presented for comparison by Busbridge. 

The anisotropic scattering effects are clearly exhibited in this figure 

The back scattering reflectance («i = —1) always yields the larges 

directional hemispherical reflectance with the forward scatterin 

reflectance the minimum. Significant differences between the iso 

tropic and anisotropic phase functions are shown principally a 

moderate optical depths. At the limits of large and small optica 

depths, the anisotropic scattering effects are significantly reducec 

The anisotropic scattering effects are also shown to be more pro 

nounced at small angles of incidence. 

The bidirectional results are shown in Figs. 2-6. These results wer 

obtained from the intensity expressions given in equations (30-35 

Since the general phase function considered here is of the linear an 

isotropic form and the incident radiation is collimated, the azimuthf 

dependence must be considered. These figures, except Fig. 2, preset! 

the results for two values of <j> in the plane of incidence—forward di 

rections (</>o — <l> = 0 deg) and backward directions (<j>a - <l> = 18 

deg)—while other azimuthal directions are related by the cosine de 

pendence of this phase function. Fig. 2 presents the results for isc 

tropic scattering which are independent of 4> and are, therefore, vali • 

for all azimuthal angles. Also note that only the scattered componen 

of the bidirectional transmittance is presented in these figures. 

The effects of optical depth on the bidirectional reflectance aa 

transmittance for isotropic scattering are shown in Fig. 2. There is a 

increase in the reflectance as the polar angle (9) increases for sma 

optical depths. This is a result of the larger optical paths observed fo 

small optical depths and larger polar angles. As the optical dept 

increases, this increase in reflectance is diminished to such an exten 

that when the optical depth becomes large, there is a decrease in re 

flectance with increasing angle. Similar results for the scatterei 

portion of the bidirectional transmittance are shown. The exact sc 

lutions [1] are also included and the dependencies of the bidirectiow 

properties with optical depth and polar angle are shown to be ami 

rately predicted by the present closed-form solution. 
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The anisotropic scattering results for MO = 0.8 are presented in Figs. 
3 and 4. The decreasing dependence of the reflectance on the polar 
angle as the optical depth is increased is also exhibited in anisotropic 
scattering but the effect is much more pronounced. The forward 
scattering reflectance is generally larger in the forward directions with 
significant differences between the forward and back scattering oc
curring at moderate and small optical depths. Note that the integrated 
reflectance (directional hemispherical reflectance in Fig. 1) for small 
optical depths is smaller for the forward scattering medium. The bi
directional transmittance indicates a shift of maximum intensity from 
large polar angles to small polar angles. This is much the same as for 
isotropic scattering yet the variation in magnitude is much greater 
for anisotropic scattering. Also presented are the exact solutions for 
linear anisotropic scattering without azimuthal symmetry. The 
agreement between the closed-form approximate results and the exact 
results is quite good. 

The effect of incident angle can be determined from Figs. 5 and 6 
for PLQ = 0.2. The incident angle significantly effects the bidirectional 
reflectance for all optical depths. The differences between forward 
and back scattering are increased at large polar angles for small optical 
depths. These differences in magnitudes are also seen for the scattered 
portion of the bidirectional transmittance but the effect is not as great. 
The results for normal incidence (MO = 1) have not been presented 
since all the resultant bidirectional reflectances and transmittances 
are independent of <j>. 

Conclusions 
The effects of conservative anisotropic scattering for a finite me

dium have been presented. The effect of anisotropic scattering on the 
directional hemispherical reflectance is shown to be of principle im
portance at moderate optical depths and small incident angles. Bi
directional properties have been shown to have similar results with 
a much more pronounced effect for anisotropic scattering. Closed-
form solutions have been presented for the intensity, bidirectional 
properties, and the hemispherical directional properties. Comparisons 
with exact solutions indicate that the dependences with polar angle, 
azimuthal angle, angle of incidence, optical depth, and linear aniso
tropic scattering are accurately predicted. 
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Effect of Free-Stream Turbulence 
on Heat Transfer through a 
Turbulent Boundary Layer 
Measurements in a boundary layer in zero pressure gradient show that the effect of grid-
generated free-stream turbulence is to increase heat transfer by about five percent for 
each one percent rms increase of the longitudinal intensity. In fact, even a Reynolds 
analogy factor, 2 X (Stanton number)/(skin-friction coefficient), increases significantly. 
It is suggested that the irreconcilable differences between previous measurements are at
tributable mainly to the low Reynolds numbers of most of those measurements. The 
present measurements attained a momentum-thickness Reynolds number of 6500 (chord 
Reynolds number approximately 6.3 X 106) and are thought to be typical of high-Reyn
olds-number flows. 

In troduc t ion 

If Reynolds' analogy were exact, one would expect the percentage 
increase in turbulent heat transfer caused by free-stream turbulence 
to be the same as the percentage increase in surface shear stress. 
Measurements of surface shear stress by various workers give values 
on the order of three for the coefficient A in the formula 

- 2 - - 1 + A 
(Ue2)1 

(1) 
<7o Ue 

expressing the effect of free-stream turbulence, with an integral length 
scale of the order of the boundary layer thickness, on the skin friction 
coefficient at given UeS/v in a constant-pressure turbulent boundary 
layer. The coefficient A depends rather strongly on the length scale. 
Measurements of heat transfer, on the other hand, are in strong dis
agreement: four of the six relevant experiments in the literature 
suggest that heat transfer (Stanton number) is not significantly af
fected by free-stream turbulence, which is contrary to intuition. It 
would require the Reynolds analogy factor St/(0.5 cf) to obey a for
mula like equation (1) but with an equal and opposite value of A. It 
would also be contrary to the common belief among engineers who 
use turbulence promoters to increase heat transfer through turbulent 
boundary layers or duct flows. 

The present experiment was designed to investigate the effect of 
nearly isotropic grid turbulence on heat transfer through a con
stant-pressure boundary layer on a slightly-heated surface. Specifi-

1 Now at Aerothermodynamics Research Department, Detroit Diesel Allison 
Division, General Motors, Indianapolis, Indiana 46206 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OP HEAT TRANSFER, Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division May 
25,1978. 

(2) 

cally, it was designed to measure the coefficient At in the Stanton 
number formula corresponding to equation (1), 

St (u7 ) 1 / 2 

— = 1 + Ao . 
Sto Ue 

As the coefficient A in equation (1) is uncertain to ±25 percent at 
least, it was thought unrealistic to attempt to determine Ae to much 
better accuracy than this. The experiment was therefore arranged to 
measure changes in heat transfer, resulting from the insertion or re
moval of turbulence grids in the flow, to an accuracy of the order of 
±20 percent of the change. The apparatus and techniques used are 
therefore not the optimum for absolute measurements of heat 
transfer, but we felt that the contradictions in previous experiments 
on the effect of free-stream turbulence probably resulted from at
tempts to obtain absolute, rather than comparative measurements 
to good accuracy. In fact, the absolute accuracy of Stanton number 
measurement in the present experiment seems to be good; values of 
Sto Me within ten percent of the mean of previous data and well within 
the scatter. This gives confidence in the reliability of the values of 
Ae. 

The results show that Ao is about five. The difference between Ao 
and A is barely significant but suggests that the Reynolds analogy 
factor increases slightly in the presence of free-stream turbulence. 

P r e v i o u s Work 
Table 1 summarizes previous experiments on the effect of free-

stream turbulence on heat transfer from turbulent boundary layers 
in substantially zero pressure gradient. In some of these cases de
ductions about free-stream turbulence effects were made as a by
product of the main result and in others the techniques were open to 
criticism. The two experiments which seem most reliable for the 
present purpose are those of Kestin, et al. [1, 5, 6] and Junkhan and 
Serovy [8]. Both experiments were done at rather low Reynolds 
number, and both indicated negligible effect of free-stream turbulence 
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Table 1 Summary of past r esea rch 

Author Date Ref Re, V^ t/„ 
Increase 
inNu? 

Sugawara, et al. 
Edwards and Furber 
Reynolds, Kays, and Kline 
Kestin, et al. 
Feiler and Yeager 
Junkhan and Serovy 

1953 2 4.2 X 103 - 3.2 X 105 0.7 - 8.3 
1956 3 6.1 X 104 - 2.5 X 106 1.5 -5 .0 
1958 4 2.6 X 105 - 3.5 X 106 2.0 - 5.0 
1961 1,5,6 4.3 X 1 0 4 - 6 . 1 X 105 0 . 7 - 3 . 8 
1962 7 2.7 X 104 - 1.2 X 105 9-10 
1967 8 3.9 X 104 - 3.7 X 105 0.4 - 8.3 

Yes 
No 
No 
No 
Yes 
No 

on heat transfer in zero pressure gradient. Kestin, et al. found a small 
increase in heat transfer in a flow with pressure gradient, while Jun
khan and Serovy found none. Therefore, whether one relies on these 
two experiments or accepts a majority verdict from the authors cited 
in Table 1, the conclusion from previous work is that free-stream 
turbulence does not influence heat transfer through a turbulent 
boundary layer in zero pressure gradient. Such an influence is not 
positively precluded, however, because most of the experiments were 
done at such a low Reynolds number that transitional or post-tran
sitional effects may have been present. The implication from the re
sults of Reynolds, et al. [4] that there is no influence is insecure be
cause they did not do a low-turbulence check experiment (their 
free-stream turbulence was that naturally occurring in their wind 
tunnel). The thermal boundary layer of Edwards and Furber [5] was 
confined to the inner part of the velocity boundary layer. A more 
detailed review is given by Simonich [9]. 

Apparatus and Techniques 
All the measurements reported here were made in the 3 ft X 3 ft (90 

cm X 90 cm) closed-circuit wind tunnel of the Department of Aero
nautics. The tunnel has a background turbulence level of about 0.03 
percent. Two sets of heat transfer and skin-friction measurements 
were made at free-stream speeds of 16 and 21 ms _ 1 . 

The test plate was mounted horizontally in the tunnel working 
section with its leading edge 1.9 m from the turbulence grid position. 
An exploded view of the plate assembly is shown in Fig. 1. The heated 
portion was made by gluing 30 pieces of 0.05 mm X 2.5 cm steel shim 
strips lengthwise, at 2.8 cm spanwise pitch, to a sheet of 1 cm plywood 
90 cm wide and 2.45 m long, and then gluing a second plywood sheet 
over the strips to produce a symmetrical model. The 2.5 cm wide strips 
were connected in series by wires embedded in the front and rear ends 
of the sandwich. A leading-edge fairing 8 cm long, with a longitudinal 
section like a slightly pointed half ellipse, was added. Smoke-tunnel 
tests by P. E. Hancock (unpublished) showed that this shape appeared 
to be free of flow separation for longitudinal-component intensities 
up to at least four percent. A trip wire 1.2 mm in diameter was fixed 
to the surface at the rear of the unheated leading-edge fairing so that 

THERMOCOUPLE 
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LEADING 

EDGE 

PLASTIC POSTS 

f" 
v- / r - . 

TRAILING EDGE 

\ \30CM. 8 C S ' -
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PLYWOOD (I CM. THICK I 

Fig. 1 Exploded view 0! the experimental heat transfer plate 

the origins of the turbulent boundary layer and the thermal boundary 
layer were nearly the same. The unheated trailing edge fairing con
sisted of a parallel section 30 cm long, to minimize pressure gradients 
at the aft measuring station, followed by a straight tapered portion 
8 cm long. 

The heating element, whose resistance was about 8 fl, was supplied 
from an autotransformer, the current (up to 20A) and voltage being 
measured by separate Avo Model 8 multimeters. The manufacturer';-
quoted accuracy for this type of multimeter is three percent of full 
scale. The meters were not calibrated individually, but their function 
was checked by interchanging the current and voltage meters withoui 
noticeable change in the readings. It was assumed that the inductance 
of the plane heating element was negligible so that the power dissi
pated was equal to the product of current and voltage. The surface 
heat transfer rate was taken as half the power, divided by the plane 
area of the heated part of the plate, less a correction for radiation 

•Nomenclature. 

A, Ag = empirical constants, equations (1, 
2) 

6 = grid bar thickness 
C, Co = empirical constants, equations (4, 

5) 
Cf = skin-friction coefficient, T,„/(0.5 pUe

2) 
cp = specific heat at constant pressure 
K, Kg = empirical constants, equations (4, 

5) 
Lx = longitudinal-integral length scale 
Lt = dissipation length scale, defined by 

equation (36) 
M - grid mesh width 
Q = heat transfer per unit area per unit 

time 

q2 = u2 + v2 + w2 

Re<; = momentum-thickness Reynolds 
number, Ue 0/v 

St = Stanton number, Qw/[pcp Ue (Tw -
Te)] 

T = temperature 
T r = friction temperature, Qw/cpur 

u, v, w = fluctuating velocity components in 
x, y, z directions 

U,V,W = mean velocity components in x, y, 
z directions 

uT = friction velocity, (rw/p)112 

X = distance from grid 
x, y, z = coordinates with origin at origin of 

boundary layer: x streamwise, y normal to 
surface 

<5 = boundary layer thickness (distance frorr. 
surface at which U = 0.995 Ue) 

t = turbulent energy dissipation rate 
0 = momentum thickness 
v = kinematic viscosity 
n, n 0 = wake parameters, equations (66. 

76) 
p = density 
T = shear stress 

Subscripts 

e = value at boundary layer edge 
0 = value with low free-stream turbulence 
w = value at surface ("wall") 
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I ,sscs estimated at between 7 and 15 percent of the heat transfer rate. 
[Sec Appendix for radiation loss calculation.) 

The temperature difference between the plate surface and the 
free-stream, Tw - Te, roughly 2 °C, was measured at three stations 
0 32,1-08 and 2.46 m from the leading edge (2.22, 2.98 and 4.36 m from 
the position of the turbulence grids). Chromel-alumel thermocouples 
welded from 0.025 mm wires were used. The "hot" junctions and 
several cm of the adjacent wires were fixed to the plate, with the 
junction at the centerline, using polyurethane varnish as the adhesive; 
the surface near the junction was effectively smooth. The "cold" 
junctions, between the two thermocouple wires and copper leads, were 
made at the top of 3 mm dia posts, fixed to the plate about 15 cm from 
the center line and protruding well outside the boundary layer. The 
copper leads were then continued without further joins to the input 
terminals of the amplifier/voltmeter (Comark Electronics Ltd) used 
to measure the temperature difference. 

Temperature-profile measurements were made by attaching the 
two cold junctions of a similar thermocouple to the front of a pitot-like 
probe about 1 mm in diameter, the junction protruding about 3 mm 
forward of the probe body. Again, the hot junction was fixed to the 
plate surface. 

The thermal time constant of the plate (the time taken to cool to 
1/e times the initial temperature difference) was calculated as about 
200 s, while the conduction time constant (the time taken for the 
surface temperature to rise to 1 - 1/e times the heater element tem
perature after the latter was first switched on) was about 270 s, ne
glecting external heat transfer. The settling time required after a 
change in turbulence level or heating rate was determined mainly by 
the characteristic time scale of free-stream temperature drift in the 
closed-circuit wind tunnel. The procedure adopted was to run the 
tunnel for about 30 min and then monitor 7',,, — Te at 5 min intervals 
until it ceased to change, typically after a further 20^t0 min. This does 
not, strictly, define a steady state since Te (and Tw) continue to in
crease, and the convective heat transfer is less than the apparent value 
by mc d Tw/dt where m and c are the mass and specific heat of the 
plate. However since the thermal time constant of the tunnel is much 
larger than that of the plate, the error is small. 

Velocity profiles were measured with pitot tubes and skin friction 
with Preston (surface pitot) tubes. Preston-tube values of cy agreed 
to within five percent of deductions from logarithmic plots of the 
velocity profiles. An average of the two methods was used in the data 
analysis. 

The turbulence grids had mesh widths, M, of IV2, 3 and 6 in. (3.8, 
7.6 and 15.2 cm), with bar widths, b, close to the classical value of 3/i6 
of the mesh width used by Batchelor. and Townsend at Cambridge 
(M/b = 4.17, 6.0 and 4.8, respectively). The bars of the two smaller 
grids were of square cross section and arranged in a biplanar array at 
right angles. The largest grid had square bars in a monoplane array. 
Other users of this grid have found traces of unsteady or inhomo-
geneous flow, absent in square-bar biplane grids; the present results 
obtained with it are generally more scattered than results of tests using 
the smaller grids, but are not thought to be seriously atypical. The 
longitudinal-component turbulence levels, measured about half way 
between the test plate and the tunnel roof, are shown in Fig. 2, the 
change in percentage intensity between the two operating speeds of 
16 and 21 m s - 1 being negligible. 

Spectra and length scales were not measured directly. However, 
defining a dissipation length scale L as ((;2)3/2/t, the turbulent energy 
equation for decaying homogeneous turbulence can be written as 

2 dx 
(3a) 

and in grid turbulence L is about 1.1 times the longitudinal integral 
scale Lx. In the present work we have deduced a slightly different 
scale, from the equation 

,5[72 (7l2)3/2 

u-dx L, 
(36) 
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This scale has the advantage that it can be deduced fromit-compo-
nent measurements only. If the turbulence is isotropic (q2 = 3u2), 

The distance from the grid to the first measuring station, 2.22 m, was 
nearly 15 times the mesh width of the largest grid so that in this and 
all other cases a good approximation to homogeneity should have been 
attained. 

E x p e r i m e n t a l A c c u r a c y 
The object of the experiment was to measure changes of 10-20 

percent in St to an accuracy (at 20:1 odds) of ±20 percent of the 
change, i.e. ±2-4 percent of St itself. To achieve this, the absolute 
accuracy of St need be no better than the above mentioned ±20 per
cent. For instance, consistent errors of 20 percent in tunnel speed, 
temperature difference or heat transfer rate would have been ac
ceptable as long as short-term repeatability was within two to four 
percent. The spatial uniformity of the heat flux from the electric 
heaters to the surface of the plywood was checked by measuring the 
spanwise variation of an approximation to Tw — Te with a 2 mm dia. 
bead thermocouple traversed across the surface. The temperature 
difference was uniform to within the instrument resolution of about 
three percent of the temperature difference. Spanwise uniformity of 
the velocity was satisfactorily checked independently, and the effect 
of the sidewall boundary layer displacement thickness (less than 1 
cm) was evidently confined to the generation of a very weak longitu
dinal pressure gradient, secondary flows being important only very 
close to the side walls. 

The temperature difference Tw — Te was roughly 2 °C, and was 
recorded to an accuracy of .025 °C. As the kinematic viscosity of air 
changes by about 0.6 percent per °C and Cf or St vary as about the 
(—'A) power of local Reynolds number, Reo, any temperature differ
ence much larger than those used here would result in noticeable 
changes in Cf or St, perhaps of the order of those caused by free-stream 
turbulence, with resulting confusion in the interpretation of the re
sults. It should be noted that up to 20 percent consistent error in Tw 

— Te can be accepted for present purposes, and the correspondence 
between readings of the different thermocouples was much better 
than this as can be seen from the plots of St against Rej. 

To summarize, the absolute accuracy of St measurement aimed for 
was ±20 percent, the error residing almost entirely in Tw — Te. We 
estimate the St accuracy actually achieved at about ±10 percent, while 
the changes in St required to evaluate A9 appear to be accurate to 
about ±20 percent on the average. Other quantities such as c/ or Reo 
are estimated to be accurate to five percent or better. 

Boundary Layer Scaling 
It is generally accepted that the effect of free-stream turbulence 

is likely to be felt mainly in the outer layer of a boundary layer, and 
that the law of the wall is no more likely to be affected by free-stream 
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turbulence than by changes in turbulence within the boundary layer. 
In the present work we have assumed, with self consistent results, that 
this conclusion applies to the law of the wall for temperature as well 
as that for velocity. The following scaling analysis is given in some 
detail because of the prevalence in the heat transfer literature of 
simplified versions, incorporating hidden assumptions of equality 
between constants or scaling functions for the velocity and temper
ature fields. Such assumptions would lead to confusion in the present 
work where the distinction between A and Ag must be maintained 
unless it is shown to be small experimentally. 

The present analysis is a rearrangement and extension of that given 
by Kader and Yaglom [10]. In the logarithmic regions at a distance 
from the surface small compared to the thickness of the boundary 
layer but large compared to the thickness of the sublayers adjacent 
to the surface, in which viscous or conductive effects are important, 
we have 

and 

— = — In h C 
uT K v 

= — In 1- Co 
TT Ke v 

(4) 

(5) 

where T, is called the friction temperature and Co, though not Ko, 
depends on Pr. In the whole region between the sublayers and the 
boundary layer edge, including the regions of validity of equation (4) 
and equation (5), the "defect" laws 

^LZ-^- = f(y/&) (6a) 

and 

T-Te 

Tr 
• Uiyli) (7a) 

are expected to apply if the origin of the thermal boundary layer is 
at the leading edge. The instantaneous edge of the thermal boundary 
layer coincides almost exactly with the instantaneous edge of the 
velocity boundary layer if Pr is close to unity. The mean thicknesses 
are therefore related so that t> can be used for both. Also the thickness 
of the conductive sublayer is nearly the same as the thickness of the 
viscous sublayer, 30 vlur say, if Pr is near unity. 

In the regions of validity of both equation (4) and equation (5) from 
uT y/i/ « 30 to y » .25, compatibility requires equation (6a) and 
equation (7a) to take the special forms 

Ue-U 

ur 

i , y 2TT 
= - - In - + — 

K & K 

i , y , 2TT8 

In —I 
Kg 5 Ko 

(66) 

(7b) 

where II and IIo are called the "wake parameters." In constant-pres
sure boundary layers beneath low-turbulence streams, / and /« are 
functions of y/S only, and II and n 0 are constants, except at low 
Reynolds number. In principle the decay rate, as well as the local 
properties, of the free-stream turbulence may affect the functions and 
the wake parameters, but if the free-stream turbulence can be de
scribed locally by one velocity scale and one length scale the decay rate 
follows from the turbulent energy equation and need not be included 
explicitly. Taking the representative scales as the u -component-
root-mean square intensity (uc

2)112 and the dissipation length scale 
L(, we expect II and IIo to depend on (ue

2)ll2luT and LJh. 
Now adding equation (4) to equation (66) and equation (5) to 

equation (76) gives 

Ue 1 

K 
In 

nTH 

V 
+ c + 

?.n 
K 

and 

TT 

1 i u*d±r 4 . 2 n , ) ; — In 1- Ce H 
Ko v K0 

(8) 

(9) 

where the first two terms on the right of each equation are the right-
hand sides of equation (4) and equation (5) evaluated at y = 5 and the 
third terms are the deviations of the actual profiles from the loga
rithmic laws. Since by definition Cf = 2(u r / t / e ) 2 and St = (uT/{/ ) x 
(Trl(Tw — Tc)), elimination of uTt>lv between equation (8) and 
equation (9) gives 

St 

0.5 cf ' 

Ko/K 

1 + vf[ CoKe-CK+2(n0~ny 

K 

(1.0) 

where St/(0.5 c/) is commonly called the Reynolds analogy factor. 
Most of the common formulae for Reynolds analogy factor are special 
cases of equation (10). With the values K = 0.40, Kg = 0.47, C = 5.0, 
Co = 3.8 (for air), 2II/K = 2.35, 2lJ9/Ko = 2.35, as recommended by 
Kader and Yaglom [10] for a low-turbulence stream, we have 

St 1.18 

0.5c/ ~ 1 - 0.098 VJoITJ) 1J 

This is an unusually low value of the coefficient of (0.5 c/)1'2, which 
is the small difference of large quantities. Changing 2Uo/Ko to the 
value of about 2.0 found in the present work increases the coefficient 
from -0.098 to —1.8. von Karman's formula has a coefficient of-2.7 
but a numerator of unity. The values of St/(0.5 c/) predicted by these 
three versions of equation (10) when cy = 0.0030 (Ue 0/v * 5000, a 
value typical of the data below) are 1.19,1.27,1.11. The experimental 
value at this Reynolds number is 1.19. 

The effects of free-stream turbulence on the mean velocity profile 
include a decrease in II, and therefore, from equation (8), an increase 
in uT/Ue and c/ at a given value of urbh. If the consensus of previous 
data, that free-stream turbulence does not affect Stanton number, 
were correct, (Tw — Te)/TT would have to increase in proportion to 
ur/Ue, and equation (9) shows that this could happen only if IIo in
creased. Thus, we cannot simultaneously have an unaffected Stanton 
number and an unaffected temperature profile, so that free-stream 
turbulence must have some effect on the thermal boundary layer. If 
IIo decreased by the same amount as II, equation (10) shows that the 
Reynolds-analogy factor would be unaltered. That is, the qualitative 
ideas of Reynolds' analogy suggest that n e - II will alter less than Ilc 

or II separately. The results presented below indicate that St/(0.5 c/) 
increases with free-stream turbulence level, implying that 11,/ de
creases more than II. We note that if II and IIo vary linearly with 
(ue

2)ll2luT, the turbulence dependent term in the denominator of 
equation (10) is proportional to (ue

2)l^2/Ue. Similar analyses [11] for 
equation (8) and equation (9) separately justify the forms equation 
(1) and equation (2), and we therefore plot the results presented below 
against (u2)l/2/Ue rather than the parameter (ue

2)l/2lur on which 11 
and IIo depend. This should reduce the dependence of the plotted 
quantities on c/0, although the assumption of linear variation of II and 
Ho is possible only for (ue

2)1/2/Ue < 0.05, say, and Meier [12] has re
cently shown that for very small values of (ue

 2)1/2/Ue, less than about 
0.01, Cf/cf0 (and by implication II) varies as ue

2. 

Strictly, the changes in St, c/ and profile parameters should be 
evaluated at a constant value of uTbh for compatibility with the 
similarity analysis above. In practice comparisons at constant mo
mentum-thickness Reynolds number are more convenient, and are 
made exclusively below. The use of Uex/v as a correlating parameter 
for heat transfer, or anything else, simply introduces uncertainties 
about transition effects, and may be responsible for some of the 
confusion documented in Table 1. 

R e s u l t s and D i s c u s s i o n 
Figs. 3 and 4 show the variation of skin-friction coefficient and 

Stanton number with momentum-thickness Reynolds number Rco 
in the clean tunnel and behind three different turbulence grids. Later 
analysis is based on the smooth curves shown in those figures. The 
clean-tunnel results for skin friction agree fairly well with the results 
of Weighardt, quoted in [13], except at the low-Reynolds-number end. 
The Reynolds-analogy factor in the clean tunnel (Fig. 5) decreases 
slightly with increasing Reo to a value of about 1.20 at the upper end 
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Fig. 5 Reynolds·analogy factor versus momentum·thickness Reynolds 
number. Symbols as in Fig. 2 

of the range. If Weighardt's values of cf were used the latter value 
would be about 1.16. the Reynolds-analogy factor recommended by 
Chi [14] as a fit to all high-Reynolds-number data. Note that free
stream turbulence length scale. as well as intensity. varies with grid 
size so that a simple trend in Fig. 5 is not necessarily to be expect
ed. 
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turbulence intensity. Crossplot from Fig. 3; key as in Fig. 6 

When the skin-friction coefficient and Stanton number are reo 

plotted as clic!o and St/Sto against root-mean-square turbulence in
tensity (ue

2)1/2/Ue , (Figs. 6 and 7) it can be seen that the rate of in
crease of Stanton number is larger than that of skin-friction coefficient 
and that. in both cases individual data points from each grid cross the 
general trend. 

Hancock [15] has systematically investigat.ed the effect of length 
scale L" as well as intensity. on eflelo• using both his own results and 
those of previous investigators. He finds t.hat for given U c 2 the value 
of Cf/cfo decreases strongly with increasing value of LJo. One expla
nation for the decrease in effect of free-stream turbulence with in
crease in L,/rJ is that [16] the condition V = 0 at the solid surface re
duces the normal-component intensity of the free-stream turbulence 
for y < 2 L, approximately. Thus, if L, > 0.5 0 the free-stream tur
bulence that affects the flow near y = 0 is weaker than the nominal 
value of U e 2 measured far from the surface. Fig. 7 shows that St/8to 
also decreases with increasing L,/o at given u.;'l although the effect 
appears to be less severe than in the case of ci' Therefore, the form 
of equation (2). with Ao == 5 independent of L,/o, should be adequate 
for interim use until more data are available. The present c( data, 
supported by Hancock show that the assumption of constant A is not 

adequate. However, even the largest value of A deducible from t.he 
present results (LJrJ > 1.0) is only about 2 and therefore significantly 
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smaller than the best fit value of An. Qualitatively, it appears that St 
not only increases with free-stream turbulence level but actually in
creases faster than cy. 

At low Reynolds number II, and presumably II«, decreases and it 
is possible that the ability of free-stream turbulence to reduce IT is 
itself reduced. However, the variation of II with Re« for each grid (Fig. 
8) seems consistent. The values for the 6 in. grid are uncertain because 
of the residual inhomogeneity of the mean flow. II and II<j are plotted 
against (u,,2) l/2/UL. at the aft station (Re„ ~ 6000) in Fig. 9 to illustrate 
the behavior at high Reynolds number. These are the only values of 
II,i measured during the experiment, the corresponding profiles being 
shown in Fig. 10. The values of Co implied by the measured temper
ature profiles and heat-transfer rates were scattered about the value 
of 3.8 recommended by Kader and Yaglom and the profiles were ar
bitrarily shifted along the T axis to match Co = 3.8. The percentage 
uncertainty thus introduced into II,i is no greater than the,percentage 
uncertainty in St. 

C o n c l u s i o n s 

A simple application of similarity analysis shows that free-stream 
turbulence must affect either the Stanton number or the shape of the 
temperature profile plotted in inner layer coordinates (or both). It 
is therefore not possible for the temperature field to be completely 
unaffected by free-stream turbulence. Previous experimental work 
at low Reynolds numbers suggests, but not very conclusively, that the 
Stanton number is unaffected. 

The present measurements, at momentum-thickness Reynolds 
numbers up to 6000 and with grid-produced turbulence intensities 
up to seven percent, appear to show conclusively that the Stanton 
number increases with increasing free-stream turbulence, by about 
five percent for each percent of rms intensity. This rate of increase 
of St is rather larger than the consensus value for the rate of increase 
of Cf (and considerably larger than the rate of increase of Cf measured 
in the present work), which implies that the Reynolds-analogy factor 
increases. In the range of free-stream turbulence length scale explored 
here, the Stanton number at given turbulence intensity decreases as 
the length scale increases, although the range of measurements was 
not sufficient to rule out the possibility of this decrease being a 
Reynolds-number effect since large ratios of length scale to boundary 
layer thickness were obtained only at low Reynolds numbers. 
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APPENDIX 
Radiation Losses. The radiative heat transfer was estimated by 

the formula 

Qr = eaA(Tm TV (1) 

where e is the emissivity of a wooden surface, taken as .935 in the 
present case, a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, 5.67 X 10~ u 

kWm~2 K~4, A is the plate area, and Tw and Ts are the absolute 
temperatures of the plate and of the tunnel walls. A good approxi
mation for small temperature differences is 

?r = 4 <r A T,„3 AT (2) 

where AT = Tw — T„ so the contribution of radiative heat transfer 
to the Stanton number is 

S t r ; 
4a Tw 

pcp U, 
(3) 
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Fig. 10 Temperature difference nondimensionalized by friction temperature, 
versus uTy/n. Symbols as in Fig. 2 

k g ' 1 K~\ Tw = 288K, 

St r 4.6 X 1 0 - ' 7 L 4 (4) 

and taking Ue = 20 ins - 1 gives Str = 2.3 X 10 - 4 or roughly ten percent 
of the convective contribution. This is a surprisingly high figure, but 

equation (4) applies to any low-speed air flow with a small tempera
ture difference and an emissivity close to unity. The emissivity is, of 
course, uncertain but since 0 < e < 1 the worst possible error in any 
of the Stanton-number results, or in A0 itself, is no more than ten 
percent. 
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Interacting Turbulent Boundary 
Layer ower a Wawy Wall 
This paper is concerned with the two-dimensional supersonic flow of a thick turbulent 
boundary layer over a train of relatively small wave-like protuberances. The flow condi
tions and the geometry are such that there exists a strong interaction between the viscous 
and inviscid flow. Here the interacting boundary layer equations are solved numerically 
using a time-like relaxation method with turbulence effects represented by the inclusion 
of the eddy viscosity model of Cebeci and Smith. Results are presented for flow over a 
train of up to six waves for Mach numbers of 2.5 and 3.5, Reynolds numbers of 10 and 32 
X 106/meter, and wall temperature ratios T„,/To of 0.4 and 0.8. Limited comparisons with 
independent experimental and analytical results are also given. 

Introduction 

This paper is concerned with the two-dimensional supersonic flow 
of thick turbulent boundary layers over a train of relatively small 
wave-like protuberances. Interest in this subject arises from the need 
to predict the extent to which an initially flat plate boundary layer 
has been disturbed by a regular corrugation in the wall surface. The 
flow conditions and the geometry considered here are such that a 
strong interaction exists between the viscous and inviscid flow. The 
problem cannot be solved without including interaction effects be
cause classical boundary layer methods would terminate in a sepa
ration point singularity. 

To handle the present subject by boundary-layer methods, a 
technique for treatment of the interacting boundary layer equations 
as well as models for turbulence and for the viscous-inviscid inter
action process must be available. A numerical method for addressing 
closed bubble separation regions was developed by Werle and Vatsa 
[1]. It was applied to a number of laminar separated flow problems 
including flow over a train of sine-wave protuberances [2]. This 
method uses the interacting boundary layer equations with a time-like 
relaxation concept which accounts for the boundary-value nature of 
the problem. This approach is adopted in the present study with the 
inclusion of the eddy viscosity model of Cebeci and Smith into the 
solution scheme. The present form of the numerical algorithm in
cludes several modifications to that of the earlier work [2, 3] in order 
to accommodate the turbulent nature of the flow, the thick boundary 
layer, and the rather dramatic geometry variations of the wavy 
wall. 

It was found that the method was capable of handling the inter
acting turbulent flows of present interest. Solutions were obtained 

1 Current affiliation: United Technology Research Center, East Hartford, 
Conn. 
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OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division 
January 30, 1978 

for flow of thick turbulent boundary layers over a train of waves. The 
results are presented in terms of surface pressure, skin friction and 
heat transfer distributions. The predicted trends are compared with 
available analytical results based on small disturbance theory and with 
experimental data. 

Governing Equations 
1 Boundary Layer Equations in Physical Coordinates. The 

suitability of the interacting boundary layer equations for describing 
the relatively strong streamwise variations in the boundary layer 
characteristics due to sudden changes in the body geometry has been, 
at least for the laminar case, verified earlier [1, 2]. This approach is 
used in the present study in which Prandtl's classical boundary layer 
equations are adopted with the only modification being that the 
pressure variation was not prescribed but calculated simultaneously 
from a viscous-inviscid interaction model. 

The boundary layer approximation in two-dimensional viscous flow 
problems implies that the pressure variation is assumed to occur only 
along one coordinate, taken in the general direction of the wall shear 
layer. The degree of this approximation depends on the choice of the 
coordinate system. While for very thin boundary layers over a cor
rugated wall, or thick boundary layers over a relatively flat wall, 
surface coordinates were suitable (see [3]), for thick boundary layers 
flowing over a small amplitude wavy wall, Cartesian coordinates were 
found to be more appropriate. Accordingly, the governing equation? 
will first be written to apply to both the usual surface coordinates (s* 
n*) and the Cartesian coordinates (x*, y*) using the notation (x\*. 
x-i*) to denote either of these. Nondimensional variables of order one 
are now defined according to the scheme 

Xi = xi*/L*, X2 = Rer
1/2x2*/L* (In! 

u = u*/u„*, v = Rer
1/2v*/u„*, p = p*/p„*u„*2 , 

p = p*/p«,*, T=Cp*T*/u„*2 lift] 

with 

Re r = p„*u„*L*/Mr*("„*2/Cp*) (ic) 
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•Hid "*> v*' P*> P* a n c ' ^* represent the mean velocities, pressure, 
density and temperature respectively. 

The turbulent layer equations in these variables are: 
Continuity Equation 

•(pu)+ (pu) = 0 
dx2 

Momentum Equation 

I du du \ 
(u + u ) 
\ dxt dx2l 

Energy Equation 

pell, 
duc 

dx\ 

a 
dx2 

i du \ 

(2) 

(3) 

frozen and relaxation models in the interacting boundary layer 
equations for separated flows with no significant improvements in 
the predicted results over those obtained with the basic eddy-viscosity 
model. In [6] it was concluded that the eddy viscosity model failed in 
the problem of supersonic flow past compression ramps because of 
the ramp induced shock penetration into the boundary layer, resulting 
locally in large longitudinal gradients. In the present problem, with 
continuous surface curvature and a thick boundary layer (a/5 « 1) 
the interaction effects tend to reduce longitudinal gradients. There
fore, the eddy viscosity model was considered acceptable. Thus we 
take 

TT '-
du 

dx2 
(7a) 

dxJ 
du,, du 

•Pelle U H 
dxi dx2 

I du \ 

dT ti / p ti l \ 

d.t? \ P r tiX'i I 
(4) 

where TT and qr are the nondimensional turbulent stress and tur
bulent heat flux respectively. 

The gas is assumed to be air with constant specific heats and con
stant Prandtl number, Pr = 0.72 with the perfect gas law, 
State Equation 

p = p I (5) 

Boundary Conditions 

u(xi, x2J = 0, v(xi, x2J = 0, T(JCI, x2J = Tw{xi) 

and 

U(xtl » ) = Ue(Xl), T(X! Te(Xl (6) 

where .x^.U'i) describes the body surface contour {x2w = 0 in surface 
coordinates, x2lll = yw(x) for Cartesian coordinates). 

2 Turbulence Model. To obtain closure of the system of 
equations (2-6), models for the turbulent stress and turbulent heat 
flux terms are needed. The eddy viscosity concept used in conjunction 
with Prandtl's mixing length hypothesis for the wall layer region is 
the most widely used algebraic model for turbulent stress. A well 
known representation is the two layer eddy viscosity model of Cebeci 
and Smith which has been very successful in modeling turbulence 
effects for flat plate boundary layers and other attached boundary 
layers with moderate pressure gradients. Less favorable results are 
obtained when using this model for strongly interacting and separated 
flow regions where it appears to fail conceptually. 

In an effort to better align the predictions for separated flows with 
experimental data, previous investigators (see [4] and [5] for exam
ples) have empirically modified the equilibrium eddy viscosity model 
to account for the history effect. Thus "frozen," "relaxation," and 
other models were devised and successfully applied in several sepa
rated flow predictions. One of the present authors [6] also used the 

PrT = (T73/(97£)- (76) 

and relate qr to TT by turbulent Prandtl number as 

du\ II idT\ 
IUrl-Xtf 

The turbulent Prandtl number is here taken constant, P r r = 0.90. 
The two layer (outer and inner region) Cebeci-Smith model is then 
given as: 
Inner Region 

(«/*.),-
p*£*2 I du* I 

u* 13x9*1 
(8a) 

where 

e* = KiX2*[l - exp(-x2*/A*)] 

with Ki = 0.40 and 

du* | 

Idx 2 " Iwi 

where the absolute value of du*ldx2* has been introduced in equation 
(8c) as a modification of the Cebeci-Smith model for reverse flows. 

Outer region 

( I du* I / \ " 
Hw*\ P*\ 

(86) 

(8c) 

(l/p)o = T ^ K2T5kir 

where y is the transverse intermittency function 

7 = | l - e r f [5 (x 2 / x2 B -0 .78 ] | / 2 

(9a) 

(96) 

The variable x2e is the value of x2 at which u/ue = 0.995, and Skinc is 
the incompressible displacement thickness. 

3 Boundary Layer Equations in Transformed Variables. 
First, the boundary layer equations given in Section 1 are here recast 
using the Levy-Lees transformation. Then, the Prandtl's transposition 
theorem is applied, which makes the form of the wall boundary con
ditions for both the surface coordinates and the Cartesian coordinates 
identical. Accordingly, the new independent variables are defined 
by 

£ = I PeP-ePedxi 
Ue_ 

2£ r 
*SX2w 

pdx2 (Wa,b) 

- N o m e n c l a t u r e -

a = amplitude 
C/ = skin friction coefficient, 

Tw*/p„*U«,*2/2 

Cp = constant pressure specific heat 
h = heat transfer coefficient 
H ~ nondimensional total enthalpy, H = 

ff*A(„*2 

L* = reference length 
M = Mach number 
Re„ = Reynolds number based on free 

stream viscosity, Re» = p„*u«,*L*/n~* 
t = time 
V = transformed u velocity in the bound

ary-layer 
7 = ratio of specific heats, Cp/Cv 

(5 = nondimensional displacement thick
ness 

^kinc = incompressible displacement thick
ness 

br = displacement body height 
t = eddy viscosity 
Or = surface inclination of the displacement 

body 

p = nondimensional viscosity, p = p*I 

Subscripts 
e = conditions evaluated on the displacement 

body or at the outer edge of the boundary 
layer 

f.p. = flat plate value 
id = conditions evaluated at the wall 
°> = conditions evaluated in the upstream 

freestream 

Superscripts 

* = denotes dimensional quantities 
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Normalized dependent variables F, 8, and g, for the velocity, static 
enthalpy, and total enthalpy are now introduced by 

F = u/ue, 0 = T/Te, g = HIHe 

and equations (2-4) become 
Continuity equation 

dV dF 
— + 2£ — + F = 0 
dr, o>£ 

(11a,6,c) 

(12) 

Momentum equation 

dF , ,dF 
2 £ F — + V— --

3£ dr, M-**)+f(«f) 
or) \ or)/ 

(13a) 

JF ,,dF 

Static temperature energy equation 

dO BO /dF\2 d / I d6\ 
2 £ F — + V — = « « ( — ) + — (£ ) 

d£ dr) \dr)/ dr) \ Pr dr,/ 

Total temperature energy equation 

2 ^ + v f - ( l + f W - J * ) + f ( * f ) U36) 
01) \ II dr) \ Or)/ 

(14a) 

3£ dv 2 

2a T dFl d / £i dg\ 

+ al dijJ dr,\PTdr,/ 

where £ is the viscosity parameter defined by 

£ = pp/pePe 

(146) 

(15) 

with p given from Sutherlands viscosity law and the turbulent pa
rameters, ? and e are defined as 

Pr 

? = i + (f/n)r, i = i + u/li) — r 
PTT 

(16a,6) 

where T is the streamwise intermittency function: for fully laminar 
flow r = 0 and for fully turbulent flow T = 1, while for the transitional 
region its value varies smoothly from zero to one. The parameters a 
and B are obtained from the local inviscid flow as 

a = ue
2/Te, 8 = 

2£ due 

ue d£ 
(17a,6) 

State equation 

pJp^B, or pJp = — (H-~FA 
ue

z \ 2 / 

Boundary conditions 

F(l 0) = 0, V(i, 0) = 0, 0(£, 0) = TJTe 

org(£,0)=HJHe (19a) 

and 

F(£, •») = !, 8(1, °°) = lorg(f , c=) = l (196) 

The turbulence relations given in Section 2 can be expressed in 
transformed variables as: 
Inner region 

(e/p)i = VRe7 
Pe Ue 

2K1
2x2

2iri'i\dF\ 

peV2l£83 I OT/I 

where 

iri = 1 — exp(-7r2) 

*2Pe«C / „ /^^Pe£w \dF\ \1'2 

8 v R e r — — — I 
e V V2£ \dr,\w/ 

Outer region 

(e//x)o = Re r K 2 —T^-
Pe M 

(20a) 

(206) 

(20c) 

(20d) 

<5kin 
V2£ 

/Re,-p, 
0(1 - F) dr; (20c) 

The interacting boundary layer calculations require an initial ve
locity and temperature profile at some station ahead of the effective 
interaction region (see Fig. 1). This profile was obtained here from 
a noninteracting two dimensional laminar-transitional-turbuleni 
boundary layer calculation by an ordinary marching technique usiny 
a prescribed pressure distribution. In the examples shown in thic 
paper, the boundary layer thickness is considerably larger than the 
wave amplitude. This fact in combination with the shape of the sur
face geometry has led us to adopt the Cartesian coordinate system 

4 Inviscid/Viseous Interaction Model. The interaction of tin-
boundary layer with the isentropic supersonic inviscid flow is modelec 
in the pressure gradient parameter 8 by coupling it to the inclinatior 
Or of the total displacement body &?• The edge pressure is obtained 
from the Prandtl-Meyer relation approximated here to second orclei 
in terms of Or as 

1 
• + -

87 
=z + 

(M„ 2)2 + T1VL 

YM„2 V M J - 1 4(NL l) 2 

where 

0r = t a n " 1 (dbrldx), <5r = y w + <> 

•0-T2' (21 : 

(22a,6i 

. = Re,-r 1/2 f 1 -
P " 

PcMi 
dy X2 (22c 

Once pe is obtained the isentropic relations and Euler's equation arc 
used to obtain 8 in equation (176). Thus, the inviscid and viscous flows 
must be solved simultaneously since they are directly connected 
through the displacement thickness given in equation (22c). 

N u m e r i c a l M e t h o d of S o l u t i o n 

The numerical method used is an implicit finite difference scheme 
written for the similarity form of the governing equations tha' 
marches from some initial station along the surface to the terminal 
point of interest. To account for the boundary value nature of the 
problem, Werle and Vatsa [1] have added the time dependent concept, 
similar to the one used for the solution of elliptic partial differentia! 
equations. This results in modification of only the momentum 
equation (13) by replacing the pressure parameter 8 with 8 defined 
as 

8 = 8 + dt 
(231 

(18a,6) This method has been successfully applied to laminar separated flov 

I 

Tunnel Wall Test Plate 

Fig. 1 Flow geometry 
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nroblenis with various flow configurations including one with multiple 
interacting regions [2, 3]. The extension of this approach to turbulent 
boundary layers involves, aside from inclusion of the eddy viscosity 
model into the solution scheme, a number of modifications (see [7] 
for details). 

for reasons of efficiency and accuracy a variable mesh size in the 
direction is used in solving most turbulent boundary layers. A mesh 

^rowing in size from the wall as a geometric progression is used in the 
present algorithm. The governing equations were linearized and the 
partial derivatives were replaced by finite differences. The eddy vis
cosity term t/n, appearing as a nonlinear term in the governing 
equations, is approximated by its previous station value. Central 
differences were used to represent partials with respect to rj (except 
where upwind differencing for F , was required in the outer region of 
the boundary layer) as well as for the streamwise derivatives of the 
displacement body height, (V/-. Upwind differencing was used in the 
convection terms in the momentum and energy equations and forward 
differencing with respect to 5 in the continuity equation. 

In the present calculations the initial conditions were set by taking 
the zero time displacement body to correspond to a flat plate 
boundary layer and the surface protuberance to be of zero height. 
Subsequent time sweeps are conducted with the wave amplitude in
creasing gradually by a small amount. After the desired geometry is 
reached (after the first 10-15 sweeps) the time-like relaxation process 
is continued until the flow properties are relaxed to their final value. 
The convergence criteria used in this relaxation procedure was that 
the skin friction coefficient varies at most in the fourth significant 
figure. For a train of six waves, with 55 normal grid points and 111 
longitudinal grid points, the calculation was performed in about 15 
min of computer time on the IBM 376-168. 

Results and Discussion 
A major interest of the present investigation is in the numerical 

predictions for thick turbulent boundary layers over a wavy wall, as 
those in the experiments of [8]. The geometry and the flow conditions 
were therefore chosen to coincide with those given in [8]. The ampli
tude and wave length are a* = 0.29 cm, w* = 3.66 cm, respectively. 
A reference length, L = 15.25 cm, was chosen. The base flow 
conditions are defined by M„ = 2.53, Re„ = 10.82 X 10e/m, T«, = 174 
K and Tw/T0 = 0.81. Henceforth, we will refer to these conditions as 
standard flow conditions. 

To obtain the present results it is first necessary to generate initial 
profiles at some point ahead of the first protuberance-flat plate 
juncture. For the standard flow conditions this station was taken at 
x - 72.90 (i.e., x* = L*x = 11.12 m), where the initial profiles were 
obtained from a noninteracting calculation to correspond to the 
boundary layer as it develops along the wall of the UPWT Langley 
Wind Tunnel [8]. The interacting algorithm was subsequently em
ployed between this initial station and a downstream station past the 
last protuberance. The problem was first formulated and solved in 
the customary surface coordinates. It turned out that the geometry 
extremes make the use of the Cartesian coordinates version of the 
boundary layer equations more reasonable. The results of the calcu
lations shown here were performed with a longitudinal step size Ax 
= 0.02, and a 55 point grid across the boundary layer. 

Examples from the calculated results are presented for flow over 
a train of up to six waves, for Mach numbers M„ = 2.5 and 3.5, for 
Reynolds numbers Re„ = 10.82 X 106/m and 32.46 X 106/m and for 
wall to total temperature ratios Tw/T0 = 0.40 and 0.81. 

Fig. 2 shows the contour of a train of six waves, the displacement 
body and the interacting and inviscid pressure distributions for the 
standard flow conditions. The difference in the inviscid and inter
acting pressures dramatically shows the effect and need for interac
tion. The pressure is calculated from an approximation to the 
Prandtl-Meyer relation, accurate to second order in flow inclination 
angle. The inviscid pressure is calculated using the local body slope, 
whereas the interacting pressure is obtained by using the slope of the 
displacement body (= S> = ym + *)• The difference in the interacting 
and inviscid pressure is due to the difference in amplitudes of the 
actual and displacement body. It is interesting to observe that the 

interacting pressure is almost periodic even though the average dis
placement thickness decreases. Fig. 3 shows with the distribution of 
pressure the corresponding distribution of surface heat transfer and 
skin friction at the same base flow conditions. The pressure peaks and 
peaks in heating occur at about the same location ahead of the body 
surface peak. The peak in skin friction is shifted in the opposite di
rection. While the pressure distribution is nearly periodic, the heating 
levels and the skin friction peaks rise in the downstream direction. 
The rate of rise in peak heating is decreasing very slowly. These results 
are in contradistinction to our similar study [3] of thin laminar flow 
over a train of sine-waves, where the peaks in heating decreased 
rapidly in the steamwise direction. 

To demonstrate the effect on surface properties due to Mach 
number, wall temperature, the Reynolds number, three additional 
cases are shown in Figs. 4-6. The increase of Mach number (Fig. 4) 
from 2.5 to 3.5 causes a decrease in the ratio of hm^Jh[,p,. As in the 
standard flow case, the location at which the first wave was placed was 
chosen in such a way that the flat plate boundary layer displacement 
thickness was about the same as in the companion experimental study 
of [8]. 

The lowering of wall temperature to TW/TQ = 0.40 (Fig. 5) shows 
a similar trend in hmaJh/,p, as for the increase in Mach number. But 
the absolute rate of surface heating is much higher than in the pre
vious case. Interestingly, the hlhf_p_ curve is smoother here than in 
other cases. 

Lastly, an increase in Reynolds number, shown in Fig. 6, is seen to 
cause an increase in the ratio of peak heating. 

An interesting aspect of the present results is the location of the 
peaks in pressure, heat transfer and shear. The present predictions 
show the peaks in pressure and heating to occur at about the same 
location. This is in agreement with experimental observations [8]. The 
location of the peak pressure in the present results is shifted to the 
right of the location of the inviscid peak pressure location (at y ~ 0) 
by a phase angle of about 60 deg. Theoretical studies by Inger and 

interacting Surface Pressure Inviscid Surface Pressure M 

r~\ r~\ r\ r~\S r~\ r~\ \ i 
' i i \ i \ ' i i \ i i i 
i i i \ i \ i i \ 

V w \__/ v_j \_j v.j w 
1%,= 2.53 
Regp = 10 82 x l06/m 
Tw /T n = 0.81 Total Displacement Body, ST = y„ +8 

73.0 734 746 750 

Fig. 2 Displacement body and surface pressure—standard case 

73.2 7 3 6 74.0 74.4 74.8 

Fig. 3 Surface properties—standard case 
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Mm = 3.5 
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Fig. 4 Mach number effect on surface properties 
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Fig. 7 Mach number effect on surface properties; comparison with experi-
mental data 
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Fig. 5 Wall temperature effect on surface properties 
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0 
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-Six Waves 
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Fig. 6 Reynolds number effect on surface properties 

Williams [9] and by Lekoudis, et al. [10] predict such a shift. Data from 
these studies given up to Ma, = 2.0 show a shift to the left which drops 
off quickly towards zero at ML <^ 2. It is therefore possible to expect 
a phase angle in the opposite sense for ML > 2, as is the case in present 
results. Although the present results and those in [9] and [10] were 
obtained by different methods, there is similarity in trends for the 
pressure phase shift. In the present formulation dp/dy = 0 and the 
pressure phase shift is entirely due to the x -directional shift of the 
total displacement body with respect to the surface profile (Fig. 2), 
while in the analytical studies of [9] and [10] the pressure phase shift 
is due to the perturbation pressure in the y-direction, inherent in the 
formulation of the problem. The maximum wall shear location ob

tained from present calculations is shifted to the right of the peaks 
in pressure and surface heating by about 60 deg. According to theo
retical predictions [10] qualitatively such a shift is expected. Exper
imental data available at the same flow conditions [8] show a periodic 
trend in surface pressure as well as in the surface heating distribution. 
The periodic trend in surface pressure is observed also in the present 
predictions with peak values of p,nax/p/.p. = 1.3 at M„ = 2.5 and 
PmaJpf.p. = 1-2 at M„ = 3.5. In [8] the peak values for pressure are 
given at M„ = 3.5 as pmax/p/.p. = 1.3. The distribution of pressure ant) 
heating values between the second and third peak are compared to 
experimental data [8] in Fig. 7. While the heating distributions in the 
experiments of [8] are nearly repetitive over consecutive waves (with 
hmex/hf.p. = 1.9 at M„ = 2.5 and hmax/hf,p, = 2.2 at ML = 3.5), the 
present predictions show a continuous increase over the length of the 
waves. Note though that in the experimental study there is also an 
indication that separation occurs, while a lack of separation is ob
served in the analytical results of Fig. 3. The cause of this disagree
ment is not certain but it could well be due to our choice of turbulence 
model2 or in the fact that the present calculations do not simulate all 
the test conditions well enough (three-dimensional effects or 
boundary layer development on the tunnel wall). Note the calculated 
boundary layer displacement thickness of the initial profile at station 
x = 72.90 is 2.86 cm, close to the value given in [8]. However the pre
dicted surface heating value at this station is too high when compared 
to experimental data of [8] (The predicted value is hf,p, = 96.5 
watts/m2 K vs 62.5 watts/m2 K in experiments). Other prediction 
methods also typically over predict to about the same level the heat 
transfer rates for boundary layers developing along the wind tunnel 
walls [12] thus indicating that some final adjustments may be needed 
in the turbulence model for these flows. 

Conclusions 
A numerical method capable of handling multiple interacting flo\ 

regions was adapted to the problem of thick turbulent boundary laye 
over a wavy wall. 

The results of calculations presented in terms of surface pressure 
skin friction, and heat transfer distributions disclose features dis 
tinctly different from the laminar case. The present results show • 
shift in the location of the viscous pressure peaks relative to the peak 
in the inviscid pressure and to the peaks in the wall shear. These phas 
shifts are in qualitative agreement with theoretical predictions baset 
on small disturbance theory. The location of peaks in interactini 
pressure and heat transfer coincide, and the longitudinal pressur1 

2 It is possible that the streamline curvature with its delaying effect on thi 
turbulence structure [11] is responsible for this discrepancy between the ex 
perimental data and present predictions. A test calculation has shown tha 
Bradshaw's correction for the longitudinal curvature effect aligns the predic 
tions closer to experimental data. 
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variation is periodic. Th i s is in agreement with the experimental data . 

The experiments also show periodicity in surface heating distr ibution, 

while the p r e s e n t resul ts p red ic t a con t inuous increase in hea t ing 

indicating a possible weakness in the tu rbu lence model for a surface 

with rapidly varying cu rva tu re . 
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Heat Transfer from a Cylinder 
Oscillating in a Cross-Flow 
This paper presents data on the effects of transuerse oscillations on local heat transfer 
rates from a 7/s in. (22 mm) diameter vertical circular cylinder, with an internal heater, 
subjected to cross-flow at a Reynolds number of 3500 in an open water channel during 
forced oscillations. The amplitude was varied from 0.89 to 1.99 times the diameter of the 
cylinder and the frequency from 0.4 to 1.2 Hz. The amplitude and frequency contributed 
about equally to the increases in local heat transfer coefficients. The increases in same 
cases were up to 60 percent, and were as much as 15 percent larger on the back than on the 
front of the cylinder. Motion pictures showed that the larger increases generally coincided 
with the larger flow disturbances that result from wake capture. 

Introduction 
Heat transfer from oscillating cylinders is an important techno

logical problem involving many scientifically interesting phenomena. 
Although it has received considerable attention in recent years, there 
is a dearth of information and there are some apparently conflicting 
data. The problems stem largely from the influence of the oscillations 
of the cylinder upon the surrounding fluid flow. Certainly, if the flow 
is not significantly altered by the oscillations in a manner conducive 
to changing heat transfer, little effect will be noticed. Martinelli and 
Boelter [1] obtained increases up to 500 percent for free convection 
heat transfer by vibrating a 0.75 in. (19 mm) diameter cylinder in 
water. Other investigators [2, 3, 4, 5, 6] have also reported increases 
in heat transfer in the presence of oscillations. Sreenivasan and Ra-
machandran [7] found no appreciable effect on heat transfer rate from 
a horizontal cylinder. Kezios and Prasanna [8] reported a 20 percent 
increase in the average heat transfer coefficient from a cylinder vi
brating transversely in cross-flow. However, Mori and Tokuda [9] who 
studied the heat transfer from an isothermal circular cylinder vi
brating with small vibrational velocities in the direction of an on
coming flow, reported no increase in heat transfer rate for the forward 
portion of the cylinder; effects on the rear side of the cylinder were 
not reported. Scanlan [10], who investigated the effects on laminar 
forced-convection heat transfer of the vibration of a plane 1 in. (25.4 
mm) square heating surface, vibrating normal to itself in water, found 
a maximum increase of 175 percent. Kestin and Maeder [11], inves
tigating the effect of free stream turbulence, hypothesized that these 
effects are connected with the fact that a quasi-steady turbulent 
stream is essentially an oscillating stream with average amplitude of 
oscillation roughly proportional to the intensity of turbulence in the 
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free stream. 
During exploratory tests in connection with the present study, it 

was found that slow oscillations did not cause significant increases 
in heat transfer, nor did rapid, small-amplitude oscillations of ap
proximately 2 mm at 30 Hz. The effects on the flow pattern around 
the cylinder apparently were too small to affect the heat transfer. 

It is well known that vigorous oscillations of cylinders have a pro
nounced effect on the fluid flow around the cylinder, and there is a 
voluminous literature. Several reviews are available, for example, 
Morkovin, 1964 [12] and Laird, 1965 [13]. The greatest effect caused 
by cylinder oscillations in the Reynolds number range in which lam
inar boundary layers normally exist on the cylinders occurs in the 
band of frequencies and amplitudes that tend to force eddies lo he 
shed at oscillating frequencies. This phenomenon, often referred to 
as wake capture, was documented by Bishop and Hassan, 1964 |1 1] 
and has been the subject of numerous studies. 

In order to establish the magnitude of the increase of heat transfer 
during vigorous oscillations, the practically important case of wake 
capture was considered in the present study. Lienhard's group [IS, 
16] had shown that forced oscillations could be used to simulate wake 
capture flow conditions and that much economy of experimentation 
could result. They also showed that wake capture effects were similar 
over a wide range of combinations of Reynolds number and oscillation 
parameters. Consequently, forced oscillations were chosen for this 
study. Preliminary experiments showed that heat transfer effects were 
similar over a range of wake capture conditions attainable with the 
available equipment. Therefore, the study concentrated on one set 
of conditions that gave the best combination of heat transfer mea
surement, smooth flow in the channel and adequate photographic 
conditions, within the reliable operating range of the drive mecha
nism. 

Specifically, the local heat transfer rates from a vertically mounted, 
internally heated, rigid, circular cylinder undergoing forced oscilla
tions transverse to the main stream in an open flow water channel 
were experimentally investigated at one mainstream velocity of 0.;> 
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11. s _ l (0.15 m s l) and Reynolds number of 3500, amplitude to di-
nineter ratios 0.89 < AD"1 < 1.99 and frequencies from 0.4 to 1.2 
Hz-

A p p a r a t u s a n d P r o c e d u r e s 
Details of the experimentation sketched briefly below are described 

more fully in [17]. 
The test cylinder was a 7/g in. (22.2 mm) diameter, Vs in. (3.18 mm) 

thick and 2- l5/ ie in. (74.6 mm) long copper tube. A 2-9Ae in. (65.1 mm) 
long, % m - (15.9 mm) diameter cartridge heater was fitted inside, as 
shown in Fig. 1. The cylinder was provided with phenol-formaldehyde 
covers at both ends (with an additional methacrylate extension piece 
for the bottom end) to reduce the axial heat conduction losses. 

The cylinder was supported in a vertical position with its bottom 
i/win. (1.6 mm) above the bottom of the 4.5 in. (114 mm) deep by 44 
in. (1.1 m ) wide channel by means of a vertical Vg in. (3.18 mm) di
ameter steel rod which was clamped to a rigid fixture above the water 
channel. The fixture was equipped with strain gauges and a calibrated 
oscillograph for recording frequency, /, and amplitude, A. As a check, 
the frequency was also calculated from a magnetic pickup record, and 

-^ 
LEGEND 

T ) COPPER TUBE 

2 = TOP COVER 

;?» CARTRIDGE HEATER 

'4j BOTTOM COVER 

5) PLEXIGLASS EXTENSION 
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• AC LEADS, 2 

' - T C LEADS, 4 

- INSULATION 
FILLING 

TC JUNCTION 

_ GLASS 
PLATE p-rn7/,///////////?///////AULA 

Fig. 1 Constructional details of test cylinder 

by timing a number of oscillations with a stopwatch. The three 
methods were in good agreement. 

Four 30-gauge copper-constantan thermocouples equally spaced 
circumferentially in a horizontal plane, and located flush with the 
outer surface of the cylinder, were used to measure the surface tem
perature of the cylinder. The EMF differences between these and 
another thermocouple in the water upstream from the cylinder were 
recorded on a second oscillograph, which was calibrated against, a 
standard potentiometer. Temperatures at various angular locations 
on the cylinder surface relative to the main flow were measured by 
rotating the cylinder in the horizontal plane. Angular positions, 8, of 
the thermocouples were determined from a semicircular plate, 
graduated in degrees from 0-180, that was aligned with the axis of the 
cylinder and positioned so that a pointer attached to the cylinder 
support rod rotated over the graduations. 

The difference, AT, between surface temperature, TS) and the main 
stream temperature, T„„ at a selected thermocouple location on the 
stationary cylinder at a given angular position was recorded on the 
oscillograph while the cylinder was stationary. Then, by using the 
zero-offset control, the trace of AT was made to coincide with the 
temperature datum line (established during the calibration of the 
oscillograph) and the gain of the amplifier was increased. The cylinder 
was then oscillated and the change in surface temperature was re
corded. This procedure was repeated at the same angular setting of 
the cylinder for the three other thermocouple locations 90 deg. apart 
on the cylinder surface. In this manner, temperature data were re
corded for all chosen angular positions on each side of the cylinder. 
Heat input was determined and controlled by the electrical energy 
input to the heaters as calculated from ammeter and voltmeter 
readings. 

To check the output of the thermocouples, the average heat flux 
at the outer surface was determined for the stationary cylinder case 
in two ways: a) by measuring heater power input, and b) by calculating 
the loss to the water by means of the equation 

Q= T. Sdh(Ts - T,„ (1) 

where S, is the incremental cylinder surface area centered on the 
angular position, and h is the time-average local heat transfer coef
ficient evaluated with the aid of [18 and 19]. 

ForO <()< 80 deg, from [19], 

kf /i 
1.14— (-

D \ vf 

Pi 1 - o_y 
90/ 

(2) 

with 0 measured in degrees from the upstream extremity of the cyl
inder and properties evaluated at the film temperature, which is the 
average of Ts and Tm. Pr is the Prandtl number, kf the thermal con
ductivity, and i<f the kinematic viscosity. 

For 80 < 0 < 120, h can be read from Fig. 9-9, page 410, of [19]. 
For 120 < 0 < 180 deg, (19) gives: 

h = 0.229 
}1L (lJD\om 

1 
180 - 0\ 2 

90 
(3) 

D\v,/ 

Axial heat conduction losses were negligible due to the construction 
of the cylinder [17]. The results of (a) and (b) were found to be in good 
agreement, within about 4 percent, for four heating rates, as shown 

- N o m e n c l a t u r e . 

A = amplitude of cylinder oscillation from 
mean position. 

D = diameter of the cylinder. 
/ = frequency of oscillation, Hz. 
'i = heat transfer coefficient based on film 

properties. 
k = thermal conductivity coefficient. 
N = number of angular positions. 
Pr = Prandtl number. 
Q = total heat transfer rate from cylinder to 

water. 
Si = surface increment centered on angular 

position i. 
T = temperature. 
U = cross-flow velocity, that is, mainstream 

velocity. 
AT = temperature difference between cyl

inder surface and mainstream. 
0 = angular location, measured from the front 

of the cylinder surface. 

v = kinematic viscosity. 

Subscripts 
avg = average 
e = eddy shedding. 
/ = property evaluated at film temperature, 

(T,„ + Ts)/2. 
m = in the mainstream. 
o = with oscillation. 
s = cylinder surface, local value at any given 

0. 
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in Table 1. 
The increases in local heat transfer coefficients during oscillation 

were calculated from the local temperature differences between the 
cylinder surface and the mainstream temperatures during oscillations 
and while the cylinder was at rest. Because the difference is small 
between local circumferential heat transfer rates when the cylinder 
is at rest and when it is oscillating, the increase of local heat transfer 
coefficient with oscillations is given to a good approximation by 

K 
h 

AT 

AT0 
(4) 

Since the increase of heat transfer depends on the intensity of the 
fluid motions close to the cylinder, and these motions tend to be 
greatest during wake capture, transverse velocities, represented by 
Af, were chosen to include the practical range of natural oscillations 
during wake capture by varying / from 0.4 to 1.2 Hz and the AID ratio 
from 0.89 to 1.99. These conditions were produced by moving the 
cylinder transversely by means of a crank mechanism operating on 
the support rod about 4 in. (0.1 m) above the top of the cylinder. 
Amplitudes were determined by the crank eccentricity which was 
calibrated with measured deflections of the cylinder. 

The hydrogen bubble technique [20] was employed to make the flow 

T a b l e 1 C h e c k on cy l inder s u r f a c e t e m p e r a t u r e s by 
c o m p a r i s o n of c a l c u l a t e d and m e a s u r e d hea t t r a n s f e r 

r a t e s f r o m cy l inder at r e s t 

Calculated 
watt 

Measured 
watt 

Difference 
percent 

110 
136 
217 
261 

115 
142 
225 
271 

4.3 
4.1 
3.7 
3.6 

around the cylinder clearly visible. Since no appreciable difference 
in the flow was detected regardless of the depth (from just below the 
surface to just above the channel bottom) at which the horizontal 
transverse bubble-generating wire was placed (upstream of the cyl
inder), the flow around the cylinder was considered uniform from 
surface to bottom and two-dimensional in horizontal planes. A glass 
sheet forming the bottom of the channel facilitated photographing 
the flow field from below with a 16 mm motion-picture camera. The 
flow velocity was obtained from motion pictures of the hydrogen 
bubbles moving between two fixed points on the glass plate. Because 
of variations in viscosity due to small changes in water temperature 
the Reynolds number for the flow past the cylinder varied ±2 percent 
from the mean value of 3500. 

R e s u l t s and D i s c u s s i o n 
The time-average percentage increases in local heat transfer re

sulting from oscillation over those when the cylinder was fixed are 
listed in Table 2, which also includes the temperature distribution 
around the fixed cylinder, as AT, referred to the mainstream tem
perature. The mean AT is based on sixteen sets of measurements 
taken as part of the procedure for collecting the data at AID ratios 
from 0.89 to 1.55. Similar AT's were found for the remainder of the 
runs. The mid-mean values, calculated by suppressing the highest and 
lowest quarter of the values so as to eliminate possible mis-readings 
or instrument malfunctions, were the same as the mean values within 
the experimental accuracy of these means, which is indicated by the 
standard error of the mean listed. It was not possible to ascertain what 
part of the apparent disparities in the local heat transfer rate increases 
resulted from local changes in the flow at the different stages of wake 
capture and which were caused by inaccuracies in the data because 
of the small (about 1 to 5°C) decreases in local surface temperatures 
due to the oscillations. However, the principal effects are clear. 

Table 2 Local fixed cylinder temperature minus water temperature (AT) 
and percentage increase In local heat transfer rate during oscillation 

f:deg 5 20 35 50 65 80 90 95 125 140 155 170 18 

Mean fiT , °F 

Std Error o f 1 

Mi dmean AT , ° 

Std Error o f ! 

0.32 

16.4 

16.6 16.5 

0.26 0.46 

16.7 16.6 

0.14 0.20 

17.1 

0.24 

17.2 

0.09 

16.5 

0.42 

16.9 

0.29 

17.1 

0.38 

17.4 

0.18 

17.8 

0.36 

18.0 

0.13 

18.0 

1.38 

18.1 

0.48 

18.1 

0.30 

18.1 

0.10 

18.9 

0.99 

18.7 

0.38 

18.7 18.1 

0.22 0.63 

18.7 18.6 

0.11 0.25 

18.0 

0.65 

18.5 

0.57 

17.7 

0.43 

17.8 

0.20 

17.8 

0.43 

17.9 

0.29 

I 
Average 

increase due to 
o s c i l l a t i o n 

jexc lus i ve o f 90 
decree 
values 

f / f „ 

0.47 

0.64 0.92 

1.04 

1.20 

15.8 

20.9 

24.7 

B.2 

18.0 

21.3 

22.9 

7.3 

16.3 

22.2 

21.2 

7.2 

16.3 

20.6 

22.5 

6.8 

15.1 

23.3 

26.1 

7.9 

18.6 

27.8 

28.6 

12.6 

19.5 

27.8 

31 .0 

9.3 

21 .7 

27.7 

35.7 

13.2 

25.1 

32.0 

35.7 

9.2 

22.1 

30.7 

33.8 

13.0 13.7 

24.8 22.0 

30.5 37.1 

37.5 39. 

14.1 

24.5 

40.5 

42.4 

13.0 

26.8 

39.9 

32.9 

10.2 

27.5 

39.9 

41.3 

Back 

8 12 

17 25 

23 36 

25 38 

0 

0 

A=1.11D 0 

0 

0 

38 0.54 10.9 

49 0.70 11.0 

63 0.90 18.5 

72 1.04 19.7 

83 1.20 23.6 

8.7 

10.5 

15.0 

22.7 

24.8 

7.5 

10.4 

17.6 

19.6 

24.8 

7.0 

10.6 

14.5 

21.9 

25.8 

10.4 

8.7 

18.9 

22.6 

33.5 

13.0 

9.8 

20.5 

24.3 

36.9 

11.3 

10.1 

25.8 

27.3 

40.7 

12.9 

15.8 

25.8 

29.9 

37.9 

11.7 

14.6 

25.6 

35.0 

35.7 

9.4 

14.2 

24.4 

31.8 

37.9 

7.4 

17.1 

25.4 

34.8 

43.4 

18.2 

15.4 

28.2 

36.0 

54.5 

3 19.1 

0 10.9 

3 33.7 

1 40.8 

8 62.3 

15.3 

15.1 

32.0 

38.4 

47.3 

0 

A=1.55D 0 

0 

38 0.54 14.2 

61 0.87 24.4 

83 1.20 31.8 

12.8 

19.5 

29.7 

14.4 

23.3 

30.4 

14.1 

20.7 

41.9 

12.9 

• 27.8 

34.2 

16.3 

30.0 

39.0 

23.5 

35.5 

43.9 

20.7 

34.0 

46.9 

20.3 

33.6 

46.6 

20.4 

30.9 

45.8 

19.7 

34.8 

49.8 

26.8 

39.6 

55.7 

6 27.5 

4 43.1 

5 58.6 

26.2 

43.8 

59.2 

10 14 

10 14 

19 29 

23 36 

30 49 

15 24 

26 39 

36 53 

f / f „ deg 15 30 45 60 75 90 105 120 135 150 165 180 

0.37 0.53 14.0 

A=1.77D 0.49 0.70 20.7 

0.61 0.87 26.5 

13.6 12.0 

19.9 19.6 

25.5 23.3 

14.8 

23.3 

33.2 

17.5 18.6 

26.4 30.9 

36.6 42.5 

20.9 

31.3 

44.0 

19.9 19.6 

36.0 28.4 

41.9 40.9 

24.3 

•43.0 

60.0 

31.0 

49.6 

60.8 

23.8 

44.0 

59.4 

26.9 

40.8 

57.8 

15 24 

23 40 

31 53. 

f / f Odeg 15 75 90 105 165 

0.28 0.40 6.8 12.9 

A=1.99D 0.49 0.70 20.6 27.1 

0.73 1.05 35.0 41.6 

11.9 

33.7 

48.4 

11.0 

26.3 

47.4 

15.3 

44.5 

55.0 

14.5 

37.9 

51.3 

17.3 

48.4 

51.7 

14.2 

41.6 

49.1 

14.3 

37.0 

52.0 

11 

27 

43 

15 

41 

51 
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Fig. 2 Ratio of local heat transfer coefficient during oscillation to that for the 
fixed cylinder, h0lh, as a function of the ratio of oscillation frequency to eddy 
shedding frequency, ///<,, with amplitude to diameter ratio, AID, as parameter, 
at the downstream extremity of the cylinder, 8 = 180 deg 

Table 3 The separate influence of angular position 
on the increase of heat transfer coefficient, 

normalized on 90 deg 

Position, 
Degrees+ feu/(fep)90deg 

0 
5-25 
30-50 
55-65 
70-80 
(90) 
95-110 
115-135 
140-155 
160-175 
180 

0.93 
0.93 
0.94 
0.97 
0.98 
(1.00) 
1.00 
1.00 
1.05 
1.05 
1.05 

Fig. 2 shows h0/h, the ratio of local heat transfer coefficients with 
and without oscillation, as a function of the ratio of oscillation fre
quency to fixed-cylinder eddy shedding frequency, f/fe, with A/D as 
parameter. The trends are typical of all the data in Table 2. The 
dependencies of h0/h on f/fe and A/D are of about the same order of 
magnitude and vary somewhat with angular position as shown in 
Table 3, tending to be larger on the rear than on the front of the cyl
inder. Generally, the average heat transfer on the back increased 
significantly more than on the front at all amplitudes and frequencies, 
the average increases on the back being some 5 to 15 percent larger 
than on the front and tending to be larger at larger frequencies and 
amplitudes. Average values of percentage increases on the front and 
back are listed on the right side of Table 2. 

Increases in local heat transfer coefficient of about 50 to 60 percent 
occurred on the back of the cylinder at the higher frequencies and 
amplitudes. At the smaller frequencies and amplitudes, increases of 
10 to 20 percent were common. 

Motion pictures taken simultaneously with the heat transfer data 
and visual observations showed that, as expected, the eddies were shed 
at the same frequency as the oscillation during wake capture and that, 
in general, the larger the disturbance induced in the near wake, the 
larger was the increase in heat transfer. However, at the highest 
frequencies and amplitudes, heat transfer augmentation de
creased. 

The combined influence of frequency and amplitude is shown in 
Pig. 3 in which the average heat transfer coefficient (h0 /h)a v g as a 
function of Af is plotted for the front and back separately. The ratio 
of maximum transverse velocity, 2-aAf, of the cylinder to the main 

stream velocity, U, is also given because of its importance in wake 
capture. Since the velocity in the tests was 0.5 f t /s - 1 , Af is twice the 
parameter Af/U which, by factoring in Strouhal number, St = feD/U, 
can be transformed into another parameter St(f/fe){A/D) which in
volves the influences of the oscillation to eddy shedding frequency 
ratio and the amplitude to diameter ratio. 

Figs. 2 and 3 show that there is some minimum value of f/fe and of 
A/D [through 2irAf/U = 2nSt(f/fe)(A/D)] below which heat transfer 
increases are minor. There is also an upper limit to both these ratios 
beyond which heat transfer ceases to increase significantly more than 
that which could be expected because of the increase in relative ve
locity of the cylinder and the water resulting from oscillations. In these 
data, the upper limit is shown to occur, for example, in Table 2 at A/D 
= 1.99 and f/fe = 0.73, and in Fig. 3 in which the three highest data 
points show a decrease rather than a continued increase with in
creasing A/D and Af. The existence of limitations on the range of///<, 
and A/D values that cause the higher heat transfer coefficients can 
be attributed to wake capture that exists over a similar range of these 
ratios. 

Increased heat transfer during oscillations results from increased 
intensity of fluid motion that tends to be greatest during wake cap
ture. A major part of the requirement for wake capture is that 2ir Af/U 
must be sufficiently large to cause eddies to form close behind the 
cylinder. The other principal part is that / must be close enough to 
fe so that eddies form readily at the frequency of the oscillation. Large 
self-excited oscillations tend to occur near natural frequencies of 
cylinder systems, apparently because the larger amplitudes associated 
with an approach to resonance are required in order for the minimum 
A/D ratios needed for the initiation of wake capture to be reached. 
However, the similarity between the resonance and the wake capture 
phenomena appears to be coincidental. Further involvement of the 
resonance of the spring mass cylinder system in the ordinary sense 
does not seem to occur because a phase shift between the fluid force 
and the cylinder "response" is not observed [21], In addition, wake 
capture tends to occur well below the natural frequency of the cylinder 
in vacuum. The fact that wake capture occurs during forced oscilla
tions also supports the lack of involvement of true resonance. 

The relative magnitudes of the influences of the system parameters 
on the increase of heat transfer were of interest. Consequently, al
though it is evident in some cases that other factors dependent on 
details of the flow were significant, an estimate was made of the ap
proximate magnitudes of the influences of the principle parameters 
(frequency, amplitude and angular position) on the local heat transfer 
coefficient by a simplified correlation procedure. First, the slopes of 
logarithmic plots of hQ/h, averaged separately over the ranges of an
gular position 0 < B < 90 and < 0 < 180 deg as functions of///«, (fe = 
1.44 Hz) for each Aid ratio were found and averaged. Then for each 
value of AID, all h0/h values divided by f/fe raised to the corre
sponding exponent for the front and back of the cylinder were plotted 
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Fig. 3 Ratios of heat transfer coefficients averaged over the front and over 
the back of the cylinder separated, (h0/h)ayg, as functions of the product Af, 
and the ratio of maximum transverse velocity to mainstream velocity, 2TTAF/U, 
with amplitude to diameter ratio as parameter 
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Table 4 Exponents of variables from logarithmic plots 

Slope, (h0/h) versus (flfe) 
Front 
Back 

Average values 
(h0/h)(f/fe)-°™ 
(holh)(flfe)-0M 

AID = 0.89 1.11 1.55 1.77 1.99 

.28 

.36 

1.21 
1.46 

.28 

.44 

1.24 
1.56 

.19 

.33 

1.33 
1.70 

.27 

.44 

1.38 
1.83 

.28 

.30 

1.43 
1.80 

Average Std. Dev 
0.26 0.04 
0.37 0.06 

Slope = 0.20 
Slope = 0.29 
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Fig. 4 Ratio of average heat transfer coefficients over the entire cylinder 
surface while oscillating and when fixed, (h0 

quency ratio, f/fB, with amplitude to diameter ratio as parameter 

as functions of A/D on logarithmic paper, and the slopes of straight 
lines through the points were obtained over the front and the back 
of the cylinder separately. The steps in the calculation and the re
sulting exponents, or slopes, are summarized in Table 4. 

This calculation shows that, for this system over the range of 
variables tested, h0/h is approximately proportional to (///e)

0-26 and 
(A/D)0-20 on the front, and to (///e)

0-37 and (A/D)°-w on the back of 
the cylinder. 

The separate influence of angular position was estimated by di
viding all values of h„/h by the products: 

(///e)°-26(A/D)0-20 for 0 < 0 < 90 deg 

(///e)°'37(A/D)0-29 for 90 deg < 8 < 180 deg 

The resulting quotients were averaged and normalized on the 90 deg 
value for ranges of angular position as shown in Table 3. 

Since data from directly comparable systems could not be found 
in the literature, two that seemed to have more in common with the 
present system were chosen to check trends. Increases in average heat 
transfer of up to approximately one-fifth, as a result of standing waves 
producing maximum velocities normal to the mainstream velocity up 
to one-quarter of the mainstream velocity, were reported in [5]. Al
though the % in. (19 mm) cylinder diameter was about the same as 
in this study, and the Reynolds numbers oi approximately 9000 to 
10,000 were in the range producing laminar boundary layers on the 
cylinder, the flow used in [5] could not have been in the wake capture 
regime because the ///t, ratio was fifteen rather than being of the order 
of unity or somewhat less as required for onset of normal wake cap
ture. However, the reported increase in heat transfer, which must have 
been due to increased fluid motions about the cylinder, were com
parable to those found in this study. 

In the other system [8] considered, D and A/D were much smaller 
but the f/fe range coincided with the present range from about 0.7 to 
0.8 as shown in Fig. 4 on which results from Fig. 5 of [8] are repro
duced. The present data extrapolated at three values of f/fe as shown 
by the solid squares in Fig. 4 agree reasonably well. However, the small 
A/D values suggest that the flows involved were not similar. 

Although these data can be correlated by the parameter Af/U, ex
trapolations to other values of Af/U should not be made without prior 
knowledge that valid results will be obtained because the magnitude 
of the product Af is not sufficient to specify the flow regime at a given 
value of U. Also, for different systems, the same values of Af/U may 
not give the same results because A/D and f/fe must both be in the 
proper ranges for wake capture to occur. As extreme examples, a very 
large amplitude and very low frequency may produce results equiv
alent to steady cross flow, and minute amplitudes at large frequencies 
may scarcely disturb the flow enough to affect the heat transfer. 

C o n c l u s i o n s 

For the range of conditions of this investigation, some local heat 
transfer coefficients were up to about 60 percent larger during oscil
lations than when the cylinder was at rest. The largest increases oc
curred on the back of the cylinder at the largest amplitudes and 
frequencies. 

At the A/D and f/fe ratios of this study, the amplitude and fre
quency are the major factors in the increase of heat transfer, being 
about equally influential. 

The increase of heat transfer coefficient with angular position is 
small relative to the increases due to amplitude and frequency. 
However, on the average, the increases on the back of the cylinder 
were some 15 percent larger than on the front. 
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Boundary Layer Closure and Heat 
Transfer in Constant Base Pressure 
and Simple Wawe Guns1 

Solutions of the two-dimensional, unsteady integral momentum equation are obtained ein 
the method of characteristics for two limiting modes of light gas launcher operation, the 
"constant base pressure gun" and the "simple waue gun." Example predictions of bound
ary layer thickness and heal transfer are presented for a particular I in. hydrogen gun 
operated in each of these modes. Results for the constant base pressure gun are also pre
sented in an approximate, more general form. 

Introduction 

The prediction of boundary layer closure, which delimits the regime 
of ideal gun performance, and heat transfer, which may cause melting, 
are important considerations in the design of high velocity light gas 
launchers such as those used in ballistic ranges. In order to improve 
performance, that is, to increase muzzle velocity or projectile mass 
per unit area, it is necessary to increase gas pressures and probably 
also gas temperatures (sound speed). Although this implies thinner 
boundary layers and therefore less severe closure problems it leads 
to extremely large heat transfer rates. Thus, a better understanding 
of boundary layer phenomena would be very useful in any attempt 
to extend light gas launcher performance beyond presently accepted 
limits. 

Heat transfer rates in gun tubes are very high, to the point of being 
very difficult, if not impossible, to measure. As a consequence, no data 
exist upon which to base predictions of heat transfer behavior under 
increasingly intense conditions. The parent research program has an 
objective to launch models at high velocity, with launch masses two 
to three times greater than permitted using conventional technology-
It is crucial that the launch tube heat transfer aspect of launcher 
performance be characterized and dealt with if the program is to be 
a success. 

A procedure for predicting nonsteady laminar and turbulent 
boundary layer behavior is outlined in [t], based on finite differences 
of the boundary layer differential equations of motion. Although the 
basic procedure can be developed to consider the current problem, 
time and cost considerations indicate the use of a simpler, more ap
proximate analysis procedure. 

1 This analysis was done under the sponsorship of the Defense Nuclear 
Agency, Contract No. DNA001-76-C-0407. 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division 
August 26, 1977. 

This paper extends the gun barrel two-dimensional boundary layer 
integral momentum analysis of [2] to consider ballistic cycles appro
priate to light gas launchers. The analysis of [2] has been verified for 
laminar conditions in [1], based on excellent comparisons with llie 
exact nonsteady momentum boundary layer results. In the current 
paper, the boundary layer is assumed to be turbulent (Reynolds 
numbers are extremely large). Relationships approximately valid for 
steady flow are utilized to describe boundary layer profiles ami the 
skin friction. After solution of the unsteady integral momentum 
equation by the method of characteristics, the heat transfer is esli-
mated using Reynolds analogy. 

Although the boundary layer analysis is applicable to the wider class 
of inviscid flows, the results presented herein are restricted to two 
particular perfect gas internal ballistic cycles which can be described 
analytically. These are the "constant base pressure gun" (CBPG) and 
the "simple wave gun" (SWG), both described in detail in a later 
section. For a given areal mass density, barrel length and muzzle ve
locity, these two modes of gun operation bracket practical ideal bal
listic cycles in many important ways. Predictions for the two cycles 
analyzed should therefore also be useful in making engineering esti
mates for other cycles. 

Unsteady Integral Momentum Analysis 
The planar-two-dimensional,2 unsteady boundary layer integral 

momentum equation was developed in a very general form in |2]. 
Three integral parameters arise in this equation, the familiar mo
mentum and displacement thickness as well as a density integral. '1 lie 
momentum thickness is defined as 

11 = s. 0 fijllj 
1 - - dy (1) 

2 Application to gun barrels implies neglect of transverse curvature (••'-
t'ects. 
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where ( denotes the inviscid flow outside the boundary layer. The 
displacement thickness and density integrals appear in shape lac-
tors 

H = -
s: PiUi 

and 

G = H 
J» V i>,I 

II 

It is convenient to use the momentum flux deficit 

F = inUiO 

(2) 

m 

(4) 

as the dependent variable. In that case, the unsteady integral mo
mentum equation given in [2] becomes (assuming no mass transfer 
from the wall) 

dF t ^ d F j i ^ i (tf - G) ditj (1 + H) d»,j , _ TV 

df G d.v 1G d.v Giij dt G d.v I G 
(5) 

Since Reynolds numbers in the barrels of high-speed guns are ex
tremely large, the boundary layer is certainly turbulent. The wall 
shear may therefore be approximated by (see [3]) 

: 0.0128 IpWi2(-) 
V,7 

/ . \ - i r t 
(6) 

where Ip represents the variable property effect usually evaluated by 
a reference enthalpy technique. In this study a constant representative 
value of Ip = 1.5 is assumed, which is correct for wall temperature to 
edge temperature ratios of about 0.2 (see [4]). 

The shape factors, H and G, have been evaluated following the 
technique outlined in [4]. A 1/7 power velocity profile was assumed 
together with a modified Crocco approximation to the enthalpy 
profile. 

h + (u 2/2 ) - / ! „ . 
(7) 

/!, + {Ui*/2)-hu, 

These shape factors are shown in Fig. 1 as a function of wall temper
ature ratio. G is approximately equal to 1.3, independent of wall 
temperature and that value is assumed here. In what follows, H is also 
assumed constant in any particular solution. In a later section, it is 
shown numerically that the results are relatively insensitive to the 
choice of H. The ratio of the boundary layer thickness, o, to momen
tum thickness, which is required in closure calculations, is also shown 
in Fig. 1. 

-1.0 
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0 

Tyy/Ti 

Fig. 1 Turbulent Boundary layer shape factors, 1/7 power velocity profile 

Equation (5) is well suited to solution by the method of charac
teristics. With the choice of I as the independent variable, derivatives 
of F and u; along the characteristics are 

(8) 

and 

(9) 

dFi 

dt\ 

duj\ 

dt I 

dFd.vl 

<• d.v dl I 

du, d.v | 

d.v dt I 

dF 
+ — 

dt 

du, 
+ —-

<• dt 

Partial derivatives with respect to t may be eliminated from equation 
(5) by substitution of these expressions. Then with the choice of 
characteristic direction of 

dx_\ 

dt\ G 
(10) 

the derivative dF/dx is eliminated and equation (5) becomes 

d£\ \(H -G)diiji 2G + H(G - l ) d » , | 

dt Ir I Gu, dt \c G2 d.v I 

= 0.0148 K ' « f t i i i ! f - i « (11) 

. N o m e n c l a t u r e . 

A = barrel area 
a = sound speed 
D = barrel diameter 
IK = chamber diameter 
F = momentum flux deficit, equation (4) 
G = boundary layer shape factor, equation 

(3) 
II = boundary layer shape factor, equation 

(2) 
H = heat transfer coefficient, equation (44) 
h = enthalpy 
'P = coefficient representing variable prop

erty effects 
^ = barrel length 
if = chamber length 
M = projectile mass 
^ = pressure 
lJ = heat flux 
' = temperature 

/ = time variable 
/* = dimensionless time variable for 8WG, 

equation (23) 
(/ = muzzle velocity 
(/ = streamwise velocity 
u* = dimensionless streamwise velocity for 

SWG, equation (25) 
X = magnitude of heat transfer coefficient 

for CBPG, equation (45) 
.v = streamwise coordinate 
x * = dimensionless streamwise coordinate for 

SWG, equation (24) 
v = surface normal coordinate 
a = initial projectile acceleration 
7 = ratio of specific heats 
f> = boundary layer thickness 
0 = momentum thickness, equation (1) 
H = dynamic viscosity 

£ = function defined for inviscid flows linear 
in ,v, equation (12) 

l> = mass density 
T = dimensionless time variable for CBPG, 

equation (17) 
T„. = wall shear stress 
>!' = distribution of heat transfer coefficient 

for CBPG, equation (46) 
a: = temperature exponent in viscosity rela

tion 

Subscripts 

c = along characteristic 
; = inviscid flow outside boundary layer 
0 = initial chamber conditions 
p = projectile 
/• = recovery 
w = wall 
1 = beginning of characteristics 
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This eciuation is of the Bernoulli type and is easily linearized and 
solved formally. 

Further analysis will be restricted to inviscid flows in which the 
velocity is linear in x. The two ballistic cycles analyzed below are in
cluded in this class. For these flows, it is permissible to write 

diij _ d Int; 

dx dt 

Now, with H and G constant and the initial condition that the 
boundary layer thickness is zero at the origin of characteristics (t = 
t\), integration of eciuation (11) yields 

(12) 

F= - X 0.0148 
4 Jtl 

y*dt I 

where 

Bi = 
5(W - G) 

B.,-
5(2G + H(G - 1)) 

(13) 

(14) 
4G """""" " 4G2 

The integration in eciuation (13) must be performed along charac
teristic lines, that is, along solutions to equation (1.0) for the particular 
flow in question. 

Internal Ba l l i s t i c Cycles 
Fig. 2 indicates the nomenclature used to describe gun geometry. 

The approximate shape of the boundary layer is indicated by the 
dashed curves. 

Two limiting idealized cycles are considered. In either case, the 
propulsion gas is assumed to be a perfect gas with constant specific 
heat and a viscosity relation of the form p = p0(T/To)w. The subscript 
0 denotes initial chamber conditions. All processes in the core flow 
are considered to be isentropic so that P/Pu = (p/po)1 ~ 
( T / T ( ) ) 1 / ( 7 - i ) . 

The Constant Base Pressure Gun. The CBPG is a chambered 
gun {Dc > D) in which a scheduled compression by a piston in the 
chamber causes a certain history of thermodynamic property variation 
at the chambrage plane, described below, which in turn leads to 
constant base pressure. 

The projectile motion and inviscid flowfield for the CBPG are given 
in [5]. Projectile acceleration is constant: 

« = — 
M 

(15) 

The muzzle velocity is 

U = V2aL 

The time variable is conveniently normalized as 

U 
•t 

so that 

and 

2L 

L T 2 

UT 

(16) 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

The infinitesimal layer of gas at the base of the projectile remains 
at constant pressure and entropy during the cycle. The density of this 

k 

-Piston - Projectile 

gas is therefore constant so that the layer occupies constant volume 
and moves with the velocity of the projectile. To the second layer of 
gas, the first layer appears to be part of an enlarged projectile of 
constant volume undergoing constant acceleration. The pressure (and 
density) of the second layer must therefore also be a constant. Rep. 
etition of this argument leads to the conclusion that each element of 
fluid remains at constant density as it moves down the barrel, so that 
Dp/Dt = 0. Continuity then requires that the velocity be independent 
of x at any particular time, that is, 

ui = UT (20) 

Solution of the momentum equation yields the temperature distri
bution, 

m x^ 

To ( " - ! ) 
where 

U2 

(21) 

(22) 
2CPT„ 

The required history of thermodynamic properties at the chambrage 
plane (x = 0) is given by equation (21). For any particular muzzle 
velocity, a higher initial chamber temperature implies (hat less 
compression is required in the chamber during the cycle. 

The Simple Wave Gun. The SWG is a constant diameter gun (/),. 
= D) in which the propellant gas expands from rest in a constant 
volume chamber. Upon release of the projectile, the initial expansion 
wave moves upstream and is reflected from x = —Lc. The inviscid flow 
solution presented below is restricted to the simple wave region be
tween the projectile and the first reflected wave. 

A description of the projectile motion in a SWG is developed in [5| 
and outlined below. It is most convenient to write this description in 
terms of the following dimensionless variables: 

" ( T + 1) 
2a0 

•t, 
. <v(7 + 1) (7 + D 

(23, 24, 25) 
:io 2a o2 2a o 

In a simple wave region, the temperature is related to the velocity 
by 

H i -
(7 " 1) 

• U i ' (2(5) 
(7 + D' 

This expression is converted to a pressure ratio and substituted into 
the equation for projectile motion, which is then integrated with the 
results 

* " ^ T [ l - ( l + t*)-Tn 

and 

2(1 + t*) 7 + 1 v * = 1 + l - l ( 1 + f*)2/h + t) 
7 - 1 7 - 1 

Equations (27) and (28) can be combined into the form 

x„* + t* 

(27) 

(28) 

(2ii' 
1 + t* 

This equation describes the motion of the gas at the base of ti<-
projectile and, in fact, is the correct form for the inviscid velocit.'-
throughout the simple wave region, that is 

x* + t* 

1 + t* 
<3< 

Fig. 2 Gun geometry 

Note that the velocity is zero on the initial upstream expansion wai 
(.v* = - (* ) and also that the position where u,-* = 1.0 (sonic velocit 
ui = a,- = 2fl0/(7 + 1), from equation (26)) is fixed at x* = 1.0. 

Ballistic Performance Comparison, The purpose of this sectii 
is to provide some indication that analyses of the CBPG and the SW 
are useful in a practical sense. Since projectiles are necessari 
somewhat fragile, the peak base pressure must be held below a certai 
limit. Within such a limitation, the CBPG gives the maximum possib 
muzzle velocity for fixed barrel geometry and projectile mass. A 
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S>VG, on the other hand, gives a lower muzzle velocity than the CBPG 
for the same peak (initial) pressure. Also, it is not practical to build 
a true SWG as a launcher because of the excessive chamber length and 
associated propellant gas. The SWG, should, however, provide a 
reasonable approximation to the flow in the barrel of chambered guns 
in which no compression occurs during the cycle. In a later section it 
will be shown that the CBPG suffers extremely high heating rates near 
(he chamber in comparison to the SWG (for the same muzzle velocity, 
barrel geometry and projectile mass). Design trade-offs will therefore 
probably be appropriate so that both the high performance CBPG 
and the relatively low performance SWG are of interest. 

The performance of the two cycles can be conveniently compared 
in terms of the dimensionless variables defined earlier for the SWG. 
However, the isentropic index 7 remains as a parameter. This com
parison is shown in Fig. 3 for 7 = 1.4. For very large sound speeds (that 
is, Up* ~* 0) the SWG approaches the performance of a CBPG. At 
finite sound speeds, for any particular muzzle velocity and barrel 
length, the initial acceleration, «, is of course larger for the SWG than 
for the CBPG. 

Also shown on Fig. 3 are ballistic performance calculations for 
several practical hydrogen cycles in which there is no compression in 
the chamber during the cycle (see [6]). As expected, almost all of these 
results fall between those for the two idealized cycles, but nearer those 
for the SWG. This is an indication that the boundary layer closure 
and heat transfer results obtained below for the idealized cycles should 
be useful in estimating boundary layer effects in practical guns. 

Prior to boundary layer closure, projectile base pressure will be 
influenced for any cycle by boundary layer displacement effects, and 
thermal radiation from the inviscid core. The latter quantity in many 
cases is small compared to other energy transfers, and will be ignored 
here. Displacement effects depend on boundary layer displacement 
thickness, which is small for low wall to edge temperature ratios 
typical of launch tubes (Fig. I). Thus, one expects that an isentropic 
inviscid analysis will accurately predict core and projectile behavior 
prior to boundary layer closure. Thereafter, both the convective heat 
and momentum transfers degrade projectile base pressure. Thus, 
boundary layer closure limits the regime of isentropic behavior of the 
gun internal ballistics, and the useful length of launch tube. In the 
boundary layer analyses that follow, the inviscid property variations 
from the relations above will be used with the expectation of high 
accuracy prior to boundary layer closure. 

characteristics are being continuously originated at the projectile base 
as it moves down the barrel, xr(ri) = LJ^1. The chambrage plane 
boundary layer thickness is zero only at zero time, and its subsequent 
growth depends upon characteristics that originate at zero time in the 
chamber. A detailed and general analysis of the chamber fluid me
chanics is beyond the scope of the present paper. However, one would 
expect at least that the boundary layer is quite thin at the chambrage 
plane due to the high upstream accelerations. In terms of heat transfer 
it is conservative to assume zero boundary layer thickness at the 
chambrage plane at all times, X'I(TI) = 0, akin to the boundary con
dition at the leading edge of a sharp flat-plate. This simplification is 
invoked in the remainder of the analysis, so that characteristics are 
also being originated continuously at the chambrage plane during the 
ballistic event. For either type of characteristic, 

y =-^ ( r * - r , 2 ) + (1-<Vo)n2 (32) 

<>yo : 

where 

10 for projectile characteristics 

11 for chambrage plane characteristics 

Fig. 4 shows some of these characteristic lines. 
Since «, is independent of x, £ (equation (12)) is constant and does 

not influence the solution. Also, further analysis of the CBPG is re
stricted to H = 0.2 GV! which allows integration of equation (13) in 
closed form. The gas properties in the integrand may be written as 

KT0) 

where 

KW (33) 

1 u 
X = + -

7 - 1 4 
The temperature along a characteristic is 

T, 
~ = 1 +< [6 ( r a - n2) + (SJOT Î 
' 0 

where 

(G - 1) 

(34) 

(35) 

(36) 

Analytic Results for the CBPG 
The solution of equation (10) for the characteristic lines, subject 

to equation (20), is 

1 

/, L G n ' (31) 

The characteristics are chosen to originate at a location, (xi, T\), where 
the boundary layer thickness is zero. This is a natural boundary 
condition at the base of the projectile, since all fluid particles except 
those on the wall are moving at projectile velocity. Consequently, 

SWG -\ y -_ L 4 / 
CBPGJ / 

O Reference [6] / 

/ 
/§ 

£%U 

yS . - - ' ' " ' ' 

,-' 

0 0.5 1.0 

(y + i) 
UP = ~ ~ 2 a ^ u P 

Fig. 3 Generalized ballistic performance 

1.5 

3 The influence of // upon the solution is investigated numerically for the 
SWG in the next section. 
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Fig. 4 Boundary layer characteristics for a CBPG 
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Equation (13) may now be integrated, with the result 

F = |~- x 0 .0148/W / 4 l /L rA'(T,-, 7 , ) ] " '' (37) 

where 

H(Ti, T,) 

7^y+i 

To T«,/ 

MA + f) 

The dimensionless momentum thickness may now be written as 

I) //)0<7L\-i/s ,, r ,,r /TA-IA-I-D 

L 

(38) 

»'""0""v"^"©" (39) 

Since t is a small parameter, a series expansion of the temperature 
dependent terms is of interest. The first two terms are 

T,'N - ( £ ) 
-iA-»-n 

(r2_Tl2)4/r, 1 + £ 

\10 5(7 • ») 

\t> 0(7 — 1)/ J) 
10) 

For values of t of interst, (e < 0.25), the first term of this expansion 
is accurate to within about ten percent. With this approximation, 

8 /PaUL 
- = * 0.041 (— - I / 5 ( 7 n ' (41) 

From this expression it is apparent that the maximum boundary 
layer thickness occurs, at any time, very near the common charac
teristic (TI = 0). This provides a convenient means for estimating 
boundary layer closure—that is, when the boundary layer thickness 
is equal to the barrel radius. Assuming TWIT, = 0.55 (for which H = 
0.2G), Fig. 1 indicates h/0 = 8.6. Using equations (18) and (41) the 
projectile location at closure is estimated to be 

vD/closure W \L) V M o / 

In the next section this expression will be compared to some numerical 
results for the SWG. 

Heat transfer can be estimated using Reynolds analogy, that is, 

Q 
= ™ (43) 

PiUi(hr - hw) ()iUj-

where hr is the recovery enthalpy which is taken here as equal to the 
total enthalpy, hi + u{-l'l. Using equation (6) with Ip = 1.5, the heat 
transfer coefficient can be written as 

H 
Q 

•= 0.0192 W u , - W
1 / 4 F- 1 / 4 (44) 

(hr-hw) 

Substituting the solution for F, equations (37) and (38), the heat 
transfer coefficient is now written as a magnitude times a distribution. 
The magnitude is defined to be 

(,(./L\-l/5 
X = 0.043 

/POULA.-

V Mo / 
nU 

and the distribution is 

x\, = 

(45) 

(46) 

The magnitude of the heat transfer coefficient depends strongly 
on the muzzle velocity U. Consider, for simplicity, that To and L are 
fixed. Initial chamber pressure and therefore density are proportional 
to U2 (see equations (15) and (16)), so that 

X ~ Ui2/-' (47) 

Doubling the muzzle velocity will thus increase the heat transfer rate 
by a factor greater than five. 

The distribution of the heat transfer coefficient at any given time 
has a minimum near the characteristic that begins at r t = 0, x\ = 0, 
that is, near the position of maximum momentum thickness. At the 
chambrage plane and at the projectile base, where the momentum 

thicknesses are zero, the heat transfer coefficient is predicted to be 

infinite. Since the projectile is moving, it is the region near the 
chambrage plane which suffers the highest sustained heating rales 
Example time histories of heat transfer coefficients at fixed local ion 
for the CBPG are compared with similar results for the SWG in the 
next section. 

Numerical Results for the SWG 

In what follows, the SWG flowfield is regarded as a reasonable 
approximation to the flow downstream of x = 0 in a chambered gun. 
The initial condition of zero momentum thickness is therefore applied 
at .v = 0 (and at the projectile) as in a CBPG.4 

Upon substitution of equation (30), equation (10) may be written 
as 

dv 
• ( 1 - * , . * ) • 

d - y ) . 
na + t*)' 

i 

where 

a = 
( 7 + DC 

(48) 

149) 

The solution to equation (48) is 

(1 + f*) 
•V 1 +• 

1 + tx*\ / l + f*\i/rf 
l - x , * + - ) ( ) (50) 

(H -1) 

For chambrage plane characteristics, .Vi* = 0, while for projectile! 
characteristics, Xi* is given by equation (28). The characteristic lines 
have roughly the same general shape as those shown for the CBPG 
in Fig. 4. 

For the SWG inviscid flowfield (equation (30)), equation (12) 
yields 

S = (1 + £*)2 / (T+ 1» 

In normalized form, equation (13) becomes for the SWG 
(51) 

F = 
j5 0.0148ponio1/4 

14 <v 

/.vc* + t 

Vy + 1/ \ 1 + t* I 

n V 1 + t* I 
!/<•> + !) 

7 V 
(52) 

Numerical evaluations of F (and other variables) were generated 
by computer for certain sample problems. All cases were for a 2.54-cm 
bore gun with LID = 300 and a projectile mass to area ratio of MIA 
= 17.0 gm/cm'-. Hydrogen was assumed as the propellant gas with 7 
= 1.4 and p = 1.137 X 10~6 (T/K)"-' gm/(cnvs), u = 0.75. The initial 
chamber temperature was taken to be 5000 K. 

For a muzzle velocity of 6 km/s, SWG boundary layer solutions were 
generated for values of H of 0.0, 0.2G, and 0.4G. The results for 
maximum momentum thickness as a function of projectile location 
are shown in Fig. 5. The parameter H apparently has only a small 
influence on boundary layer thickness. If hiII is considered to be a 
function of// (Fig. 1), then closure position is almost independent of 
H. 

Results for a CBPG with the same geometry and muzzle velocity 
are also shown. There is little difference between the exact solution 
(from equation (39)) and the approximate expression (from equation 
(41)). For a given projectile position, the boundary layer is thicker in 
a CBPG than in an SWG. This is because projectile velocities and gas 
densities are higher and viscosities are lower in an SWG, therefore, 
core Reynolds numbers at the position of maximum boundary layer 
thickness are higher. 

Sample closure results for the SWG are compared with the ap
proximate expression (equation (42)) for the CBPG in Fig. 6. The 
results for the SWG in Fig. 6 show a greater sensitivity of closure to 
muzzle velocity than the CBPG does. The dependence on barrel 
length and initial chamber temperature are also indicated for the 
CBPG. 

4 In a true SWG, the initial condition would be applied on the initial upstream 
expansion wave, x" = —t, rather than at x = 0. 
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Fig. 5 Growth of maximum boundary layer momentum thickness. U 
km/s, gun description follows equation (52) 
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Fig. 7 Axial distribution of heat transfer coefficient at the lime of projectile 
expulsion. (7 = 3 km/s, gun description follows equation (52) 
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Fig. 6 Projectile locations at the time of boundary layer closure. hl6 = 8.( 
gun description follows equation (52) 

Distributions of heat transfer coefficients at the time of projectile 
expulsion are shown in Fig. 7 for a SWG and a CBPG operating at the 
same muzzle velocity, 3 km/s. Near the chambrage plane, the CBPG 
has higher density and velocity. In addition to these effects, the heat 
transfer is also higher for the CBPG because it has increasing total 
enthalpies with time while those for the SWG are decreasing. These 
effects are all more pronounced at higher muzzle velocities. 

Time histories of heat transfer coefficients at two locations are 
shown in Fig. 8 for the two types of guns operating at 3 km/s. Pulse 
lengths and heat transfer coefficient levels are quite similar for the 
two guns; however, the CBPG will experience significantly higher 
heating levels late in the cycle because of higher total enthalpies as 
well as the higher heat transfer coefficient shown. 

Example material response evaluations were performed using the 
one-dimensional "Aerotherm Charring Material Thermal Response 
and Ablation Program" (CMA, [7]). Input to the CMA code includes 
pressure and recovery enthalpy histories from the ballistic cycle, and 
the heat transfer coefficient distribution from the boundary layer 
calculations. This code uses real gas thermochemistry (in this case, 
for hydrogen) generated with the "Aerotherm Chemical Equilibrium" 
(ACE, [8]) code, to determine the wall enthalpy, /i,„, as a function of 
wall temperature and pressure. The transient internal conduction 
computation uses a numerical finite difference procedure. 

Material response predictions for steel and copper (see [6]) for the 

0 J 

= 0.1 

SWG 
— - CBPG 

0.001 0.002 0.003 0.004 0.005 

Time,sec 

Fig. 8 Time histories of heat transfer coefficient. U = 3 km/s, gun description 
follows equation (52) 

subject hydrogen gun indicated melting near the chambrage plane 
at a muzzle velocity of 3 km/s in the CBPG, in agreement with early 
launcher development experience [9]. These materials were therefore 
eliminated from consideration at higher muzzle velocities. 

Tungsten thermal response predictions were performed for a 6 km/s 
muzzle velocity at xlL = 0.0T' in the gun under consideration oper
ating either as a CBPG or as a SWG. The heat transfer coefficient 
histories are similar in shape to those shown in Fig. 8, but have a 
magnitude five or six times as large. The thermal response predictions, 
which are displayed in Fig. 9, indicate that tungsten will melt in a 
CBPG at these conditions but will not melt in a SWG. The reason for 
the vast difference between the predictions for the two cycles is ap
parent from the total enthalpy distributions, also shown in Fig. 9. 

At the time the projectile leaves the muzzle, the velocity at the 

* Results very near the chambrage plane are inaccurate based on the as
sumption of zero boundary layer thickness there. The position chosen for 
analysis may experience some heat transfer prediction errors, but not to an 
extent sufficient to change the conclusions from the analysis concerning melt
ing. 
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Fig. 9 Tungsten thermal response and recovery enthalpy history. U = 6 km/s, 
x = 0.01 L, gun description follows equation (52) 

chambrage plane is 6 km/s in the CBPG and only 3.5 km/s in the 
SWG. Also, the local temperature increases in a CBPG and decreases 
in a SWG. The net result is that at muzzle time the ratio of total 
enthalpies for the two cycles is about 1.8. Since the enthalpy of hy
drogen at the melting temperature of tungsten is almost as large as 
the SWG total enthalpy, the difference in total enthalpy between the 
two cycles has a drastic effect on heat transfer. 

Although the SWG results appear encouraging from a material 
protection point of view, it must be kept in mind that base pressures 
are prohibitively high at early times in this mode of operation. The 
CBPG provides the best ballistic performance for a given base pres
sure, but has prohibitively high heat transfer rates. Thus, it is ap
parent that alterations to a given cycle which tend to solve one of these 
problems will tend to aggravate the other. 

Conclusions 
• A simplified prediction technique has been developed for boundary 

layer closure and heat transfer in light gas guns 
• Tungsten is far superior to steel as a heat sink material in high 

performance launchers 
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Reduction of Heat Transfer to High 
Velocity Gun Barrels by Wear-
Reducing Additiwes 
In order to understand how wear-reducing additives such as Ti02lwax and polyurethane 
foam liners reduce erosion, a series of gun firings was made in a 105 mm tank cannon 
equipped with thermocouples to measure the heat transferred to the gun barrel both in 
the presence and in the absence of the additives. Four thin thermocouples (0.13 mm diam
eter) were placed at different radial distances from the bore surface. Each thermocouple 
was placed at the same axial distance along the gun barrel. From the temperature distri
bution measured 100 milliseconds after propellant ignition, the total heat transferred in 
the gun barrel was determined. On the basis of single shot measurements, both the poly
urethane foam and the TiU-z/wax liner reduced the heat transferred to the gun barrel by 
ten percent. Repeated firings with TiO-Jwax liners afforded steadily increasing reduction 
in heat transfer which was attributed to the formation of an insulating layer of TiOi and 
unreacted wax on the bore surface. This also accounts for the twenty-five fold increase 
in wear life of the M68 tank cannon firing rounds equipped with TiO-z/wax liners. 

This thermocouple technique is now used to design optimum weight and location of 
wear-reducing additives in other gun systems, since the efficacy of the wear-reducing liner 
can be deduced from a few shots. 

Introduction 
Wear-reducing additives such as polyurethane foam and titanium 

dioxide/wax (TiCVwax) liners have been in the U. S. Army inventory 
for over a decade, yet the mechanism by which the additives reduce 
erosion is uncertain [1]. Fig. 1 contrasts the wear profile and wear rate 
of the M68 tank Cannon firing APDS (Armor-piercing, discarding 
sabot) rounds equipped with and without wear-reducing additives. 
The wear test results clearly show the superiority of the TiCVwax 
liner over the polyurethane foam liner. Recent heat transfer mea
surements in a 37 mm gun barrel [2] concluded that the polyurethane 
foam liner reduced heat input to the barrel to the same extent as the 
TiCVwax liner as long as the additives were employed in the same 
configuration. Similar findings were reported from erosion mea
surements in a 37 mm vented chamber made from the same 37 mm 
gun [3]. In the wear test depicted in Fig. 1, only the Ti02/wax liners 
Were equipped with flaps. The presence of such flaps was the config
uration that gave the maximum heat transfer reduction [2, 3]. In order 
to see if the superiority of the TiCVwax liner in the M68 tank cannon 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division of THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF 
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS and presented at the AICHE/ASME Heat Transfer 
Conference, Salt Lake City, Utah, August 15-17, 1977. Manuscript received 
by the Heat Transfer Division January 2,5, 1978. Paper No. 77-HT-19 

was solely a question of its configuration, heat transfer measurements 
were conducted in an M68 tank cannon. Secondary objectives were 
to demonstrate that the heat transfer measurements could be corre
lated to erosion and to test a recent hypothesis [4] that the "secon
dary" wear peak for polyurethane foam at 76 cm RFT (measured from 

177 RDS APDS-M392AI (NO COOLANT) 

432 RDS APDS-M392A2 (POLYURETHANE) 

6025 RDS APDS-M392A3 ( T i 0 2 / W A X ) 

102 112 122 132 142 152 163 173 183 
DISTANCE, RFT, cm 

Fig. 1 Wear profile of M68 tank cannon firing APDS rounds equipped with 
and without wear-reducing liners 
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the rear face of the tubel in Fig. 1 was caused by the additive acting
only at the origin of rifling and losing its down-bore effectiveness.

Experimental
Thermocouples were applied to an M68, 106 mm gun tube using

the same techniques developed and described in [5]. The thermo
couples were each located over a groove so that erosion of the bore
surface beneath the thermocouples would be negligible during the
firing sequence. The outside diameter of the gun tube was not con
centric with the inside bore diameter; however, the gun tube was too
long and too heavy to use the technique described in [5] for deter
mining the concentricity between the outside diameter and the bore
diameter. Therefore, holes were drilled through the gun tube 12.7 mm
in front of each thermocouple location and in the same groove as each
thermocouple location. A spring-loaded plug was used to define the
inner surface of the barrel, and the depth micrometer described in [5]
was used to measure the thickness of the gun tube at each location.
From these measurements, the concentricity between the outside
diameter and the bore diameter, and the distances from each ther
mocouple location to the bore surface were determined.

Temperatures at four different radial positions were measured at
two locations along the length of the gun tube. The temperatures at
each position were measured as continuous functions of time, and
from these measurements temperature distributions were obtained
from the 100 ms time interval. The radial positions and locations along
the length of the gun tube are shown in Fig. 2. Chamber pressure was

measured in the cartridge case by using an internal ferrule pressure
gage.

The temperatures and chamber pressures were recorded simulta_
neously on a Honeywell magnetic tape recording system in the same
manner as reported previously [2, 5J. In this test, however, the Neff
amplifiers were maintained at 294 K in an air-conditioned trailer that
was located close to the firing barricade. This kept the length of the
leads over which the small thermocouple signals had to travel to a
minimum.

Rounds fired in the test consisted of a model number M:m2 AI'J)S
projectile, M80Al primer, and 5.48 kg of seven perforated, 1.14 mm
web M:30 propellant (Lot No. RAD 67877). Polyurethane foam and
Ti02/wax liners, as used with the M:392 APDS round, were used in
several different configurations, and locations of the liners within the
cartridge case are summarized in Figs. 4-11. The TiOz/wax liner
without flaps is used in the M456 HEAT round.

A "clean-out" round was fired with no wear-reducing additive
following rounds fired with TiOz/wax liners to remove any traces of
TiOz or wax that might be left on the barrel [6J. One series of firings
was then made without firing clean-out rounds.

Results
Fig. 12 depicts temperature versus time at each thermocouple for

a round fired with no wear-reducing additive.
Table 1 summarizes temperature rises recorded at laO ms after

propellant ignition for five rounds fired this way in order to estimate
the net heat input. At this time the propellant gases are no longer
measurably heating the barrel and axial conduction should be negli
gible.

1.07

Fig. 4 Two-piece polyurethane liner

1. LARGE POLYURETHANE (.087 kg)
2. SMALL POLYURETHANE (.027 kg)
3. GLUED

.559

.683

1.55

~.533 2.64-.2.56

53.64

Fig. 2 Location of thermocouples in 105 mm M68 gun tube
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~ - -

3
,..,.-r;.....

1. LARGE POLYURETHANE (.087 kg)
2. LARGE POLYURETHANE WITH FLAPS (.087 kg)

E--E~B-+
Fig. 5 Three-piece polyurethane liner

1. LARGE POLYURETHANE (.08? kg)
2. SMALL POLYURETHANE (.027 kg)
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Fig. 3 Standard wear-reducing liners used In the 105 mm M68 tank gun Fig. 6 Polyurethane liner with flaps
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1. LARGE POLYURETHANE (.087 kg) 
2. SMALL POLYURETHANE (.027 kg) 
3. POLYURETHANE DISK 

4. GLUED 

Fig. 7 Two-piece polyurelhane liner with disk 

13 GLUED POLYURETHANE DISKS (.154 kg) 

Fig. 8 Stack of 13 glued disks 

1. Ti02 /WAX WITH FLAPS (.141 kg) 

Fig. 9 Ti02/wax liner with (laps 

The total heat in a given volume of the gun barrel is given by 

Q = ,,CVAT, (l) 

where Q = heat input into the barrel, p = density of gun steel, C = 
specific heat of gun steel, V = volume, AT = temperature rise of gun 
steel in volume element, V. 

Since the temperature in the gun barrel at this time varies only with 
radial distance into the gun tube, the net heat input into the gun barrel 
is computed as follows. Equation (1) is recast in differential form 
as: 

dQ = pCATdV. 

For a unit axial length of one millimeter, 

dQ = pClM'dA. 

For a hollow cylinder of unit axial length, 

dQ = pC'Zirr^Tdr, 

and 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Q= lirpC ("°rYrdr, 

where r, and r0 are the inside radius and outside radius of the gun 
barrel, respectively, and AT is the temperature rise at a distance r into 
the tube wall. The integral in equation (5) is solved graphically by 
visually fitting a smooth curve through the four available values of 
r AT versus r, and then measuring the area under the curve. By placing 
the thermocouples around the barrel, it is inherently assumed that 
heat input to the barrel is radially uniform. Since the smooth curve 
fit to the four values of /'AT passes through each point within the 
uncertainty of the temperature measurement, any error in assuming 
uniform radial heat input should be within the uncertainty in the 
temperature measurement. 

The density and specific heat of gun steel (SAE 4140) are 7.85 g/cm3 

and 0.419 3lg-K [7], respectively. 
Table 2 summarizes the heat inputs computed from the tempera

ture measurements for each configuration of additive. 

Discussion 
As the results clearly indicate, the total heat input to the barrel is 

Ti02 /WAX(.141 kg) 

Fig. 10 Ti02/wax liner without flaps and positioned at front of cartridge 
case 

. ^ A W ^ V S ^ V ^ A ^ ^ V ^ X T T - . - ^ 

|Wa SV^VVVA^V^A^YJX'gg 

l. Ti02 /WAX (.141 kg) 

Fig. 11 Ti02/wax liner without flaps and positioned at rear of cartridge 
case 

T a b l e 1 E x a m p l e of t e m p e r a t u r e r ises recorded 
w i t h o u t addi t ive at 100 ms a f ter prope l lant igni t ion a - b 

Thermocouple 
Depth, mm 66.7cm RFTC 101cm RFTC 

0.53 
1.07 
1.55 
2.56 

502 ± 0.6d 

454 ± 0.4 
405 ± 0.3 
331 ± 0.2 

473 ± 0.6 
463 ± 0.5 
394 ± 0.4 
319 ±0.2 

a = Temperature rise in K. b = Five round replicates, c - Axial location of 
thermocouples measured from the rear face of the tube (RFT). d - One stan
dard deviation from the mean. 

Table 2 Heat transfer determined from 100 ms 
temperature measurements" 

Additive and 66.7cm 101cm 
Configuration RFT RFT 

No additive 
Two-Piece Polyurethane Glued 
Three-Piece Polyurethane 
Polyurethane with Flaps 
Two-Piece Polyurethane with Disk 
Stack of 13 Glued Disks 
Ti02 /Wax with Flaps 
TiO^/Wax Forward 
TiO'2/Wax Rearward 
TiO-j/Wax with Flaps (Sixth in Series with No 

Clean-Out Rounds) 

426 
372 
370 
375 
401 
425 
380 
396 
414 
358 

359 
326 
319 
321 
342 
356 
321 
334 
346 
298 

a = Heat transfer measured in Jouies/mm. 
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Fig. 12 Temperature versus time at 66.7 cm location in 105 mm gun tube 
using no additive 
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Fig. 13 Wear profile of M68 tank cannon firing M456 HEAT round with 
Ti02/wax liner without flaps 

reduced by the wear-reducing additives in various amounts depending 
on composition and configuration within the cartridge case. The ad
dition of flaps enhances the heat transfer reduction for either poly
urethane foam or Ti02/wax which is consistent with observations 
made in the 37 mm firings. The major difference between the Ti02/ 
wax and the polyurethane foam liner is the added protection to the 
barrel afforded by repeated firings of Ti02/wax (380 J/mm versus 358 
J/mm after six consecutive shots). Hence, the difference between the 
polyurethane foam wear curve in Fig. 1 and the TiOj/wax wear curve 
can be attributed to both the flaps on the Ti02/wax liner and the in
sulating effect of repeated firings with Ti02/wax. Since the heat input 
is smaller for sequential TiCVwax firings (358 J/mm) than for poly
urethane foam with flaps (375 J/mm), one would conclude that 
Ti02/wax with flaps is the additive of choice for tank ammunition. 

No attempt was made during these tests to characterize any layer 
deposited on the barrel by the TiOa/wax liner. A bore residue was 
removed from the M68 cannon during early trials of the TiCVwax 
additive [6]. The chemical analysis of that residue is listed in Table 
3 which shows Ti02 to be the major constituent. Russell [8] recently 
estimated that an insulating coating of Ti02 as thin as 10/um could 
significantly reduce heat transfer to the gun barrel surface. 

The down-bore temperature measurements also show that the ef
fectiveness of the polyurethane foam diminishes rapidly in contrast 
to the still significant heat transfer reduction down-bore for TiCVwax 
liners with flaps fired sequentially. This, too, is consistent with the 
wear profile in Fig. 1 in which wear at the origin of rifling and at the 
secondary wear peak is reduced by TiCb/wax liners with flaps. The 

Table 3 Analysis of Bore Residue From Rounds With 
Ti02/Wax Liners 

Percent 
Compound by Weight 

T i0 2 . 
Paraffin Wax 
Silica 
Organic Residue 
Inorganic Residue 

77.4 
7.1 
2.6 
7.7 
5.2 

two rounds causing secondary wear in the field are the APDS round 
with polyurethane foam (Fig. 1) and the M456 HEAT round. The 
HEAT round has a Ti02/wax liner without flaps as in Fig. 10. The 
wear profile for this round is shown in Fig. 13. The heat transfer results 
and the wear profile in Fig. 1 suggest that secondary wear can be mi
tigated by use of Ti09/wax with flaps for all projectiles fired from the 
M68 tank cannon. The down-bore temperature measurements are 
consistent with the hypothesis [4] that the secondary wear is the result 
of the polyurethane foam's capability to reduce heat transfer to the 
gun steel diminishing rapidly away from the origin of rifling re
gion. 

A startling observation was the effect of gluing the polyurethane 
foam to the cartridge case wall. The glued liner was nearly twice as 
effective as the unglued liner. In practice the polyurethane foam liner 
is glued to preclude the liner from falling toward the rear of the car
tridge case when the propellant is loaded into the case. 

The polyurethane foam liner with a disk in place of flaps failed to 
reduce significantly heat transfer in comparison to the unglued, 
two-piece liner. This contradicts claims by the United Kingdom that 
the use of a disk improves the wear-reducing ability of polyurethane 
foam [1], The new FH70 155 mm howitzer developed in part by the 
UK uses a polyurethane foam liner with disk as depicted in Fig. 7. 

The results for the three-piece polyurethane foam liner suggest that 
lengthening the liner contributes slightly to reducing heat input. 
Lengthening the Ti02/wax liner would appear to offer no benefit, 
since the less flammable Ti02/wax liner placed at the rear of the 
cartridge case left unacceptable residue in the gun chamber in the 
form of unburned fragments of liner. 

Since it appeared that the more additive placed near the projectile 
the better the erosion reduction, a test, was conducted with a plug 
made from thirteen polyurethane foam liners glued together. No re
duction in heat transfer occurred. Presumably the plug was blown 
through the tube without being consumed by the propellant com
bustion gases. 
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The results also show that wear-reducing additives can be designed 
without resorting to wear tests expending hundreds of rounds. One 
conclusion of these tests is that polyurethane foam with flaps would 
not be as effective in the M392 projectile as the Ti02/wax liner. As
suming polyurethane foam with flaps performs significantly better 
than the standard polyurethane liner, well over 400 rounds need to 
be fired to determine where the wear curve for polyurethane foam with 
flaps would fall on Fig. 1 relative to Ti02/wax with flaps. 

Conclusions 
1 Heat transfer in the M68 tank cannon is reduced by wear-re

ducing additives. 
2 The reduction in heat transfer is strongly a function of the 

configuration and location of the additive with respect to the pro-
pellant and to the projectile. Positioning the additive near the forward 
end of the cartridge case is more effective in reducing the heat input 
to the gun tube than positioning the additive near the rearward end 
of the cartridge case. The use of flaps at the forward end of both types 
of liners increases the reduction of the heat input to the gun tube. 

3 For polyurethane foam and TiOa/wax liners, the reduction of 
heat transfer to the gun tube was the same on a single-shot basis if 
they were positioned alike. 

4 The film left by sequentially firing rounds with the Ti02/wax 
liner with flaps appears to be the main reason for its superiority over 
the two-piece, glued polyurethane liner in the M68 tank cannon. 

5 A polyurethane foam disk glued to the front of the polyurethane 

liner is not as effective in reducing heat to the gun tube as performed 
flaps on the front of the polyurethane liner. 

6 This heat transfer technique can be used to evaluate different 
designs instead of expending hundreds of rounds for each design 
test. 
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Transient Thermal Analysis of 
Epoxy-impregnated 
Superconducting Windings in 
Linearly Ramped Fields 
Heat is generated in superconducting windings whenever the magnetic field changes. 
During these transient periods, the current carrying capability of the superconductor is 
limited by the temperature distribution inside the winding, especially in epoxy-impreg
nated winding composites that have limited thermal conductance. A finite-difference 
transient thermal analysis of a superconducting winding composite is presented. The 
analysis is employed to predict the critical current of a cylindrical coil and a modular ra
cetrack winding under linear ramping of the magnetic field, when eddy current losses and 
hysteresis losses prevail. The dependence of these losses on the magnetic field and tem
perature is properly accounted for. The analytical predictions are compared to experi
mental data and the agreement is excellent. 

Introduction 

Transient thermal analysis of epoxy-impregnated windings is of 
considerable interest in a variety of superconducting devices, such 
as proton accelerator superconducting magnets and superconducting 
a-c generators. To achieve high-energy magnetic fields, supercon
ducting windings are often designed to operate at high current den
sities consistent with the critical current density of the supercon
ductor, thus leaving a narrow margin for transient heating. 

Transient heating of the superconducting winding occurs whenever 
the magnetic field changes. The field winding of a superconducting 
generator, for. example, will experience heating in response to un
balance of the three phases, when the field current changes during 
rotor oscillations, or when residual magnetic flux penetrates the rotor 
electromagnetic shield following a fault in the power system. During 
these transient periods, the current carrying capability of the super
conductor is limited by the temperature distribution inside the 
winding, especially in epoxy-impregnated winding composites that 
have limited thermal conductance. Evidently the winding tempera
ture at any given point must be maintained below the corresponding 
critical temperature of the superconductor at the point. The latter 
is dependent upon the local magnetic flux density and current. 

Despite the widespread interest in the transient behavior of winding 
composites, there is relatively little applicable analysis in the litera-
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ture. This is apparently due to the poor characterization of these 
composites or the limited availability of thermal properties at low 
temperature. Murphy, Walker, and Carr [1-3] have addressed the 
problem of superconductor losses using a continuous model of an
isotropic electrical conductivities. Hust [4], and Collings, et al. [5] 
measured the thermal properties of a specific winding composite al
low temperatures. 

The purpose of the present investigation is to consider linearly 
ramped fields in epoxy-impregnated windings and predict the location 
and instant at which the temperature, current, and flux density first-
reach their critical values. 

Superconducting Winding Composite 
As part of an investigation concerning the development of epoxy-

impregnated windings, a number of cylindrical coils and racetrack 
windings were constructed and tested by the author's company |6|. 
These windings have consistently attained the critical current pre
dicted by testing a short sample of superconductor when the current 
was ramped slowly. 

The winding modules were wound of copper-stabilized niobium-
titanium multifilamentary superconductor, arranged in several layers 
of approximately equal numbers of turns per layer. Around each layer 
of the winding, a complete turn of glass woven fabric is applied as 
interlayer insulation. The winding section is then impregnated with 
epoxy by a controlled vacuum process, to prevent the formation of 
voids in the winding composite. Fig. 1 illustrates the cross-sectional 
view of a cylindrical coil and a racetrack winding module that were 
wound with the same rectangular NbTi superconductor. The speci
fication of this superconductor is summarized in Table 1. 

The logitudinal and trasverse thermal conductivities of similar 
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Table 1 Niobium-Titanium superconductor 
specifications 

( 3 0 LAYERS] DIMENSIONS IN 
CENTIMETERS 

CYLINDRICAL COIL 

Fig. 1 Geometry of cyl indrical coil and racetrack winding 

Characteristic 
Stabilizer matrix to superconductor ratio 
Filament 360 deg twist pitch (cm) 
Number of filaments 
Cross section 

—shape 
—width (cm) 
—height (cm) 

Stabilizer matrix 
—material 
—resistivity ratio at zero field 
—low temperature resistivity*, p, (ohm-

cm) versus flux density, B, (Telsa) 

Superconductor filament average diameter 
(cm) 

Wire insulation 
—material 
—thickness (cm) 

Critical current**, I0, (A) at 4.22 K 
versus flux denisty, B, (Telsa) 

Critical flux density***, B0 , (Tesla) 
at zero current versus temperature, T, (K) 

Specification 
1.6/1 
1.5 

1531 

Rectangular 
0.254 
0.127 

Copper 
160 

p = (0.9 + 0.421 
B) l ( r 8 , 

1 < B < 7 
0.0034 

Polyvinyl formal 
0.00508 

A, = 1.30952 B2 -
302.262 B 
+ 2983.57, 
4 r£ B < 7 

Bo = -0.103715 
T2 

- 0.740336 T 
+ 15. 3147, 

4.22 < T < 8 

* Linear approximation of Kohier plot [9] (error <1 percent) 
** Curve fitting to measured data by superconductor manufacturer (error <i 

percent) 
*** Curve fitting to data by Hampshire, et al. [10] 

epoxy-impregnated winding composites were measured by Hust [4]. 
The measured data reported agree reasonably well with the values 
calculated on the basis of the component conductivities of the com
posite. 

Consider the local coordinate system i, j , k of Fig. 1. According to 
Hust [4], the thermal conductivity of the composite parallel to the 
./-axis can be evaluated by considering two parallel segments of the 
composite. The first is the epoxy-polyvinyl-formal strip parallel to 
the ./-axis, and the second comprises the wires and epoxy-polyvinyl-
formal strips (perpendicular to the ./-axis) arranged in series with the 
heat flow in that direction. 

The conductivity of the composite parallel to the ./-axis is then 
obtained by summing the effective conductivities of the parallel 
segments, weighted by their respective relative areas: 

Kj tejKep + twj 
Uei + twi) 

tei t 

Kep Kw (JJ 

1 

(tej + twj) 
(1) 

The logitudinal thermal conductivity is obtained by summing the 
area-weighted conductivities of Cu, NbTi, and epoxy-polyvinyl-for
mal. 

In the temperature region of interest (4.2 -7.5 K), the thermal 
conductivity of the epoxy-polyvinyl-formal insulation is considered 
approximately constant. An estimated value, Kep = 0.0003 W/cm-K, 
of the thermal conductivity of the epoxy-polyvinyl-formal was ob
tained from Childs, et al. [7], using polyvinyl acetate in place of 
polyvinyl formal. The same value of thermal conductivity is also used 
for the sidelong boundary layers of insulation, since these layers 
contain a negligible amount of glass reinforcement. The inner and 
outer boundary layers of insulation, however, are reinforced with 
sufficient glass-woven fabric to yield a higher value of thermal con
ductivity, Keg = 0.00085 W/cm-K, according to measurements by 
Hertz and Haskins [8]. Because of the insufficient characterization 
of the wire cross section (such as the configuration of filments in the 
matrix), a rough estimate is made [4] of the transverse conductivity 
of the Cu/NbTi wire; namely, Km = 0.1 W/cm-K. 

The calculated thermal conductivities of the winding composites 

.Nomenclature-

AgC = area of superconductor 
B, B = magnetic flux density, and flux den

sity rate of change 
Cp = specific heat 
d = superconductor filament diameter 
h = convective-pool-boiling heat transfer 

coefficient 
1,1 — current, and current ramping rate 
Je = critical current density of supercon

ductor 
Kep = thermal conductivity of epoxy-poly

vinyl-formal 
Kj - thermal conductivity of composite 

parallel to i-axis 

Keg - thermal conductivity of epoxy-glass 

Kw = transverse thermal conductivity of 

wire 

£ = 360 deg twist pitch of superconductor 

filaments 

L = element circumference at point P , ; (Fig. 
3) 

L\ = element circumference at midpoint of 
line Pf-u.P.- j (Fig. 3) 

Li = element circumference at midpoint of 
line Pi+ij.Pij-(Fig. 3) 

Pe, Pi, = eddy current and hysteresis losses 
per unit volume of wire 

R = radius at point P;j 
s = volume fraction of bare wires in com

posite 
Tij", Tf = temperature of point P;j at time 

nAt, and surrounding fluid 
tej, twj = thickness of epoxy-polyvinyl-formal, 

and wire along ./-axis 
t = time 
Ux, Uy = overall heat transfer coefficients to 

liquid helium 
X = volume fraction of superconductor in 

wire 
p = density of composite 
PCu — electrical resistivity of copper matrix 
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of Fig. 1 are tabulated in Table 2. The results indicate that the lon
gitudinal thermal conductivity of the winding composite is more than 
300 times larger than the transverse thermal conductivities. Further, 
the variation of the superconductor losses of the racetrack winding 
in the circumferential direction, typically, does not exceed 25 percent 
of the average value. Consequently, a two-dimensional heat transfer 
model of the racetrack winding would be sufficient to predict the 
performance of the winding under transient heating. 

Collings and Jelinek [5] have performed an experimental investi
gation of the low-temperature specific heat of an epoxy-impregnated 
superconducting composite, similar in composition to the winding 
composites of Fig. 1. The experimental data [5] are used in the form 
of the expression 

PCP(T) = 5.5 lO"5 T2-7 J/cm3-K (2) 

where T is the kelvin (K). Equation (2) is valid in the temperature 
range 4.2 to 8 K. 

field of both windings is evaluated at the critical current of the su
perconductor, Ic = 942 A at 7 Tesla and 4.22 K. In this particular case 
both windings have the same peak field at the inner radius. 

F i n i t e D i f f e r e n c e F o r m u l a t i o n 
The winding module is subdivided into elements, of similar shape 

and rectangular cross section, to form a regular network. The inter
sections of networks, called nodal points, are identified by two sub
scripts, say i and j , to indicate the row and column of the point. Kig. 
3 is a schematic diagram of the element subdivisions that illustrates 
the control volume about typical and boundary nodal points. The 
temperature of the point Bij at time ni\t is represented by T,-j". 

The first law of thermodynamics is applied to the control volume 
about a nodal point, say Bij, and Fourier's law of heat conduction is 
employed to relate the heat fluxes to the nodal temperatures. The 
finite difference equation of the nodal point Bij follows: 

S u p e r c o n d u c t o r Losses 
Losses are generated in the superconductor as a result of exposure 

to a changing magnetic field environment. Two types of losses are 
generally encountered in multifilamentary superconductors: eddy 
current losses, and hysteresis losses. 

Consider a rectangular multifilamentary superconductor. The eddy 
current losses produced by ramped magnetic fields or low-frequency 
alternating fields can be calculated by means of a continuum model 
of the conductor with anisotropic electrical conductivities [1, 2, 3]. 
For the case of a linearly ramped transverse magnetic field, B, the 
eddy current losses per unit volume are approximated by the relation 
that applies to cylindrical conductors: 

' l + \pcu(B)\2ir/ 
(3) 

The resistivity of copper, pc„(B), at low temperature [9] is ex
pressed in Table 1 as a linear function of the local magnetic flux 
density, B. 

The full penetration, filamentary hysteresis losses per unit volume 
during field ramping from B1 to B 2 in time At, are evaluated on the 
basis that the filaments are carrying the transport current. It follows 
that 

Ph = 
\d 

Jc(B,T)dB\ (4) 

The critical current density J€(B, T) of the superconductor fila
ments can be expressed as a function of the magnetic flux density, B, 
and the temperature, T. At any given temperature, T, the critical flux 
density BQ(T), at which the critical current is zero, was derived by 
Hampshire, et al. [10] for a NbTi superconductor. Since Jc varies 
linearly with temperature over the useful range of flux densities [10], 
the critical current density is approximately determined at any flux 
density and temperature using the experimental function IQ(B) at 4.2 
K in conjunction with the function BQ(T). It follows that 

JAB, T) = I0(B + B0(4.2) - B0(T)) 
1 

Asc 
(5) 

The functions B0(T) and IQ(B) are given in Table 1. 
It is evident from equations (3-5) that the superconductor losses 

depend strongly upon the rate of change as well as the magnitude of 
the magnetic field. Therefore, the three-dimensional magnetic flux 
density vector must be computed in the space of the winding. The 
computation of the field at a given point in space can be performed 
by subdividing the winding into a number of straight wire segments. 
The Biot-Savart law can then be employed to compute the ontribution 
of each wire segment to the magnetic flux density vector. The vectorial 
sum of all such contributions from the wire segments in the winding 
yields the flux density vector at the point under condiseration. 

Fig. 2 displays the computed flux density, Bx, on the plane of 
symmetry of the windings, perpendicular to the pole axis (x = 0). The 

Table 2 Computed thermal conductivities of winding 
composite* 

Winding Composite 
Racetrack Cylindrical 
Winding Coil 

Transverse conductivity K„ (W/cm-K) 0.00398 0.00413 
Transverse conductivity Kj, (W/cm-K) 0.00269 0.00209 
Longitudinal conductivity Kh, (W/cm-K) 1.497 1.511 

* Values are applicable to temperatures from 4.2 K to 7.5 K. 
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Fig. 3 Finite difference schematic 
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(6) 

The finite difference equations of the inner points, P,j, and boundary 
points, Djj or C,J? are derived in a straightforward manner. 

To avoid problems of numerical instability associated with explicit 
formulations of the finite difference equations, the derivation of 
equation (6) was carried out using backward differences in time. The 
resulting implicit difference equations are known to be uncondi
tionally stable. 

When the windings are tested, they are fully immersed in liquid 
helium. Thus, the overall heat transfer coefficients Ux, Uy depend 
on the convective-pool-boiling heat transfer coefficient, h, in liquid 
helium, and the corresponding thicknesses tx, tv of the external layers 
of insulation, namely 

1 

h K, 

tx J_ 
Uy 

1 tv 
(7) 

1 

Ux h Kcp' Uy h KL, 

Since the heat transfer coefficient, h, is many orders of magnitude 
larger than the conductance of the insulation layer, the heat transfer 
coefficients Ux and Uy depend primarily on the insulation thicknesses 
tx and tY, respectively. Typical values of Ux, Uy for the winding 
composites of Fig. 1 are 0.0105 W/cm-K and 0.0109 W/cm-K, re
spectively. 

The finite difference equations involve the computation of the rate 
of change of flux density, B, at each nodal point of the two-dimen
sional heat transfer model of the winding. In the case of the cylindrical 
coil, one needs to evaluate B at all the nodal points of only one arbi
trarily chosen cross section, because of the rotational symmetry. The 
circumferential field distribution of the racetrack winding, however, 
requires averaging at each nodal point. The field is computed for that 
purpose at three cross sections of the winding. The first is at the 
winding centroid and perpendicular to the y-axis; the second is at the 
end of the straight section and perpendicular to the y-axis; the third 
is at the end winding, and coplanar with the x-axis and the y-axis. 

At each time step, At, the system of simultaneous finite difference 
equations is solved for the nodal temperatures by employing a matrix 
inversion technique. 

Linear ly R a m p e d Fie ld 
The thermal transient to be studied comprises ramping of the 

magnetic field, linearly. The windings are initially at a uniform tem
perature of 4.2 K. The superconductor losses are then imposed step
wise at time zero, and vary thereafter according to the local flux 
density and temperature. As the temperature distribution of the 
winding is changing with time, its current and corresponding flux 
density distribution are also increasing monotonically with time. At 
lower magnetic fields, both the eddy current losses and hysteresis 
losses are higher, because the magnetoresistance of copper at low 
temperatures is directly proportional to the flux density, and the 
critical current of the superconductor is higher. Consequently, the 
superconductor losses are decreasing with time. 

Physically, there is an instant when the critical current, tempera
ture, and magnetic flux density are reached at a specific point within 
the winding. At that point and instant, the superconductor reverts 
to its normal state. 

The specific objective of the present investigation is to predict the 
location and instant at which the temperature, current, and flux 

density first reach their critical values. It is evident that the point 
where transition first occurs will always lie on the y-axis of the 
windings, since both the flux density and the temperature attain their 
maximum values on the y-axis. 

Fig. 4 depicts the transient temperature profiles in the y-axis of the 
cylindrical coil for several ramping rates. The temperature profile 
initially increases with time, reaches a peak, and subsequently de
creases. The initial increase is the typical response to suddenly applied 
internal heat generation. By virtue of the decreasing superconductor 
losses, shown in Fig. 4, the temperature profile is expected to attain 
a peak and then decrease. 

The superconductor losses and the transient temperature profiles 
in the y-axis of the racetrack windings are plotted in Fig. 5 for current 
ramping rates of 31.4 A/sec, and 62.8 A/sec. As before, the tempera
ture profile increases rapidly with time, to reach its peak in about 
three seconds, and then decreases slowly as the superconductor losses 
decrease. As a result of this temperature variation with time, it is 
anticipated that for sufficiently high field ramping rates, the critical 
temperature of the composite will be reached in less than about 3 
seconds; that is, before the peak temperature profile is reached. 
Conversely, for sufficiently low field ramping rates, the winding will 
reach the critical temperature in more than about 3 seconds; that is, 
after the temperature profile peaks. 

The fractional ramping rates, /, of Figs. 4 and 5 were chosen to be 
close to the experimental values for direct comparison. 

The superconductor characteristic curves h(B, T) are plotted in 
Fig. 6 for several temperatures from 4.22 K to 7.4 K. The family of 
short-sample characteristic curves is constructed from the manu
facturer's measured values of Ic versus B at 4.22 K in conjunction with 
the experimental data of Hampshire, et al. [10]. Equation (5) is not 
used in the process, because it is valid in a narrow domain. 

The family of curves of current versus magnetic flux density (load 
lines) are presented in Fig. 6 for several nodal points along the y-axis 
of the windings. The temperature at these points is taken from Figs. 
4 and 5, and the temperature profile at a given instant is plotted in 
Fig. 6 versus the load line coordinates. The temperature scale used 
is the one of the superconductor critical temperature, Tc, as indicated 
on the characteristic curves of Fig. 6. Clearly, the temperature profile 
plotted in this maimer defines the critical current of the points in the 
y-axis at that instant. The point of minimum cirtical current is the 
location at which normal transition occurs at the instant when the 
charging current coincides with the minimum critical current. Since 
that instant is not known in advance, the temperature profile in the 
y-axis must be plotted in Fig. 6 at several time intervals, to determine 
the minimum critical current versus time and compare it with the 
charging current. 

The temperature profiles of Fig. 6 are drawn at the instant when 
the charging current coincides with the minimum critical current. The 
point of minimum current is then identified as the point of normal 
transition. The y-coordinate of that point is found by interpolation 
between the y-coordinates of the adjacent load lines. It should be 
emphasized that the peak temperatures of Fig. 5 do not necessarily 
correspond to the minimum current values of Fig. 6. 

As might be anticipated, the critical current at low current ramping 
rates is reached at the inner surface of the winding, where the mag
netic field peaks. At higher current ramping rates, however, the in
cipience of normal transition occurs at points within the winding 
composite. 

The computed values of critical current versus the current ramping 
rate are compared in Fig. 7 to the experimental data [6], and the 
agreement is excellent. 

Fig. 6 shows that, at low ramping rates, the points of normal tran
sition of the racetrack winding are close but not identical to the cor
responding points of the cylindrical coil. 

The experimental data of Fig. 7 were obtained by applying a con
stant voltage across the winding terminals and allowing the current 
to increase linearly. The maximum current that is attained in the 
linear portion of the curve of current versus time defines the critical 
current of the winding. Fig. 8 illustrates typical curves of current 
versus time that were obtained by testing the racetrack winding. The 
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Fig. 5 Transient temperature profiles and superconductor losses of racetrack 
winding 

transition current shown in Fig. 8 was obtained by a digital voltmeter 
that was connected across a 0.00005 ohm shunt. The test data were 
repeated with error that is generally less than 0.005. The measured 
self-inductance of the racetrack winding is 0.32 H. 

Concluding Remarks 
A finite-difference transient thermal analysis of a superconducting 

winding composite is presented. The analysis is employed to predict 
the critical currents of a cylindrical coil and a modular racetrack 
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Fig. 6 Winding normal transition characteristics during field ramping 
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Fig. 7 Critical current of windings versus current ramping rate 
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Fig. 8 Current ramping and transient decay of racetrack winding (winding 
self-inductance is 0.32 H) 
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winding under linear ramping of the magnetic field, when eddy cur

rent losses and hysteresis losses prevail. The dependence of these 

losses on the magnetic field and temperature is properly accounted 

for. The analytical predictions are in excellent agreement with the 

experimental data. 

The present method of analysis permits a prediction of the safety 

margin that exists between the operating current of an epoxy-im-

pregnated, superconducting winding and the critical current, when 

transient heating of the winding occurs as a result of ramping or 

low-frequency oscillations of the magnetic field. Thus, the super

conducting winding can be designed to operate safely at the highest 

allowable field and current density consistent with the transient 

magnetic field requirements. 
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Two Thermodynamic Optima in the 
Design of Sensible Heat Units for 
Energy Storage 
The paper presents a treatment of sensible heat energy storage units as systems intended 
to store useful work. An analysis of the thermodynamic irreversibilities associated with 
storing energy from a hot gas source as sensible heat in huge liquid baths points out two 
important trade-offs: 1. There exists an optimum, well-defined quantity of hot gas to be 
used in order to maximize the useful work stored in the liquid bath. Using more than this 
optimum quantity in the hope of maximizing the amount of thermal energy stored as sen
sible heat leads to severe thermodynamics losses. 2. There exists an optimum relationship 
among the gas-liquid heat exchanger design parameters which minimizes the system irre
versibility while maximizing its capability of storing useful work. This relationship pro
vides a procedure for estimating the heat exchanger optimum number of transfer units 
(Ntu). Increasing the iV(„ above the optimum in order to upgrade the heat exchanger effec
tiveness and the thermal energy storage capability leads to prohibitive losses due to fluid 
friction in the heat exchanger channels. The existence of the two optima demonstrates 
that designing sensible heat units for maximum thermal energy storage does not necessar
ily amount to thermodynamically optimizing such systems. 

Introduction 

Storing energy efficiently is an important contemporary problem. 
Efficient storage systems for thermal energy are needed in a wide 
variety of applications. In general, it is advantageous and often pos
sible to store the heat rejected by one thermodynamic process and use 
it later as part of the energy input for the same process or an entirely 
different one. As shown in [1], thermal energy storage units can be 
used in peak power shaving operations: electric power companies are 
eager for efficient methods to store the power generated during slack 
periods to ease the strain on heavy demand periods. 

Of the many possible ways of storing energy for later use, energy 
storage in the form of sensible heat is attractive from economic con
siderations. For peak power shaving applications in particular, heating 
large tanks of water or oil and recovering the thermal energy to gen
erate electricity during maximum demand periods seems the most 
attractive alternative [1]. 

Traditionally, the thermal design and optimization of a sensible 
heat storage unit and the associated heat exchanger relies on the view 

Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL 
OF HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division 
October 28, 1977. 

that the system thermal performance can be assessed in terms of how 
much thermal energy the unit can store. In short, a unit is considered 
more effective than another if—for the same heat input and the same 
amount of storage material—it is capable of storing more thermal 
energy. For example, this point of view served as basis for a recent 
proposal for testing the thermal performance of sensible heat (fluid 
& solid) storage units [2]. 

The objective of this article is to analyze the performance of sensible 
heat storage units by treating them as systems designed to store useful 
work, the function they perform in most applications. The paper 
develops the thermal design and optimization of a fluid sensible heat 
storage unit and its related heat exchanger based on minimizing (he 
waste of useful work (irreversibility, entropy generation) present in 
the unit during the storage process. As a prelude to the conclusions 
reached in this study it is shown that, depending on the circumstances, 
storing the maximum possible amount of thermal energy may come 
in direct conflict with the real task of maximizing the storage of useful 
work. 

It is important to recognize that there exists a great variety of 
considerations which must be accounted for in the design of a "good" 
storage system. Most of these considerations are either thermody
namic or economic in nature. The present work addresses only the 
thermodynamic side of the design philosophy. We attempt in this 
paper to clarify the importance of not disregarding the irreversibility 
(second law) aspect associated with the basic storage process. 
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gas- liquid heal exchanger from the source until time t, 
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Fig. 1 Schematic of hot gas-liquid bath system for energy storage as sensible 
heat 

For the sake of clarity in illustrating the concepts of useful work 
and irreversibility, we will employ as working example a very simple 
class of sensible heat systems used for energy storage. The basic ele
ment is presented in detail in the next section. 

Element for Sens ib l e H e a t S t o r a g e in Liquid Poo l s 
Consider the storage system shown schematically on Fig. 1. It 

consists of a large liquid bath of mass M and specific heat C placed 
in an insulated vessel. Hot gas enters the system through one port, 
is cooled by flowing through a heat exchanger immersed in the bath 
and is eventually discharged into the atmosphere. Gradually, the bath 
temperature T as well as the gas outlet temperature Tou t rise, ap
proaching the hot gas inlet temperature T„. 

The bath is filled with an incompressible liquid such as water or 
oil. The stream m carries an ideal gas, for example high temperature 
steam or air. 

It is assumed that initially the bath temperature equals the envi
ronment temperature To. The stream of hot gas m is supplied con
tinuously at T„, Po by an energy source or the exhaust from another 
thermodynamic process. The pressure of the hot gas supply must be 
raised slightly above atmospheric, Po + AP, so that the gas stream 
can overcome the pressure drop caused by friction in the heat ex
changer. 

The time dependence of the bath temperature and the gas outlet 
temperature during the storage process can be derived analytically. 
The final result is available in the engineering literature and can be 
written as [3] 

T-T0 

T~ - To 

Tout ~ To 

l - e - " > ' 

= 1 - y e 

ll) 

(2) 
T „ - T 0 

where 0 represents dimensionless time or the amount of hot gas used 

and y is a parameter characterizing the gas-liquid heat exchanger, 

y = l-e-N«. (4) 

The number of transfer units N,u appearing in equation (4) is defined 
as 

Ntu 

UA 
(5) 

where A is the total heat transfer area on the gas side and U is the 
overall heat transfer coefficient based on A. 

In addition to the system features mentioned in the beginnin" of 
this section, the following simplifying assumptions were needed for 
deriving equations (1) and (2). It was assumed that: cp and C are 
constant, there is no condensation or vaporization during the process, 
the liquid bath is well mixed (isothermal), the overall heat transfer 
coefficient U is constant and, finally, the heat capacity of the gas in
stantly trapped in the heat exchanger is much smaller than the bath 
heat capacity MC. 

Upon examining expression (1), we see that the ability to store 
thermal energy in the system of Fig. 1, T - T0, simply increases with 
increasing the charging time 0 and/or the number of transfer units Ntu. 
It will be shown in what follows that, from the point of view of maxi
mizing the storage of useful work, there exist two very important 
thermodynamic trade-offs (optima): 

• an optimum charging time ffopt> beyond which the loss of useful 
work associated with steadily discharging the Tou t gas into the 
atmosphere becomes dominant. 

• an optimum number of transfer units N,uopl, above which the 
loss of useful work due to friction AP in the gas-liquid heat ex
changer becomes dominant. 

Diss ipa t ion of U s e f u l Work dur ing the E n e r g y S t o r a g e 
P r o c e s s 

The energy storage process illustrated in Fig. 1 has three inherently 
lossy (irreversible) features. First, the heat transfer between the hot 
gas and the liquid bath always takes place across a finite AT. Second, 
the gas stream discharged into the atmosphere is eventually cooled 
down to To, again by heat transfer across a finite AT. Third, the gas 
flow requires a net AP across the heat exchanger to overcome fric
tion. 

The combined effect of all three irreversibilities makes up a basic 
characteristic of all sensible heat storage systems, namely, only a 
fraction of the total useful work carried by the supply stream is 
eventually stored in the storage element. The remaining fraction is 
dissipated (wasted) through the thermodynamic irreversibilities 
present in the system. 

-Nomenclature. 

A = heat transfer area, gas side 
cp = specific heat at constant pressure 
C = specific heat of liquid bath 
/ = friction factor 
G = mass velocity 
I = irreversibility, dissipated useful work, 

. w» 
I - irreversibility rate, dissipated useful 

mechanical power, (W) 
L = flow length 
in = mass flow rate 
M = mass of liquid bath 
Nue = Reynolds number 
Nst = Stanton number 

Ntu = number of transfer units 
Po = atmospheric pressure, absolute 
AP = pressure drop 
>'h = hydraulic radius 
R = ideal gas constant 
s = specific entropy 
S = entropy production, (J/K) 
S = rate of entropy production, (W/K) 
t = time 
T = liquid bath temperature, absolute 
To = environment temperature, absolute 
Taut — gas outlet temperature, absolute 
To, = gas inlet temperature, absolute 
AT = temperature difference 
u = specific internal energy 

U = overall heat transfer coefficient 
v = specific volume 
Wa maximum useful work 
)' = heat exchanger parameter, equation 

(4) 
0 = charging time, spent quantity of hot 

gas 
P = gas density 
T = temperature difference, equation (9) 
0 = specific availability 

Subscripts 

min = minimum 
opt = optimum 
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Quantitatively, the instantaneous rate of useful work dissipation 
or irreversibility rate / equals the system rate of entropy generation 
S times the environment absolute temperature [4j, 

/ = STa (6) 

Performing a second law analysis, the net rate of entropy production 
in the system surrounded by a dashed line on Fig. 1 is 

S = mcD In t riiR In ( 1 + 
' T„ 

+ — (MC 
dt 

-I mc 
To 

,(T„M-T0) (7) 

where the first two terms represent the entropy change experienced 
by the ideal gas stream from inlet to outlet, the third term stands for 
the time rate of change of the liquid bath entropy, and the last term 
accounts for the entropy flux by heat transfer to the environment at 
temperature To. 

The total entropy generated from the beginning of the charging 
process until some instant t is obtained by integrating expression (7) 
in time from zero to t. Writing S = J~0 S dt and using equations (1) 
and (2) we obtain 

S R 
= — In 

mcpt cp 

/ ±p\ 
1 + V PJ 

+ r - l n ( l + T) 

+ - | l n [ l + 7-(l-e~>'")] - T(1 
0 

•e-y«)\ (8) 

where T is a dimensionless way of expressing the characteristic tern 
perature difference of the problem, 

T~ - To 

T«, 
(9) 

Expression (8) shows that the losses accumulated from time zero to 
t depend on three factors, the temperature difference (r), the duration 
of the energy storage process (0) and the heat exchanger design (y and 
AP/Po). The product riit used in normalizing expression (8) is the total 
amount of hot gas used from time zero to t. One can easily combine 
equations (8) and (6) to estimate the useful work dissipated during 
this time interval, i.e., / = STQ. 

We can now compare the dissipated (wasted) fraction STo with the 
maximum useful work lVmax contained by the hot gas used from time 
zero to t. To calculate Wmax we imagine that the mass of hot gas rht 
is processed by one or a succession of reversible devices until its 
temperature T„ is lowered to the environment temperature level To. 
The maximum work produced in this manner equals the drop in gas 
availability [5] 

Wmax = m t ( 0 - - <1>Q) (10) 

where <p = u + P^v — Tos is the specific availability relative to the (Po, 
To) environment. Properties u, v and s are defined in the nomencla
ture. The net result is 

W„ mtcpT0 [T - \n (1 + r)] (11) 

Combining equations (11) and (8) we arrive at an expression for the 
relative fraction of useful work dissipated during the storage pro
cess 

I _ /R_\ ln(l + AP/P ( 

Wnmx \cp) T - ln(l + T) 
- + 1 

(1 -e~y») - l re [ l + r( l - e -
(12) 

0 [ T - l n ( l + T)] 

The first term on the right hand side is the contribution due to fluid 
friction AP in the heat exchanger. The remaining two terms account 
for losses due to heat transfer across a finite AT. Therefore expression 
(12) can be viewed as 

— = ( — ) + ( — ) U3) 
Wmflx \WmaJ*P \WmaJ±T 

Equations (12) and (13) are the necessary analytical tools for pointing 

out the optimum set of conditions for minimizing the waste of useful 
working during the storage process. 

Before proceeding with the analysis it is worth pointing out thai 
the ratio //lVmax , equations (12) and (13), is in effect a Number of 
Irreversibility Units JVi which quantizes the thermodynamic per
formance of the whole storage system. This concept is similar to |.h(> 
Number of Entropy Generation Units Ns introduced first by Ibis 
author in the development of the Ns design method for heat ex
changer thermodynamic optimization [7, 8], 

Opt imum C h a r g i n g T ime , dopt 

The time 0, i.e., the amount of high temperature gas used for 
charging the storage element, plays a major role in determining the 
loss of useful work due to heat transfer across a finite temperature 
difference. The (IIWma*)xr contribution was plotted on Fig. 2 as a 
function of I) for discrete values of T and Ntu. It is apparent that for 
a given T and Ntu there exists an optimum 0 when the AT losses reach 
a minimum. Away from this minimum, U/Wmali)yr tends to unity. 
In the 0 - • 0 limit, the entire useful work content of the hot stream is 
dissipated by heat transfer to the liquid bath which is initially at at
mospheric temperature. In the 0 -+ <*> limit, the gas stream exits the 
heat exchanger as hot as it enters; its useful work content is again 
dissipated entirely by direct heat transfer to atmospheric tempera
ture. 

^1 
w 

1 

OS 

1 \ ^ - - - _ Ntu= °£ — 

\ \ Vs 

T = 2 

Fig. 2 Fraction of useful work dissipated by heat transfer across a finite 
temperature difference 
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vKN,u) 

Fig. 3 Optimum amounts of hot gas (charging time) 0Opt for minimum irre
versibility due to heat transfer across a finite AT 

T o _ T . 

T„ 

Fig. 5 Optimum amount of thermal energy stored as sensible heat corre
sponding to maximum storage of useful work 

w„ 

Fig. 4 Minimum fraction of useful work dissipated by heat transfer across 
a finite AT 

An implicit equation for 0„pt can be derived by locating the 0 min
imum of expression (12). This equation was solved numerically and 
the result is shown on Fig. 3. The optimum quantity of hot gas used 
for charging the sensible heat storage element, 8„pt, is a weak function 
of the temperature difference r and a relatively stronger function of 
Ntu. 

At the optimum, 0 = 0opt, the loss of useful work due to heat transfer 
across a finite AT assumes the minimum value shown in Fig. 4. Of the 
two parameters T and Ntu, the number of transfer units has a more 
sizeable impact on (//W/

max)AT,min- We see now that for practical 
values of r and N<„ the minimum fraction of useful work dissipated 
by heat transfer across a finite AT is consistently greater than 50 
percent. According to expression (13), the AP loss is always added to 
the minimum AT loss of Fig. 4. Hence, the storage technique shown 
in Fig. 1 always dissipates at least half of the useful work potential 
provided by the energy source. 

If the storage unit operates in the optimum regime, the total 
amount of thermal energy stored as sensible heat at the end of the 
charging process, MC{Topl - T0), is far from the maximum storage 
capability of the liquid bath, MC(T„ - T0). The optimum thermal 
energy storage corresponding the maximum storage of useful work 
is shown in Fig. 5. In accordance with Fig. 2 and expression (12), if one 
seeks to heat the liquid bath until the stored thermal energy reaches 
its maximum, T = T„, one runs the risk of storing none or a very small 
fraction of the useful work drawn from the high temperature 
source. 

Heat E x c h a n g e r Opt imum N u m b e r of T r a n s f e r U n i t s 
N, tu,opt 

The irreversibility analysis presented above makes it possible to 
identify an important trade-off relevant to optimizing the gas-liquid 

heat exchanger of Fig. 1. In expression (13) the AT contribution to 
the dissipation of useful work always decreases as the heat exchanger 
Ntu increases. At the same time the AP contribution increases with 
Ntu- Thus, it is possible to determine an optimum number of transfer 
units which minimizes I/Wm!lv_- The optimum Ntu is derived purely 
from thermodynamic considerations before proceeding with the actual 
heat exchanger design. This is the same thermodynamic trade-off 
employed by McClintock [6] and Bejan [7] in optimizing counterflow 
heat exchangers as well as heat exchanger with prescribed heat flux 
distribution [8]. 

To illustrate this point, consider the following set of limiting as
sumptions. First, assume that the overall Ntu is practically equal to 
the Ntu for the gas side of the heat exchanger. This is the case where 
the thermal resistance between gas stream and liquid bath is domi
nated by resistance to heat transfer from the stream to the heat ex
changer wall. Under these circumstances, the ratio AP/Po is directly 
proportional to the number of transfer units 

P0 ViVst 2pP0 / 

where /, Nsi and G are, respectively, the friction factor, Stanton 
number and mass velocity for the gas side. Expression (14) was ob
tained by eliminating the length to hydraulic radius ratio L/rn from 
the relations defining JV(U and friction factor [9], 

Ntu (14) 

and 

Ntu=(L/rn)Nst 

AP/Po = f(Llrn)GV(2PP0) 

(15) 

(16) 

The second limiting assumption is AP/Po « 1, allowing us to ap
proximate In (1 + AP/Po) by AP/Po in equation (12). Combining this 
assumption with equation (14) we have shown that the AP contri
bution to lost useful work is directly proportional to the heat ex
changer Ntu, 

RlcP f G* 

\WmjM>~ IT Ntl (17) 
• - \n(l + r) Nst2pP0J 

By substituting expression (17) in place of the AP term of equation 
•(12) we can now derive an expression for the optimum number of 
transfer units for which I/Wmax is a minimum. The result can be 
written as 

N„ 
Hi 

r( l 

r c2 

- In 
12 pf 

f R 

pPo NSi cp 

(18) 

If the storage element operates in the optimum regime described in 
the proceeding section, the first term appearing in expression (18) 
depends only on T (yOopl is given as a function of r in Fig. 3). This 
simple result was plotted on Fig. 6, the optimum number of transfer 
units decreasing as the mass velocity G increases. 
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tu.opt 

Fig. 6 Optimum relationship between parameters W(„, G/(2pP0)1 '2 and WRo 

for minimum irreversibility in the gas-liquid heat exchanger 

Although it is beyond the stated objective of the present treatment 
to numerically design a heat exchanger using the chart of Fig. 6, a few 
observations may prove instructive. Upon examining equations (15) 
and (16), the heat exchanger design rests on selecting three design 
parameters, for example Ntu, G/(2pP0)1/2 and the Reynolds number 
iVRe which determines both / and Nst- Equation (18) and Fig. 6 pro
vide an optimum relationship between the three parameters. How
ever, since for most heat exchanger surfaces the ratio f/Nst is a very 
weak function of NR? [7], the optimum relationship is actually a 
one-to-one dependence between Ntu and G which, if obeyed, auto
matically leads to a highly desirable thermodynamic optimum. With 
this relationship plus the fact that the selection ofN-g.e has little im
pact on optimum thermodynamic performance, the heat exchanger 
design becomes a considerably more straightforward procedure. 

Concluding Remarks 
By analyzing the irreversibility associated with storing energy as 

sensible heat we have been able to show two important trade-offs 
relevant to optimizing this class of thermal systems. We first saw the 
optimum amount of high temperature fluid 0opt which leads to the 
maximum storage of useful work in the sensible heat storage unit. 
Going beyond this optimum "time of exposure" in the hope of maxi
mizing the amount of thermal energy stored as sensible heat is 
counter-productive. In fact, the thermal energy stored at the time of 
maximum useful work storage is only 50 to 70 percent of the maximum 
energy storage capability (Fig. 5). 

The irreversibility analysis also pointed out the characteristically 
lossy features which accompany the technique of storing energy as 
sensible heat. Even under the most efficient operating conditions, 0 
= Sopt and using a pressure drop-free heat exchanger, the unit stores 
less than 50 percent of the useful work potential delivered by the high 
temperature source. 

Finally, the irreversibility analysis revealed once again the heat 
exchanger trade-off between losses due to fluid friction AP and heal 
transfer across a finite AT. This trade-off was translated into a direct 
way of calculating the heat exchanger number of transfer units N,u „,, 
in terms of other system parameters in order to maximize the fraction 
of useful work stored. 

As was pointed out in the very beginning, in order to be able to 
develop the irreversibility analysis and its conclusions we focused on 
probably the simplest class of sensible heat storage units. The basic 
element was described in detail in the first section of this article (Fiji. 
1). However, the thermodynamic features of this simple system are 
also present in more complex versions of the sensible heat energy 
storage technique. This is to say that the thermodynamic treatment 
of, for example, sensible heat storage in huge liquid pools from a 
stream of condensing vapor would unquestionably have led to the 
same trade-offs and a similar set of conclusions. Solid units for sen
sible heat storage could also be optimized according to the method 
outlined in this article; the final design conclusions would qualitatively 
match the conclusions reached in this study. 

Furthermore, consider the process or set of processes by which, later 
on, the stored energy is drained from the storage system. It is evident, 
that the drainage process carries with it many of the irreversible 
features present in the initial storage phase. Therefore, as a suggestion 
for further work, it would be interesting and worthwhile to apply the 
present irreversibility minimization approach to the thermodynamic 
optimization of the drainage process. 
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hermosyphon Models for Downhole 
Heat Exchanger Applications in 
Shallow Geothermal Systems 
The analysis of downhole heat exchangers used to extract energy from relatively shallow 
geothermal wells leads to the consideration of several interesting problems of buoyancy-
driven heat transfer in enclosures. This paper considers thermosyphoning through and 
around the wellbore casing which is perforated at two or more depths. Analytical models 
are developed for thermosyphoning in the cased well both with and without a heat ex
changer installed. Theoretical results are compared with experimental values. These 
comparisons show that the observed energy extraction rates and flow rates through the 
well casing are possible with thermosyphoning as the only circulation mechanism within 
the well bore. The model with a heat exchanger installed is parametrically evaluated to 
illustrate the sensitivity of the model to estimated parameters and the effect of changes 
in design variables or constraints. 

Introduction 

At the present time, downhole heat exchangers (DHEs) are widely 
used for extracting geothermal energy from the shallow, low tem
perature geothermal resource at Klamath Falls, Oregon [1]. Although 
there are many installations of these devices, they have not really been 
analyzed, but rather built and somewhat improved in a trial and error 
process. This work considers thermosyphon-type heat transfer models 
that have arisen in analyzing the present type installations to deter
mine how they can be improved. 

Pig. 1 shows a typical installation of a DHE. It consists of (1) the 
wellbore, generally 15 to 36 cm in diameter and drilled with a cable 
rig, (2) a casing sealed to the well bore at the top end for a distance of 
about six m and perforated at two levels, at the hot water strata level 
(well bottom) and just below the standing water level, and (3) an 
unfinned U-shaped heat exchanger made from bare steel pipe. 

The analysis here considers two configurations: 
A The cased wellbore: (no heat exchanger) 
B The cased wellbore with heat exchanger 
Before examining each of these individually, consider the results 

of several preliminary experiments that have influenced the selection 
of heat transfer models for both configurations. Bulk fluid flow 

1 Presently at Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, Oregon. 
Contributed by the Heat Transfer Division for publication in the JOURNAL 

°P HEAT TRANSFER. Manuscript received by the Heat Transfer Division 
•January 26. 1978. 
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measurements with a vane anemometer (spinner) on seven wells in
dicated little or no vertical flow in the uncased well and a substantial 
vertical flow (up to about seven cm/s average velocity) between the 
perforations in the cased well. Flow measurement equipment small 
enough to be lowered into a well with a DHE installed was not avail
able at the time of testing so no flow measurements were taken for this 
configuration. Temperature measurements for each situation are 
shown in Fig. 2. The uncased wells have a substantial temperature 
gradient with the hottest temperature at the bottom and considerably 
lower temperatures at the static water level. The cased well, with the 
DHE not operating, on the other hand, exhibits an essentially con
stant temperature from the water level to the bottom inside the casing. 
For the configuration with the downhole heat exchanger installed and 
operating, the temperatures of the well fluid are highest at the water 
level and decrease with depth. 

These results by themselves indicate the following heat transfer 
situations corresponding to A and B above: 

A Thermosyphoning up the inside of the well casing and down 
the annular space between the casing and the wellbore. 

B Thermosyphoning up through the annular space between the 
casing and the wellbore and down the inside of the casing. 

Cased Well Without Heat Exchanger 
The measurement of a significant vertical flow (seven cm/s) in the 

cased well without heat exchanger when no flow was found in the 
uncased well led to modeling of the thermosyphoning believed to be 
responsible. This was done for three reasons: (1) to determine if 
thermosyphoning alone is sufficient to account for the observed flow 
rate, (2) to determine the effect of various parameters on the mass flow 
rate and temperature profile, so that potential methods of increasing 
the heat transfer to a downhole heat exchanger can be identified and 
(3) to provide a check on the validity of this type of model, since 
measurements are much more easily obtained from the well when it 
is uncluttered by heat exchanger pipes that twist around inside the 
casing rather than hanging straight down. 

The simplified physical model shown in Fig. 3 for this configuration 
consists of a vertical impermeable cylindrical tube located concen
trically within a vertical cylindrical hole in an infinite impermeable 
medium of finite thickness. The inner cylinder represents the casing 
while the cylindrical hole in the medium represents the wellbore and 
surrounding earth. The inner cylinder, being smaller than the well
bore, forms a vertical annulus between it and the earth in which flow 
can take place. At the bottom of the cylinders (both at the same depth) 
an open aquifer is assumed at temperature TV Water fills the inner 
cylinder and annulus to a level just below the top of the cylinders. Just 
below the water level, the casing has perforations that allow fluid to 
flow from inside the casing to the annulus or vice versa. The medium 
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Fig. 2 Measured temperature profile of cased and uncased wells. (Values 
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Fig. 3 Simplified physical model of cased well without heat exchanger 

-Nomenclature. 

A = earth temperature gradient 
A; = cross-sectional area inside the casing 
Ao = cross-sectional area, outer annulus 
cp ~ specific heat at constant pressure 
DM = diameter of heat exchanger pipe 
D, = inside diameter of casing 
Dw = diameter of wellbore 
Dei = hydraulic diameter of inside the cas

ing 
Deo = hydraulic diameter of annulus outside 

the casing 
Die = one over the relative roughness 
//, = Fanning friction factor for inside of 

casing 
//o = Fanning friction factor for outer annu

lus 
g = acceleration due to gravity 
k = thermal conductivity 
kg ~ thermal conductivity of earth 

L = length of well (between perforation levels 
for the cased well) 

m = mass flow rate through casing 
ma = mass flow rate through heat exchang

er 
Pr = Prandtl number = i>/« = /^cp/k 
Q H = energy extraction rate through heat 

exchanger 
;•„, = wellbore radius 
R = radial distance from center line of well 
Re = Reynolds number 
t = time since start of given mode of ther

mosyphoning 
T = temperature 
Ti, = temperature of reservoir 
Ts = earth temperature 
Ti = water temperature inside the casing 
To = water temperature outside the casing 
T\ - water temperature in entering leg of 

heat exchanger 
T2 = water temperature in leaving leg of heat 

exchanger 
T„, = well wall temperature 
UH = overall heat transfer coefficient 

through heat exchanger 
Ui = overall heat transfer coefficient through 

the casing 
Uw - overall heat transfer coefficient to well 

wall 
x = distance upward from bottom perfora

tions of well casing for the cased well 
XL = length of heat exchanger below top 

perforation 
« = thermal diffusivity 
18 = thermal expansion coefficient 
Pi = density inside casing 
Po = density in annulus outside of casing 
pr = density at reference temperature TV, 
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is assumed to have a temperature which increases linearly with depth 
and al time zero has the same temperature at all values of radius at 
a fixed depth. Furthermore, at x = 0, its temperature is T& and the 
gradient is A, so the initial ground temperature is Tg = Tt, — "Ax. 

The driving force for thermosyphoning in this configuration comes 
from the hot reservoir fluid and the relatively cooler well walls. The 
casing of the well serves to isolate the upward and downward flows 
which results in greatly increased bulk fluid flow, relative to the un
cased situation, and a nearly uniform temperature profile inside the 
casing. Because both the well walls and the casing are assumed im
permeable, except for the perforations, the mass flow rate through 
the casing is the same as that through the annulus but in the opposite 
direction. Since the well walls are providing the cooling, the flow in 
this configuration is expected to be up the inside of the casing and 
down the annulus. 

This model can be treated by a one-dimensional analysis where the 
fluid properties are assumed to vary only in the vertical direction, both 
inside the casing and in the annulus, and heat transfer occurs only in 
the radial direction. The governing equations are the continuity, en
ergy and momentum equations. As indicated above, the continuity 
equation requires that the mass flow rate (in = pVA) be constant 
everywhere in the system. The energy and momentum equations are 
coupled because the circulation is buoyancy driven, with the flow rate 
being the one that will balance the frictional head loss against the net 
buoyancy head. The flow may be laminar or turbulent both inside the 
casing and in the annulus, and care must be taken to use the appro
priate heat transfer and friction coefficients. In this work, the friction 
factors are obtained from the equations: 
For laminar flow (Re < 2300) 

// = ill 
Re 

For turbulent flow (rough pipe, (Dle)IReVJ} > 0.01) 

1 , D 

—= = 4.0 log10 - + 2.28 
Vff e 

And for transition flow 

1 D 
- 4 1 o g 1 0 - + 2 . 2 8 - 4 1 o g w 

e 
4.67 

Die 
: + l 

The convective heat transfer coefficients for the casing, well walls and 
heat exchanger pipes were obtained from the Prandtl analogy. 

The energy equation restrictions can be formulated by making 
energy balances between positions x and x + Ax both in the casing 
and in the annulus and letting Ax approach zero. This energy equation 
for the fluid inside the casing yields a differential equation in terms 
of the temperatures in the annulus and casing and the mass flow 
rate, 

dTi Ui-wDi 
— i = - J '(To-Ti) (1) 
ax m cp 

where the subscripts i and 0 refer to inside the casing and outside the 
casing (inside the annulus) respectively. 

The energy balance on the fluid in the annulus is not as simple in 
that it must include a term to account for the transient heat transfer 
to the wall. A number of authors [2, 3, 4] have approximated this term 
with a line source solution. The approach here is to take the method 
of Ramey [2], which relies on the work of Carslaw and Jaegar [5], 
Ramey defines an /(f) by the following equation where dq is the rate 
of heat transfer through the wall of height dx to the surrounding earth 
at time (f): 

dq = 
2wkATw 

Id) 
^ d x (2) 

where Tw and TH are the wall and undisturbed earth temperature at 
level x, respectively. The parameter /(f) is given in Fig. 4. Several 
curves for fit) are illustrated, those for (1) constant wall temperature, 
(2) constant heat flux and (3) a radiation boundary condition. All three 
converge for long times. For short times, the "radiation boundary 
condition" should be used with r = rw, U = II,,, k = k„, and T,„ in 

LOG io (it/rw) 
Fig. 4 The function l(I) defined by equation (2), from Ramey [2) 

equation (2) replaced with T0 (2). The energy balance on the fluid in 
the annulus then yields 

dTa 2irke 
(t0-Te)+^ '-(T0-Ti) (3) 

C!X f(t)lilCp m^p 

Equations (1) and (3) have the unknowns T0(x), T,(x), m, (/,-, and 
f{t). The function f(t) in turn depends on Uw and therefore m. To 
carry the analysis a step further in closed form, neglect the variation 
of Ui and Uw in the x direction. Then, at a specified time (t), equa
tions (1) and (2) can be integrated in terms of the constants/(f), m 
and Uj to get expressions for the temperature profiles in the annulus 
and casing. With the boundary conditions 

T,(0) = Th and T0(L) = Tt(L) 

to be discussed later, the resulting temperature profiles are 

Tt(x) = Bie*i* + B2e^x + — m + Tb - Ax 
Ci 

T0(x) = T,(x) + m/Ci(fli \ iex i* + B2\2e^ - A) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

where 

C2 + (C2
2 + 4 d C 2 ) l / 2 

2m 

C, = 

A,= 
C, - (C2

2 + 4C1C2)1/« 

2m 

UiirDi 
r
 27rks 

Lo — 
f(t)cp 

B, 

1 + — X,eA2L 

. Ci -
\ 2 e ^ L • 

-,&, = -

m . . 
1 + — \le^L 

C, 

\2e"z" - AieA '" A2e
A2'' - A1eAl'' 

Note that if m is specified, Ui and Um could be calculated,/(f) could 
be obtained from Fig. 4 and the temperature profiles numerically 
evaluated. The remaining relationship to specify the m is obtained 
by integrating the density along the height of each column of fluid to 
get an expression for the buoyant head, and setting this equal to the 
head loss due to friction at the same mass flow rate. 

The available buoyant head is 

I Buoy ••H C''(po-f'i)dx (7) 
Jo 

In terms of the thermal expansion coefficient, this becomes 

llBuw= Prgft ('' (T,(X) - T0(x))d.X (8) 
Jo 
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Equations (1) and (5) allow this integration to be carried out: 

hBuov 
Prgjn 

C. 
[Bl(e,\,L _ i) + B2(e

x'L - 1) - AL] (9) 

The friction head loss is approximated as that due to the friction 
along the walls only and is separated into two components, that inside 
the casing and that in the annulus. 

hLOSS = 2//,- - £ - V,2 + 2/ / 0 - £ - W 
De; Deo 

ILm1 

•[; 
to - + -

//o (10) 
„pAi2Dei ' pA0

2De0i 

Equating /iBuoy to ft Loss yields the equation that can be solved it-
era tively for the mass flow rate: 

P2gp 

2C,L fn 
\Ai*De. 

//<> 
{ S i d ' • ) 

Ao2De0. 
+ B2(l - e^L) + AL\ = 0 (11) 

The model results for vertical mass flow rate through the well of 
varying (1) Die (1/the relative roughness) for the annulus, (2) well 
diameter, (3) earth temperature gradient, and (4) time, are presented 
in Fig. 5. The results are presented for parameter variations about a 
standard set presented in Table 1, at two different values of time. 
These curves show that the predicted flow rate is very dependent on 
the value of time when time is less than several hours, but not very 
dependent for values of time larger than this. Since all well testing 
occurred at times at least several hours after casing installation, time 
does not have a large influence on predicted values and dashed lines 
in Figs. 5(a), (6), and (d) and the upper portion of the solid line in Fig. 
5(c) are the appropriate values to compare with. Note, however, that 
here time includes the influence of the conductivity of the earth, and 
impermeable ground with a thermal conductivity of 0.78 W/mK was 
assumed. The presence of cool ground water near the wellbore could 
significantly alter the situation and would cause greater m values than 
those predicted from the above analysis. 
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Fig. 5 Mass flow rate for various parameter variations about the standard 
set (see Table 1.) Experimental value for actual well with physical charac
teristics of well specified in Table 1, and tested several days after casing in
stallation 

Perforation Levels: 

Table 1 Test well characteristics and standard 
parameter set 

General Characteristics 
Dw = 0.254 m 
DH = 0.060 m 
Static Water Level—14 m 

f 17 to 12 m and 
157 to 65 m 

Temperature at bottom of well = 100°C 
Standard Parameter Set 

Du, = 0.254 m 
Di = 0.203 m 
(Dle)0 = 100 
Earth Temperature Gradient = 0.42 K/m 
L for cased well = 50 m 
t = 4 hours 

Fig. 5 also shows that the wellbore diameter has substantial influ
ence on the predicted flow rate. The wellbore diameter probably varies 
substantially from top to bottom due to washing and sloughing, and 
an accurate value is difficult to predict. An average of value two to five 
cm larger than that drilled seemed reasonable to the authors. 

The relative roughness of the annulus, again difficult to predict 
accurately, has a ten to 20 percent influence on m over the range of 
its expected value. The earth temperature gradient has little influence 
when varied over its expected range. 

Overall, the results, presented in Fig. 5, show that the thermosy-
phoning model presented above predicts flows of the same order of 
magnitude, but somewhat less than those experimentally observed. 
The influence of the wall boundary condition as previously discussed 
is the probable reason for observed rates being larger than those 
predicted from the model here. 

It must be noted that the model here does not consider mixing at 
the bottom of the two cylinders. The aquifer fluid at Tt is assumed 
to enter into the casing and the fluid flowing down the annulus goes 
freely into the aquifer. From the temperature profiles 1 and 4 in Fig. 
2 it appears there is some mixing. However, the amount of mixing 
must be substantially below 100 percent recirculation because of ex
perimental results from heat exchanger tests. Thus in the absence of 
evaluated amounts of mixing the apparently closest approximation 
is nonmixing as selected in the boundary condition of equation (4). 

Cased Well With DHE 
Early wells used for DHEs at Klamath Falls were not cased except 

for a short length near the ground surface. Later it was discovered that 
casing the well appreciably extends its life. Some wells that were not 
originally cased have been cleaned out and a casing installed. This 
resulted in significantly increased heat exchanger output but it was 
not clear how much of this was clue to the casing and how much was 
due to the cleaning [1], The preliminary measurements shown in Fig. 
6 indicate that the output of a well can be nearly doubled by the in
stallation of a slotted casing. Thus the slotted casing plays a major 
role in efforts to increase the effectiveness of downhole heat ex
changers for these applications. 

The model for the cased well was extended to include a downhole 
heat exchanger with flow inside the casing downward. This results 
in four differential equations rather than the two of (1) and (3) 
above: 

GfT0 

dx 

2-rrkg 

dT\ 

dx 

J(t)c„ 
' Ui wDi 
— -(To 

(To • rw)+— '-(To- H 
UH*DH 

T,-)+— - ( T , + T2- 2Tt) 

dTj UHTTDH 

dx CpriiH 

dTj UHTTPH 

dx cp riiH 

(Ti - T,) 

(T, - T2) 

(12) 

?! 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 
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Fig. 6 Experimental energy extraction rates for well of Table 1, both cased 
and not cased 

where subscripts are as above and subscripts 1 and 2 refer to the en
tering and leaving legs of the heat exchanger, and subscript H refers 
to the heat exchanger. 

The boundary conditions are 

(1) T„(0) = T6 

(2) T„(X) = Ti(L) 
(3) T1(0) = T2(0) 
(4) T1(L) = Tln 

These correspond to (1) the temperature of the reservoir (assumed 
known), (2) temperatures of the water inside and outside the casing 
are equal at the top perforation level, (3) the temperatures in the two 
legs of the heat exchanger are equal at the bottom where they join, 
and (4) the temperature of the water entering the downhole heat ex
changer (assumed known). These equations were solved numerically, 
iterating on the mass flow rate. The mass How rate is again determined 
by setting the head due to the density difference between the outside 
and the inside of the casing equal to the frictional loss. 

Fig. 7 shows the temperature profile inside the casing for the model 
and one experimental well. Results for two nonzero flow rates through 
the heat exchanger are shown in addition to results for the cased well 
with no heat exchanger discussed earlier. The experimental results 
for the nonzero mass flow rates indicate a flow up in the annulus and 
down the inside of the casing. The analytical results, with boundary 
conditions, set to correspond to the indicated (low directions, compare 
quite well in trends with the experimental results. 

The influence of the three estimated parameters that are not ac
curately known, (D/e)0, Dw, and earth temperature gradient, and time 
were also investigated for the cased well with a heat exchanger. Unlike 
the cased well with no heat exchanger, here the time and earth tem
perature gradient have little effect on the model results. This is be
cause the energy exchange through the heat exchanger is much much 
larger than that by conduction through the well walls for the range 
of outputs and well lengths considered here particularly after several 
hours of operation. The influence of An and (D/e)o are illustrated in 
Fig. 8 where several model result curves are presented in comparison 
to the experimental results of the well specified in Table 1. This figure 
shows that both the well diameter and the well-wall roughness sub
stantially affect the model results, with the well diameter having the 
major influence. As discussed above, the range of these two variables 
presented in Fig. 8 could be expected for any specific application. 

The comparisons of Fig. 8 show that the thermosyphoning can ac
count for the energy extraction rates that are experimentally mea
sured. Furthermore, they show that the model can predict the output 
within about 15 percent for reasonable estimated parameters. Con
sequently, the authors feel that thermosyphoning is the major 
Mechanism for heat transfer in the wells and furthermore that while 
"• must be recognized that application of this model has some uncer
tainty due to the selected values of well diameter and Die, the model 
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heat exchanger flow rates. Model values for standard parameter set (Table 
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Fig. 8 Experimental and model results for energy extraction as a function 
of flow rate through the heat exchanger for well indicated in Table 1 

allows the effect of design variables or design constraints of specific 
applications to be evaluated. 

Influence of Design Variables and Constraints. There are 
many variables to be considered: those associated with (1) the 
well—D[, Dw, Tb, and L; (2) the heat exchanger design—Dn, XL, and 
the number of loops; and (3) the heat exchanger fluid (compressed 
water) characteristics, entering temperature and thu- Figs. 9,10, and 
11 show the energy extraction rate as a function of each of these 
variables. The curves are based on changes of only the variables in
dicated on the curve about the "standard value" indicated in Table 
1, with all of the other variables held at their standard value. 

Several of the curves are indicated as "new" or "scaled." New in
dicates that the heat exchanger tubes and the well casing have not 
been fouled and the heat transfer fouling resistance is zero. Scaled 
refers to the condition when both the heat exchanger tubes and the 
well casing have been fouled by the geothermal fluids and the fouling 
coefficient is specified as 850 W/m2 K [6]. 

Well Characteristics. Figs. 9(a), (6), (c), and (d) show the influ
ence of the well characteristics, length (L), diameter (D,„), casing 
diameter (A) , and source temperature (Tb)- Increases in Tj, or D„, 
both provide increased energy extraction rates. The increase from Dw 

starts to level out quite rapidly while the increase due to Tb continues 
linearly to temperatures beyond 200°C. The length L and well casing 
diameter on the other hand both show an optimum value where the 
maximum energy extraction rate occurs. The influence of the casing 
diameter is particularly interesting: in usual applications where the 
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well is 0.254 ra in diameter the casing is 0.203 m; this curve shows thai 
roughly 50% higher heat transfer rates can be expected with a smaller 
casing. The length is not nearly as controllable as the casing diameter 
since it is dictated to a large extent by the depth of the hot water 
strata. However, in some instances locating the top perforations at 
a lower level could prove beneficial. Note that in the scaled condit ion, 
the peak is not nearly as sharp and that greater heat transfer rates can 
occur than in the unsealed condition. The reason is that the fouled 
casing serves to insulate the cooled column of fluid from the hot fluid 
in the annulus and increases the thermosyphoning rate. 

Heat Exchanger Design Variables. Figs. 10(a) and (b) show (he 
effect of heat exchanger diameter (DH), number of heat exchanger 
loops, and the length of the heat exchanger (XL). In Fig. 10(a) the 
energy extraction rate is seen to increase as the number of loops «f 
heat exchanger (number of U-tubes in parallel) increases for each ol 
the cases shown except for the unfouled, larger diameter heat ex
changer. As the number of loops increases, if the mass flow through 
the well were constant, the heat transfer coefficient for the casing 
would increase because of increased velocity inside the casing. Simi
larly, the film coefficient on the outside of the heat exchanger tubes 
would increase, but the film coefficient on the inside of the heat, ex
changer would decrease. Also friction losses would be greater. For the 
unfouled 0.060 m heat exchanger, the friction losses, increased casing 
coefficient (which tends to decrease thermosyphoning) and decreased 
inside heat exchanger film coefficient apparently dominate. For the 
other cases, the increased area and outside heat exchanger film 
coefficient override these decreases for the range of tubes shown. 
Where the scaled 0.060 m heat exchanger has greater energy exfrac-
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(ion rate than the unsealed one, the cause is, as explained before, due 
to the scaling on the casing increasing the thermosyphoning. 

The heat exchanger length (XL) may be less than the length be
tween perforations in the casing. Fig. 10(6) shows that for the standard 
case, changes in the heat exchanger length are almost directly pro
portional to changes in the energy extraction rate. 

Heat Transfer Fluid Variables. Here the only fluid considered 
in the heat exchanger is compressed water. As a result, the major 
variables are mass flow rate (inn) and inlet temperature. Figs. 11(a) 
and (b) show their influence. Increasing rim increases the energy 
extraction rate, but also increases pressure drop and outlet temper
ature. Increased pressure drops will require larger circulation pumps 
and lowered outlet temperatures will affect process design. Decreasing 
the inlet temperature markedly increases the energy extraction rate 
but also decreases the outlet temperature. 

Conclusion 
Cased wells with perforations at the shallow hot water level and just 

below the static water level, both with and without a DHE, have been 
modeled as thermosyphoning problems. The models developed pre
dict results comparable in magnitude and trends to those measured 
for physical parameter values that are assumed to be representative 
of expected values. The results show that the thermosyphoning can 
account for the energy extraction rates experimentally observed. 
Furthermore, the models can be used to predict the effects of changes 
in well characteristics, heat exchanger design and heat exchanger fluid 
variables. Results are presented for variation about a standard design. 

Results show that the energy output is quite sensitive to changes in 
a number of the variables. Minor design changes can increase output 
by over 50 percent. 

It must be noted that the models do not take into account any 
mixing that occurs at the bottom of the well, or any limitations on 
fresh flow of hot fluid into the well and as such the results must be 
viewed with caution for application to either new wells or energy ex
traction rates substantially out of the range for which tests have been 
made. 
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Thermal Diffusivlty of Dispersed 
Materials 
Measurements have been made of the effective thermal diffusivity at room temperature of 
composites consisting of one phase randomly dispersed in a second phase. The method 
is based on the flash technique. Data are presented for four types of composites ranging 
in particle-to-matrix diffusivity ratios from 0.48 to 1137, in volume specific heat ratios 
0.04 to 1.16, and in volume fraction of dispersed particle from zero up to 34 percent. The 
results show that the limitations of the concept of an effective thermal diffusivity are far 
beyond the situations to which it is currently applied in the transient state heat conduc
tion problems. Values of effective diffusivities derived from values of the effective thermal 
conductivity calculated from the Rruggeman variable-dispersion equation are found to 
agree well with the measured diffusivity values. 

Introduction 

In many cases of dispersed composites, it can be assumed that 
heterogeneous materials may be described adequately as consisting 
of a homogeneous and isotropic matrix in which particles of a second 
homogeneous and isotropic phase are dispersed. Assuming that the 
volume concentration of the dispersed particles is constant and that 
the material may be described as quasi-homogeneous and quasi-iso-
tropic, it should be possible to calculate the properties of the com
posite material given the properties of the matrix and the dispersed 
particles. 

Unfortunately there are comparatively few cases where such cal
culations can be made rigorously. Furthermore, attempts to derive 
generalized formulae require confirmation with well-defined exper
imental systems, and these are generally lacking. One of the compli
cations is the extremely wide range of variables which must be con
sidered before any generalized formulation can be expected. These 
variables include: 

1 The geometry of the dispersed phase(s): 
(a) Shape of particles, 
(b) Size and size distribution of particles, 
(c) Concentration and concentration distribution of parti

cles, 
(d) Orientation of particles, 

2 The state of matter of the dispersed phase(s), 
3 The composition of the dispersed phase(s), 
4 The composition of the continuous phase. 
It is a difficult task to describe the geometry of the dispersed phase, 

since the geometry of the individual particles as well as the arrange-
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ment in space of the particles in relation to each other have to be 
considered. Thus, shape, size, and size distribution are properties of 
the particles while orientation and concentration are features of the 
system. 

The shape of many dispersed phases encountered in materials 
technology can be considered to be approximately spheres or cylin
ders. Depending on the height/diameter ratio, the cylinders may in 
turn be platelets at one extreme or rods at the other. The orientation 
of the particles may affect the isotropy of the system. 

The size and size distribution of the particles are important vari
ables since they basically control the texture of the material. Together 
with volume fraction, they also determine the interfacial area, which 
plays a large part in determining the magnitude of the interaction 
between the dispersed phase (or phases) and the continuous phase. 

Concentration is usually measured in terms of volume or weight 
fraction. The concentration distribution describes the extent to which 
the phases are mixed and is the most important single measure of the 
homogeneity of the system. 

In the usual derivation of the differential equation describing heat 
conduction the assumption of homogeneity is made without providing 
any criterion to determine when this assumption is valid: 

dT 

dt 

where 

:>• V2 'f , 

' PC 

(1) 

(21 

is called the thermal diffusivity, k is the thermal conductivity, p is the 
density and C is the specific heat at constant pressure. Although 
numerous unsteady-state measurements of the thermal diffusivity 
of heterogeneous materials have been made, the relationship of the 
thermal diffusivity of the heterogeneous system to that of the indi
vidual phases is not clear. In fact, strictly speaking, one cannot speak 
of the thermal diffusivity as a characteristic property of a heteroge-
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neons material since the differential equation in which the thermal 
diffusivity appears as a characteristic constant applies only to "ho
mogeneous" materials. In some practical problems, however, the 
concept of an "effective thermal diffusivity" which controls the gross 
temperature at some specified boundary appears to be useful. 

The concept of the thermal diffusivity as a characteristic constant 
0f a heterogeneous material was examined by Kerrisk [1, 2], He ob
tained criteria for nonhomogeneity of the material under certain 
transient conditions including those normally encountered in the flash 
diffusivity technique [3]. The criterion limits the practical size of the 
particulate phase to be much smaller than the sample thickness for 
the sample to be considered sufficiently homogeneous so that the 
usual relation between the thermal diffusivity and thermal conduc
tivity holds. Lee and Taylor [4] successfully measured the thermal 
diffusivity of samples containing particles whose diameter was 50 
times Kerrisk's upper limit. Their results showed that the concept 
of an effective thermal diffusivity is valid at least for particle-to-
matrix diffusivity ratios between 1 and 3.5 and volume specific heat 
ratios between 0.02 to 0.63 in randomly dispersed composites con
taining up to 30 volume percent of dispersed particles. 

The advantage of considering a heterogeneous material as homo
geneous for a transient thermal problem is that the concept of thermal 
diffusivity a = k/pC, can be applied. Since the thermal diffusivity is 
inherently much easier to measure than thermal conductivity, this 
is an important advantage from the experimenter's viewpoint. The
ories and models exist for calculating steady-state properties including 
the thermal conductivity [5, 6] of heterogeneous materials; thus, the 
validity of an effective thermal diffusivity in the unsteady-state heat 
transfer problem in a heterogeneous material can be tested. 

The purpose of the present study in this area is to investigate dis
persed systems by measuring the thermal diffusivity using the flash 
method in order to explore the limitations of the concept of effective 
thermal diffusivity as a characteristic constant of a heterogeneous 
material in terms of the volume fraction of particles, particle geom
etry, particle size, and ratios of the property values of the particles 
and matrix. 

Exper imenta l M e t h o d and A p p a r a t u s 
The flash (pulse) method [3] of measuring thermal diffusivity was 

employed. A small, uniform, thermally-insulated sample initially at 
a constant temperature receives a very short burst of radiant energy 
at one (front) surface and the transient temperature history of the 
opposite (back) surface is recorded, the resulting data contain infor
mation related to the thermal diffusivity of the sample. The source 
of the radiant energy is a laser and irradiation times are of the order 
of one ms or less. Experimentally, the flash method is characterized 
by its great simplicity, by requiring only a small amount of sample 
material, and by being readily extended to high temperatures. 

The effective thermal diffusivity (a,,) of the sample could be de
termined from the following equation [7]: 

Kxl'
2 

(3) 

where (' is the thickness of the sample, tx is the time from the initiation 
<>f the pulse until the rear face temperature rise reaches x percent of 
its maximum value and Kx is a constant. For tx = l\i% Kx = 0.1389 
[3]. The experimental data (temperature versus elapsed time) were 
collected using an analog-to-digital converter and a minicomputer-
based digital data acquisition system. Values of a were calculated at 
various percent rises and the experimental data were nondi-
mensionalized and compared on-line to the mathematical model to 
insure that the initial and boundary conditions were adequately 
satisfied. A copy of a typical on-line display for an epoxy-copper 
sphere sample is given in Fig. 1. The ordinate is normalized temper
ature (temperature rise/maximum temperature rise) expressed in 
Percent. The abscissa is normalized time (elapsed time/time to reach 
one-half maximum temperature rise). The smooth solid line repre
sents the mathematical model in which there are no heat losses, the 
sample is uniformly heated, and the heat flow is one-dimensional. The 

actual experimental data are shown by the closely spaced dots up to 
about 3Va halftimes and by the widely spaced dots thereafter. The 
close agreement between the experimental data and the mathematical 
model during the first two halftimes (over 80 percent of the temper
ature rise) shows that the experiment is valid, i.e., the boundary 
conditions are being adequately met. This is confirmed by the cal
culated values of a from 10 to 80 percent which were all within 3 
percent of each other. For this particular sample the halftime was 
2.7730 s (Fig. 1) so that the laser pulse duration (0.6 ms) is completely 
negligible. After about 6 s heat losses to the surroundings become 
significant as shown by the deviation of the dots from the mathe
matical model, but since the diffusivity values are all calculated within 
the first 5 s, this deviation has no significance. The situation illus
trated in Fig. 1 was observed for all experimental data observed as part 
of this paper. A critical evaluation of the errors associated with the 
flash method has been given by Taylor [7]. 

The experimental apparatus for the flash method has been de
scribed elsewhere [8]. For the temperature measurement at the rear 
face of the sample, a plate containing the sample holder was attached 
to a single spring-loaded thermocouple assembly. The spring-loaded 
thermocouple assembly was movable horizontally so as to press the 
probe of the thermocouple against the sample surface or to remove 
it. Also, the sample holder in the plate was adjustable; therefore, the 
probe could be positioned at any desired position on the rear sample 
surface. The output of the thermocouple detector was connected to 
an oscilloscope for visual checking and was also connected to an an
alog-to-digital converter which, in turn, was connected to the digital 
data acquisition system. The time response of the thermocouple and 
its associated electronics was checked and found to be less than 20 ms 
for the present samples. 

The experimentally measured values of effective thermal diffusivity 
(«t/)exp for the dispersed samples were obtained by averaging the 
diffusivity values measured by a thermocouple placed at different 
locations on the sample's rear surface. These locations were based on 
a hexagonal pattern and at the center location on the back face of the 
samples. The thermal diffusivity value for each run was obtained using 
Taylor's extrapolation method [8]: calculations of a values similar to 
the usual calculations based on the half-time, £0.5 (the time required 
for the temperature response of the back surface to reach half its 
maximum value, 0.5 Tmax) were made for T = 0.2 Tmax, T = 0.3 Tmax, 
. . . T = 0.8 T,mlx. The resulting seven values of a were graphed versus 
the fractional temperature rise and extrapolated back to T = 0.0 Tmax, 
the zero percentage rise, to obtain an improved value of diffusivity. 
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The seven measured a values used to obtain an averaged a for samples 
were always within ±5 percent and usually within ±3 percent of the 
averaged values. 

Sample Descriptions 
We shall designate Type A for copper spheres with diameter sized 

from 250 to 595 ^m dispersed in epoxy resin, Type B, for steel shot 
with diameter sizes from 279 to 584 Mm dispersed in epoxy resin, Type 
C, for copper spheres with diameter sizes from 250 to 595 um dispersed 
in Indalloy No. 8, and Type D, for steel shot with diameter sizes from 
432 to 584 Mm dispersed in Indalloy No. 8. The epoxy resin was fab
ricated by mixing two parts resin 600 with one part hardener No. 66 
and five weight percent black color paste 502 and curing for two days. 
Indalloy No. 8 is a fusible alloy, which is composed of 44 In, 42 Sn, 14 
Cd, all in weight percent and has an eutectic point at 93° C. The 
properties of the sample materials are given in Table 1. The samples 
are described in detail elsewhere [9]. All samples were 1.27 cm dia and 
from 0.25 to 0.40 cm thick. The volume fraction of copper spheres in' 
the epoxy matrix ranged from 1.8 to 28.6 percent; and in the indalloy 
matrix they ranged from 1.9 to 29.8 percent. The volume fraction of 
steel shot in the epoxy matrix ranged from 2.1 to.33.2 percent and in 
the indalloy matrix they ranged from 5.6 to 35.0 percent. The particles 
were reasonably uniform in diameter. Techniques were developed 
using clear epoxy to insure random particle dispersion in the epoxy-
based samples and solidification occurred so rapidly in the indalloy-
based samples that randomness was assured. 

Experimental Results 
Two calculated values of effective thermal diffusivities (ae)cai of 

the samples were obtained from ae = ke/Cepe where the subscript e 
represents the effective properties, one using the calculated effective 
thermal conductivity from the Rayleigh-Maxwell equation [10, 11]: 

ke ^ 2 - 2vd + (1 + vd)kd/dc 

kc 2 + Vd + (1 - Ud)kd/kc 

and one from the Bruggeman variable-dispersion equation [12] 

(4) 

ke : ^ A \ 1 / 3
= 1 

kc — kd \k, 
•Vd, 

along with the calculated effective volumetric heat capacity, 

Cepe - VcCcpc + UdCdPd 

(5) 

(6) 

where u is the volume fraction, the subscript c represents the con
tinuous phase, and the subscript d represents the dispersed parti
cles. 

Figs. 2-5 show the plot of experimentally measured thermal dif-
fusivity values for Types A~D composites versus volume percent of 
dispersed particles. In these figures, there are curves for the calculated 
effective thermal diffusivity values based on the Rayleigh-Maxwell 
equation (equation [4]), and on the Bruggeman Variable-dispersion 
equation (equation [5]). 

Table 1 Thermophysical properties of matrix and 
particles at 300 K 

Material 
Property 

Steel* 
Copper Shot 

Epoxy Indalloy 
Resin No. 8 

Density (g cm 3) 
Specific heat (Jg"1 K"1) 
Thermal Conductivity 

(W cm""1 K-1) 
Thermal Diffusivity (cm2 

s-1) 

8.94 
0.384 
3.982 

1.16 

7.801 
0.473 
0.430 

0.116 

1.13 
1.46 
0.00168 

0.00102 
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The effective thermal conductivity of three samples were measured 
l by using a steady-state hot plate method [14]. These samples were 

15.74 and 28.55 percent volume fraction of 417 p.m dia copper 
sphere-epdxy resin, and 33.06 percent volume fraction of 432-/im dia 
steel shot-epoxy resin composites. The deviations2 of thermal diffu
sivity calculated from these measured conductivity values and ef
fective values of Ce and pe, from the directly measured effective 
thermal diffusivity are 5.3, -0 .5 , and 3.1 percent, respectively. These 
results are also shown in Figs. 2 and 3 as solid triangles. 

Conclus ion 
The effective thermal diffusivities at room temperature of all the 

dispersed samples of four different types were successfully measured 
using the flash method. This conclusion is based on the close agree
ment between the experimental values measured at seven different 
positions on the rear face of each sample as well as the general trend 
of the data as a function of increasing volumes of dispersed phase. This 
conclusion was confirmed independently by measuring values of the 
effective thermal conductivity using a hot-plate apparatus. Therefore, 
these nonhomogeneous samples may be considered homogeneous for 
transient state heat conduction problems. 

The experimental values were compared to those calculated using 
the Raleigh-Maxwell and Bruggeman-variable dispersion equations. 
These two equations give similar results at small particle volume 
fractions. At a particle volume fraction greater than 10 percent, the 
Bruggeman-variable-dispersion equation gives a better prediction 
of the effective thermal diffusivity values. 

From the present experimental data and the previous studies [1, 
2,4], the criteria for the homogeneity of the heterogeneous material 
can be represented in terms of the property ratio of particle-to-matrix, 
such as ocd/ac; kd/kc; and (pd CdOd)/{pcCcuc), geometrical ratio, such 
as £/D; nD/£, where n is the total number of particles in the sample 
thickness direction and D is the diameter of the particle, and the 
concentration of the particles, such as volume fraction of the dispersed 
particle u<j- Values of the .various ratios investigated are given in Table 
2. The present work combined with previous results show that the 
concept of effective thermal diffusivity is valid for ratios of 0.48-1137 
for ad/ac; 0.02-1.16 for (p<iCdud)/(pcCcuc); 3.8-2857 for £/D; 0.23-0.88 
for nD/£ and 0.12-34 for Ud. It should be noted that these ranges of 
the variables are not necessarily the lower and upper bounds for 
heterogeneous materials to be considered as being homogeneous. In 
any event the degree of nonhomogeneity which can be tolerated and 
still yield meaningful thermal diffusivity values by using the flash 
method is far beyond the situations in which it is currently being 
applied. A three-dimensional representation of the magnitude of the 
variables studied is drawn in Fig. 6 using log (ctd/ac), nD/£, and 
(pdCdVd)/(pcCcvc) as the orthogonal axes. All the volume represented 
by the box meets the criteria for sufficient homogeneity for effective 
diffusivity to be meaningful. 

The dependence of the effective thermal diffusivity on the volume 
fraction of the dispersed particle is quite obvious from the results. For 
the solid dispersed phase, the effective thermal diffusivity increases 

as the volume fraction of particle increases when the property ratio 
ad/ac is larger than 1.0 (Figs. 2-4). On the other hand, the effective 
thermal diffusivity decreases as the volume fraction of particle in
crease ad/ac is less than 1.0 (Fig. 5). The rate of increase or decrease 
is dependent upon the magnitude of ay/ac. 

The fact that the particle size and shape have no influence at room 
temperature on the effective thermal diffusivity is confirmed by the 
present work (various diameter particle) and by Lee and Taylor's [4] 
results (various shape particles). It should be noted that this obser
vation would not be valid at cryogenic temperatures where particle 
size and shape are important [14] because the phonon mean free path 
becomes limited by the particle boundary. 
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Laminar Free Convection Heat 
Transfer through Horizontal 
Duet Connecting Two Fluid 
Reservoirs at Different 
Temperatures 

A. Bejan1 and C. L. Tien2 

This technical note develops an analytical result for heat transfer by 
laminar free convection in a long horizontal parallel-plate channel 
connecting two reservoirs containing the same fluid but kept at 
different temperatures. The analysis is based on the integral method. 
The Nusselt number result is presented in chart form in terms of the 
Rayleigh number based on height, Ra, and the height/length aspect 
ratio, h/L. 

Introduction 
Elsewhere in this issue [1] we discussed the free convection heat 

transfer mechanism in a rectangular horizontal enclosure with the 
long boundaries insulated and the two vertical end-walls maintained 
at different temperatures. The purpose of this brief technical note 
is to cast some light on a related phenomenon which occurs in a 
slightly different geometry, namely, a long horizontal duct connecting 
two reservoirs which contain the same fluid but are at different 
temperatures. To these authors' knowledge, this phenomenon has not 
been dealt with in the literature. However, it is encountered in cryo
genic engineering where heat leaks by free convection or other 
mechanisms constitute a major concern. To avoid heat leaks by free 
convection between fluid reservoirs at sharply different temperatures, 
the duct connecting the two spaces is oriented vertically with the 
warmer space positioned on top whenever possible. As a result, the 
fluid column filling the duct is thermally stratified. This is the case 
of most fill and vent tubes of storages vessels for cryogenic liquids. 
There are cases, however, when the link between the two reservoirs 
cannot be positioned any way but horizontally. In such cases, the 
horizontal duct may serve as thermosiphon between the two reser
voirs, the avenue for substantial convective heat transfer. An example 
of such a system is the fill and vent ducting for liquid helium filled 
spaces provided for rotating superconducting windings [2j. The 
ducting in such systems is usually positioned parallel to the axis of 
rotation, which is equivalent to a horizontal orientation in a strong 
gravitational field. 
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In what follows, we examine the heat transfer by laminar natural 
convection between two reservoirs linked via a two-dimensional, 
parallel-plate, channel with the top and bottom walls insulated (see 
Fig. 1). For brevity, we found it convenient to tie this presentation to 
our work on horizontal enclosures [1]. For this reason we shall fre
quently refer to the nomenclature and mathematical apparatus used 
in [1] without repeating it here. 

The Ra — O Regime 
We begin with the observation that as Ra - • 0, the heat transfer rate 

through the channel of Fig. 1 is also given by equation (20) derived 
in [1]. We recall now that the Ra —• 0 regime is characterized by a very 
small temperature variation in the vertical direction, i\T « 1. The 
free convection pattern sketched in Fig. 1 is independent on whether 
or not the extreme ends are open or closed as in [1], The important 
feature of the Ra —• 0 limit is that the heat transfer rate through the 
channel is limited by the excellent thermal contact present between 
the upper and lower branches of the counterflow. 

The question we address analytically in the following section is what 
changes might occur in the counterflow of Fig. 1 if, for fixed h/L, the 
Rayleigh number increases. It is easy to foresee that the higher the 
Rayleigh number, the more evident will be the presence of open ends 
at x* = 0, L. Specifically, we foresee entrance regions developing near 
the two diametrically opposed entrance corners, (x = 0, y = 0) and 
(.v = L, y = h). In these regions, the fluid entering from one reservoir 
or the other will remain isothermal for some length before feeling the 
effect of thermal diffusion in the ^-direction, across the counter-
flow. 

The Flow in the Open End Region 
Consider the cold end region shown in Fig. 1. We are interested in 

estimating the extent of the entrance region A, i.e. the point beyond 
which the core regime (equations (14-16) in [1]) is valid. The analysis 
proceeds on a path similar to the integral method employed in the 
"intermediate regime" section of [1]. Integrating the energy and 
momentum equations once, from y = 0 to y = 1, we find 

CORE REGION 

Fig. 1 Schematic of counterflow pattern in horizontal parallel plate channel 
connecting two differentially heated fluid reservoirs 
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Equations (1, 2) constitute the two integral constraints, energy and 

momentum, to be satisfied by the flow and temperature field at any 
x in the open end region. In writing these equations, we have already 
assumed that the flow in this region is parallel, i.e., u = 0. The next 
step consists of substituting reasonable u and T profiles into equations 
(1, 2). This procedure is similar to the integral method of solution 
developed by Lighthill for free convection in vertical tubes with the 
top end cooler than the bottom end [3]. 

Our choice of axial velocity and temperature profiles is better ex
plained with the help of Fig. 2, which shows the open end located at 
the low temperature extremity of the channel, .v = 0. The sketch shows 
also a layer of isothermal fluid (T = 0) whose thickness A(x) gradually 
decreases as the cold stream advances from left to right towards the 
core region. The isothermal layer represents that portion of the en
tering branch which has not been effected by the warmer stream 
running in counterflow above it. A temperature distribution which 
embodies this feature along with the adiabatic wall conditions at v 
= 0, 1 is 

-A 

T = 

R(X)-F(- ),A < v < 1 
\ 1 -A/ 

0 < y < A 

where F(z) = 2r>/120 — z4/48 + z3/72 is the function expressing the 
y dependence of the temperature profile in the core region, equation 
(16) in [1], The unknown function B(x) is proportional to the tem
perature along the top wall of the open end region. The temperature 
profile was chosen so that at the end of the developing region, x = A, 
it matches the core distribution 

B = K'fRa, A = 0, KjA + K2 = 0, when .v = A. (4, 5, 6) 

Regarding the interaction between the channel flow and the flow 
in the infinite reservoir, it is assumed that the isothermal thickness 
A begins to decrease infinitely fast right at mouth of the channel, 
i.e., 

dA/dx -0. (7) 

Selection of the axial velocity profile relies on limiting the discussion 
to fluids with Prandtl numbers of the order of unity or greater. We 
notice that the velocity boundary layer developing along the y = 0 wall 
of the channel has to grow to a thickness of roughly h/4 before the core 
velocity distribution is achieved. At the same time, the thermal 
boundary layer must grow twice as much, i.e., to approximately h/2. 
This observation, added to the limitation regarding the Prandtl 

numbers of interest, suggests that the open-end length is dictated by 
the thermal entrance length A. For all practical purposes, the flow in 
the end region is a shear flow confined between two parallel plates 
with an axial velocity distribution well approximated by the core 
velocity profile, equation (14) in []]. 

Based on the above choice of u and T profiles, the integral condi
tions (1) and (2) provide a system of differential equations for A(x) 
and B(x), namely 

'A" ( i - 1 + 13.4 - - •A2 

— [ B ( l - A ) ] 
dx 

1440 Kv 

(81 

(9) 

We are primarily interested in the unknown function A(x) in order 
to determine the extent of the entrance region, A. Using conditions 
(4, 5) and (7) to eliminate the two constants resulting from integrating 
(8) and (9) we obtain finally 

(I-A) 
37 

1 + 134 A 
2 

„\ ri440.v "l-i 2 ) = +0.431 . 
/ LK1Ra J 

(10) 
-KiRa 

Setting A(A) = 0 and x = A in equation (10) yields the entrance region 
length 

KiRa 
•• 0.569 -

1440 
(11) 

Result (10) has already been sketched on Fig. 2 which presents a 
succession of temperature profiles at various locations along the end 
region. The isothermal layer thickness A{x) has the maximum A = 
0.242 at x = 0, about half the value we would have expected. The 
discrepancy is due to the temperature profile chosen, equation (3), 
which for all x's is very flat (d2T/dy2 = 0) right above y = A. In spite 
of this discrepancy, at the mouth x = 0 the isothermal layer practically 
fills the entire bottom half of the channel. 

The entrance region length A, equation (11), increases as the 
Rayleigh number increases. Since the overall length L is fixed, the 
length filled by the core regime gradually diminishes. There comes 
a point where the Rayleigh number is so high that the left and right 
end regions completely do away with the core. This condition is 
reached when 

A > -
1 L 

2V 
(12) 

T h e N u s s e l t N u m b e r 
We can now estimate the heat transfer rate through the channel 

when Ra is high enough so that entrance region length A is no longer 
negligible as in the Ra -* 0 regime. The information required for es
timating the Nusselt number, equation (17) in [1], was already de
veloped in the preceeding section. Parameters K\, Ki and A are 
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Fig. 3 Chart showing the Nusselt number as a function of Ra and h/L 

uniquely determined from equations (6) and (11) plus the centro-
symmetry conditions, equation (28) in [Ij. Skipping the algebra as
sociated with finding K\ as a function of h/L and Ra and using this 
result in the Nusselt number formula (17) of [1], in Fig. 3 we show the 
resulting Nu (h/L, Ra) chart. As we might have expected, for the same 
Ra and h/L, the Nusselt number is consistently higher than for a 
shallow cavity (Fig. 5 in [1]). This is due to the absence of the two 
vertical walls and the boundary-layer thermal resistance associated 
with them. 

The limitation concerning the end region length A, equation (12), 
is also indicated on Fig. 3. The h/L-Ka domain where the core regime 
ceases to exist in the middle portion of the channel is shown by dotted 
lines. 

The analytical results reported in this note depend on the validity 
of the flow pattern assumed for this study and sketched on Fig. 1. As 
mentioned earlier, no experimental data exist on this free convection 
phenomenon. However, there exists sufficient evidence derived from 
related phenomena to suggest that the laminar counterflow of Fig. 
1 is realistic. For example, the numerical simulations of Cormack, et 
al. [4] and the experimental results reported by Imberger [5] for free 
convection in horizontal cavities with different end temperatures 
proved conclusively that when the Rayleigh number is small, the 
horizontal space is filled by a parallel counterflow structure. In this 
limit, the end flow effect is unimportant, the core flow being driven 
by the longitudinal temperature (density) gradient established in the 
fluid. Regarding the counterflow pattern through the open end region, 
Figs. 1 and 2, the situation is similar to the counterflow through an 
open window of a room on fire. Considerable experimental and the
oretical work on this phenomenon was conducted by Brown and 
Solvason [6], 
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Turbulent Heat Transfer by 
Free Convection from a Rough 
Surface 
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Sarma3 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 
C\, C2, n, p = constants in equations (11) and (12) 
C;i = constant in equation (17) 

; specific heat of the fluid at constant pressure 
e = absolute roughness 
/ = nondimensional friction factor : 

!> = acceleration due to gravity 
h = heat transfer coefficient 

Tw/l/2pur 

Gr = Grashof number 
/gti-yrxh 

K = thermal conductivity of the fluid 
L = length of the pipe 

hx 
Nu = Nusselt number = — 

K 

Pr = Prandtl number 
q = heat flux 
T = temperature 
AT = temperature difference (T - T„) 
it = velocity of the fluid in x -direction 
Ui = representative velocity of the fluid 
u = velocity of the fluid in y-direction 
-V = distance in the direction parallel to the surface from the leading 

edge 
y = coordinate perpendicular to x-direction 
ji = coefficient of volumetric expansion 
T = shear stress 
/) = density of the fluid 

(7' - TJ 
II = nondimensional temperature : 

a = thermal diffusivity 
o = boundary layer thickness 
i> = kinematic viscosity 

(T„, - T„) 
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vertical walls and the boundary-layer thermal resistance associated 
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is also indicated on Fig. 3. The h/L-Ka domain where the core regime 
ceases to exist in the middle portion of the channel is shown by dotted 
lines. 

The analytical results reported in this note depend on the validity 
of the flow pattern assumed for this study and sketched on Fig. 1. As 
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1 is realistic. For example, the numerical simulations of Cormack, et 
al. [4] and the experimental results reported by Imberger [5] for free 
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proved conclusively that when the Rayleigh number is small, the 
horizontal space is filled by a parallel counterflow structure. In this 
limit, the end flow effect is unimportant, the core flow being driven 
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fluid. Regarding the counterflow pattern through the open end region, 
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Subscripts 

w = wall 
co = infinity 
L = mean 

Introduction 
It has been widely observed that in forced convective flows the 

roughness of a surface augments heat transfer from the surface. The 
investigations in this direction in free convection are very few and are 
either experimental [1] or semi-theoretical [2] in nature. In [2] though 
a semi-theoretical approach is adopted, no attempt has been made 
to correlate the experimental data with the theoretical predictions. 

In this paper a theoretical analysis is carried out for the prediction 
of heat transfer from an isothermal, rough, vertical surface through 
the introduction of a friction factor. A correlation is presented for this 
friction factor in terms of absolute roughness from the experimental 
data of [2]. 

Formulation and Solution 
The conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy, ap

plied to a constant property boundary layer are: 

du dv 
— + — = () 
dx dy 

/ du du \ dr 

V dx dy/ dy 

dT dT d2T 
It 1 v = a 

dx dy dy2 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Equations (2) and (3) can be reduced to the integral form along with 
equation (1). 

dx 
- f' u\\y = - ~ + gpATw f" 0 dy 
x -Ja p Jo 

— j uO dy = 
dx Jo fiCpATw 

(4) 

(5) 

The velocity and temperature profiles are chosen as suggested by 
Eckert and Jackson [3] and are 

U\ \<5/ 

o = [i - (.v/»)1/7i 

From Reynolds analogy we have the following relationship: 

</,„ = CPATU, Pr-2/« 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

where T„. = Va fpt'i2- Substitution of equations (6, 7) and (8) in 
equations (4) and (5) gives 

0.4185 —(u,2rV) = - 4 u , 2 / + £'/"T„.<5 
dx 

0.0733 — {u]b)=fu1Pr-'M 

dx 

(9) 

(10) 

The friction factor / can be assumed to be independent of x [4]. In 
addition to this the following relationships are assumed for u\ and 

ui = C, .v" 

S = C;XP 

(11) 

(12) 

The exponents n and p and the constants Cx and C2 in equations 
(11) and (12) are determined using equations (9) and (10) as 

n = 0.5 and p = 1.0 

gftST,,, Pr"2 / 3 "]i/2 

0.837 Pr-2/ ; ) + 0.439 
- I ' 
39 J 

(13) 

(14) 

C2 = 9 . 1 / P r - ^ (15) 

The use of qw = hx AT,„ and Reynolds analogy gives the following 
relationship for local heat transfer 

Nu t = 0.754 / [ ^ 
Ll.904Pr-2 /3 + l 

(16) 

Thus the mean value of the Nusselt number can be expressed as 

NuL 

f 
-=C3GrL° (17) 

The constant C,i is a function of Prandtl number alone 

Results and Discussion 
The present analysis shows that NUL is proportional to Gr,,05. The 

analysis of Eckert and Jackson [3] shows that Nu/. is proportional to 
Or/,0-4 for smooth surface. In view of this the present prediction seems 
to be reasonable. 

The experimental data of [2] are used to obtain correlation between 
/ and (e/L). The relationship is given as 

/ = 0.044 (e/L)0-051 
(18) 

for the range and type of roughness investigated. 
Regarding the general applicability of equation (18) nothing much 

can be said at present in view of limited experimental data avail
able. 

When the experimentally obtained values of Nusselt number are 
combined with the values of/, as obtained from equation (18), and 
plotted against Gr/,, the results coincide with the theoretical line with 
practically no scatter as shown in Fig. 1. 

Since the Reynolds analogy is used in the derivation of equation 
(17), it can be used for fluids whose Prandtl numbers are close to 
unity. 

The heat transfer rates increase by about 50 percent for rough 
surfaces over the smooth ones. 

Conclusion 
The heat transfer from a rough surface in turbulent free convection 

can be calculated by equation (17) for any type of roughness. In par
ticular for the type of roughness investigated [2] the value of/ can be 
obtained from equation (18) for a given value of (e/L). It can be used 
in turn to get heat transfer coefficient from equation (17). 
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Hydrodynamic Stability in 
Horizontal Fluid Layers with 
Uniform Volumetric Energy 
Sources 

K. S. Ning,1 R. E. Faw,1 and T. W. Lester1 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 
Cv = specific heat at constant volume 
g = gravitational acceleration 
k = thermal conductivity 
L = total fluid layer depth 
P = pressure 
q = volumetric heat generation rate 
t = time 
T = temperature 
V = velocity 
x = spatial coordinate 
X = body force term 
re = thermal diffusivity 
(J = coefficient of volumetric expansion 
v = kinematic viscosity 
(j> = dissipation function 
p = density 

Subscripts 

0 = evaluated at lower boundary 
1 = evaluated at upper boundary 

In troduct ion 
The determination of criteria for the onset of convective motion 

in fluid layers has been the subject of numerous investigations [1-5] 
and a recent comprehensive review [6]. Attention has been given re
cently to the stability of liquid layers experiencing internal heating, 
a topic of importance in meteorology and geophysics as well as in 
engineering problems associated with the containment of liquids 
heated by radioactive decay. In certain design problems associated 
with nuclear reactor safety, stability criteria are of interest in fluids 
with Rayleigh numbers in excess of 1010 [7]. This work deals with 
stability criteria for internally heated fluid layers and extends previous 
work to cover different boundary conditions as well as a higher range 
of Rayleigh numbers. 

Consider a horizontal fluid layer of depth L with the lower and 
upper surfaces fixed respectively at temperatures To and T\. The layer-
experiences uniform internal heating at a volumetric rate q. Two di-
mensionless parameters describe the state of the system with respect 
to the onset of convective motion. These are the external Rayleigh 
number and the internal Rayleigh number [9], defined respectively 
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2 The heat transfer correlation derived by Baker, et al. was based on experi
mental data for convective heat transfer and did not explicitly account for the 
critical Rayleigh numbers at the onset of instability Nevertheless, implied by 
their correlation is an expression similar to equation (13) except that the con
stant 3.8311 is replaced by 4.128. 
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RaE'gPLHTo-TJ/ai,, 

Ra/«; = giiqL"/6'iai'k. (2) 

Inasmuch as the external Rayleigh number characterizes the desta
bilizing influence of an externally imposed temperature difference, 
and the internal Rayleigh number represents the destabilizing in
fluence on the layer by the internal heat generation, one may expect 
critical values of these two Rayleigh numbers to define conditions at 
which the layer undergoes a transition from conduction to convection 
heat transfer. 

The purpose of this work was to calculate the critical external 
Rayleigh number, Ra/.;c, for two cases; both bounding surfaces rigid 
and isothermal; and the upper surface free, lower surface rigid, both 
isothermal. The present work represents an extension of a previous 
analysis by Sparrow, et al., [8] to include critical internal and external 
Rayleigh numbers as high as 1010. The results at these higher Rayleigh 
numbers for the case of both surfaces rigid substantiate the semi-
empirical predictions of Baker, et al. [7], 

A n a l y s i s 
To describe the problem completely, three conservation equations 

and one state equation are required [8]. These equations, as expressed 
in tensor form, are: 

D 
p — Vt = pX; P + ,'pV2Vi, 

Dt dxi 
dp d -£ + ~-(pV,) = 0 
dt dxi 

P = p0[l - 0(T - To)] 

CVT +p — C„T = kV2T -P — +q + <t>. 
dt dXi 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) pViT 
dXi 

Application of linear perturbation theory and the Boussinesq ap
proximation [2-5, 8] leads to the following differential equation for 
the perturbation function F(Z), applicable at the threshold of in
stability. 

cmZ) . 3 X 2 ™ + 3 A ^ - A ^ - R a £ 
dZ6 dZ4 dZ2 

+ 32RaKc;( l -2Z)]F(Z) = 0 (7) 

in which X is a dimensionless factor arising from the separation of 
variables and Z is the ratio of the vertical coordinate to the layer 
thickness. Following [8], the solution of this equation can be expressed 
by a summation of six different series with six arbitrary constants, 

F(Z) = £ C,/<''(Z), (8) 

in which the / ( l )(Z) are convergent power series. 
There are two hydrodynamic and one thermal boundary condition 

that are of interest: either a rigid or a free upper surface in combina
tion with a rigid lower surface—both isothermal. In practice, the lower 
bounding surface of the fluid layer will necessarily be a rigid surface. 
On such a surface, all the velocity components vanish identically ("no 
slip"), 

F ( Z ) = ™ = 0. 
dZ 

(9) 

The upper surface can be either rigid or free. A surface is called "free" 
when it is not constrained by a rigid boundary. On a free surface, it 
is assumed that the vertical velocity component vanishes and that the 
tangential shear is equal to zero, 

d2F{Z) 
F(Z) 

dZ2 
• = 0 . (10) 

Thermally both upper and lower surface temperatures are assumed 
to be constant, but not necessarily equal. Introduction of the boundary 
conditions leads to a set of four linear homogeneous algebraic equa
tions from which four of the six constants can be determined. The 
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bilizing influence of an externally imposed temperature difference, 
and the internal Rayleigh number represents the destabilizing in
fluence on the layer by the internal heat generation, one may expect 
critical values of these two Rayleigh numbers to define conditions at 
which the layer undergoes a transition from conduction to convection 
heat transfer. 

The purpose of this work was to calculate the critical external 
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isothermal. The present work represents an extension of a previous 
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Rayleigh numbers as high as 1010. The results at these higher Rayleigh 
numbers for the case of both surfaces rigid substantiate the semi-
empirical predictions of Baker, et al. [7], 
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and one state equation are required [8]. These equations, as expressed 
in tensor form, are: 
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Application of linear perturbation theory and the Boussinesq ap
proximation [2-5, 8] leads to the following differential equation for 
the perturbation function F(Z), applicable at the threshold of in
stability. 
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in which X is a dimensionless factor arising from the separation of 
variables and Z is the ratio of the vertical coordinate to the layer 
thickness. Following [8], the solution of this equation can be expressed 
by a summation of six different series with six arbitrary constants, 
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in which the / ( l )(Z) are convergent power series. 
There are two hydrodynamic and one thermal boundary condition 

that are of interest: either a rigid or a free upper surface in combina
tion with a rigid lower surface—both isothermal. In practice, the lower 
bounding surface of the fluid layer will necessarily be a rigid surface. 
On such a surface, all the velocity components vanish identically ("no 
slip"), 

F ( Z ) = ™ = 0. 
dZ 

(9) 

The upper surface can be either rigid or free. A surface is called "free" 
when it is not constrained by a rigid boundary. On a free surface, it 
is assumed that the vertical velocity component vanishes and that the 
tangential shear is equal to zero, 

d2F{Z) 
F(Z) 

dZ2 
• = 0 . (10) 

Thermally both upper and lower surface temperatures are assumed 
to be constant, but not necessarily equal. Introduction of the boundary 
conditions leads to a set of four linear homogeneous algebraic equa
tions from which four of the six constants can be determined. The 
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other two constants are zero. A nontrivial solution exists if and only 
if the determinant of the coefficient matrix vanishes. The value of the 
determinant depends on three parameters, the internal Rayleigh 
number, the external Rayleigh number, and a constant A which arises 
from the separation of variables. For every X value and internal 
Rayleigh number, an external Rayleigh number exists that causes the 
determinant of the cofficient matrix to be zero. Moreover, it is found 
that for a particular A, there is a corresponding external Rayleigh 
number which is smaller than that for any other A. A solution for the 
disturbance equation cannot be obtained for any external Rayleigh 
number below this value. Physically, this means that the quiescent 
state is stable because no perturbation function can be found. 
Therefore, the aforementioned minimum external Rayleigh number 
corresponds to the onset of instability. This is generally called the 
critical external Rayleigh number. 

Results and Discussion 
A semi-empirical correlation has been derived by Baker, et al. [7] 

for heat transfer under conditions where both surfaces are rigid and 
isothermal. Conceptually, they divided the fluid layer at the plane 
of maximum temperature into two sublayers: an upper sublayer with 
an insulated, free lower boundary and a lower sublayer with an insu
lated, free upper boundary. These same concepts may be invoked to 
drive an approximate relationship between critical internal and ex
ternal Rayleigh numbers. With a stabilizing temperature gradient, 
i.e., Ra/; < 0, it may be assumed that the onset of instability occurs 
in the upper sublayer. For such a layer, with a rigid upper boundary 
and a free, insulated lower boundary, Kulacki [5] has computed a 
critical external Rayleigh number of 25.7899 based on the upper 
sublayer thickness. In terms of Ra/«;c, the critical external Rayleigh 
number based on the full layer thickness, 
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RaK(;c(l - Lo/L)5 = 25.7899, (11) 

in which Lu is the thickness of the lower sublayer. But, at the onset 
of instability, the temperature profile in the full layer is governed by 
conductive heat transfer, for which case 

Fig. 1 Comparison of theoretical and approximate predictions of instability 
limit in a horizontal fluid layer with internal heat generation. 

Summary and Conclusions 
Hydrodynamic instability in a fluid layer has been investigated 

analytically in the range of Rayleigh numbers important in nuclear 
reactor safety analysis. The stability of free-rigid layers was also ex
plored and the results compared to the rigid-rigid case. The free-rigid 
layer was observed to be less stable than the rigid-rigid system. 
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UIL = <k + k('A - T0)/qL2 = >l2 - Ra£c/64RaKGC'. (12) R e f e r e n c e s 

Elimination of L0/L in the above two equations leads to the result 

Ra £ C = -32RaKGc(l - 3.8311RaA (13) 

This equation would not be expected to hold for small negative values 
of Rage, for which cases the upper and lower sublayers would ap
proach equal thickness and the stabilizing effect of a negative external 
temperature gradient would be minimized. Indeed, equation (13) 
predicts a value of Ra^oc = 825.3 for the case RaEc = 0 whereas the 
correct value should be 583.2 [5, 8], 

Heretofore, theoretical justification of the approximate relation
ship, equation (13), has been provided by Sparrow, et al., [8] for ex
ternal Rayleigh numbers up to 103 and by Catton and Suo-Antilla [11] 
for external Rayleigh numbers up to 108. The comparison of these 
previous analytical studies with equation (13) as well as the predic
tions from the present work in the extended Rayleigh number range 
are provided in Fig. 1. Agreement among the various results is entirely 
satisfactory except for Ra^ > - 1 0 6 where the semi-empirical relation 
over-predicts, with respect to the analytical expressions, the critical 
internal Rayleigh number. This agreement also supports the con
ceptual approach taken by Baker, et al. [7] in deriving their semi-
empirical heat transfer correlation.2 

The critical external Rayleigh numbers are also shown for the case 
of a free upper surface and rigid lower surface. In the range of external 
Rayleigh numbers studied, the free-rigid layer is less stable than the 
rigid-rigid. This result agrees with the earlier analysis of Sparrow, et 
al., [8] for horizontal fluid layers without heat, sources. 
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Leading Edge Effects in 
Transient Natural Convection 
Flow adjacent to a Vertical 
Surface 

R. L. Mahajan1 and B. Gebhart2 

Nomenclature 
a = parameter determining division of thermal energy input between 

the wall and the fluid 

/g/V\ l / '2 

[i* = characteristic frequency = 2-ir/ (- ) 

Cr = disturbance phase velocity 
c" = thermal capacity of the plate per unit surface area 
j = disturbance frequency 

/Gr*\ 1/5 
G* = modified flux Grashof number = 5 ( 1 

Gr* = flux Grashof number = ;— 
ki'2 

,<G*'2 

I! = characteristic base flow velocity = 
bx 

Introduction 
The initial part of the transient natural convection flow over a 

vertical surface, subject to a step change in temperature or in heat 
generation is known to be well described by the one-dimensional 
transient conduction solution for a doubly infinite vertical surface 
in an infinite fluid medium [1-5]. As in [5], one may estimate from 
such calculations the distance xp,max of the propagation of a leading 
edge effect which terminates this pure conduction phase on a surface 
of finite length, where 

xP,max = maximum value of I u(t)dt (1) 

This distance is then used to estimate the time interval for which the 
conduction solution might be expected to apply locally, before true 
convection effects are felt. 

The calculated values of xp ,max , for a step change in surface tem
perature or surface flux, are given in [5], for a range of Prandtl num
bers. A convenient form of equation (1) in x', given by Gebhart and 
Dring [6], is 

x' = /"'' - xP,max = (t'V'f(t')F(Vr) (2) 
g fa" Vet 

where V = aV7, fit') is a t' dependent function and is the number in 
•rP,max in Table 1 in [5], and F(Pr) is the Prandtl number effect on the 
integral in (1) above. 

Using an interferometer, Gebhart and Dring [6] and Mollendorf 
and Gebhart [7] investigated these effects for the transient flow 
generated over a surface of finite thermal capacity, subject to a step 
change in input heat flux. The results indicated that the leading edge 
effects travelled up the plate about 20 percent faster than predicted 
in [5]. 

Mollendorf and Gebhart [7] also made some interesting observa
tions regarding the behavior of the disturbances associated with the 
leading edge propagation effect. An important result of their data was 
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that these disturbances were observed to lie in a narrow range of 
frequencies. Their data plotted on the stability plane are shown in 
Fig. 3. The conclusion was that the filtering characteristics predicted 
by linear stability calculations for steady laminar boundary layer flow 
perhaps also applied to transient flows. Further, they hypothesized 
that the leading edge disturbance acted as a moving boundary layer 
trip to trigger the flow from laminar flow to turbulence. This conjec
ture was based on the then quite incomplete linear stability calcula
tions for Pr = 6.7 which showed that the disturbances having the 
highest amplification rates were propagated at a velocity very close 
to the maximum base flow velocity. Since the leading edge distur
bances were postulated in the calculation to move at the maximum 
of the local base flow velocity, it was argued that the two effects are 
tied together. 

However, since these data were in pressurized A'v, Pr = 0.72, for 
which the disturbance amplification characteristics were not known 
in detail, the above speculations were not definitive and have re
mained so far untested. 

In this note, we present some new measurements of the flow and 
the temperature fields. These are the first taken with local sensors 
during the initial transient period of a starting flow, in this instance, 
adjacent to a uniform flux vertical surface, in pressurized nitrogen, 
Pr = 0.72. We then re-examine the above unresolved questions in light 
of the very extensive linear stability theory calculations now known 
for a fluid of this Prandtl number. 

Experimental 
The uniform flux surface was a stretched 0.00254 cm thick inco-

nel-600 foil, 15.25 cm wide and 38.5 cm high. The foil was positioned 
in a large insulated pressure chamber. The ambient fluid was pres
surized dry nitrogen. An energy generation step was approximated 
by subjecting the foil to a step in current. Transient response of the 
temperature and the velocity fields were measured using a 5.08 X 10-:1 

cm diameter copper-constantan thermocouple and a 5 jtm Disa 
miniature probe. For further details of the experiment and the range 
of experimental conditions, see Mahajan and Gebhart [8]. 

Transient data were taken at a given downstream location x, for 
different values of pressure p and heat flux q", by noting the response 
of the thermocouple and the hot-wire probes on two channels of a 
Beckman recorder. The two probes were positioned normal to the 
surface at a distance y corresponding to the value fmax where fmax is 
the value of y = yG* Ibx for maximum velocity disturbance amplifi
cation according to the theoretical stability calculations for steady 
flow. See disturbance profiles in [9] for fmax. Our exploratory mea
surements taken with the probes at different y locations indicated 
this value to be a reasonable guess for maximum leading edge dis
turbance amplitude across the flow thickness. Note, however, that 
the position of the probes in y is not critical to the results of this in
vestigation, since both the disturbance frequency and the time taken 
by the disturbance to propagate up the surface—the quantities of 
interest in this work—were found to be essentially constant across 
the flow thickness. 

Typical analog records are seen in Fig. 1. The beginning of the 
transient, following a step increase in current to the foil, is indicated 
by a sudden excursion of the pens recording the temperature and the 
velocity outputs on the chart recorder, see Fig. 1. A step increase in 
the foil current is accompanied by a surge in the generation of elec
tro-magnetic radiations which, picked up by the amplifier circuit of 
the recorder, result in an excursion of the pens. The time lapse (t) 
between the start of the transient and the first observed disturbance 
was read from such chart records and was found to be the same, within 
the accuracy of measurement (to 0.02 s) for both the temperature and 
the velocity fields. The data were taken at different downstream lo
cations x, for various values of p and q" in the range, 13.2 < x < 33 
cm, 1 < p < 15.92 atm and 5 < q " < 330 watts/m2. The data were re
producible to within ±3 percent. 

Results and Discussion 
Propagation Rate. The recorded time (t) and the distance (.*) 

are plotted in Fig. 2 in terms of nondimensional variables t' and .v', 
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respectively. The theoretical prediction of Goldstein and Briggs [5] 
and the experimental data of Gebhart and Dring [6] and of Mollendorf 
and Gebhart [7] are also plotted for comparison. We first note from 
Fig. 2 that the slope of the line correlating our data is the same as in 
[5, 6] and [7] indicating that the data are associated with the propa
gating leading edge effect. However, as in [6] and [7], the leading edge 
effects are observed earlier at a given x, than the prediction of [5], No 
certain explanation is yet known for this discrepancy. A possible 
reason could be neglecting the convective and pressure effects across 
the leading edge disturbance wave in the analysis. This, as pointed 
out in [5], could cause the leading edge effects to be felt at an earlier 
time. Also, the discrepancy could be due to the unaccounted effects 
in the theoretical analysis of [5] of the not yet satisfactorily assessed 
characteristics of the leading edge region flow. 

Further, we see that the present data, based on measurements with 
local sensors, indicate even earlier arrival of the leading edge distur
bance than did the inteferometric data of [6] and [7], The best fit 
through the interferometric data of [6] and [7] (all of their data points 
not shown in Fig. 2) indicate about 20 percent faster propagation than 
given in [5]. However, our results indicate about 50 percent faster rate. 
Such a delay in the detection of disturbances by interferometry is now 
well known [8, 9]. It is due to the insensitivity of the interferometer 
to local disturbances. 

An important implication of these results is that the length of time 
for which one-dimensional conduction solution can be used to cal
culate the transport coefficients is about two-thirds of the theoretical 
prediction of Goldstein and Briggs [5]. 

Disturbance Frequency. We note from the analog records that 
the leading edge disturbances carried by the local flow are approxi-

2.5mm/sec. 
mi ii mi i 

This excursion indicates 
beginning of transient 

mately periodic. These frequencies, when converted to B*, are also 
plotted on the stability plane in Fig. 3. This plane is from [8], sup
plemented by additional amplitude ratio contours at higher values 
of G*. Recall that this plane results from linear theory stability for 
steady flows. The following points are of interest: 

1 The observed disturbances are seen to be scattered, in a narrow 
band of frequencies, around the path of Cr = 0.9 Umlix. The leading 
edge effects are calculated to propagate at maximum base flow ve
locity. However, since these effects were found to travel faster than 
the predicted, the disturbances might be expected to lie in the region 
of Cr > Umm- The above results, however, lie in the region Cr < Um.n. 
Noting that the stability calculations are for steady flow and not Cor 
the transients considered here, the above disagreement is not sur
prising. The stability calculations for the transient flow are not yet 
known. 

However, from these results we can make some conjectures about 
the paths of Cr = t/max for the transient and the steady flows. For the 
transient data to lie in the region Cr < <Jmax, the path of Cr - Vmm 

calculated for the transient flow should lie above the experimental 
data points of B* — G* plane and thus also above Cr = r/max path fur 

Fig. 1 Traces of temperature and velocity fields during initial transient 

Fig. 2 Comparison of first observed waves to the leading edge propagation 
rate theory and other data: ®, Gebhart and Dring [6], O, Mollendorf and Ge
bhart [7], present data, V, x = 13.2 cm, • , x = 22 cm, A, x = 33 cm 

Fig. 3 Comparison of leading edge effect frequency data in transient flow 
(open symbols) with the most amplified disturbance frequency data In unstable 
steady laminar flow (filled symbols). The amplitude curves and the data for 
steady flow data taken from [8]. Transient data: this study, V, x = 13.2 cm, 
• , x = 22 cm, A, x = 33 cm, Mollendorf and Gebhart [7], O 
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the steady flow, see Fig. 3. This suggests that the associated distur
bance frequency values along Cr = Umax path are higher for transient 
flow stability calculations than for the steady flow. 

2 The leading edge disturbances are not the same as the most 
amplified disturbances associated with the breakdown of the flow 
from laminar to turbulent, as was conjectured in [7] on the basis of 
the very incomplete stability planes available at that time. This can 
can be seen from Fig. 3, where the most amplified disturbance data 
from [8] for unstable laminar flow or for locally laminar portions of 
the turbulent flow, are also plotted. The data in [8] are for the steady 
flow following the transients of this experiment. Clearly, the 
frequencies of the leading edge disturbances are lower than the most 
amplified. The data of Mollendorf and Gebhart [7], in light of the 
more recent stability calculations for Pr = 0.72, also supports our 
conclusion, see Fig. 3. That is, their data points lie well below the path 
of most amplified disturbance. 
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On the Mikic-Rohsenow Pool 
Boiling Correlat ion 

P. R. Sharma1 and B. S. Varshney2 

Nomenclature 
g = acceleration of gravity 
m = constant, 2.5 for water and 3.0 for organic fluids 
q = heat flux 
T = temperature 
AT = wall superheat, Tw — TS!it 
A = latent heat of evaporation 
li = coefficient of viscosity 
ft = density of fluids 
<I> = parameter defined by equation (14) of [1] 

Subscripts 

b - boiling 
I = liquid 
v = vapor 
w = wall 

Following the mechanism of transient heat conduction to, and 
subsequent replacement of, the superheated layer around the heating 
surface, Mikic and Rohsenow [1] have derived a new correlation for 
the calculation of heat flux in nucleate pool boiling. This correlation 
satisfactorily correlates the experimental data of Addoms [2] for 
distilled water and of Cichelli and Bonilla [3] for three organic liquids 
for the pressures greater than atmospheric ranging from 101.3 kN/m2 

to 13,680 kN/m2. The aim of this technical brief is to report the gen
erality of the above correlation to the experimental data even for the 
pressures smaller than the atmospheric. 

In the present investigation the range of pressure was from 11.33 
kN/m2 to 98.44 kN/m2 and that of the heat flux from 3.3 kW/m2 to 
41.73 kW/m2. The data were for the transfer of heat from a horizontal 
cylinder of 410 ASIS stainless steel to the boiling pool of pure liquids: 
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distilled water, isopropanol, ethanol and methanol. The test cylinder 
was heated by a cartridge type electric heater placed in it. The power 
input to the heater was modulated by an auto-transformer and was 
measured by means of an ammeter and a voltmeter of the precision 
grade. The calibrated copper constantan thermocouples measured 
the temperature of the heating surface and the boiling liquids. The 
heating surface temperature was measured circumferentially at three 
locations—at the top, at the side and at the bottom and the liquid 
temperature corresponding to these surface thermocouples. Me
chanical quadrature technique was used to obtain the average values 
of the wall superheat, AT. The experimental setup used for the 
present investigation is described elsewhere [4, 5]. 

The results which have been correlated by the Mikic-Rohsenow 
correlation are shown in Figs. 1-4. The pressure range for the indi
vidual liquid is indicated in these figur.es. It appears from these figures 
that this correlation satisfactorily correlates the present experimental 
data for all the four liquids investigated. All these figures show a 
similar trend but different intercepts. As a matter of fact, the intercept 
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the steady flow, see Fig. 3. This suggests that the associated distur
bance frequency values along Cr = Umax path are higher for transient 
flow stability calculations than for the steady flow. 

2 The leading edge disturbances are not the same as the most 
amplified disturbances associated with the breakdown of the flow 
from laminar to turbulent, as was conjectured in [7] on the basis of 
the very incomplete stability planes available at that time. This can 
can be seen from Fig. 3, where the most amplified disturbance data 
from [8] for unstable laminar flow or for locally laminar portions of 
the turbulent flow, are also plotted. The data in [8] are for the steady 
flow following the transients of this experiment. Clearly, the 
frequencies of the leading edge disturbances are lower than the most 
amplified. The data of Mollendorf and Gebhart [7], in light of the 
more recent stability calculations for Pr = 0.72, also supports our 
conclusion, see Fig. 3. That is, their data points lie well below the path 
of most amplified disturbance. 
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Fig. 3 Nucleate pool boiling data for ethanol correlated by Mikic-Rohsenow 
correlation [11 

accounts for the surface-liquid combination. Therefore, the different 
values of the intercept is an expected behaviour. 

In summary, the Mikic-Rohsenow correlation is found to be con
sistent with the nucleate pool boiling data of present investigation 
which are for subatmospheric pressures. 
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Introduction 
The onset of stable film boiling plays an important role in the 

transient behavior of systems which incorporate exceedingly high heat 
transfer rates, such as nuclear reactors, rocket engines and cryogenic 
devices. The minimum heater surface temperature required to just 
sustain the stable film boiling process is defined as the Leidenfrost 
temperature TLEID- Since the Leidenfrost temperature has become 
an increasingly important parameter in nuclear safety analysis, par
ticularly with respect to the understanding of vapor explosion phe
nomena (where molten metals are often considered), its accurate 
prediction is of importance. 

Predictions of the heater surface temperature at which stable film 
boiling commences have been attempted previously based on hy-
drodynamic theory [1, 2, 3], empirical fit to experimental data [4] and 
thermodynamic theory [5, 6]. In general, the hydrodynamic predic
tions yield poor results for liquid metals, while the empirical corre
lation, which generally yields good results, provides little insight into 
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accounts for the surface-liquid combination. Therefore, the different 
values of the intercept is an expected behaviour. 

In summary, the Mikic-Rohsenow correlation is found to be con
sistent with the nucleate pool boiling data of present investigation 
which are for subatmospheric pressures. 
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The onset of stable film boiling plays an important role in the 

transient behavior of systems which incorporate exceedingly high heat 
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sustain the stable film boiling process is defined as the Leidenfrost 
temperature TLEID- Since the Leidenfrost temperature has become 
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ticularly with respect to the understanding of vapor explosion phe
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prediction is of importance. 
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the basic phenomenon and requires prior experimental data of the 
variables sought. The thermodynamic approach, which incorporates 
simple equations of state (EOS) such as the van der Waals EOS, yields 
good results for the cryogens and simple fluids, but provides poor 
approximations for the more complex liquid metals. 

Spiegler, et al. [6] suggested that the Leidenfrost temperature is 
a thermodynamic property of the fluid alone, independent of the 
substratum. The}' presumed that 77,EID is numerically equivalent to 
the liquid's maximum, meta.stable superheat temperature, and cal
culated that 

TLKID = 7'MAX,.S' = (27/32) 77 (1) 

for fluids which obey the van der Waals EOS. Experimental evidence, 
however, indicates that such is not always the case, in that periodic 
liquid-solid contact, known to exist at the Leidenfrost point under 
most experimental conditions, may have a pronounced effect on the 
location of the Leidenfrost temperature [1, 2, 4]. Thus, measured 
Leidenfrost data span a wide range. In general, better wetting (larger 
contact area) requires a higher heater surface temperature to sustain 
the film boiling process [2, 7|. Similarly, poor wetting limits interfacial 
contact area, and hence, a lower wall temperature is required to sus
tain film boiling. Therefore, the thermophysical nature of the heating 
surface normally should be considered when predicting the Leiden
frost temperature. 

To assess the effect of contact on 7,LEID> the heat transfer process 
between the heater and coolant is considered in the manner which 
follows. When two semi-infinite slabs of constant properties and 
different uniform temperatures are brought into intimate contact, 
the interface rapidly achieves a temperature which is invarient with 
time [8]. For the case of a solid wall and a stationary liquid (a situation 
common to most Leidenfrost experiments) the interface temperature 
has a steady-state value given by [8] 

Tw(k/V7x)w + T,Ak/V7<),. 
T / = - (2) 

(kls/a)w + (k/Va)L 

where Tw and 77, are the initial, precontact temperatures of the wall 
and liquid, a the thermal diffusivity and It the thermal conductivity. 
Equation (2) is also approximately valid for finite heater-coolant 
geometries when the contacting period is sufficiently short so that the 
thermal penetration distance is much less than the characteristic 
dimension of either the heater or liquid. Since the Leidenfrost tem
perature is defined as the minimum wall temperature for film boiling, 
T,„ in equation (2) may also be viewed as a Leidenfrost temperature. 
When the interface is "perfect", that is, complete wetting, free from 
impurities and favorable sites for vapor nucleation, the maximum 
permissible interface temperature without vapor formation can be 
considered that of the liquid's maximum metastable superheat 
temperature, TMAX.S- Therefore, if the instantaneous contact in
terface temperature 77 is greater than TMAX.S, vapor formation is 
inevitable and film boiling initiated. If the interface is not perfect, that 
is, partial or no wetting, with nucleation sites and/or impurities, then 
film boiling or liquid superheating may commence at a temperature 
considerably less than TMAX.S, and may approach the liquid's satu
ration temperature. If the interface temperature upon contact is less 
than the liquid's saturation temperature, interfacial vapor formation 
becomes impossible. Thus, to just sustain the film boiling process, the 
interfacial contact temperature is bounded by 

TSAT < 77 < T-v (3) 

Solving equation (2) for the wall temperature just prior to contact (Tw 

~ T'LEID) and inserting the maximum and minimum interface and 
liquid temperatures yields: 

, 77VIAX,S[« /VQ, 1 ! + (k/V7*)L] - TMP, (k/V7x)L 
TSAT < 77. 

(k/Va) 

(4) 

where TSAT is the liquid's saturation temperature, TMAX.S the 
maximum allowable liquid superheat temperature, TMP the lowest 
possible liquid temperature (that of its melting point) and the su

perscript * indicates (for convenience) no liquid subcooling below its 
melting point. Ukw/ki. » 1, equation (4) reduces to 

Ta - < T, < T» (5) 

Considering such arguments, it can be seen that the relationship 
originally proposed by Spiegler, et al. [6] (equation (1)) may be most 
accurate for well wetted Leidenfrost-type-boiling situations where 
the thermal conductivity of the wall is much greater than that of the 
liquid, such as cryogens on a copper surface, etc. Also, the lower limit 
of the Leidenfrost temperature being that of the liquid's saturation 
temperature (equations (4) and (5)) is consistent with that concluded 
by Baumeister, Hendricks and Hamill |9], 

P r e d i c t i o n of the M a x i m u m M e t a s t a b l e S u p e r h e a t 
For a liquid which obeys the van der Waals EOS (and at a zero re

duced pressure), Spiegler, et al. [6] calculated the maximum, meta
stable superheat, 7'MAX,.S, to be that given by equation (1). 

Leinhard [10] combined the Van der Waals EOS with Maxwell's 
criterion4 and obtained the following Maxwell-van der Waals pre
diction for the maximum superheat 

7 \ 

77 
1 - -

Ts 

77 
J7_ 
32 

1 -
77 

(6) 

However, when compared to experimental data, equation (6) produces 
results that are somewhat low [10]. Based on experimental values of 
TMAX.S, for non-metals [11] Leinhard [10] modified equation (6) and 
showed that the relation 

77 77 TSA 
-0.905 1 -

T&v 

77 
(7) 

77 V Tc 

better correlates experimental data for TMAX.S, 
Fig. 1 illustrates the results of equations (1,6) and (7) for TMAX.S, 

and compares them with experimental Leidenfrost data. As shown, 
such equations are accurate in predicting the upper limit of the ex
perimental Leidenfrost temperature for the cryogens and simple 
fiiuds, but a large discrepancy exists for the liquid metals. This error 

4 Maxwell's Criterion or Equal Area Rule states that the integral of the dif
ferential Gibbs function along an isotherm between the saturated liquid and 
vapor states, i.e., J iL> uc/p, equals zero. 

Spiegler, et al, 
equation 1 [6] 

\ " \ / Maxwell - VdW 
* N ' equation 6 [10] 

Correlation of 
data, equation 7 [10] 

-i 
Experimental Leidenfrost data 

o He-I 
& Nitrogen 
o R-11 
O Ethanol 

Non-metals 

0.8 0.9 1.0 
INEL-A-8907 

Fig. 1 Comparison of maximum superheat correlations with experimental 
Leidenfrost data (at 1 atm) 
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may arise because the simple van der Waals EOS (basis of equations 
(1) and (6)) fails to model the more complex structure of these liquids 
and/or the effects of the heating surface are not included. Similarly, 
the experimental correlation (equation (7)) does not incorporate liquid 
metal data. Thus, equations (1, 6) and (7) can produce erroneous 
Leidenfrost results if applied to situations where kuJki, is not much 
greater than unity, such as boiling of liquid metals on metallic-like 
surfaces. 

Liquid M e t a l s 
To more accurately assess the maximum, metastable superheat 

71MAX,.S ' o r liquid metals from thermodynamic considerations, the 
modified rigid sphere equation of state developed by Young and Alder 
[12] is applied, the governing EOS being of the form: 

P = P0-a/u2 (8) 

where the rigid sphere pressure, Pa, is that originally proposed by 
Carnahan and Starling [13]: 

NkT ri + f 
L (1 

r + f 2 - ^ 

r)3 (9) 

where f = TTNO'A/6V, a = hard sphere diameter and Pa the hard sphere 
pressure. The last term of equation (8) approximates the attractive 
potential found in liquid metals where the constant a is equal to 
-EoVo with Eo being the molar cohesive energy and Vo the molar 
volume of the metal. The most reliable data for E0 and Vo for metals 
are available in the solid state [14]. Young and Alder [12] note that 
the use of solid state data is justified since the value of the constant, 
a, shows no significant difference between solid and liquid mercury. 
Also, the use of solid state data for Eo and V0 is not surprising since 
the behavior of liquid metals near their melting points is not too dif
ferent from that of the corresponding solids, and it can be seen that 
the parameters appearing in the model potential for the liquid state 
are often derived from solid state data [15]. Equation (8) has been 
shown to accurately predict the critical temperature of liquid metals, 
and to a lesser extent the critical volume and pressure [12]. 

Combining equations (8) and (9), we express the reduced EOS for 
metals as 

Pr = A(B/Vr + CB2/Vr'
2 + C2BS/Vr3 - C3B4/V r

4) 

X(l-CB/Vr)-
3-aB2/PcVr

2 (10) 

where: 

^ R Tr T,IP„ B = Vc~\ C = A'7T(73/6, a = -E0V0 

, and the subscripts r and c refer to reduced and critical properties 
respectively. 

An expression for the maximum superheat, TMAX.S, is thus found 
for liquid metals by applying a method parallel to that of Spiegler, 
et al., [6].5 From equation (10) the maximum metastable superheat 
for liquid metals becomes 

(0.50136) (-£0Vo) 
TMAX.S =" 

NTTRO 
(11) 

It should be noted that TMAX.S hi equation (11) is sensitive to the 
accuracy of the atomic diameter, a, which is a difficult property to 
determine. Values differing by ±30 percent for a are common to the 
literature. An average value of a was used in the results presented in 
Table 1. 

Table 1 lists the thermophysical properties and calculated maxi
mum, metastable superheat temperatures for several liquid metals. 
Unfortunately, no experimental maximum superheat data, for liquid 
metals, are available for comparison. Table 2 shows a comparison of 

5 (dPrlOVr) = 0 at. constant temperature evaluated at Pr - P/Pc = 0. This 
method of evaluating 7\i,\x,s at Pr = 0 invokes little error since for liquid metals 
the left hand side of equation (10) (differentiated) is approximately five orders 
of magnitude less than the right hand side. For example, Pr (1 atm) for iV„ is 
approximately 0.00245. 

theory with experimental Leidenfrost data. As can be seen, in virtually 
all cases, the range of Leidenfrost temperatures as predicted from 
theory (equation (4)) encompass the experimentally determined 
values. Also shown in Table 2 are calculated homogeneous nucleation 
temperatures, THN, as predicted from the kinetic theory of nucleation 
(see [16)). Since TMAX,N and THN both physically quantify the liquid's 
upper superheat limit, without spontaneous vapor formation, their 
approximate parity (Table 2) is not surprising. 

It is interesting to note that Schins [32] demonstrated that (he 
Leidenfrost temperature for water and sodium corresponds to the 
homogeneous nucleation temperature calculated by the Doring for
mula. 

Appl i ca t ion to Vapor Exp los ion 
A point of controversy [26] in nuclear reactor safety is the inter

pretation of experimental results (Freon/water [27], Freon/oil [28|) 
where a rapid pressurization (vapor explosion) is observed in a range 
of contact interface temperatures somewhat below the critical tem
perature of the working fluid. In [29] this temperature is assessed in 
terms of nucleation kinetics only; that is, for well wetted systems the 
temperature condition is considered to be TUN (assessed from kinetic 
theory, see [16]). For imperfect wetting, a lower temperature, called 
the spontaneous nucleation temperature (7'SAT < TSN < THN) is 
considered as the threshold temperature for an explosion [30]. How
ever, others [27, 31] have interpreted such experiments in terms of 
film boiling destabilization, such that vapor collapse leads to a violent 
nucleate boiling process with attendant fragmentation into a surface 
area, large enough to cause explosive vaporization and pressurization. 
The range of interfacial contact temperatures at film boiling desta
bilization (equation (3)) span the majority of the spontaneous nuc
leation temperature range (7'SAT < TSN < THN) and closely approach 
the homogeneous nucleation temperature in the upper limit (TMAX.S 
~ THN, see Table 2). Thus, experimental results producing an ex-

T a b l e 1 T h e r m o p h y s i c a l proper t i e s and ca lcu la ted 
m a x i m u m , m e t a s t a b l e s u p e r h e a t t e m p e r a t u r e s for 

l iquid meta l s 

Metal 

Na 
Hg 
K 
Cs 
Rb 
Cd 
Li 
Zn 
Ma, 

-E'o (kcal/mole) 
[14] 

26.02 
15.41 
21.69 
19.22 
20.20 
26.80 
38.20 
31.00 
35.30 

Va (cc/mole) 
[14] 

23.79 
14.09 
45.61 
69.19 
56.07 
13.00 
13.02 
9.17 

14.00 

TMAX.S (K) 
a* (A) (equation (11)) 

3.38 
3.01 
4.36 
5.02 
4.70 
2.93 
3.03 
2.63 
3.05 

2140 
1060 
1590 
1400 
1450 
1850 
2380 
2080 
2320 

* Averaged value of atomic diameters common to the literature. 

T a b l e 2 Compar i son of h o m o g e n e o u s nuc lea t ion , 
m a x i m u m , metas tab le s u p e r h e a t and l e idenfros t 

t e m p e r a t u r e s 

FLUID 

He-I 
Nitrogen 
Freon-22 
Freon-11 
n-pentane 
n-hexane 
Ethanol 
Water 
Sodium 
Potassium 
Mercury 

T H N 9 

(K) 
_ 
— 

326 
— 

421 
457 
468 
575 

2300 
— 
— 

7'MAX,S 
(K) 

4.431 

1061 

3111 

397' 
396l 

4281 

435' 
5784 

21406 

15906 

10606 

7'LEID = T 
Theory 

4.07-4.433 

77-1063 

232-31l3 

297-3973 

309-3963 

342-4283 

351-4353 

373-6365 

1154-30007 

1030-19507 

630-15508 

HEATER SURFACE ( K ) 
Experiment 

4.51 [17]2 

91 [18]-106 [19] 
— 

375[20} 
368 [2] 

— 
428 [21[ 

537[2]]5-593[21]° 
1594 
1588 

967 

22 
23 
24 

• 

i 

8 

1 Calculated from equation (I). 
2 Estimated from constant heat flux data. 
3 From equation (5), where 7\IAX,.S is given by equation (1). 
4 From [25], based on significant structure theory (SST) EOS. 
5 Stainless steel surface. 
6 From equation (11). 
7 Tantalum surface. 
8 Copper surface. 
9 See [16] for equation. 
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plosion which have been interpreted in terms of the kinetic theory of 
nucleation can likewise be viewed in terms of film boiling destabili-
zation with attendant fine scale fragmentation of the hot material. 

Conclusions 
1 The upper and lower limits of the Leidenfrost temperature 

TLEIT> c a l 1 be approximated by equation (4), with the upper 
limit requiring a knowledge of the liquid's maximum, meta-
stable superheat temperature. 

2 The maximum, metastable superheat temperature TMAX,S for 
liquid metals is derived from a modified, rigid sphere equation 
of state and may be approximated by equation (11). For non-
metals, particularly those which obey a van der Waals EOS, 
equations (1, 6) or (7) provide a better estimate of TMAX,.S'. 

3 The interfacial temperature requirement for a vapor explosion 
from kinetic nucleation theory is similar to the minimum in
terfacial temperature requirement for film boiling, equation (3). 
Thus, experimental vapor explosion results which have been 
interpreted in terms of the kinetic theory of nucleation can 
likewise be viewed in terms of film boiling destabilization. 
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Transient Response of a Hollow 
Cylindrical-Cross-Section Solid 
Sensible Heat: Storage Unit— 
Single Fluid 

F. W. Schmidt1 and J. Szego2 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 
A = cross-sectional area of the flow channel 
c = specific heat at constant pressure 
h = convective film coefficient 
k = thermal conductivity 
L = length of the unit 
m — mass flow rate of fluid 
P = heated perimeter in contact with fluid 
Q = total heat stored 
Qmax = maximum heat storage 
;• = radial coordinate 
r, = inner radius of annulus 
ro = outer radius of annulus 
t = temperature 
t = mean temperature 
V = volume of storage material 
v = fluid velocity 
.v = axial coordinate 
a = thermal diffusivity 
p = density 
0 = time. 

Subscripts 
a = adiabatic surface 
f = fluid 
/(' = fluid at entrance to unit 
fo = fluid at outlet of unit 
m = storage material 
o = initial condition 
w = surface in contact with fluid 

Introduction 
Although many different methods have been proposed for the 

storage of thermal energy, the methods most extensively used at the 
present time utilize sensible heat storage. A review of previous pub
lished work on the prediction of the transient response of these units 
under single blow operating conditions was presented by Szego and 
Schmidt [1]. 

The objective of this work is to determine the transient response 
of a solid sensible heat storage unit having a hollow cylindrical cross 
section and operating under single-blow conditions. The finite-con
ductivity model will be used to obtain the results for two flow con
figurations. In the first case, the fluid flows through the channel 
formed by the inner surface of the hollow cylinder while the outer 
surface is considered to be adiabatic. In the second case, the fluid flows 
axially over the outer surface while the inner surface is considered to 
be adiabatic. 

The results obtained for the aforementioned problems can be ex
tended to predict the performance of several heat storage unit con
figurations. For instance, the response of a storage unit composed of 
a series of equally spaced circular channels, through which the energy 
transporting fluid flows in parallel, may be approximated by a unit 
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plosion which have been interpreted in terms of the kinetic theory of 
nucleation can likewise be viewed in terms of film boiling destabili-
zation with attendant fine scale fragmentation of the hot material. 

Conclusions 
1 The upper and lower limits of the Leidenfrost temperature 

TLEIT> c a l 1 be approximated by equation (4), with the upper 
limit requiring a knowledge of the liquid's maximum, meta-
stable superheat temperature. 

2 The maximum, metastable superheat temperature TMAX,S for 
liquid metals is derived from a modified, rigid sphere equation 
of state and may be approximated by equation (11). For non-
metals, particularly those which obey a van der Waals EOS, 
equations (1, 6) or (7) provide a better estimate of TMAX,.S'. 

3 The interfacial temperature requirement for a vapor explosion 
from kinetic nucleation theory is similar to the minimum in
terfacial temperature requirement for film boiling, equation (3). 
Thus, experimental vapor explosion results which have been 
interpreted in terms of the kinetic theory of nucleation can 
likewise be viewed in terms of film boiling destabilization. 
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Introduction 
Although many different methods have been proposed for the 

storage of thermal energy, the methods most extensively used at the 
present time utilize sensible heat storage. A review of previous pub
lished work on the prediction of the transient response of these units 
under single blow operating conditions was presented by Szego and 
Schmidt [1]. 

The objective of this work is to determine the transient response 
of a solid sensible heat storage unit having a hollow cylindrical cross 
section and operating under single-blow conditions. The finite-con
ductivity model will be used to obtain the results for two flow con
figurations. In the first case, the fluid flows through the channel 
formed by the inner surface of the hollow cylinder while the outer 
surface is considered to be adiabatic. In the second case, the fluid flows 
axially over the outer surface while the inner surface is considered to 
be adiabatic. 

The results obtained for the aforementioned problems can be ex
tended to predict the performance of several heat storage unit con
figurations. For instance, the response of a storage unit composed of 
a series of equally spaced circular channels, through which the energy 
transporting fluid flows in parallel, may be approximated by a unit 
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consisting of a series of hollow cylinders with their outer surfaces 
adiabatic and the fluid flowing through the inner channel, Fig. 1(a). 
In a heat storage exchanger built in a shell and tube configuration, 
a possible mode of operation would be when the inner fluid was still, 
the inner surface essentially adiabatic, and the energy transporting 
fluid flows over the outer surface parallel to the axis of the hollow 
cylinder. Such a configuration is shown in Fig. 1(b). A complementary 
case would be when the outer fluid is stationary and the energy 
transporting fluid flows through the inner channel. 

Mathematical Model 
The transient response of these two storage unit configurations is 

described by the energy equation for the flowing fluid and the tran
sient conduction equation for the storage material. The following 
assumptions have been made: a) constant fluid and material prop
erties, b) uniform heat transfer coefficients, c) the initial temperature 
distribution in the storage material is uniform, d) a step change in the 
inlet fluid temperature is imposed at the start of the storage process, 
e) two-dimensional heat conduction in the storage material, f) con
stant fluid velocity. 

The governing differential equations are: 
moving fluid: 

PfCf d() dx J 

storage material: 

1 dt„, _ d'Hm 1 dt„, d2t„, 

am dO dr2 r dr dx2 

The initial conditions are 

0 = 0 t,= tm = t0 

and the boundary conditions: 

<>tn 

dx 

Mm 

dx 

fluid in contact with inner fluid in contact with outer 

(1) 

(2) 

0 > 0 x = 0 tf = t/i 

x = L 

• = 0 n <r < /•(> 

0 r, <r <r 0 

surface 

r = n h(tm - tf) = k, 
dr 

surface 

i>tm 
= '" IT 

FLOW 

-ADIABATIC 
SURFACE 

-INNER RADIUS 

(a) CIRCULAR HOLES IN SOLID 
STORAGE MATERIAL 

FLOW 

(b) FLOW OUTSIDE HOLLOW CYLINDERS 

Fig. 1 Heat storage unit configurations 

d(„, 
r<> — = 0 

dr 
•• r0 h(tf - tm) = km—-. 

dr 

As shown by Schmidt and Szego [2], the transient term in equation 
(1), pfC/A dt//dO, can be neglected. 

These equations can be placed in nondimensional form using the 
following variables: 

R=-Bi 

Tf 

£ = 

_h(r0-n) 

km 

L 

_tf~ '(> 

t/i ~~ to 

h(2irrw)x 

rhfCf 

h{2irrw)t) 

T,n = 
tm ~ '(I 

X = 

tfi ~ h 

h(1irrw)L 

m,Cf 
hO 2U+ 1 

[ + U+\ 7r(r0
2 - r,-2) p„,c„, (r0 - rj)pmc„ 

The radius of the surface in contact with the energy transporting fluid 
is denoted by /•„,. 

The nondimensional equations become: 
moving fluid: 

dTf 
Tm T, (3) 

storage material: 

aT„, 
• = c * 

1 + U+-\ d2T 

2U + J df2 + L 2 L / + J Bi L dR2 + R dR J 
(4) 

where C* = (XV+)2/Bi. 
The initial conditions are: 

i) = 0 Tm = Tf=0 

and the boundary conditions: 

i = 0 Tf = 1 
dT„, 

i = X 

| 1 - (7+ 

dT„, 

dTm 

dR 
• = 0 

R =-
l l - C / 4 ^f- = ± Bi(Tf - Tm 

where + indicates that the outer surface is in contact with the fluid 
and - indicates that the inner surface is in contact with the fluid. 

The solution of the mathematical model was obtained using a finite 
difference technique similar to that described in [2]. In order to reduce 
the discretization errors, the spacial derivatives were approximated 
by finite difference expressions using a modification of the method 
originally proposed by De Allen [3]. All results presented in this paper 
were obtained with a value of V+ = 0.01 in order to minimize the ef
fects of axial conduction on the results. The computer program, of 
course, imposes no restrictions on the value of V+. 

The amount of heat stored is determined directly from the tem
perature distribution in the storage material. The expression used 
is 

Q = l>mC,„V(tm - t0) (5) 

where V is the volume of the storage material and t,„ is the mean 
temperature of the storage material. The maximum amount of heat 
is stored when the storage material reaches a uniform temperature 
equal to the inlet fluid temperature. The nondimensional heat storage, 
Q+, is the ratio of the actual heat stored to the maximum possible heat 
storage and can be expressed as 
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Q+ = 
Q •to 

Qmax t/i ~ t() 
(6) 

Discussion of Results 
It has been shown by Szego and Schmidt [1] that for small Biot 

numbers, Bi < 0.1, a simplified model can be used to determine the 
transient response of a heat storage unit composed of flat slabs of the 
storage material operating under single blow conditions. This model 
is based on the assumptions of infinite thermal conductivity for the 
storage material in the transverse direction, and zero thermal con
ductivity in the axial direction, indicating that the major resistance 
to the transfer of heat is located at the fluid-solid interface. Conse
quently, this model neglects thermal gradients normal to the flow 
direction, hence it is not directly influenced by the cross-sectional 
shape of the storage material. As a result, an insignificant error will 
be introduced in the determination of the transient response of the 
hollow cylindrical cross section storage unit using the simplified 
model, for Bi < 0.1. 

As the Biot number increases the finite conductivity model must 
be used and the effect of storage material geometry evaluated. In Fig. 
2 the transient response of three geometrically different heat storage 
units are presented for a Biot number equal to 2.0. One unit is the flat 
slab, U+ = 1, and the other two units have an annular cross section 
where the outer radius is ten times larger than the inner radius. When 
U+ = 0.1 the fluid is in contact with the inner surface while for a t /+ 

= 10 the fluid is in contact with the outer surface of the hollow cyl
inder. The transient response as indicated by the nondimensional 
temperature of the fluid leaving and the fraction of the maximum heat 
storage appears to be nearly independent of the geometry of the 
storage unit. As the value of A decreases, usually a result of an increase 
in the heat capacity of the energy transporting fluid riifCf and/or de
crease in the length of the unit, the differences become larger. How
ever, the differences still remain relatively small throughout the 
physically practical range for heat storage units. It is therefore rec
ommended that if 0.1 < Bi < 2, the effects of geometry may be ne
glected and the results for the flat slab presented in [2] for the finite 
conductivity model be used to predict the transient response of hollow 
cylindrical cross section solid sensible heat storage units. 

If the Biot number is greater than 2, a condition usually encoun
tered when the energy transporting fluid is a liquid, curvature effects 
must be considered. The transient response of the different storage 
units for Biot numbers of 10 and 30 are presented in Figs. 3 and 4. The 
curvature effect can be detected for all values of A, thus it is recom
mended that the response of units operating under these conditions 
be determined using these curves. A more complete set of tabulated 

NONDIMENSIONAL T I M E , ^ 

Fig. 3 Fraction of maximum heat storage, Bi = 10.0 

I.0 • 

.9 rl.O 

10 20 30 4 0 
NONDIMENSIONAL TIME , 37 

Fig. 4 Fraction of maximum heat storage, Bi = 30.0 

10 I5 

NONDIMENSIONAL 

Fig. 2 Fraction of maximum heat storage, Bi = 2.0 

data for the case where the Biot number is greater than 2 has been 
presented in [4]. 
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Analysis of the Effects of Finite 
Conductivity in the Single Blow 
Heat Storage Unit 

J. Szego1 and F. W. Schmidt2 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 
Bi = Biot number, hw/km 

c = specific heat at constant pressure 
d = semi-thickness of flow channel 
G+ = nondimensional parameter, Pkm/rh/Cf 
h = convective film coefficient 
k = thermal conductivity 
L = length of the unit 
m = mass flow rate of fluid 
P = heated perimeter in contact with fluid 
Q = total heat stored 
Qmax = maximum heat storage 
S = heat transfer surface area 
t = temperature 
t = mean temperature 
V = volume of storage material 
V+ = characteristic length ratio, w/L 
w = semi-thickness of storage material 
X = nondimensional length, x/L 
x = axial coordinate 
Y = nondimensional transverse coordinate, ylw 
y = transverse coordinate 
a = thermal diffusivity of storage material 
p = density 
T = time 

Subscripts 

/ = fluid 
fi = fluid at entrance of unit 
fo = fluid exit of unit 
m = storage material 
o = initial condition 

In troduc t ion 
For efficient use of many of the alternative energy sources as well 

as of waste heat, a means of storing thermal energy is needed. This 
paper will be restricted to solid sensible heat storage units of a rec
tangular cross section as shown in Fig. f (a). The unit is initially at a 
uniform temperature, to, an-d the inlet fluid temperature experiences 
a step change. These operating conditions are frequently referred to 
as the "single blow" problem. 

The individual channels and storage elements of the heat storage 
unit shown in Fig. 1(a) are considered to be identical and the unit to 
be perfectly insulated. If the mass flow rates of the fluids in each 
channel are equal, lines of symmetry will exist at the midpoints of the 
storage material and flow channel. The section to be analyzed can then 
be reduced to that shown in Fig. 1(b). The following assumptions have 
been made for all the models to be presented: a) constant fluid and 
material properties, b) uniform heat transfer coefficients, c) the initial 
temperature distribution in the storage material is uniform, d) a step 
change in the inlet fluid temperature is imposed at the start of the 
storage process, e) constant fluid velocity, f) thermal radiation neg
ligible. 

The first solutions to the single blow problem were based upon the 
assumption that the thermal conductivity of the storage material in 
the direction of the flow was zero while that in the transverse direction 

liUNSFER 
FLUID 
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Fig. 1 Slab thermal energy storage unit 

was infinite. This will be referred to as the simplified model. Solutions 
for this problem have been presented by Anzelius [1], Nusselt [2], 
Hausen [3, 4], Schumann [5], Larsen [6] and Klinkenberg [7]. Axial 
conduction was considered in a paper by Handley and Heggs [8], al
though the assumption of infinite thermal conductivity in the 
transverse direction was retained. In 1976, Schmidt and Szego |9| 
obtained a solution for the case where the thermal conductivity in 
both tlie axial and transverse directions was finite. 

If the heat capacity rate of the fluid is infinite, the temperature of 
the fluid remains constant as it moves through the heat storage unit. 
Under these conditions, the temperature distribution in the storage 
material is one dimensional and the solution has been presented by 
Grober, etal . [10]. 

The objective of this study is to define the regions of the indepen
dent variables where the various assumptions can be made without 
introducing appreciable errors in the prediction of the transient be
havior of thermal energy storage units. The discussion will be re
stricted to the case of the single blow operating mode. The single blow 
solution can then be employed using the method of superposition, to 
determine the transient behavior of thermal energy storage units 
having time varying inlet fluid temperatures and mass flow rates. 

Mathematical Model and Solutions 
Two different groups of nondimensional variables have been used 

in the equations which govern the transient response of the storage 
unit. One is associated with the finite conductivity model, while the 
other is associated with the simplified model. These groups are listed 
and their interrelationships presented in Table 1. The complete 
mathematical models and their solutions are presented in Table 2. 

The finite conductivity model involves less restrictive assumpt ions 
therefore it can be used to obtain the transient response of a heat 
storage unit throughout the entire range of variables describing a 
practical unit. However, the closed form solutions are much more 
convenient to use and it is thus desirable to determine the regions 
where they can be used without introducing significant errors. The 
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results obtained from the finite conductivity model have been used 
to define the boundaries of the applicable solution regions shown in 
Fig. 2. 

The infinite heat capacity model is recommended for-X < 0.1. If, 
in addition, the Bi < 0.1 the temperature gradients within the storage 
material become negligible and a lumped heat capacity model can be 
used. A comparison of the values of the nondimensional heat storage 
obtained using these methods at X = 0,1 and Bi = 0.1, the worst pos
sible situation in this region, indicated close agreement and was the 
justification for establishing the boundaries shown in Fig. 2. 

The boundary between the simplified and the finite conductivity 
model was drawn at Bi = 0.1. The values of the nondimensional heat 
storage and fluid outlet temperature obtained using these two models 
were compared. At X = 5 very good agreement was obtained between 
the simplified and finite conductivity models while at X = 0.1, the most 
severe case, the agreement is not as close, although, it is still consid
ered to be within acceptable limits. 

The total resistance to the transfer of heat from the fluid to the 
storage material is composed of two components. One is associated 
with the convective film coefficient and the other is related to the 
internal conduction process within the storage material. As the Biot 
number increases, the convective resistance decreases thereby in
creasing the significance of the internal resistance. The heat storage 

Table 1 Nondimensional groups simplif ied and finite conductivit ies mod

els 

Comnion; 

S p e c i f i c : 

Name 

T e m p e r a t u r e 

Heat S t o r a g e 

S i m p l i f i e d Model 

F l u i d : 

_ CE " Eo 
E '«-'„ 

^ ^ 

Finite Conduct 

- t 

ivity 

Storage Materia 

t - t 
T» < « - ' „ 

Interrelationships 

Length of Storage \ - -^ 

Surface Condi* 

£ - M ^ 

at high Biot numbers and X > 0.1, thus becomes primarily a function 
of G +/V+ and Fo, showing little dependence on the Biot number. The 
magnitude of these effects were evaluated and it was concluded that 
for X > 0.1 and Bi > 30, the heat storage can be accurately predicted 
using the results for Bi = 30 given in [9]. 

The effect of neglecting axial conduction is more difficult to access. 
The finite conductivity model considers conduction in the axial di
rection but it has been shown that if axial conduction is small, the 
response of the storage unit can be presented using the parameters 
G+/V+ instead of using G+ and V+ independently. Handley and 
Heggs [8] have recommended that for X > 4, the effect of axial con
duction can be neglected if (X V+)zBi < 0.1. It must be noted, however, 
that the model used to obtain this criterion neglected the heat con
duction normal to the flow direction. In general, the transverse con
duction effects are several orders of magnitude greater than axial 
conduction in a continuous slab. 

The finite conductivity mathematical model may also be expressed 
in terms of JJ and £, giving: 
transfer fluid: • 

= Tm (1) 

IOO. 

10. 

rr 
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storage material: 

where 

dT"' = c*d2r '" 
di, d£2 

+ D*-

c*--
X2 

(V+) 2 andD* 

a2T„, 

dY2 

_t_ 

B i ' 

The initial and boundary conditions are: 

., = 0 

) ( > 0 

Tm = 

Y = 0 

Y = l 

7,/ = 

•J> 

= 0 

= 1 

dTm 

dY 

dT„, 
- = 0 

dTm _ 

dT,„ 
— - = 0 
dY 

= Bi[7> -

(2) 

(3) 

The contribution of the axial and transverse conduction can be 
identified using equation (2) as: transverse conduction, 1/Bi 
d2Tm /dY2 , and axial conduction, X2( V+)2/Bi d2T„,/d£2. If the worst 
condition is assumed to occur when d2Tm/d^2 ~ d2Tm/dY2 the 

maximum contribution of the axial conduction term would be an order 
of magnitude less than that of the transverse heat conduction term 
if X2(V+)2 < 0.1. This criterion can be written in the form \V+ < 0.3 
which shows that for X = 30 axial heat conduction can be neglected 
if V+ < O.Of. 
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A New Look at Radiat ion 
Configuration Factors between 
Disks 

A. Feingold1 

When, in 1913, H. B. Keene derived by means of multiple integra
tion an expression for the configuration factor for radiative heat 
transfer between two plane circular surfaces with common central 
normal, his pioneering work [1 j was judged to be sufficiently signifi
cant to appear in the Proceedings of the Royal Society of London. 
Today his problem serves as perhaps the most popular classroom and 
textbook example of this sort of calculation. 

It is, however, of considerable didactic interest to show how a 
closed-form solution of Keene's problem can be arrived at without 
integration following the ideas developed by me in an earlier paper 
[2]. Consider two parallel coaxial disks of radii /'1 and r2 separated by 
a distance h. It is always possible to determine the radius and the lo
cation of the center of the sphere in which these disks may be in
scribed. Depending on the data we shall have the situation depicted 
in Fig. 1(a) or in Fig. 1(6). In either case, we have 

: r2
2 +(h- h,)2 

from which 

and 

hi 
r2

2-rx
2 + h2 

2/r 
(1) 

v V + r2
4 + h4 - 2riW + 2rx

2h2 + 2r2
2h2 

r3= _ ( 2 ) 

Every ray emanating from one of the disks and striking the other 
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disk would, in the absence of that other disk, strike the spherical zone, 
.S', situated behind it. The converse being also true, the configuration 
factor from disk D\ to disk !)•> is equal to the factor from Di to S2, or, 
by virtue of the reciprocity theorem, 

F - As* 17 (3) 

Again, any ray emanating from S2 which can strike Di, would also 
strike Si if Di were removed. Thus, 

Fs2-Di ~ f.S'2-Si (4) 

The latter factor concerns areas inside a spherical cavity and is, 
therefore, given by the well known formula 

4-HT3 

Combining equations (3, 4, 5), and noting that 

ASl = 2wr3 ( r 3 - / i i ) , 

As2 = 2irr3(r3 + hi-h) 

( 0 ) 

and 

we have 

" D i - D 2
: 

' • 1 2 
(G) 

This is the desired close-form expression, which could be made 
nondimensional by the introduction of the symbols 

P _ ' ' l p _ ' ' 2 P ^ A U k l 

Ki=~, Ri = ~, R3 = T and Hi = — 
h h h h 

We now obtain 

FDI-D2 ~ 
(R3-Hl)(R3 + H1~l) 

ft 12 

where 

R3 = - VRi* + fl2
4 + 1 - 2fli2fl2

2 + 2fl,2 + 2i?2
2 , 
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storage material: 

where 

dT"' = c*d2r '" 
di, d£2 

+ D*-

c*--
X2 

(V+) 2 andD* 

a2T„, 

dY2 

_t_ 

B i ' 

The initial and boundary conditions are: 

., = 0 

) ( > 0 

Tm = 

Y = 0 

Y = l 

7,/ = 

•J> 

= 0 

= 1 

dTm 

dY 

dT„, 
- = 0 

dTm _ 

dT,„ 
— - = 0 
dY 

= Bi[7> -

(2) 

(3) 

The contribution of the axial and transverse conduction can be 
identified using equation (2) as: transverse conduction, 1/Bi 
d2Tm /dY2 , and axial conduction, X2( V+)2/Bi d2T„,/d£2. If the worst 
condition is assumed to occur when d2Tm/d^2 ~ d2Tm/dY2 the 

maximum contribution of the axial conduction term would be an order 
of magnitude less than that of the transverse heat conduction term 
if X2(V+)2 < 0.1. This criterion can be written in the form \V+ < 0.3 
which shows that for X = 30 axial heat conduction can be neglected 
if V+ < O.Of. 
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Configuration Factors between 
Disks 

A. Feingold1 

When, in 1913, H. B. Keene derived by means of multiple integra
tion an expression for the configuration factor for radiative heat 
transfer between two plane circular surfaces with common central 
normal, his pioneering work [1 j was judged to be sufficiently signifi
cant to appear in the Proceedings of the Royal Society of London. 
Today his problem serves as perhaps the most popular classroom and 
textbook example of this sort of calculation. 

It is, however, of considerable didactic interest to show how a 
closed-form solution of Keene's problem can be arrived at without 
integration following the ideas developed by me in an earlier paper 
[2]. Consider two parallel coaxial disks of radii /'1 and r2 separated by 
a distance h. It is always possible to determine the radius and the lo
cation of the center of the sphere in which these disks may be in
scribed. Depending on the data we shall have the situation depicted 
in Fig. 1(a) or in Fig. 1(6). In either case, we have 

: r2
2 +(h- h,)2 

from which 

and 

hi 
r2

2-rx
2 + h2 

2/r 
(1) 

v V + r2
4 + h4 - 2riW + 2rx

2h2 + 2r2
2h2 

r3= _ ( 2 ) 

Every ray emanating from one of the disks and striking the other 
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disk would, in the absence of that other disk, strike the spherical zone, 
.S', situated behind it. The converse being also true, the configuration 
factor from disk D\ to disk !)•> is equal to the factor from Di to S2, or, 
by virtue of the reciprocity theorem, 

F - As* 17 (3) 

Again, any ray emanating from S2 which can strike Di, would also 
strike Si if Di were removed. Thus, 

Fs2-Di ~ f.S'2-Si (4) 

The latter factor concerns areas inside a spherical cavity and is, 
therefore, given by the well known formula 

4-HT3 

Combining equations (3, 4, 5), and noting that 

ASl = 2wr3 ( r 3 - / i i ) , 

As2 = 2irr3(r3 + hi-h) 

( 0 ) 

and 

we have 

" D i - D 2
: 

' • 1 2 
(G) 

This is the desired close-form expression, which could be made 
nondimensional by the introduction of the symbols 

P _ ' ' l p _ ' ' 2 P ^ A U k l 

Ki=~, Ri = ~, R3 = T and Hi = — 
h h h h 

We now obtain 

FDI-D2 ~ 
(R3-Hl)(R3 + H1~l) 

ft 12 

where 

R3 = - VRi* + fl2
4 + 1 - 2fli2fl2

2 + 2fl,2 + 2i?2
2 , 
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Fig. 1(a) 

and 

Fig. 1(i>) 

H1=-(R2
2-R1

2 + 1) 

This, after substitution and simplification, agrees with Keene's 
formula, which, using our symbols can be written as 

FD1-D2 = 
1 + Ri2 + R2

2 - V(l + Ri2 + R2
2)2 - 4 f l I W 

2/?!2 

Fig. 2(a) 

Fig. 2(b) 

ASl = 2irr3(r3-h1) 

An interesting corollary results from the reasoning employed in this 
paper. Whenever two nonparallel disks with intersecting central 
normals can be inscribed in a sphere, such as is the case in Fig. 2(a) 
or in Fig. 2(6), equations (3, 4, 5) remain valid, and the factor from and 
D) to D2 can be calculated from the formula 

but two expressions are required for Ag2, namely 

AS2 = 2irr3(r3 - h2) in Fig. 2(a) 

AS,AS (8) 
4 « - 3

2 / 1 D 1 

It should be noted that while two coaxial disks can always be in
scribed in a sphere, this can only be done with noncoaxial disks when 
two conditions are fulfilled: (a) their central normals intersect and 
(b) there exists the relation 

AS2 = 27rr3(;-3 + h2) in Fig. 2(6) 

Thus, for Fig. 2(a) we have 

( ' ' 3 - hi)(ra- h-i) 
HDi~D2 •• 

;V 
while for Fig. 2(6) the formula is 

( r 3 - / i i ) ( r 3 + /i2) 

n 2 + } H
2 = ri + h2

2 = ra
2 

We note that, as in the case of coaxial disks, 

(9) Fn 
rx<-

(10) 

(11) 

Finally, these equations can be made dimensionless by the intro-
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duction of the symbols, 

' '3 hi h'> 
R3 = ~, # i = — and H2 = — 

ri ' 'i r i 
Observing that equation (9) becomes now 

R3 = v/l + H , 2 

we can write 

FDl~Dl = (VT + 7 7 ? - tf i)( v/1 + H,2 - tf2) 

and 

i ^ - D ? = ( ^ 1 + tfl2 " « ! ) ( V T T T / i 2 + H2 

0') 

(10'J 

(11') 

for Figs. 2(a) and 2(6), respectively. 
These are remarkably simple closed-form solutions for a problem 

which, using multiple integration, could, in all probability, be only 
solved numerically and fairly laboriously at that. 
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A Simple Integral Approach to 
Turbulent Thermal Boundary 
Layer Flow 

Lindon Thomas 

Analysis 
Following the pattern which has been established by White f.|] j n 

his integral analysis of momentum transfer for turbulent boundary 
layer flow, correlations are employed for the mean velocity profile in 
terms of the inner variables u + and y+. Going one step further, cor
relations are utilized for the mean temperature profile in terms of 
T+(s (T0 - T),,cpU*lq0") and >•+. 

Integral Energy Equation. To develop an integral solution for 
the local mean Nusselt number for fully turbulent boundary layer 
flow, the integral energy equation is written in the form 

— I u 
dx Jo 

(T - T~)dy = 

This eqviation is rewritten in terms of u + , T 
flux heating as 

<?o 

PCp 

' and y"1 

(1) 

for uniform wa 

d 

dRe* 

where X = UJU* = \/72jfx and 

• A+ 

H 
Jo 

(XH) = t 

(T„+ - T+)dy 

(2) 

(3) 

The integral formulation is closed by writing the boundary condition 
d + = 0 at Re* = Rexo. With u+ and T+ known, equation (3) provides 
a relationship between H and A. 

Inner Laws for u + and T + . The completion of the analysis re
quires that u+ and T+ be specified. For this simple zero pressure 
gradient flow, u+ can be approximated by any of the standard laws 
for the inner and wall region. The van Driest [5] and Spalding [6] 
equations are perhaps the best known of these inner laws. Each of 
these equations approach the familiar logarithmic law as y+ increases; 
i.e., 

C + - l n y + H) 

Introduct ion 
Whereas considerable progress has been achieved over the past few 

years in the development of integral approaches to the analysis of 
momentum transfer for turbulent boundary layer flow, little attention 
has been given to use of the integral approach in analyzing convection 
heat transfer. As a matter of fact, only several integral type analyses 
have been developed for convection heat transfer associated with 
turbulent boundary layer flow. The first of these was an analysis by 
Reynolds, et al. [1] which utilized the classic but somewhat restrictive 
lh power law approximation for u and T. A modern integral analysis 
for turbulent convection heat transfer was introduced by White, et 
al. in the context of compressible flow [2, 3]. The key to the White 
team's analysis is the use of inner region parameters such as y+. Un
fortunately, the attractiveness of their approach is somewhat obscured 
by the complexity of the problem that they chose to handle. 

It is because of the surprisingly slow evolution of the integral ap-
praoch to convection heat transfer for turbulent boundary layer flow 
that the analogy approach is still relied upon as the primary alter
native to the differential/numerical approach. To help fill this analytic 
void, a simple integral appraoch is introduced in this paper for con
vection heat transfer associated with fully turbulent incompressible 
boundary layer flow of moderate Prandtl number fluids with uniform 
wall flux heating maintained over a part of the plate. This analysis, 
like the analyses by White, et al., employs inner region parameters. 
However, unlike previous integral analyses of turbulent convective 
heat transfer, simple analytical laws of the inner region are utilized 
for both u+ and T+ that apply to the important wall region. 
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For problems involving strong axial pressure gradients, the inner law 
for u+ must be supplemented by the inclusion of an appropriate wake 
function. However, for situations such as this in which dP/dx is small, 
the wake effect is small, such that the inner laws can be employed 
throughout the entire flow field. 

Similar inner laws can be written for T + of the form 

T+ 
p , + dy+ pyH 

*̂ ° la at\ J° 

dy+ 

1 

Pr + 
Vt/l' 

Pr, 

(5) 

where the turbulent Prandtl number Prf is approximately unity for 
moderate Prandtl number fluids and i>t can be specified by equations 
by van Driest, Spalding or others. With vt prescribed by the van Driest, 
or Spalding equations, equation (5) approaches 

T+ = ^ + - l n > ' + (fi) 
K 

as y + becomes large, where A is a function of the Prandtl number. 
The use of any combination of the above mentioned inner laws for 

u+ and T+ in solving the integral energy equation, equation (3), would 
necessitate numerical integrations. Therefore, attention is turned to 
alternative more manageable expressions for u+ and T+ which have 
been developed on the basis of the surface renewal model (7). These 
expressions take the form 

15.97 ['--(-;&)] y+zyhi 

15.97-

• = C + - l n y + y + » y „ + 

/R[1-«(-^)] = yr 

T+ = A + -lny> 1/+55 yr^ 

(la) 

(7/') 

(8o) 

(8/)) 
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Following the pattern which has been established by White f.|] j n 

his integral analysis of momentum transfer for turbulent boundary 
layer flow, correlations are employed for the mean velocity profile in 
terms of the inner variables u + and y+. Going one step further, cor
relations are utilized for the mean temperature profile in terms of 
T+(s (T0 - T),,cpU*lq0") and >•+. 

Integral Energy Equation. To develop an integral solution for 
the local mean Nusselt number for fully turbulent boundary layer 
flow, the integral energy equation is written in the form 
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The integral formulation is closed by writing the boundary condition 
d + = 0 at Re* = Rexo. With u+ and T+ known, equation (3) provides 
a relationship between H and A. 

Inner Laws for u + and T + . The completion of the analysis re
quires that u+ and T+ be specified. For this simple zero pressure 
gradient flow, u+ can be approximated by any of the standard laws 
for the inner and wall region. The van Driest [5] and Spalding [6] 
equations are perhaps the best known of these inner laws. Each of 
these equations approach the familiar logarithmic law as y+ increases; 
i.e., 
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Introduct ion 
Whereas considerable progress has been achieved over the past few 

years in the development of integral approaches to the analysis of 
momentum transfer for turbulent boundary layer flow, little attention 
has been given to use of the integral approach in analyzing convection 
heat transfer. As a matter of fact, only several integral type analyses 
have been developed for convection heat transfer associated with 
turbulent boundary layer flow. The first of these was an analysis by 
Reynolds, et al. [1] which utilized the classic but somewhat restrictive 
lh power law approximation for u and T. A modern integral analysis 
for turbulent convection heat transfer was introduced by White, et 
al. in the context of compressible flow [2, 3]. The key to the White 
team's analysis is the use of inner region parameters such as y+. Un
fortunately, the attractiveness of their approach is somewhat obscured 
by the complexity of the problem that they chose to handle. 

It is because of the surprisingly slow evolution of the integral ap-
praoch to convection heat transfer for turbulent boundary layer flow 
that the analogy approach is still relied upon as the primary alter
native to the differential/numerical approach. To help fill this analytic 
void, a simple integral appraoch is introduced in this paper for con
vection heat transfer associated with fully turbulent incompressible 
boundary layer flow of moderate Prandtl number fluids with uniform 
wall flux heating maintained over a part of the plate. This analysis, 
like the analyses by White, et al., employs inner region parameters. 
However, unlike previous integral analyses of turbulent convective 
heat transfer, simple analytical laws of the inner region are utilized 
for both u+ and T+ that apply to the important wall region. 
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For problems involving strong axial pressure gradients, the inner law 
for u+ must be supplemented by the inclusion of an appropriate wake 
function. However, for situations such as this in which dP/dx is small, 
the wake effect is small, such that the inner laws can be employed 
throughout the entire flow field. 

Similar inner laws can be written for T + of the form 
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where the turbulent Prandtl number Prf is approximately unity for 
moderate Prandtl number fluids and i>t can be specified by equations 
by van Driest, Spalding or others. With vt prescribed by the van Driest, 
or Spalding equations, equation (5) approaches 
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as y + becomes large, where A is a function of the Prandtl number. 
The use of any combination of the above mentioned inner laws for 

u+ and T+ in solving the integral energy equation, equation (3), would 
necessitate numerical integrations. Therefore, attention is turned to 
alternative more manageable expressions for u+ and T+ which have 
been developed on the basis of the surface renewal model (7). These 
expressions take the form 
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u or T FOR Pr = 1.0 

T FOR AIR (Fr - 0.72) 

VAN DRIEST, SURFACE RENEWAL 

SPALDING 

VAN DRIEST, SURFACE RENEWAL 

SPALDING 

Fig. 1. Comparison of inner laws by van Driest and Spalding with surface 
renewal equations 
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Fig. 2. Comparison of predictions for Stanton number with experimental 
data 

where C and K are familiar classical empirical constants with values 
C ^ 5.5 and K C~L 0.4, yi,+ (thickness of hydrodynamic wall region) ~ 
46.7 and where A and yr+ (thickness of thermal wall region) are 
functions of the Prandtl number; for Pr ~ 1.0, A = C and yr+ ~ yi,+-
These simple surface renewal equations are shown in Fig. 1 to be 
slightly below the van Driest and Spalding inner laws for u+ and T+ , 
with the maximum difference being of the order of only 6 percent. 

Predictions for Nu x . The solution for equation (2) is simply 

fh H-- (Re.! - Rexo) (9) 

With u+ and T+ specified, equation (3) provides a relationship be
tween H and A+. Then the use of equation (9) gives predictions for 
A+ in terms of Re*. 
__ In order to develop predictions for the local Nusselt number Nux, 
T is set equal to T„ at.y+ = A+ in the inner law for T+ ; i.e., 

= 15.97\/Pr 1 

</o' 

• exp 

-(PC„U*) 

A+Pr 

15.97 
A+Z -yr+ (10a) 

A + - l n A + A > y T ' + (106) 

Rearranging these equations and employing the definition for NuA, 
it follows that 

Nu t = -
Y7.v/2Re.vPr 

/—r / i +v 

15.97 v/Pr 1 - e x p ( 

v/Pr 

97 

\//\./2Rev Pr 
— ^ A + > y T + 

A + « y T + (Ha) 

(116) 

A + - l n A+ 
K 

where A+ is obtained by the solution of equation (9). 

R e s u l t s and Conc lus ions 
Equation (11) is compared with experimental data [1, 8] and a 

classical differential/numerical solution [9] in Fig. 2 for the case in 
which air (Pr = 0.72) undergoes uniform wall temperature heating 
with ReA() = 0 and 5 X 10s. This integral analysis for uniform wall flux 
heating is seen to be in excellent agreement with the data. In fact, for 
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this particular test, the performance of this simple analysis is com
parable to that of the more involved tradition differential/numerical 
analysis. 

The application of the elementary surface renewal model to fully 
turbulent flow with heating over the entire surface gives rise to an 
expression for the Nusselt number of the form (10) 

fx 
Nu* = — Rex 

2 
-Tr (12) 

Calculations obtained on the basis of this equation are also shown in 
Fig. 2. This equation is seen to be nearly identical to equation (11) with 
Rex » Rexo. 

The results of the present integral analysis are also compared in 
Fig. 3 with predictions obtained on the basis of the integral/analogy 
analysis by Reynolds, et al. (1), 

Nu* fx RexPr° '[-©"] 
- 1 / 9 

(13) 

and a limiting Leveque type solution by Kestin and Person (11) for 
uniform wall temperature heating. Equation (13) fails in the vicinity 
of .To because of the inapplicability of the 'Mil power law for cases in 
which A+ lies within the wall region. The present integral analysis 
eliminates this problem by employing reasonable approximations for 
u+ and T + within the inner region. Observe that equation (11) comes 
very close to equation (13) as Z( = l — (Rexo/Rei)0-9) increases. As Z 
becomes very small, equation (11) approaches a limiting curve that 
lies parallel to but slightly above the Leveque equation. This small 
eight percent difference can be attributed to the effect of the thermal 
boundary condition. 

Finally, equation (11) is compared with predictions obtained on 
the basis of a recent differential/numerical surface renewal type so
lution (12) for uniform wall temperature heating which is applicable 
to small values of Z (0 < Z < 0.03 or 1 < Re.v/ReI0 < 1.03). The reason 
for the limitation of the differential/numerical analyses of [12] to small 
values of Z in that this formulation only modeled the wall turbulence. 
Because the present integral analysis accounts for the turbulent 
transport within both the wall region and turbulent core, this analysis 
is applicable to the full Z domain. The numerical predictions are seen 
to lie somewhat below equation (11) but appropriately approach the 
limiting Leveque solution for uniform wall temperature heating as 
Z decreases. This slight difference between the numerical and integral 
calculations for Nuv in this region very near the point at which heating 
is initiated is caused by the differences in thermal boundary condi
tions. Because the predictions obtained from these two analyses come 
together as Z increases and because the present analysis is in good 
agreement with data for uniform wall temperature heating, it is 
concluded that the turbulent convectivc transport process is essen

tially insensitive to the form of the thermal boundary condition, ex
cept in the immediate vicinity of xn. 

To recap, a simple but modern integral analysis has been developed 
for heat transfer in a turbulent boundary layer flow. The key to this 
analysis is the use of inner variables. In this particular analysis, « + 
and T + are approximated on the basis of the surface renewal mode! 
of wall turbulence. Of course, other laws for u+ and T + can also he 

used. The analysis is further simplified by treating uniform wall heat 
flux conditions. Whereas the traditional analogy approach requires 
the assumption A+ = <5+, the present method provides predictions for 
A+. Hence, this simple integral analysis of turbulent thermal 
boundary layer flow is felt to provide a more attractive alternative to 
the differential/numerical method. 

Finally, this approach can be extended to more complex flows as
sociated with favorable and adverse pressure gradients by including 
wake parameters such as those proposed by White [4], Coles and 
others. 
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The problem of determining the thermal effectiveness < as a func
tion of number of heat transfer units NTU = U-A/(m-cp)min and heat 
capacity ratio co = {m-cp)mi„/(rh-cp)m„ for the cross-flow heat ex
changers when both fluids are unmixed is coupled with certain 
mathematical difficulties even in the case of a single pass exchanger. 
It is the latter situation which is considered in this note. 

The problem of establishing the e-NTU-u relationship is, in fact, 

Fig. 3. Comparison of present integral analysis with other analyses in Z 
frame 
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Nu* fx RexPr° '[-©"] 
- 1 / 9 

(13) 

and a limiting Leveque type solution by Kestin and Person (11) for 
uniform wall temperature heating. Equation (13) fails in the vicinity 
of .To because of the inapplicability of the 'Mil power law for cases in 
which A+ lies within the wall region. The present integral analysis 
eliminates this problem by employing reasonable approximations for 
u+ and T + within the inner region. Observe that equation (11) comes 
very close to equation (13) as Z( = l — (Rexo/Rei)0-9) increases. As Z 
becomes very small, equation (11) approaches a limiting curve that 
lies parallel to but slightly above the Leveque equation. This small 
eight percent difference can be attributed to the effect of the thermal 
boundary condition. 

Finally, equation (11) is compared with predictions obtained on 
the basis of a recent differential/numerical surface renewal type so
lution (12) for uniform wall temperature heating which is applicable 
to small values of Z (0 < Z < 0.03 or 1 < Re.v/ReI0 < 1.03). The reason 
for the limitation of the differential/numerical analyses of [12] to small 
values of Z in that this formulation only modeled the wall turbulence. 
Because the present integral analysis accounts for the turbulent 
transport within both the wall region and turbulent core, this analysis 
is applicable to the full Z domain. The numerical predictions are seen 
to lie somewhat below equation (11) but appropriately approach the 
limiting Leveque solution for uniform wall temperature heating as 
Z decreases. This slight difference between the numerical and integral 
calculations for Nuv in this region very near the point at which heating 
is initiated is caused by the differences in thermal boundary condi
tions. Because the predictions obtained from these two analyses come 
together as Z increases and because the present analysis is in good 
agreement with data for uniform wall temperature heating, it is 
concluded that the turbulent convectivc transport process is essen

tially insensitive to the form of the thermal boundary condition, ex
cept in the immediate vicinity of xn. 

To recap, a simple but modern integral analysis has been developed 
for heat transfer in a turbulent boundary layer flow. The key to this 
analysis is the use of inner variables. In this particular analysis, « + 
and T + are approximated on the basis of the surface renewal mode! 
of wall turbulence. Of course, other laws for u+ and T + can also he 

used. The analysis is further simplified by treating uniform wall heat 
flux conditions. Whereas the traditional analogy approach requires 
the assumption A+ = <5+, the present method provides predictions for 
A+. Hence, this simple integral analysis of turbulent thermal 
boundary layer flow is felt to provide a more attractive alternative to 
the differential/numerical method. 

Finally, this approach can be extended to more complex flows as
sociated with favorable and adverse pressure gradients by including 
wake parameters such as those proposed by White [4], Coles and 
others. 
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A Simplified Formula for 
Cross-Flow Heat Exchanger 
Effectiveness 

B. S. Baclic1 

The problem of determining the thermal effectiveness < as a func
tion of number of heat transfer units NTU = U-A/(m-cp)min and heat 
capacity ratio co = {m-cp)mi„/(rh-cp)m„ for the cross-flow heat ex
changers when both fluids are unmixed is coupled with certain 
mathematical difficulties even in the case of a single pass exchanger. 
It is the latter situation which is considered in this note. 

The problem of establishing the e-NTU-u relationship is, in fact, 

Fig. 3. Comparison of present integral analysis with other analyses in Z 
frame 
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Table 1 Number of terms to be considered in the series of equation (2) for 0,01 percent accuracy 

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 

0.25 
0.50 
0.75 
1.00 
1.25 
1.50 
1.75 
2.00 
2.50 
3.00 
3.50 
4.00 
4.50 
5.00 
5.50 
6.00 
7.00 
8.00 
9.00 
10.00 

3 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
4 
4 
4 

4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 

4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 

4 
5 
5 
5 
6 
(5 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 
8 

4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
9 
10 
10 

4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
10 
10 
10 
11 
11 

4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
9 
9 
9 
10 
10 
10 
11 
11 
12 
12 

4 
5 
6 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
9 
9 
10 
10 
10 
11 
11 
12 
12 
13 

4 
5 
5 
6 
6 
7 
7 
7 
8 
8 
9 
9 
10 
10 
10 
11 
11 
12 
13 
13 

that of evaluating the mean exit temperature for the unmixed flow. 
To reach this goal one needs the solution to the cross-flow heat 
transfer equation, viz., the temperature difference between the two 
streams as a function of position. The solutions of this kind were ob
tained by Nusselt [1, 2] and Mason [3]. Nusselt was not much con
cerned with a rigorous proof of the possibility for a closed form inte
gration of his own solutions, so that the work by Mason was more 
widely noticed since the results of engineering objective (estimations 
of the average heat flux along the exchanger) are cited in a more 
compact form. The importance of Nusselt's contribution to the theory 
is unquestionable; but because of the use of a different method for 
solving the same problem, Mason's solution was not recognized to be 
the same as Nusselt's [2], Mason used the Laplace transform and is 
right to state that his series solution converges more rapidly than 
Nusselt's solutions. However, by a simple regrouping of the terms of 
the rather incompact form of the Nusselt's series [2], it can be proven 
that the equivalence of the two solutions is complete. 

On the basis of the solutions discussed above the following relations, 
usually attributed to Mason [3], are available in various texts. 

rlm - T2in 

1 r> NTU r- uNTU 

NTU Jo Jo 
X /0(2 \GT\) exp[-(;> + T))\dvdi\ 

1 _^ ^ N T U ,,* , . « N T U „'' 

w NTU * =„ Jo k\ Jo k\ 

1 

> NTU ;,?„ 
* (NTU)'" 

l - e x p ( - N T U ) Z 
-i=o m F] 

X I - exp(-u)NTU) L 
1 (wNTU)'"-

(1) 

Later, Mason, Stivens, et al. [4] contributed substantially to the 
theory of the multipass cross-flow heat exchangers. 

This brief note's intention is to propose the use of a new and rather 

convenient formula: 

< = 1 - exp[-(o> + l)NTU][/0(2NTUv /^) + v ^ / ^ N T U v Q 

- — - I u,» / 2/„(2NTUv^)] (2) 

This expression is completely equivalent to those in (1) and is ob
tained by further regrouping the terms of infinite series (the proce
dure, being extremely involved, is not given here). The modified Bessel 
functions of the first kind and integer order appearing in (2) are well 
tabulated and, beyond that, are executed in approximately the same 
time as exponential functions on a computer. 

These facts make the use of equation (2) very attractive, specially 
in the case of well-balanced flows (w -* 1) when a very simple relation 
holds: 

( = 1 - e-2NTur/o(2NTU) + /i(2NTU)] (3) 

To the best of author's knowledge, equations (2) and (3) are not 
referred in the literature. In conclusion, mention should be made that 
the rapid convergence of summation over the order of the modified 
Bessel functions in equation (2) is provided for the capacity ratios 0 
< w < 1. To illustrate this fact, the number of terms (n) to be con
sidered in the series of equation (2) for 0.01 percent accuracy is given 
in Table 1. 
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Heat Transfer in a Cavity 
Packed with Fibrous Glass 

N. Seki,1 S. Fukusako,2 and H. inaba3 

N o m e n c l a t u r e 
cp = specific heat at constant pressure 
H = height of cavity 
H/W = aspect ratio 
K = permeability 
Nu* = modified Nusselt number, Xeff/Xn 
Ra* = modified Rayleigh number, gllf(Th -

Tv)WK/a*vf 
T = temperature 
W = width of cavity or distance between hot 

and cold walls 
a* = thermal diffusion, X0/(pep)/ 
li = thermal expansion coefficient 
Aerr = effective thermal conductivity, Xr(, + 

U + Ku 
Xra = thermal conductivity due to radiation 
\cd = thermal conductivity of fibrous glass 
,\.„ - thermal conductivity due to convec

tion 
\o = thermal conductivity of fibrous glass 

layer without convection, X„, + K-d 
-/ = specific weight of fibrous glass 
v = kinematic viscosity 
p = density 

Subscripts 

c = cold wall 
/ = fluid (air) 
/i = hot wall 
0 = without convection 

In troduct ion 

In general it might be difficult to evaluate the heat transfer in a 
vertical enclosed rectangular cavity or horizontal parallel plates 
packed with fibrous glass. This mainly comes from the reasons that 
the heat transfer in the cavity is fairly complicated due to nonhomo-
geneous fibrous composition, moreover, its mechanism varies from 
conductive mode to convective one depending on the dimensional 
effect of test section or specific weight 7 of the material packed. 

This paper presents a possibility of evaluation of the effective 
thermal conductivity Xeff, defined by Verschoor, et al. [1], for a vertical 
enclosed rectangular cavity or horizontal parallel plates packed with 
fibrous glass by correlating with modified Nusselt number Nu* = / 
(Ra*, H/W) or / (Ra*) respectively as Lapwood [2] and some other 
investigators [3-6] proposed. 

E x p e r i m e n t a l D e v i c e and P r o c e d u r e 
The schematic diagram of the experimental device for vertical 
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cavity is given in Fig. 1. The main parts of the experimental device 
consist of a test section, heating and cooling parts. The test sectior 
in which the testing sample of fibrous glass is packed is indicated ir 
this figure. 

Heating of the hot wall is performed by using divided mica heaters 
The guard heaters are mounted backside the main heaters across a 
bakelite plate of 3 mm in thickness in order to prevent the heat loss 
from the main heaters to the environment. In order to insure the 
two-dimensionality of heat and air flows in the test section, the 
guarded plates (50 mm in width) are provided on both sides of the 
section (50 mm in width) across a bakelite plate (5 mm in thickness) 
as shown in the left side of Fig. I. Moreover, the two-dimensionalitj 
of test section is checked by visual observation of flow patterns using 
water and by comparison of the heat transfer data between the ob
tained and previous results [7]. Cooling of the cold wall is achieved 
by inducing the coolant (brine) into the three independent cooling 
chambers. The upper and bottom walls are insulated by covering them 
with styrofoam of 50 mm in thickness. The heat loss from the uppei 
and bottom walls to the environment is ascertained to be less than ±"j 
percent from the results of the preliminary experiments which are 
carried out by packing the liquid paraffin wax of thermal conductivity 
\cd = 0.0928 W/m K at 20°C into the test section. 

The emissivity of well-polished copper plate adopted in the present 
study is about 0.07 from the results measured with the spectrum an
alyser. The dimensions of the test sections are listed in Table 1. The 
test samples of the fibrous glass guaranteed by the standard of Jap
anese Industrial Standard A 9505 (Glass Wool Heat Insulating Ma
terial) are used and the average diameter of fiber is about fi.5 (im, 
Measurement of heat transfer is carried out after the thermal condi
tion of the test section has reached a steady state. It takes about eight 
to ten hrs to reach the steady state. The constancy of wall temperature 
is confirmed by reading of precision potentiometer. Experiments on 
horizontal parallel plates are performed by utilizing the present device 
horizontally. 

E x p e r i m e n t a l R e s u l t s 
Fig. 2 shows the effect of the specific weight 7 and Aeff of the vertical 

rectangular cavity packed with fibrous glass. It may be understood 
that Aelf for H/W = 5 (H = 571 mm) and H/W = 9.7 (H = 571 mm) 
decreases more drastically as 7 is increased for 7 = 0 to 25 kg/m3. 
These results mean that the influence of natural convection on heat 
transfer is almost predominant in such a range. In Fig. 2, it is clear that 
the values of Xeff decrease with increasing H/W for 5 s H/W ^ 47.5. 
As 7 is increased, the values of Xefr should approach to the minimum 
one which corresponds to the thermal conductivity of fibrous glass. 

In order to clarify the influence of natural convective heat transfer 
in a rectangular cavity packed with fibrous glass, two nondimensional 
numbers of Nu* (= X€,ff(X0) and Ra* (= glif(Th - Tc)WK/a*vf) which 
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Fig. 1 Schematic diagram of experimental device 
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Table 1 Dimensions of cavity used 

H 
(mm) 

571 

950 

600 

300 

W 
(mm) 

116 

59 

22 

20 

H/W 

5 

9.7 

26 

47.5 

30 

15 

50 

20 

10 

VERTICAL 
CAVITY 

HORIZONTAL 
PARALLEL 
PLATES 

U.zs 

02 0 

°E 

"Si 

K 
0.15 

0.10 

005* 

n/vi 

1 I 1 i i 

Th = 20°C , Tc =-5°C 
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Fig. 2 Relationship between Xell and y for vertical rectangular cavity 

corresponds to the magnitude of natural convection, are introduced 
into the arrangement of the experimental data. In order to obtain the 
value of thermal conductivity X0 of fibrous glass layer without con
vection, the preliminary experiments are carried out by placing the 
experimental device in the horizontal position so as to have the heat 
How in the direction of the field of gravity before each test run. Based 
on the previous predictions [5, 13], the contribution of radiative heat 
transfer to the total heat transmitted is estimated to be less than only 
six percent in the present experiments which are performed under 
the low temperature region of 20 to - 2 0 °C and by using two vertical 
boundary walls of well-polished copper plate having a small radiant 

2.5 

* 
3 

2.0 

1.6 

1.4 

1.2-

5 ' 

• 9.7 

A 15 

A 26 

a 30 

- - - S C H N E I D E R ' S DATA(9] 
( H / W = 7.5, POROUS MEDIUM) 

* BRENDENG'S DATA [10] 
(H/W = l l , FIBROUS GLASS) 

CHAN'S NUMERICAL 
PREDICTION [II ] (H/W--10) 

10"' 5 1 5 10 R a * 5 10' 

Fig. 3 Relationship between Nu* and Ra* for vertical rectangular cavity 

emissivity t = 0.07. The permeability K is obtained under the con
dition of the air flow parallel to the fiber direction. The values of K 
in this experiment are close to those reported by Castinel, et al. [8], 

Fig. 3 illustrates the relationship between Nu* and Ra* by using 
H/W as a parameter in case of vertical rectangular cavity packed with 
fibrous glass. It is clear that the value of Nu* shows directly the 
presence of natural convective heat transfer in the vertical rectangular 
cavity when the Nu* is larger than unity. One may notice that the 
values of Nu* obtained in the present experiment are considerably 
larger than those measured by Schneider [9] for porous medium (glass 
beads—water) at the same Ra* and the critical Ra* for the onset of 
natural convection in this experiment is lower than that determined 
by him. This difference might be explained by the fact that the un
avoidable multi-cellular convective flows promoting the heat transfer 
in the layer possibly occurs in the present apparatus having large 
height of cavity (H = 571,600 mm), while in the Schneider's apparatus 
these flows do not likely appear due to his small height of cavity (H 
= 300 mm) and also his uniform glass beads adopted. Moreover, re
ferring to a comparison between the experimental results and nu
merical ones predicted by Chan, et al. [11] and Burns, et al. [12], one 
might note that these numerical results agree closely with Schneider's 
experimental data obtained by using the porous media composed of 
uniform spherical glass beads and water, while the Nu* of the present 
experimental results for fibrous glass is larger than the numerical 
predictions in general. A good agreement between these numerical 
predictions and Schneider's data obtained by using spherical glass 
beads having uniform diameter might be understood by the reason 
that the assumed physical model of the numerical predictions is very 
similar to the Schneider's experimental conditions which have a 
possibility to deal with the structure of the porous layer as a homo
geneous and isotropic distribution. On the contrary, discrepancies 
between the above-mentioned numerical predictions and the present 
experimental results obtained by using fibrous glass might be ex
plained by the following two main reasons, that is, one is the influence 
caused by the condensation of water vapor contained in air on the cold 
side, the other is the influence caused by some kind of complicated 
flows in the test section. For the former reason, it might be said that 
the effect of condensation on the increase of Nu* at each Ra* is neg
ligibly small, because the dry air which is produced in the temperature 
controlled room kept at - 5 to - 6 °C is used as a test section fluid in 
the present experiments. Relating to the latter reason it is usually 
difficult to fill the fibrous glass uniformly and homogeneously into 
the space of the test section. Therefore, when the natural convection 
occurs in the test section, the air is likely to flow complicatedly, like 
so-called multi-cellular flows stated by Brendeng, et al. [10], along 
the various paths of least resistance in the fibrous glass layer. From 
the above-mentioned considerations, the reason for the discrepancies 
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might mainly come from the influence of multi-cellular flows to be 
occurred in the test section, which result in the significant increase 
of Nu* at each Ra* as suggested by Brendeng, et al. [10]. However, 
it should be noticed that the obtained results seem to be in good 
agreement with Brendeng's one for fibrous glass [10] if the both results 
were compared at the same H/W. 

Fig. 4 shows the Nu* - Ra* relationship for horizontal parallel 
plates heated from below. It is understood that there is a similar 
tendency between the obtained and Schneider's results, except a 
disparity of the critical Ra* for the onset of natural convection. Table 
2 presents the experimental data of the relative magnitude of the 
thermal conductivity A0 with heat flow in the direction of the field of 
gravity without convection and the effective thermal conductivity Xeff 
with heat flow against the field of gravity with convection in case of 
the horizontal parallel plates for W = 20 mm and Th = 20 °C, Tc = 
- 5 ° C . 
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Table 2 Experimental results for horizontal parallel plates 

Y (kg/m3) 

5.0 

13.2 

25.0 

42.8 

A0 (W/m° 

0.0385 

0.0355 

0.0325 

0.0318 

K) Xe//(W/m°K) 

0.0471 

0.0386 

0.0345 

0.0326 

Filled with Porous Insulation," Int. J. Heat and Mass Transfer, Vol. 20,1977, 
p. 919. 

13 Larkin, B. K., and Churchill, S. W., "Heat Transfer by Radiation through 
Porous Insulations," AIChE Journal, Vol. 5, 1959, p. 467. 
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In troduct ion 
The biconical and concentric spherical viscometers have been 

successfully and widely used as viscosity measuring instruments. The 
objective of this note is to solve the energy equation for these vis
cometers. It is shown, with special reference to the concentric spherical 
case, how these viscometers may be adapted as thermal conductivity 
measuring devices. Thus the viscosity and thermal conductivity can 
be measured simultaneously. 

Analysis 
The problems mentioned in the previous section are most conve

niently studied in spherical coordinates. Both the Navier-Stokes and 
energy equations are given in this coordinates in jl] (for instance)-
Thus the energy equation for pure rotary flow is 

L;-2c3rV 3rJ 
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+ i 

r2 sin 6 30 

3_ 

dr 

( s i n O 
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(7)1 
I sin 0 3/ 

\ r 30 \ 
4*-)]'] 
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where v^, is the rotary velocity and the other variables are defined in 
the Nomenclature. 

To solve equation (1) for the bi-conical viscometer, we consider the 
case where the outer cone is adiabatic while the inner cone is main-
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might mainly come from the influence of multi-cellular flows to be 
occurred in the test section, which result in the significant increase 
of Nu* at each Ra* as suggested by Brendeng, et al. [10]. However, 
it should be noticed that the obtained results seem to be in good 
agreement with Brendeng's one for fibrous glass [10] if the both results 
were compared at the same H/W. 

Fig. 4 shows the Nu* - Ra* relationship for horizontal parallel 
plates heated from below. It is understood that there is a similar 
tendency between the obtained and Schneider's results, except a 
disparity of the critical Ra* for the onset of natural convection. Table 
2 presents the experimental data of the relative magnitude of the 
thermal conductivity A0 with heat flow in the direction of the field of 
gravity without convection and the effective thermal conductivity Xeff 
with heat flow against the field of gravity with convection in case of 
the horizontal parallel plates for W = 20 mm and Th = 20 °C, Tc = 
- 5 ° C . 
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tained at a constant temperature T0 (Fig 1(a)). Then replacing T 
by 

T* = T- T0 (2) 

and employing the value of vv given by equation (3.9), page 191 of [2], 
the solution of (1) can be obtained by separating the variables in the 
form 

T* = r2H(8). 

The boundary conditions are 

I dT*\ 
T*\ = 0 , 

lfl=cro dt) I e=, 

•0, 

(3) 

(4) 

M(0) = % cot2 0 + (1 + 3 cos 20)ln(sin 0) + 3 cos 01n(tan y20) 

+ V4(l + 3 cos 20)[ln(tan >/20)]2, 

N{0) = (4 + 3 cos 29) cot 0 + V2(l + 3 cos 20) cosec 01n(tan »/20) 

- 3 cot 0 cosec2 0 - 6 sin 201n(sin 9) - 3 sin 01n(tan V20) 

-3 /2sin20[ln(tany20)]2 , 

D(«0, «i) = (1 + 3 cos 2a0)R(ai) + 6 sin 2a1Q(«0). (7) 

A nondimensional temperature distribution can be written in the 
form 

k(T0-T) 
2B!2 [Ci(l + 3 cos 20) + C2Q(8) - M{0)\. (8) 

where «o and «i, are the semi-vertical angles of the inner and outer 
cones. H(0) satisfies a differential equation of the Legendre functions, 
the solution of which subject to boundary conditions (4) is 

H(0) = Ci(l + 3 cos 20) + C2[(l + 3 cos 20)ln(tan V20) + 6 cos 0] 

+ - ^ — |% cot2 0 + (1 + 3 cos 20)ln(sin 0) + 3 
k 

cos 01n(tan V20) + V4(l + 3 cos 20)]ln(tan V20)]2), 

1 — WI/OJO 

When 0 = «i, then T = TA the adiabatic wall temperature. The left 
hand side of (8) is the reciprocal of a Brinkman number, which 
physically represents the ratio of heat produced by conduction and 
heat produced by viscous dissipation. 

When the rotary flow is between two concentric spheres, the value 
of iv in equation (1) is again given in [2], page 194, equation (4.7). If, 
as before, the inner sphere is maintained at a constant temperature 
To while the outer sphere is adiabatic (Fig (lb)), the boundary con
ditions will now be 

B = tooBi, B 
/ tan V2«i 

(5) 
/tan y2«A _ cos «i 

Vtan V2«o' s m 2 «i 

cos «o 
T*\ 0, 

<9T*I 

Br \r=n 
= 0, (9) 

Here «o and MI, are the angular velocities of the inner and outer cones 
and Ci and C2 are constants given by 

r - 2^BV r - ^ r 
t l ; Ci , L.2 ; C2 , 

k k 

^ M{ao)R(ai) - N(ai)R(a0) 

D(ao,«i) 

(1 + 3 cos oio)N(ai) + 6 sin 2«iM(«0) 

D{aQ, «i) 

where 

Q(0) = (1 + 3 cos 20)ln(tan V20) + 6 cos 0, 

R{0) = (1 + 3 cos 20)cosec0 - 6 sin 201n(tan a/20) - 6 sin 0, 

where r0 and r j are the radii of the inner and outer spheres. The so
lution can now be effected by introducing the Legendre transform 

f T*(r, x)Pn(x)dx, X = cos0, n = 0, 1, 2 (10) 

Solving the straightforward differential equation for T„* with the help 
of the relation 

(6) 
Zn= f\l-X2)Pn(x)dx 

r(3 + y2n)r(2 - y2n)r(y2n + i)r(»/2 - v,n) 
(10a) 

adiabatic cone 

- cone at To 

- f ree sur face of fluid 

which can be obtained in [3]; then from the theory of inverse Legendre 
transforms and the properties of the gamma function only two terms 
n = 0, 2 are different from zero in the infinite series for T*. Thus we 
get 

7* = - ^ l ! ^ I M4ro-lrCB _ , 0 - . _ 4 r i - 3 r - l + ,-4) 
2k I 
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!;vr ;V,2/ + r 
1 — Oll/oiQ 

1 - r 0 W 

Z2P2(cos0) , 

(11) 

and again w0 and o>i are the angular velocities of the inner and outer 
spheres respectively. However, it is well known that 

Po(cos 0) = 1, P2(cos 0) = y4(l + 3 cos 20), 

while it can be very simply deduced that 

Z0 = icl'V2, Z -7T 1 / 2 /12 

(12) 

(13) 

Adiabatic sphere 

sphere at To 

Finally a nondimensional adiabatic wall temperature can be obtained 
from(l l ) - (13)as 

k(T0-TA) 3/i67r1/2L2 ( 4 r o 3 / r 1
3 - 3 r 0

4 / r 1
4 - l ) 

T O ' I 

5 /-o3 /4r0
3 /r1

3 - r0
6/;-i6 + 2r0/r! - 5' 

( b) 

Fig. 1 Physical model 
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12 
/•Q- /4r0-V (1 + 3 cos 20 ) . (14) 

3/-o5A'i5 + 2 

Equation (14) is plotted for various values of the parameters in Figs. 
2-4. 
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Fig. 2 Temperature distribution tor the blspherical viscometer: <ti,/uo = 0, 
2 

Fig. 4 Temperature distribution tor the blspherical viscometer: &>i/a!0 = 
1.5 

Fig. 3 Temperature distribution for the bispherlcal viscometer: « i /o i0 

0.2 

Discussion of Result 
In the previous section we have formulated and solved the energy 

problem for the biconical and concentric spherical viscometers. For 
the sake of brevity, only the concentric spherical case will be discussed 
quantitatively. In Figs. 2-4 we observe that for given a>i/oio, T0 — TA 
is negative for small values of ro/r^ for all 6. However as ro/ri increases 

To — TA becomes positive for small S and negative for large 0. When 
OJI/WO varies, To — TA also varies appreciably. Thus when ro/ri is of 
the order of 0.9 (say), reasonably large values of TAX ~ T^2 (the adi-
abatic wall temperature difference at two points 1 and 2 on the outer 
sphere) are possible and can therefore be comfortably measured. Thus 
with this measured temperature difference, the thermal conductivity 
can be determined from equation (14), the viscosity having been de
termined from the torque measurement. Hence the viscosity and 
thermal conductivity can be measured simultaneously using this 
bispherical viscometer. The same can be said of the biconical vis
cometer. 

The question now arises if natural convection effects can be ne
glected. The simplest completely confined natural convection problem 
is probably that analysed by Ostrach and Braun (for a brief review 
of this work see [4]). In short they showed that for flow and heat 
transfer of a fluid subject to an axial body force inside a rotating right 
circular cylinder of small height which is heated at its lower surface, 
the natural convection effects are negligible if the Reyleigh number 
is less than unity. We conjecture that for the rotary flows analysed 
in this article, this will also be the case. If this is so, the spheres (and 
the cones) do not have to be very close together to suppress natural 
convection as in the stationery parallel plate device. This is a merit 
that need be exploited. 
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